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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

An experienced and careful master mariner who 
never made a call upon underwriters for any loss. 

-EpiUlph of Captain Augustw N. Littlefield who died in 1878, 
aged 7'. Located in the Common Burying Ground, Newport, Rhode 
Islandt' 

There is no aspect of boating that is less glamorous or more critical to the 
well-being of a boat and crew than anchoring. It requires an inordinate 
amount of work, heavy gear, some hazard to crew t and it usually is a wet 
and dirty job. Furthermore, anchoring is the last event in a passage, and 
the crew is eager to get ashore. As a result there is a sense of urgency that 
may result in carelessness. 

To minimize potential problems under these circumstances, it is 
important for your boat to be properly equipped with good ground tackle 
and for the crew to know how to use it. Then, and only then, can you toast 
a successful day at sea and sleep well at anchor. 

You may expect a book on anchoring to begin with anchors and 
immediately launch into a debate on which is the best anchor. I have 
chosen not to do that because the anchor is no more important than any 
other component of the ground tackle system. 

Some months after the Tahiti hurricanes of 1982 and 1983, I had the 
opportunity to have a round table talk with four skippers who had 
survived one or more of these storms-three whose boats finally went on 
the beach, but were later salvaged, and one whose boat survived at anchor. 
All four skippers emphasized that anchors were not the problem-all 
anchors of adequate size did their jobs. What failed were rodes, bow 
rollers, windlasses, and people. The fetish of concentrating solely on the 

*Quoted in Robert Hendrickson. The Ocean .. \lmanac. <Garden City.~. Y.: Doubleday & Co .• 
1984). 
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anchor obscures the real issues t which are the total ground tackle system 
and how to use it. 

This Complete Boole of Anchoring and Mooring addresses the needs of 
recreational and workboats in the 12- to 80-foot range. It covers mono
hulls, multihulls, light displacement sailboats, cruisers, sportfishers, pas
sagemakers, and workboats. For the convenience of the reader it is di
vided into three parts: 

Part I-The Technology of Ground Tackle utilizes a systems approach to 
determine loads at anchor and translate them into ground tackle design 
criteria. What wa~ formerly considered strength through size (big anchors 
and heavy rodes) has been refined in order to reduce weight and loads on 
the boat, and to ease the difficulties the crew has in handling the total 
ground tackle system. 

Part II-The Art of Anchoring brings into play the human factors 
which not only help design the ground tackle but determine its limitations 
and application. Techniques are presented that make use of your head 
rather than your back to make the most of an anchoring situation. 

Part Ill-Permanent Moorings is a treatise of its own on how to design 
and fabricate permanent moorings for harbors and other sheltered areas. 
Available mooring space (including local political restrictions) and your 
mode of use of the boat are critical to the decision to put in a mooring and 
what kind to use. 

But, before you can delve into the principles of modern day anchor
ing and mooring, everyone must speak the same language. The jargon of 
the sea has always been a puzzle ~o landlubbers. You'll find in The Ingoldsby 
Legends the statement: "It's very odd that Sailor-men should talk so very 
queer." But it really isn't so odd when you consider that sea transponation 
evolved during a period of history when education was a rarity-schools 
for sailors did not exist, and seamen, in general, were a polyglot of the 
lowest classes of society. Officers came from "midships" or bought a 
commission with money gained from land-bound enterprises. Those who 
served on ships found it necessary to create their own language (actually it 
evolved) because that of the land did not fit their needs. 

Today f those of you who take to the sea like to think you are following 
the venerable traditions of the sea right down to the salty terms employed 
around boats. At least in the ground tackle department. you can improve 
you r salty talk by using nautical terminology correctly. 

THE JARGO~ OF GROUND TACKLE 

Anchoring. mooring, and docking are distinctly different ac
tions. A boat is "anchored" when it urides" or ulays" to a single anchor 
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"rode," although it is conceivable to have two anchors in tandem on that 
rode. A boat is "moored" after it "picks up a mooring buoy" or has set a 
multiple-anchor moor of its own. "Docking" means to "tie up to a dock," 
which is a land-bound structure. If the boat is simply "docked," then it is in 
"drydockU-a subtle but traditionally imponant difference. 

You speak of the anchors of a boat as "hooks:' the hook being a 
colloquial expression based on the desired action of the anchor. In today's 

'." -:·~~i~~·~~~""""""" 
" :.,". ":~' ~< ~.>;:;,~).;:;~;!.; ~,;:' 

! ..•. 

,'.'~' t 

.,~ I 
i 

l 
A stone anchor, used by the early Polynesians in the Cook Islands, is 

on display at the Cook Islands Museum on the island of Rarotonga. The 
rode is made of sennit, ~ product of the fibrous husk of the coconut. 
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boating world there are lunch hooks, work.ing anchors, and storm an
chors, which haven't always been known by those names. 

In the seventeenth century, Captain John Smith described uproper 
tearmes" [sic] for anchors in his A Sea Grammar, published in 1627, as 
follows: 

The proper tearmes belonging to Anchors are many. The least are 
called Kedg"s, to use in calms weather in a slow streame, or to kedge 
up and downe a narrow River, which is when they feare the winde or 
tide may drive them on shore. They row by her with an Anchor in a 
boat, and in the middest of the streame or where they finde most fit 
[drop anchor] if the Ship come too neere the shore, and so by a 
Hawser winde her head about, then weigh it againe till the like 
occasion; and this is ludging. 

There is also a streame Anchor, not much bigger, to stemme an easie 
srreame or tide. Then there is the first, second, and third Anchor, yet all 
such as a Ship in faire weather may ride by, and are called bow Anchors. 

The greatest is the sheat Anchor, and never used but in great 
necessity. 

Carrying a variety of anchor types and sizes has been general practice 
since the days of Caesar when extensive seafaring covered the Mediter
ranean Sea and the eastern Atlantic Ocean. For routine anchoring off
shore, Caesar's galleys carried several anchors ready, fore and aft. One of 
these would be larger than the rest, and in a severe blow the captain of the 
galley would give the order to ulower the last anchor." the usacred one,'" as 
seafarers called it. The sacred anchor later came to be known in mer
chantmen and men-of-war as the sheet anchor. 

Some traditional anchor terms are still used, for example, the bow 
anchor (or bower) is found in the hawsepipes of practically every ship and 
is used for all anchoring pprposes. Most ships today do not carry a sheet 
anchor depending instead on two bow anchors and propulsion to handle 
severe weather at anchor. Sailing vessels that lack propulsion-assist may 
still carry the "greatest" of all anchors-the "sacred one." 

The much misinterpreted kedge anchor is also standard gear on 
sailing vessels and small boats. Many persons call [he old-fashioned (also 
known as the Admiralty pattern, fisherman, and yachtsman) anchor a 
kedge anchor. This is incorrect unless an old-fashioned anchor is, indeed, 
being used in the act of kedging. Any anchor that you take out from your 
vessel for the purpose of kedging is really a kedge anchor while serving in 
that role. In comparison to today's patent lightweight anchors, an old-
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fashioned anchor would be unneccesarily awk.ward and heavy to handle 
as a kedge. 

Small boat anchor terminology has departed somewhat from Captain 
John Smith's Sea Grammar. What was the s~at Anchor is now the storm 
anchor. His bow Anchor has become the working anchor. His slTtafM Anchor 
is now known as the stern anchor. And, as for the modern lunch hook, 
traditional sailors knew better than to risk their boats to an undersized 
piece of gear. But the kedge Anchor remains the same-any small anchor 
that is used for kedging. 

The word anchor comes from the Latin word anchora meaning bend 
or bent which cenainly suggests the shape of an anchor. But you also 
"bend a line" to the anchor "ring" which then becomes the "anchor line" 
or "rode." At the other end of that line you "make fast" or "belay" it to a 
·'Samson post" (named after an Israelite judge of great strength) using a 
"hitch." I f the line is not long enough, you "bend" two lines together. 

The tail of the line beyond the Samson post is called the "bitter end." 
The meaning of this term is varied, and you can take your choice. It is the 
end of the anchor line that sees the least wear; therefore, it is the ubetter 
end." Or, it is the end of the anchor line that is made fast to foredeck 
"bitts" and is, therefore, the "bitter end." But the meaning that will stay 
with you the longest comes from the "bitter" feeling you get after having 
"let go the anchortt only to see the tail of the anchor line follow the anchor 
itself into the briny deep. More than one boater has suffered the embar
rassment of losing an anchor and line this way. 

You speak of "line" on a boat, such as an "anchor line," to dif .. 
ferentiate it from plain rope which is the bulk material from which any 
number of lines can be made for the boat. There are only a few legitimate 
"ropes" on a boat such as the "bell rope," "bolt rope," and "tiller rope," 
among others. To "know the ropes" is a landlubberly expression since it 
identifies only with the few ropes aboard a sailing vessel-nine, in fact, on 
a square-rigger-and does not address the dozens of "lines" that constj.~ 
tute the working gear of boats or ships. 

Even the general term "anchor line" has its variations. Traditionally, 
it was called a "cable:' and it was J 20 fathoms (720 feet) long. Ships 
continue to use the term "anchor cable," but the length is no longer a 
unique 120 fathoms. A ship's small boats--cutters, launches, pinnaces, 
etc.-ride at anchor to a line called a urode," a term commonly used in the 
United States. In European boating circles, the term "cable" is still used. 

You would "take out a line" when the line is transported away from 
the boat by dinghy as in kedging. You uhaul in" a line hand over hand or 
by a windlass. ""Slack o~' means to ease up or let out a line. ""Set the 
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An old-fashioned anchor of the admiralty pattern found in the 
lagoon at Abemama atoll in the Gilben Islands (now Kiribati). 

anchor" means to snub up gradually on the rode so that the anchor bill 
digs into the seabed .. 

Anchor terminology has carried over into the everyday jargon of the 
sailor. A ship is said to "slip her cable" when the "Old Man" orders that the 
cable be cut and the anchor abandoned. Seamen have adopted the phrase, 
"He slipped his cable," to explain a death. If a wife or mistress has run off 
with someone else, it is said, "She slipped her cable:' A sailor who has 
permanently le ft the sea is said to have "swallowed the anchor. n 

Although the romance and superstitions of sailing days of yore have 
been replaced with more scientific and technical nomenclature, there is 
every reason to retain the jargon of the sea as it pertains to anchoring. 
This is a language used in an parts of the world, and it is an important 
facet of the anchoring game. 

SETTING A REAL ANCHOR TO WINDWARD 

Long ago I lost track of the number of times I anchored a boat, 
completing yet anorher day of boating or another blue water passage. I 
have anchored in good anchorages and in bad, in anchorages surrounded 
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by vicious coral reefs and volcanic bluffs, in bottoms that "shoaled" to 15 
fathoms, in seabeds of slippery mud, and with winds up to 50 knots. I n all 
of these anchorages (and I am very generous to call some of them anchor
ages at all) a good set of the anchor provided the kind of satisfaction that is 
the equal of the finest after-dinner cigar. 

Good ground tackle is the unheralded security blanket for a boat. 
Anchors throughout history have been the symbol of steadfastness and an 
emblem of hope. When things seemingly are at their worst, a firmly 
embedded anchor offers a ray of hope. 

Anchoring is such an integral part of boating that it is often taken for 
granted-if you can make a boat go, you can also make it stop. Wrong. 
Watching "anchor drills" in a harbor can be a source of great amusement 
at someone else's expense until someone anchors too close and then your 
amusement turns to dismay. 

With the increasing numbers of recreational and commercial boats 
on the water, competition for anchorages is becoming more severe. Itcan 
only get worse since the number of natural harbors and bights suitable for 
anchoring is virtually fixed for eternity, while the boating population 
continues to grow. There is no choice but to make better use of good 
anchorages and safer use of less desirable anchorages. You can grouse 
about it all you want, but it will be better for all if everyone learns more 
about proper anchoring to get along in our gregarious and ever .. increas
ing boating society. 

Recreational and working boats should have nothing less than com
plete ground tackle on board, and the crew should know how to use it. 
Being able to hold a boat relatively still and off the rocks while a clogged fuel 
filter is replaced or a torn sail is changed is a far better mark of seamanship 
than being able to call a proper Mayday on the radiotelephone. 

When the winds begin to howl through the anchorage, it is too late to 
shop for ground tackle and train your crew. The die is cast and you have 
to place (he security of your boat on whatever ground tackle sits on the 
foredeck and whatever knowledge your crew has. Before that happens, 
however, you can design a proper ground tackle system and train your 
crew in the proper art of anchoring. Then you will be ready to stake the 
safety of your boat on its anchor system in any weather. . 

In making a passage at sea, it matters little if you violate some of the 
fundamental precepts of steering or sailing. I f your passage takes a little 
longer than planned, so be it. But at the end of the passage, setting your 
anchor must be done in a proper manner for your boat is now near its 
mortal enemy-land. 

Most of my blue w~er cruising has been done without conventional 
marine hull insurance because of the prohibitively high cost of premiums. 
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Among the later developments of the old-fashioned anchor was the 
Trotman anchor (about 1846) which embodied a contemporary stock and 
upper shank but had a pivoting arm and Huk'es to minimize the chances of 
the lazy arm fouling the rode. There was a tripping palm on the backside 
of [he arm which positioned the lower fluke to bite into the bottom. The 
Trotman shown here was reportedly carried by the U. S. battleship Maint 
when it was blown up in Havana harbor in 1898. The anchor was re
covered from the bottom in 1912 and taken up the Atlantic coast where it 
and many other relics were lost in a winter storm of 1912 in I pswich Bay 
just north of Gloucester, ~(assachuseus. The anchor was resalvaged in 
1975 and is now on display at the Seven Seas Restaurant Wharf in 
Gloucester. Photo: Jim ~fc:,\itt. 
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Since most serious boating casualties occur in the vicinity of land, I have 
paid particular attention to the adequacy of my ground tackle and the 
process of setting the anchor. I know of no better insurance for a boat 
than a properly set anchor and a reliable anchor watch. 

Nowhere in boating is the old saw "a chain is only as strong as its 
weakest link" more appropriate than in the boat-anchoring game. Few 
boaters realize how many links there are in the chain of equipment and 
events that constitute successful anchoring. The way to insure your boat is 
to provide capable links in the anchor system. 

There is an interesting trade-off that you can make with insurance 
premiums. On the one hand, you can buy a paper policy that will reim
burse your heirs for the price of the boat. On the other, you can make a 
similar investment in the boat to make it more seaworthy and your crew 
more capable. I n the latter case, the payoff is the successful completion of 
your voyage. Further, not only has the boat survived, but your personal 
belongings aboard and maybe even your life have been spared to sail 
another day. Don't skim p on ground tackle and expect paper insurance to 

The Bay of Islands, Suva. Fiji. has good holding ground and suffi
cient room for visiting crilising boats to anchor with a single book. This is 
not a hurricane anchorage. 
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make up for it. Remember, a boat afloat is far more valuable to you than 
one on the rocks covered by paper insurance. 

There is no moral to this story, only hard personal choices. If your 
budget can stand blue water insurance as well as good ground tackle, go 
for both. But remember, budget your own safety ahead of insurance. 

For reader and author alike, it is now time to get on with the vital 
business of boat security at anchor. 

""~~~ 

ANCHORING INSURANCE 
POLICY 

... Know your anchor 
system loads 

... Study chain vs rope rodes 
- Have adequate deck gear 
... Carry a variety of 

anchors 

... Know boat's behavior at 
anchor 

... Choose suitable 
anchorages 

... Use marginal anchorages 
with care 

.... Study seabed 
characteristics 

""",,1".,.'11.,,111,:,~ 

L~:....f...~.:J-... : . .':J:"'~'.£:.' '-., ~~ 

- Train crew 
- Be aware of human 

limitations 
- Set anchor watch 
- Be ready for adverse 

weather 
• " I • . I ~ .. , " • ..' 

... Respect the rights of others 

... DoJ:l't be cocky--even you 
don't know it all after 
reading this book 

Ne;1l4NM R,. 
Neptunus Rex 
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF GROUND TACKLE 
A comprehensive guide to requirements for ground tackle on 

boats and technical advice on the proper design, installation, and useofit. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Loads at Anchor 

Good seamanship calls for anchoring your boat in an area sheltered from 
wind and seas and with a seabed that will provide adequate holding 
power. But neither the elements nor the seabed are always found in 
suitable combinations to implement idealized seamanship. You must in
stead make the most of the situation which calls for equipping your boat 
with ground tackle that can take the fury of the wind and seas and survive. 
To do that, you first need to have some idea what the loads are that your 
boat will have to face. 

All boats should be designed and equipped with ground tackle to 
survive winds of 30 knots (Beaufort 7) (see Fig. 2-1) with some shelter 
from the seas. There are many boats that by virtue of their use in fishing, 
cruising, or chartering, may find it necessary to anchor in much heavier 
winds. Any boat of substance can ride out 60 knots of wind (Beaufort 11) 
on the high seas and away from land and rocky shorelines. But it takes a 
well-equipped boat and an experienced crew to ride out the same winds 
and accompanying seas at anchor. The loads on a boat from a wind of 60 
knots are four times as great as those from a wind of30 knots and the seas 
have changed from rough to mountainous. 

Wind by itself is not your principal adversary when anchoring, but it 
sets the stage for it. Actually, the sea is your adversary. Most ground tackle 
can handle a steady tug from the wind on the boat well. But throw into the 
fray simultaneous pitching, surging, and yawing of the boat, and you have 
every reason to be concerned about the integrity of your ground tackle 
system. 

A boat in a seaway is considered to have "six degrees of freedom" or 
movement-three in linear motion and three in rotational motion (Fig. 
2-2). These six motions are never seen or felt independently, generally 
they occur simultaneously although one or two of them may appear to be 
the dominant motion at a particular moment. A good example of this in a 
boat at anchor is the apparent dominance of pitch and heave when there is 
any wave motion. 
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Esttltlthl, "Id .,... T.", end S-........ ... ... _ of * •• c. .. ,. EIfIctI .b ...... alII. .... -ft. cod. 

Calm Sea like mirror. Calm, 

Light air Ripples with appearance of scales; na , • .av. 0 

foam cruts. 
0 

light Small wavelets; crests of glassy appear· Rippted, 1 
breeze ance. not breaking. 0-1 

Gentle lIrge wavefelS: criSIS begin to break; Wawfl'Cs. 2 
breeze scattered whitecaps. 1-2 

Moderate Small waves. beCOming longer: numerous Slight, 3 
tweeze whitacaps. 2-4 

Fresh Moderat. waves, taking longer form; many Mod.,.t., 4 
breeze whitecaps; some spray. 4-8 

Strong Larger WIYIS forming: whitecaps every- Rough, 5 
breezl where: more Spray. 8·13 

Moderate Sea heaps up; wt\ite foam from tweaking 
gale waves begins to be blown in streaks. 

IFrISh gale Moderately hig" waves 0' greater t~; 
edges ot crests be9in to break into spin- V.Y 
drift: foam is blown in .,It·marked rough. 6 
streaks. 13-20 

StrOtlQ High waves: sea begins to roll; dense 
gal • streaJcs 01 toam: spray may reduce visi· 

bility. 

Whol. Very hiOh waves with overhanging er.ts: 
0111 sea tak.s whit. appearance as foam is High. 7 

blown in very dense streaks: rolling is 20-3> 
heavy and vi~ility reduced. 

Storm Exceptionally high waves; sea covered Very 
with white foam patches: visibility still high. ' 8 
more reduced. 30-45 

Hurricane Ail filled with toam: sea completely white 
Phlnoml".'. with driving spray: visibility greatly re- over 45 9 

duced. 

Fig. 2-1. Wind speed by the Beaufort scale with corresponding sea 
states, reproduced from American Practical Navigator (Bowditch). 

The three linear motions--surging, swaying, and heaving-are non ... 
oscillatory, and the boat does not return to its original position of equilib
rium unless the directions of the applied forces are reversed. The three 
rotational motions-yawing, rolling, and pitching-are all oscillatory, and 
the boat will tend to return to its equilibrium position when the disturbing 
forces are removed. 

All six motions are experienced by a boat at anchor. The wind tends 
to create yawing and swaying. The waves tend to create pitching and 
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surge 
heave 

Surge-motion forward and backward in the direction of boat travel along the 
IongitudinaJ axis. 

Sway-athwartship motion of the boat along the transverse axis. 

Heave-motion up and down in the vertical axis. 

Roll-angular motion about the longitudinal axis. When the boat rolls, it lists al
ternately from starboard to port and back again. 

Pitch-angular motion about the transverse axis. When the boat pitches, it trims 
alternately by the bow and stem. 

Yaw-angular motion about the vertical axis. When the boat yaws, the bow and 
stem swing from side to side. 

Fig. 2-2. The six degrees of freedom of a boat, derived from the 
Mariners Weather Log. Courtesy: National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

heaving while the anchor restraint is involved with surging depending on 
its elasticity. Wind and wave combine to create roll but that is the least 
important of the six motions of the boat at anchor. A properly designed 
and set anchor system under normal circumstances is able to react to all of 
these motions without undue attention by the crew. In storm conditions, 
however, the unpredictability of wind and wave loadings and the possible 
wear and failure of ground tackle elements require constant vigilance on 
the part of the crew. 
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i\MERICi\~ BOAT AND YACHT COUNCIL 
GROUND TACKLE DESIGN LOADS 

The American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) has prepared 
a table of Typical Design Horizontal Loads (see Table 2-1) for use of 
designers and builders of boats and boat hardware. The table applies to 
both power and sail monohull boats and is simplified in that discrete boat 
lengths and beams are used assuming more or less conventional designs. 
Ground tackle loads are given for "working" and "storm n anchoring 
conditions as well as for "lunch" hooks. The anchored boat is assumed to 
have freedom to oscillate and to have moderate shelter from seas propor
tionate to its hull size. 

To use the ABYC table, enter with your boat's length (LOA) and 
beam (separate columns for power and sail) using that parameter which 
gives you the larger load. The horizontal loads on the boat's ground tackle 
are then taken from the succeeding three columns identified as ULunch 
hook," uWorking anchor," or "Storm anchor." The approximate wind 
speeds that go with these three columns are 15 knots, 30 knots, and 42 
knots. respectively. 

I f you ever expect to anchor in force 9 winds or greater, you should 
design your ground tackle for 60 knots of wind. The AB YC table can be 

Table 2-1. Typical Ground Tackle Dtsign Horizontal Loads 

Critical dimensiona Horizontal load on boat-lbsb 

LOA Beam-ft Lunch \Vorking Stonn 

feet power sail hook anchor anchor 

10 5 4 40 160 320 
15 6 5 60 250 500 
20 8 7 90 360 720 
25 9 8 125 490 980 
30 II 9 175 700 1,400 
35 13 10 29 " _.:J 900 1.800 
40 14 11 300 1,200 2.400 
50 16 13 400 1,600 3,200 
60 18 15 500 2.000 4.000 

cl 70 20 17 675 2.700 5,400 
80 22 19 900 3,600 7,200 

Source: American Boat and Yachl Council (ABYC). Inc.. P. O. Box ~06 . .\mitvville. ~y 11 iO l. 
aL'se LO.-\. or beam of~our boat. whichever produces the larger lQad. House~(S should use the load for 
bhe next larger powerboat size 

Assumes freedom (0 oscillate. and moderate shelter from seas proportionate to hull sile. 

c[xlrapolated b~' author. 
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adjusted to 60 knots by multiplying the loads gi\len in the Working anchor 
column by4. 

As an example of how to use the AB YC table, consider finding the 
ground tackle horizontal loads for a Uniflite Coastal Cruiser with a flying 
bridge (fable 2-2). The values for ground tackle loads are simply in
terpolated on the basis of LOA or beam and the larger set are the ones 
used. I n this case they are seen to be quite close in magnitude which is 
what you would expect for a conventionally proportioned boat. 

The general run of sportfishing and cruising power boats should 
have ground tackle designed to withstand 42 knots of wind which is a 
common gale condition on either coast of the United States as well as in 
the Great Lakes. Powerboats that are based in hurricane-prone areas, 
such as the Caribbean, should be designed to withstand 60 .. knot wind 
speeds. 

The ABYC table can be adjusted to 60·knot wind conditions by 
multiplying the loads given in the "Working anchor" column by four. In 
the case of the V niflite Coastal Cruiser, 60 knots of wind would produce 
horizontal ground tackle loads of approximately 4.240 pounds 
(4 X 1.060). 

CALCUL~~TING GROUND TACKLE LOADS 

If your boat is atypical, that is, if it is beamier. has higher or 
lowe~ freeboard, has more rigging, or is a multihull. you must take time to 
calculate the wind loads making suitable corrections for surge loading at 
the s~me time. 

The aerodynamicist has given us various tools to estimate the wind 
loads' on a boat at anchor. One method is to measure them in a wind 
tunnel, which few of us can afford to do. Anomer way is to estimate wind 
loads mathematically based on test data for other boats, for other vehicles, 

Table 2-2. £;wmpfl' of Grollnd Tncklf Dl'.~ign Hori:ontal Load,. 11)' 
~-\meri(an Boat and Yacht Council J\letnod 

Boat: l~ niHite Coastal Cruiser 
LOA: 37 ft 9 in 
Beam: 12 ft 9 in 

Eguivalent steady state wind speed-knots 

Loads as a function of length 
Loads as a function of beam 

Ground tack.le design 
horizontal load s--I bs 

Lunch "~orking Storm 
hook anchor anchor 

15 30 42 

(265 1,060' 2.120 
220 880 l.76() 

Cse ) 
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such as automobiles and airplanes. and on a whole variety of components 
which make up a vehicle. The latter method will be described here as it can 
be done for most boat shapes using a simple hand calculator and the 
drawings of the boat. 

In addition to the static aerodynamic drag loads on a boat at anchor. 
rhere are also dynamic loads caused by the surging of the boat in the seas 
and. sometimes. there may also be current drag loads. These are all 
faerored into the final answer. 

IS: 

The equation for the aerodynamic drag of an object in a wind stream 

cl =q°Cct·A 
where d = drag force-Ibs 

q = dynamic pressure-lb per ft2 

4t = drag cofficient~imensionless 
A = charateristic area-ft2 

[Equation 2-/] 

The dynamic pressure. q, is determined from the equation: 

q = ~·V2 
2 

where p = .002378 slugs per ft3 at standard sea level 
conditions 

\' = wind speed in ft per second 
. . 

Values of dynamic pressure, q. for a range of wind speeds at sea level are: 

Beaufort (q)" 
V-knots number Ibs per ft2 

10 3 0.33 
20 5 1.3 
30 7 3 
40 8 5 
50 10 8 
60 1 1 12 
70 12 17 
80 13 22 
90 15 28 

100 16 34 

Be sure to note one very important characteristic of the dynamic 
pressure which is that it increases as the square of the wind speed. The 
d~·namic pressure acting against a boat at wind speeds of 60 knots is four 
limes that acting against a boat at 30 knots. 

The drag coefficient, Cd, comes from wind tunnel test data and is 
applicable to similar body shapes at different wind speeds as long as the 
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How is incompressible which is the case for wind speeds of interest here 
(Table 2-3). These drag coefficients are for a 0° angle of attack and a 00 

angle of raw. The drag coefficients for boats include a nominal allowance 
for rigging, lifelines, and antennas. 

The author calculated a number of additional drag coefficients for 
monohull sailboats of differing displacement-length ratios. 

~ = displacement (long tons) 
L (.01 LWL)~ 

(Equation 2-2] 

where L WL = water line length-ft 

These correlated well with the displacement-length ratio of the hulls (Fig. 
2-3). 

The characteristic area, A, is the area of the body measured perpen
dicular to the wind. The drag of a body, d, is proportional (0 the area of 
the body allowing scaling of drag forces for bodies of different size but the 
same shape. Boats, however, have been observed to veer as much as 30° 
from side to side when at anchor. Therefore. the characteristic area to be 
used for wind drag load calculations is the yawed area presented to the 
wind when the angle of yaw reaches 30° (Fig. 24). One could also make a 
correction for the drag coefficient at an angle of attack but this becomes of 
secondary importance if the characteristic yawed area has been used. 

Table 2 -3. l)pical Vehicle Wind Drag Coefficients 

Vehicle 

Angular tramp steamer 
Cabin cruiser 
Long liner 
Oil tanker 
Modern ocean liner 
Cruising trimaran 
Cruising catamaran 
~(odern automobile (sedan) 
Racing trimaran 
Modern automobile (fastback) 
l!ltrastreamlined pla~'boat 
Racing automobile 
Airplane 

Cd 
with wind ahead 

1.2 
1.0 
0.9 
0.85 
0.7 
0.6 
0.55 
0.52 
0.45 
0.34 
0.2 
0.17 
0.09 

Source: To Baumeisler. ed . . WaT.·J SllJNblYd HandbooA fO,. .Wtchanical £ngi~".'i, 8th eel. (!'Jew York.: 
McCraw-HiII Co .• 19i8) and 'Vil~m F. Durand. ed .. An-adynamic ThLory. Vol. ... (Glouc~ter. Mass.: Peter 
Smith, 19i6 l. 
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1.5 

with wind dead ahead 

1.0 

~ft motor sailer ~ .""",!!!ffi1l! 
Morgan 01-41 .. :!:ij1!!1!fl!l~~7.:::::::. 

0.5 

Dare-60 

o ----------~--------~---------------------o 100 200 300 400 
ultra-light light medium heavy 

Displacement/length ratio 

Fig. 2-3. Monohull sailboat wind drag coefficients. 

The wind drag load on a boat yawed at 300 to the wind becomes: 

[Equation 2-3] 

CURRENT DRAG LOAD 

Current drag load is not a major contributor to ground tackle 
loads. Test data on a 40-foot boat showed that current drag amounts only 
to about 300 pounds in a 5-knot stream. For a 60-foot boat9 the equivalent 
current would add only 750 pounds of drag. Currents of 5 knots rarely 
occur in an anchorage, generally they are found in rivers, streams. and 
passes. Wind-driven ocean currents are of even lesser importance. Data in 
Bowditch indicate that the maximum surface current expected from a 

60-knot wind with an unlimited fetch is 1.2 knots. 

SURGE LOADING 

Reports from boats that have faced whole gale to hurricane 
winds at anchor say that it is not the winds that break anchor gear and 
upset anchors, but the accompanying wave action which causes the boats 
to pitch 9 surge. heave. and yaw. Surge is the worst of these motions as the 
boat rides over the waves alternately stretching and relaxing the anchor 
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Fig. 2-4. Projected areas of boats yawed 30° to the wind. 

rode like a horizontal yo-)'o. But one cannot separate surge from the other 
motions so what is said here relative to surge takes into account the other 
motions as well. 

There is neither theoretical nor experimental data available on the 
subject of surge loading on anchor rodes; therefore, we have to resort to 
judgment and experie~~e. There are many qualitative accounts in the 
literature of boats riding out storms of various levels while at anchor. The 
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common denominator seemed to be that surging of the boat sometimes as 
much as "doubled" the loads felt from wind drag alone. Van Dorn, in his 
fine book, Oceanography and Seamanship (see Bibliography), calculated 
storm loads on a small boat's elastic anchoring system, and although his 
approach was different, the end result appeared to confirm that surge 
could as much as double the wind loading on the boat. 

You can rationalize that the total loading on an anchor rode is made 
up of the wind drag and some factor representing the dynamics of the 
wind-induced surge motion: 

Ground tackle load = d · SF lbs 
where SF = surge factor 

[Equation 2-4] 

Using your intuition, you can quantify the surge factor, SF. Quite 
obvious is the fact that it should be proportional to the weight (displace
ment) of the boat. Heavy boats have higher surge forces than lighter 
boats. This fact was clearly brought home to me when my medium 
displacement fiberglass ketch replaced a heavy displacemen.t wood 
schooner at a San Pedro, California. marina dock. Whereas the manage
ment had to replace dock cleats regularly for the schooner because of the 
unwelcome surge in the harbor, no dock cleats were ever loosened by my 
lighter boat. The same would appear to hold true for boats at anchor; 
therefore, the surge factor can be proportioned to the boat's displacement. 

Likewise, you would expect the surge factor to be related to the 
length of the boat. A long boat has a lower pitch·up angle for a given wave 
height, and, therefore, exerts a smaller transient pitching load on the 
ground tackle. 

U sing displacement and length as arguments, you have the familiar 
displacement-length ratio as the dominant parameter to describe the 
surge factor for monohull boats at anchor (Fig. 2-5). 

M ultihull boats, on the other hand, are faced with .an additional 
phenomenon, and that is the increased "wing" area presented to both 
wind and wave crest as the boat is pitched to a high angle of attack when 
riding over the crest of the wave. It is estimated that the added frontal 
impact forces of wind and water can result in a surge factor for multihuIl 
boats from 15 to 20 percent higher than for monohulls. 

GROU~D TACKLE LOAD CALCUL~~TIONS 

The author has calculated ground tackle loads for four 
popular recreational boats using Equation 2-3. The characteristic yawed 
drag area, A:soo, was calculated for each component of the boat-hull(s), 
cabin, other superstructure, masts, lifelines, life raft, rigging, etc. This 
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Fig. 2-5. Surge factor approximations. 

Table 2-4. Emmpks of Calculated Ground T ackk Loads 

Morgan Polynesian Brown 
01-41 Concept Searunner 

monohull catamaran trimaran 

LOA-ft 41.3 35.5 37.3 
Displacement -length ratio 305 100 100 

Drag coefficient Cd 0.9 0.55 0.6 
Dynamic pressure q (psf) 3 3 3 
Characteristic area 

A300 f[2 237 302 255 
Wind drag at 30 knots Ib 640 450 460 
Surge factor 1.8 1.5 1.5 

Total ground cackle load: 
30-kno[ wind-lb 1,150 6i5 690 
6O-knot wind-lb 4,610 2,700 2,760 

Ulliflite 
Coastal 
Cruiser 

37.7 
200 
l.0 
3 

226 

680 

l.5 

1,020 
4,080 

Sources: E~rl Hinz. "Morgan Our hland -ll Sea Trial:' SM. January, 1981 ~ Buddy Eb5en. FolyM.fian 

Conupt<EnglewoodCliffs. ~.J.: Prentice-Halt.lnc., 1972):Jim Brown.Sf'anmnnTrima"s1lS(P.O 80" 14, 
Norch. VA 23128: author's publication, 1973): and Earl Hinz, "l'niAite Coastal Cruiser Sea Trial." SM, 
April. 19i9. 
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was the most laborious part of the exercise. Once done9 however9 the 
remaining work was trivial. Drag coefficients, Cd, dynamic pressure, q. 
and surge factors were taken from appropriate tables. The results are 
reproduced in Table 2 ... 4. 

It is interesting to note that even the light displacement multihulls 
can generate substantial ground tackle loads. These boats, without deep 
steadying keels and heavy ballast. are much livelier at anchor than com
parable size monohulls. An owner of a trimaran that rode out Hurricane 
Jwa in Hawaii in November 1982 stated that it felt like the boat was Hying 
through wave crests as it was partially airborne most of the time. 

For boats that are of a nominal design, such as the Unifiite Coastal 
Cruiser, the calculated ground tackle loads are comparable to those 
determined by using the ABYC table. For instance, the 30-knot wind load 
as just calculated is 1,020 pounds. This compares with a value of 1,060 
derived by the ABYC method (Table 2-2). 

rII . 
........ , __ ~,~J 

·\~ .. I 

The author's Morgan Out Island 41 ketch, Horizon, at anchor in 
Tarawa lagoon. Forty years earlier the atoll had bttn racked by days of 
ship and airplane bombardment prior to being captured from the Japa ... 
nese in a violent 72-hour battle by the U. S. Marines. The bottom is good 
holding ground of coral sand, but you first have to get inside the barrier 
reef to enjoy it. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Deck Gear for Anchors 

Several years ago I read a magazine article entitled "Anchoring 'How Do 
Porcupines Make Love?'" by Larry Haupt (in The Eruign,January 1979). 
The answer to the amorous porcupine question is, of course, "very care
fully," and Haupt anfully applied the same answer to the problems of 
anchor handling, pointing out that there simply is no easy way. Good 
equipment and care are essential. Taking an anchor aboard and stowing it 
is, at best, hard work and, at worst, a dangerous task. 

I t is necessa ry that an anchor be stowed properly, for if it gets loose at 
sea, it is a lethal weapon. And, if it is stored anyplace but in the bilge, it 
seems to have an affinity for fouling sheets and dock lines at the worst 
possible times. As attractive as the bilge is, though, an anchor stored there 
is not a ready anchor, and every boat should have a ready anchor. During 
boat races sailors may want to remove their anchors temporarily from the 
bow and stow them below, but when they approach land, whether racing 
or not, anchors should be made ready. 

When square-rigged ships made their multimonth-Iong passages, 
they often removed the heavy old-fashioned anchor from the cathead and 
put it inside the bulwarks on the deck where there was less chance of 
losing it to wild seas. Some blue water cruisers still do this but mostly for 
weight distribution. The trend today is for cruising and working boats to 
stow their bow anchor on a multipurpose bow roller leaving the anchor 
ready all of the time. It may appear to be a lazy approach to the problem, 
but it is usually shallow water and land that get boats into trouble and not 
the high seas. M V own boat, which has seen many blue water miles, carries 
two CQR anchors ready on the bow, one semiready Danforth on the aft 
cabin top, and a fourth Luke old-fashioned take-apart anchor in a cabin 
locker. Readiness and flexibility of ground tackle is the key to survival 
when in the vicinity of land. 

STE~IH£AD A~CHOR ROLLER 

The most useful anchoring accessory to come forth in recent 
years is the stemhead anooor roller which not only forms a good stowage 
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place for the anchor but makes the whole job of anchoring simple, safe, 
and nondamaging to the boat hull. The concept is simplicity itself, but the 
implementation of it is not so simple because of differences in bow 
designs, types of anchors, and the high loads encountered in stonn 
anchoring. 

The roller is the key to the stem head anchor fitting (Fig. 3·1), and it 
shou1d be made as large in diameter as is practical but never less than 
about three inches diameter at its center. The roller should have a concave 
surface to center the rode as it rolls back and forth. The center of the 
roller should be grooved to support a rope rode or slotted to accept 
alternate chain links edgewise. If the chain can be prevented from turn-
"ing, it will be less apt to kink in the chain locker. 

Roller material can be metal or hard plastic. Marine aluminum or 
brass are very good materials, but tough plastics like Delrin or TeHon 
work equally well and provide a measure of quiet when bringing in the 
chain. The roller axle should be a loose fitting, stainless steel bolt that will 
help hold the sides of the trough together under extreme side loads. 
Either a safety lock nut or a substantial cotter pin should be used to secure 
the nut on the bolt. 

The trough of the roller should be viewed as a major structural 
element of the boat and should be fabricated to take extreme loads 
encountered in storm anchoring. The trough cannot be built too strong 
nor attached too securely. In Sail magazine Uune 1983) Lin and Larry 
Pardey, writing on the disaster at Cabo San Lucas, noted: 

\Vithout a doubt, bow rollers were one of the weakest lil1ks in the 
anchoring systems, not only of the boats that hit the beach but also of 
those that escaped to sea or were actually able to ride out the gale at 
anchor. A few minutes after we arrived at Cabo, we saw a man 
walking toward town carrying a stainless steel bow roller fabrication 
that had been twisted almost 180 degrees. 

One thinks of the anchor rode as pulling forward on the boat which is 
an idealized situation. Actually, when the boat pitches there is also a 
venical or downward loading put on the trough. The angle of pul~ can 
reach 450 in heavy seas resulting in a downward loading, FVI of70 percent 
of the load in the anchor rode. The total fulcrum load at the very stem is, 
then, F\, + Fr. 

Side loads on the bow roller trough can be just as easily visualized 
coming from the sheering of the boat and/or steady side loads from wind 
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Fig. 3-1. Stemhead anchor roller installation loads. 

or current if the boat is anchored bow and stern. At 300 of sheer the side 
load, F h, on the trough is approximately 50 percent of the load in the 
anchor rode. The side load, Fh, creates a significant horizontal torque, T h, 

which must be countered with substantial through-bolting. 
Chafe is the number one enemy of nylon rodes and can be especially 

critical in a bow roller installation when sheering of the boat takes place. 
There should be no sharp edges on the trough to cause chafe. Generously 
flare the cheeks of the trough to make a smooth, rounded surface for the 
nylon rope to rub against. Even then, chafing protection should be added 
to the rope anchor line. 

Lastly, the bow roller trough should be fitted with a bailor keeper pin 
to prevent the rode from jumping out of the trough when the bow of the 
boat pitches down (Fig. 3-2). A removable bail is recommended in case 
you have to change your anchor rode configuration. 

-,.. 
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keeper-pin 

A keeper-pin or bail prevents this 

Fig. 3-2. How to prevent anchor rode from jumping out of trough. 

The heavy-duty bow roller on the author's l\{organ Out Island 41 has 
been fitted with a keeper-pin to restrain the anchor rode from jumping 
out of the trough when the boat pitches down. The small radius cheeks 
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.~NCHOR PLATFORMS 

.-\ natural extension of the stemhead anchor storage is the 
installation of an anchor platform on the bow. The platform can serve a 
variety of purposes: making dock line handling easier; allowing for a 
lookout spot when in bad weather, or in areas of reefs; and providing for a 
location to stow two anchors as well as a structure to support the anchor 
roller. Anchor pla[forms are very popular on powerboats. some being 
molded into the foredeck structure. 

A good anchor platform is one that extends far enough forward to 
assure that the anchor will not strike the hull if it should swing during 
weighing. Another valuable feature is to have substantial braces under the 
platform to enable it to take the vertical and side loads from the anchor 
rode during storm anchoring. Remember, of course, that the longer the 
platform is, the greater the side loads are. 

An anchor platform and bow roller have been integrated into the 
deck mold on this Ocean 40 powerboat. Factory attention to the needs of 
ground tackle on a boat can be an attractive feature to the potential buyer. 

can cause excessive wear when a rope rode is used; so a short length of 
chain is used as a riding stopper through the bow roller trough (see Fig. 
5-23.). ':--
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All of the platforms I have seen or used were admirably smooth with 
well-rounded corners on the upper side but loaded with sharp edges 
underneath and to the sides where the rode would ride when the vessel 
sheers. Out of sight is not out of mind as far as anchoring is concerned, 
and maximum protection should be given the nylon rode on the under
side of the anchor platform. 

BOWSPRIT ANCHOR STOWAGE 

Sailboats with bowsprits have a natural mounting location for 
anchors keeping them away from the hull and allowing two anchors to be 
comfortably carried. Rollers can be installed on both sides of the bowsprit, 
and the anchors either two-blocked on the roller or lashed to the hull 
below the sprit. The latter, however, creates the danger of a loose anchor 
banging the hull in a seaway. 

Square-rigged ships would hoist their anchors to the catheads and 
then lash them in place across the rail much to the detriment of the rail, 

A stainless steel tubing bowsprit makes an excellent mounting for a 
bow anchor roller trough. The cheeks of the trough are well Hared, and a 
bail is welded to the cheeks. The long trough takes up chain wear on the 
sprit deck. Note ho\v the chain passes through a small fairlead in the 
bulwark preventing shackling on additional lengths. 
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Fig. 3-3. Torques on a bowsprit roller. 

topsides, and bulwark cosmetics. This method of stowing an anchor is, 
however, far better than to hook the anchor flukes around the bobstayas 
is so commonly done. 

While the preferred way to stow an anchor on the bowsprit is with the 
use of a roller, there are some necessary design features to be considered. 
Besides all of the problems of a stemhead roller, the bowsprit also has to 
handle unsymmetrical loads (Fig. 3-3). The vertical rode load, Fv, pro
duces two torques which must be counteracted-Tr which tends to bend 
the anchor_roller axle and Ts which tends to twist the sprit. 

If the axle bends, there is binding in the roller's bearing, and it will 
not operate freely. I f the sprit twists (assuming that it is strong enough not 
to twist off), the lead of the anchor rode will be at an angle to the side such 
that it will want to run off the outboard side of the roller. 

What it gets down to is making a very sim pie engineering load and 
stress analysis of the design before anything is built. The techniques for 
analysis are covered in elementary mechanics books and could well save 
an expensive boat from going on the rocks. 

THE CATAMARA~ BOW ROLLER 

Cruising catamarans generally utilize a spreader tube between 
hull stems to support an anchor rode bow roller (Fig. 3-4). Chain is rarely, 
if ever, used as an anchor rode for a multihull boat so adequate size plastic 
rollers can be used in the fairlead. These must have some kind of a bail 
over them to prevent tpe rode from jumping out of the rollers when the 
boat pitches down. ,.. 
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An all-too-common sight-an anchor wedged against the bobsta~ for 
stowage. The anchor not only mars the bobstay cable. hastening its fatigue 
failure, but the lateral shaking of the anchor in a seaway will loosen the 
bobstayassembly. 

The spreader tube must be of sufficient cross section to withstand 
vertical bending loads occurring when the bow pitches up over a wave. 
These loads. as noted previously, can amount to 70 percent of the anchor 
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Fig. 3-4. A modest .. size bow roller mounted on the forward hull 
spreader tube of a catamaran. The spreader tube must have adequate 
bending strength to resist the venical load applied by the anchor rode 
when the boat is pitching. 

rode loading. Similarly, side loads on the rollers can amount to 50 percent 
of the anchor rode loading. The rode is not belayed to the spreader tube 
but is led aft to conventional deck gear. 

Racing catamarans often do not have a spreader tube between the 
bows of the hulls; so they must use a bridled anchor rode as discussed later 
(Chapter 9). 

ON-DECK STOWAGE 

Anchors need to be stowed where they are readily available. 
partly because they are heavy and awkward to handle and also because 
they may be needed quickly, and should be ready. The most important 
criterion for sto"'ing an anchor on deck is to make it so secure, it cannot 
break loose in the most severe storm. A heavy anchor can become a lethal 
weapon if allowed to get loose in a seaway. Heavy anchors are difficult 
enough to handle under normal conditions, but trying to corral a loose 
anchor on the foredeck w .. hile the boat is pitching and rolling on a storm
tossed sea is tantamount to suicide. 
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An anchor that stows well on the deck is the Danforth lightweight. In 
this anchor the stock and flukes are essentially parallel allowing the 
anchor to lie Hat on the deck. The trick is to cover all ends of the anchor to 
prevent lines from catching on them, as well as to avoid skinned ankles 
should you carelessly step near one. 

There are two versions of brackets or chocks for the lightweight 
anchor shown in Fig. 3-5. One consists of cast brass fittings which can be 
purchased from chandleries, and the other is a homemade set of saddles. 
When using the cast brackets there is the ever-present danger of a crew 
person skinning his ankle on the tips of the stock. This can be prevented to 
an extent by removing the extended ends of the stock as shown in (B) of 
the illustration. 

The plow anchor is difficult to stoW on deck and the Bruce is impossi
ble. They should be carried on a bow roller if at all feasible. On Horiz.on I 
have carried my 60-pound CQR bow anchor on a roller and a smaller 
CQR bower over the edge of the foredeck always ready (Fig. 3-6). A teak 
chafing strip at deck edge and a small saddle block protect the gelcoat. 

Another way to carry a CQR anchor on deck is to lay it on its side in 
specially carved chocks (Fig. 3-7). This installation seen on a powerboat 
looked very practical for a moderate size CQR. 

The versatile old-fashioned anchor with a removable stock can also 
be deck-mounted using wood saddles (Fig. 3-8). The blocks have to be 
properly notched to fit the anchor and must be well secured in place. 

A very well designed mounting for twin Danfonh anchors on the 
house of a Hinckley SW-50 sailboat. 
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(C) Wood saddles for on-deck stowage 

Fig. 3-5. On-deck stowage of lightweight anchor. 
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Fig. 3-6. The forward ground tackle of the author's Morgan Out 
Island 41: a 60-pound CQR on the bow roller with ¥8-inch chain and a 
Simpson-Lawrence two-speed manual horizontal windlass (covered); a 
35-pound CQR stowed over the toe rail on a billboard to prevent damage 
to the fiberglass hull and attached to %-inch chain and ~-inch nylon rope; 
and bow cleats located at the sheer line eliminating need for chocks. 

-- _ .. 
-~ 

Fig. 3-7. Custom-carved mounting pads restrain a CQR anchor on 
the stern deck of a harbor tuglet. 
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~..,.......-
double lashing 

with square knot 

alternate attachment 
of head saddle with 

eyebolts 

double lashing 
with square knot 

Fig. 3-8. On-deck stowage of old-fashioned anchor. 

HANGING LIGHTWEIGHT ANCHORS 

It is entirely practical to hang lightweight anchors on pulpits 
using special brackets purchased from the chandlery (Fig. 3-9). The 
brackets are clamp ... on devices requiring no drilling of the pulpits. How
ever, in both cases the anchors should also be lashed in place assuring no 
damage to the boat should extra heavy seas release them from their 
brackets. 

ANCHOR WELLS 

The ad vent of fiberglass boat construction made practical the 
consideration of stowing anchor and other ground tackle in a well molded 
into· the foredeck. Such a concept, however, involves a preselection of 
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Fig. 3-9. Ahol/t, the Danforth anchor can be neatly carried on brackets 
suspended from a pulpit. Recommended only for local cruising. Facing 
page, another way to carry the Danforth anchor for local cruising is on a 
bracket which grasps the tripping palm of the anchor. Note on this 
installation the angled stern roller trough. 
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anchor so that the well can be tailored to fit it. The very successful Cal-39 
sloop has an anchor well molded into its foredeck for a Danforth light
weight anchor (Fig. 3 .. 10). A Simpson-Lawrence manual windlass is also 
contained in the well, and a metal bolster is placed at the forward end of 
the well to prevent chain chafe to the fiberglass deck edge. The windlass is 
mounted on the reinforced aft bulkhead of the well, and the chain and 
rope rode drops randomly into the bottom of the well. The Danforth 
lightweight anchor simply lies on top of the windlass and rode. 

While the concept is great, the implementation of the foredeck well is 
difficult. The foul lead of the chain offers increased loading on the 
windlass. The hatch is vulnerable to being knocked off its hinges if it 
should accidentally come open in a seaway. Keeping water out of the well 
is not attempted, hence a drain is placed at the lowest point leading to the 
outside-usually th rough the stem. Plugging this drain will trap a large 
weight of water in the,.bow which is highly undesirable. Lastly, if the top 
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An old-fashioned anchor with Nicholson flukes mounted on saddles 
on the Dutch aluminum around-the-world motor cruiser Bylgia. 

fits properly, the well has almost zero ventilation, and the contents of the 
anchor well will be exposed to constant moisture, producing rust, corro
sion, and general deterioration of the ground tackle. 

A variation to the foredeck anchor well is the side deck anchor well 
built into the J-36 light displacement sailboat (Fig. 3·11). The well has 
room for the chain lead but not the nylon rode. The philosoph y of the side 
deck installation is to get the weight out of the bow and amidships where it 
belongs. 

THE DISASSEMBLED ANCHOR 

Obvious problems with stowing an old-fashioned anchor have 
led to (he development of a take-apart anchor by Paul Luke. This anchor 
can be taken apart into three pieces which can be easily stowed below 
decks. A dry bilge is a favorite place to store the disassembled anchor. The 
bottom of a deep locker can also be used as long as other gear is not piled 
on top, making it inaccessible when needed in a hurry. The parts of the 
anchor should be secured in place in such a way that [hey cannot get loose 
in case of a knockdown or other disastrous movement of the vessel at sea. 
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Fig. 3-10. Many fiberglass boats come with an anchor well molded 
into the foredeck. Shown is the Cal-39 whose anchor well contains a 
manual windlass and stows both rode and Danforth anchor. A metal 
bolster at the forward edge of the well acts as a fairlead over the hump to 
the bow roller. Anchor wells must have drain holes which are usually 
located in the stem just above the waterline. The lightly secured lid to the 
well may be vulnerable to waves breaking over the bow. Courtesy: Sea 
magazine . 

. -\Ithough not a take-apart anchor, the folding KB Ultralight anchor 
collapses into a small, easily stowable package, and, because of its light 
weight and portability, is an excellent candidate for light displacement 
monohulls and all multihuHs. 

RODE STO\VAGE 

Like the anchor itsel f, the rode for the anchor must be stowed 
out of the way when not in use so that there is no interference with the 
operation of the boat urder power or sail. At least one set of ground tackle 

~ 
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Fig. 3-11. A side deck anchor well on the light displacement J-36 
provides stowage for a Danforth anchor and a chain lead. Anchor wells 
generally limit the owner to anchor designs and sizes selected by the 
manufacturer. Courtesy: Sea magazine. 

should be made up at all times when you are operating your boat near 
land. 

Anchor rodes also need protection from the elements. Even though 
chain looks almost indestructible and the rope on your rode is hefty, salt 
water and sunlight can play havoc with them. Even galvanized chain rusts 
after a period of use and nylon rope absorbs ultraviolet rays from the sun 
which deteriorate its fibers. Both should be stowed under cover to be out 
of the way and to preserve them. 

Several proven concepts for anchor rode sto\\'age have developed 
over the years. Small vessels usually stow their rodes below decks on reels, 
in coils, or in baskets. Larger boats will use the same technique for their 
stern or kedge anchors. Light displacement monohulls and multihulls 
prefer to stow their anchors in the bilges and the rodes below decks in coils 
or baskets or on reels. Large vessels, cruising boats in particular, like to 
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leave their bow anchor rode attached to the anchor in place and ready for 
use. In this case the forepeak is designed as a chain locker, and chain and 
rope rodes are led through a foredeck navel pipe into the locker when the 
anchor is weighed. 

REEL RODE STOWAGE 

A simple way to stow a rope anchor rode is to rewind it on the 
original reel (spool). Usually these reels are durable enough to withstand 
many years of use, and the price is right. An axle and stand can be made 
out of wood to support the reel on the foredeck when in use. For very 
small boats (under 25 feet LOA) it is possible simply to put a mop handle 
through the reel center and have a crew member hold it while the rode is 
being deployed or retrieved. 

For larger boats where the weight of the rode becomes significant, a 
free-standing reel should be employed (Fig. 3-12). It is low to the deck for 
stability, can be made large enough to accommodate 400 feet of *-inch 
nylon, and can be carried below decks for enroute stowage . 

.. ~:,.~~~}~. . 

r,..~n;.~.'!Sifiir::'.:,~ .. ~~:.,~.:i:~:~>t~~< <' ~ ~ 
KC~~;,~~:-:~r:.', : >; • ." ', .. ' . 

Fig. 3 -12. A portable reel for carrying about 300 feet of ~ -inch nylon 
rope for the stern anc~ ... or rode of a 56-foot ketch. 
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~1.4 .• I!A 

---ir-

To coil a rope anchor rode, fake it down in a large figure eight 
pattern and tie it \vith short pieces of small stuff to hold its shape as shown 
above. Then double one of the loops over the other and tie the two 
together with the bitter end of the rode as indicated below. 
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COILED RODE STOWAGE 

Rope anchor rodes up to about Y2 inch in diameter can be 
coiled up when not in use making a simple package to stow below in the 
bottom of a locker or under sails, but never the bilge. To prevent kinks 
forming in the line, coil the line in a figure 8 when the anchor is being 
weighed, wash it off, and then let it dry in this position. When dry, secure 
the coils tightly with short lengths of marline and then fold one part of the 
figure 8 coil back on the other for compactness and take it below decks for 
enroute stowage. The marline ties will hold the coils together even if the 
whole coil becomes a pillow for a tired crew member. 

The new ventilated milk bottle carriers made of sturdy plastic are 
ideal baskets for stowing rope anchor rodes. The bitter end of the rode 
should be tied to the basket and to the boat so the whole assembly is not 
lost overboard while deploying or weighing the anchor. A standard milk 
bottle, basket can conveniently take up to 250 feet of Y2-inch diameter 
nylon rope. Of all rode stowage methods, this one probably ventilates and 
dries the rope the best and gives it the most protection without sacrificing 

Two hundred and fifty feet of one-half-inch diameter nylon line can 
be conveniently stowed in a plastic milk bottle carrier. The first thing to do 
when getting ready to use the basket line is to secure the bitter end to the 
boat by bringing it out near the bottom of the basket. 
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ponability. Other types of baskets can be used, but avoid metal or wooden 
ones with iron fasteners. 

CHAIN LOCKERS 

In a general sense, a chain locker is simply a space set aside in 
the boat, usually in the bow, where the anchor rode(s), whether chain or 
rope, can be permanently stowed and kept separate from other gear. 
Although the bow is not a good place for needless weight, a proper anchor 
system cannot be called needless, and properly designed cruising boats 
have adequate bow buoyancy to support the system. Designers should not 
minimize the possible weight of essential anchor gear that needs to be 
carried in the bow. On a 40-£oot boat this could mean about 50 pounds of 
anchor, 450 pounds of chain, 75 pounds of windlass plus miscellaneous 
fittings. This adds up to 600 pounds or more. 

Although one is constrained in the nature of a forepeak anchor 
locker to the shape of the hull, there are some guidelines in designing a 
chain locker that should be kept in mind. The locker should be deep and 
narrow so that gravity can play its part in automatically "faking down" the 
chain or rope as the anchor is weighed. Hull sides should be provided with 
ceiling strips to keep the chain and metal rode fittings off of the hull and 
well ventilated. A grate should be installed at the bottom of the locker to 
allow drainage and ventilation. Generous limbers should be made in the 
bulkheads fore and aft of the locker. Access doors need to be made into 
the locker so that rode snags can be quickly cleared. A visual inspection of 
the chain locker interior before anchoring will ascertain that the rode is 
free to run, which may save embarrassment during an anchoring exercise. 

The location of a single chain locker in the forepeak is relatively 
simple. It should be along the centerline, as deep as possible, but not at the 
expense of taking up good berthing space in the forecastle. Two chain 
lockers can be fitted into the bow of a boat (Fig. 3-13). Narrow lockers, as 
opposed to wide ones, present less possibility of the chain or rope tipping 
over when the boat heels thereby upsetting the natural faking arrange
ment of the rode. An upset pile could very well lead to snags when 
deploying an anchor. 

Chain lockers should nor be made too small, and they should be 
designed for rope or chain because there is about a 2 to I difference in 
volume requirements (Table 3-1). 

ANCHOR CHAIN CHUTE 

Occasionally a boat owner will want to shift the center of gravity 
of the stowed anchor chain as far aft as possible to save forecastle room and 
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Fig. 3 -13. Dual side-by-side chain locker. 
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Table ) .. 1. Minimum CAain Locltn Volumt 

Proof Coil chain 

SiZe- volume per 100 
In feet-ft3 

5/16 1.5 
3/8 2 
7/16 2.7 
1/2 3.5 
5/8 5.5 

Twisted 3-strand nylon rope 

diameter- volume per 100 
In feet-ft3 

1/2 
5/8 
3/4 
7/8 

1 

3 
4 
5 
7 

11 

to improve weight distribution. This can be done with an angled chain pipe 
or chute (Fig. 3-14). The pipe has to be well supponed in all directions. 

The size ~f any navel pipe-angled or straight-needs to be large 
enough to accommodate the anchor shackle of a chain rode or the thimbled 
eye splice of a rope rode in a vertical pipe (Table 3-2). Smaller sizes than 
these will only lead to frustrating hang-ups when deploying or retrieving 
the anchor rodes (unless shackles are removed). 

DECK PIPES 

If you stow your rode in a chain locker, it becomes necessary to 
put one more hole (the navel) in the foredeck and fit it with a deck pipe to 
absorb chain wear on the deck, to help keep water out of your chain 
locker, and to hang the end of the chain on when not in use. 

Deck pipes come in a variety of styles, being made for rope rodes with 
large thimbled eye splices and all-chain rodes where shackles are removed 
and only the chain enters the deck pipe (Fig. 3·15). Both hinged and 

Table 3-2. A1inimum Dee/( Pipe Sizes (in inchts) 

Proof Coil chain with 
anchor shackle 

Chain 
size 

5/16 
3/8 
7/16 
1/2 
5/8 

Recommended 
I. D. of pipe 

2-1/2 
3 
3-l/2 
4 
5 

Chain attached to thimbled 
eye splice in twisted 
3-strand nylon rope 

Rope Recommended 
size I. D. of pipe 

l!2 3-3/4 
5/8 4-1/2 
3/4 5-1/4 
7/8 6 

1 7 -112 
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deck pipe 

See Table 3-2 ~s. / 
for diameter need) 

generous flare 
2-ft minimum 

locker bottom grate 

Fig. 3-14. Critical chain chute dimensions. 
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free-cap models are available. but if you get the free-cap model, replac~ 
the delicate ball-chain lanyard with a heavier chain or a cable lanyard. 
Deck pipes should have extensions (spigots) that protrude through the 
deck. I f there are no extensions. epoxy the edges of the deck cutout to 
protect them. 

To overcome the problem of persistent water leakage through [he 
deck pipe. :\beking and Rasmussen (boat builders in Brernerha\'en, \Vest 
Germany) have designed a scre~·-in con(epr which uses a threaded plug to 
fill the pipe when not in llse. 

The importance of having leak-proof deck pipes cannot be overern
phasized. On a presumed short 200-rnile passage bel\'·een Palrnyra and 
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(A) Rope rode deck pipes 

slotted cap to 
hang chain ~--........-.-. 

spigot through deck 
cutout 

Forhorlzontalanchorwindlass 

(8) Slotted cover chain deck pipes 

(C) Screw-in cover chain deck pipe 
(Abeking and Rasmussen) 

Fig. 3-15. Anchor rode deck pipes. 

Replace ball 
chain with 
steel cable. 

Rep'acebaU 
chain with 
steel cable. 

For vertical anchor wind/ass 

Fanning islands in the Line group, I elected to leave the anchors and 
rodes assembled, leading them through the deck pipes to the chain 
lockers. The 2-day passage turned into a 4-day thrash to weather with the 
bow of the boat looking more like a submarine than a sailboat. Things 
were a sorry, wet mess in the forecastle by the time we arrived at fanning 
Island. 
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A bolt-on bitt makes an excellent dock line and stern anchor rode 
attachment for a powerboat. Note the generous use of rub strakes to 
minimize line wear and deck-edge damage. 

An excellent dual bow anchor installation on a Hans Christian 43. 
The twin bins are fitted with a common Norman pin. Note the horned 
hawsepipes in the bulwarks for dock lines. 
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(A) Bolt-on hollow 
metal bitt 

(B) Bowsprit bitts in wood hull 

bowsprit -.., 

Fig. 3 ·16. Bitts and Samson post. 

...----- Norman pin 

deck pipe entry 

butt block and/or 
backing plate 

....... --~-- metal cap 
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(C) Samson post in fiberglass hull 

OTHER nECK GEAR 

Norman pin 

butt thwarts 
glassed in 
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The variety of deck gear put on boats is only limited by the 
imagination of the designers of boats and gear. But when you really get 
down to it, there are only a few fundamental pieces required to anchor, 
moor, or dock your boat. Needed is a place to secure the lines on deck, 
guides which can lead the lines over the deck edge in a fair manner, and 
some specialized pieces of gear to help in handling chain. And then there 
is the ever-present problem of handling chafe regardless of the hardware 
you choose to use. The latter is more dependent on the ingenuity or the 
user than that of the builder. 

Deck gear, like all ground tackle, must be strong, functional~ and 
resistant to corrosion. Most attempts to make deck fittings look pretty 
have failed in the hard operating environment of ground tackle. Diecast 
fittings wearing a shiny coat of chrome pose a latent danger to the boat. 

Deck fittings need to be installed when the boat is built to get the 
proper location and the ~ecessary backup strength. Many builders, how-
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ever, try to keep the base price of the boat low so that necessary deck 
fittings are either omitted or included in options to be put on later. The 
valuable Samson post is very difficult to add, and deck-edge cleats are 
almost impossible to add after the boat is built. The buyer of a new boat 
must, when he places his order with the yard, specify the essential deck 
gear so that it can be put on as the boat is assembled. 

BITTS AND SAMSON POSTS 

The terms bitt, bollard, and Samson post are used inter
changeably in many instances when, indeed, they are quite different. A 
bitt is a short, sturdy metal or wooden post located on the foredeck on 
which to belay an anchor rode, mooring, or dock line. A bollard is a short, 
sturdy metal or wooden post located on a wharf or pier on which to belay 
dock lines from a vessel. A Samson post is the upper end of a timber on the 
foredeck of a vessel which is used in the same manner as a bin. The lower 
end of the Samson post attaches to the stem piece of the hull. What may 
appear to be a pair of Samson posts, that is, two parallel posts that 
penetrate the deck down to the stempiece of the hull, are actually knight
heads, but in small boats they are simply referred to as twin bitts (Fig. 
3-16B). 

Boats with bowsprits are naturals for twin bins. The sprit, deck 
beams, and longitudinals are all bolted together to make a very strong 
installation. Whether bitt or Samson post, the tops of these timbers should 
be covered with a brass or copper cap well bedded and tacked in place to 
prevent weather splitting of the wood. 

When mounting metal bitts, reinforce the deck underneath with 
hardwood plus a metal plate with a predrilled bolt pattern identical with 
the bitt base. 

Since cosmetics and the desire for a clear foredeck seem to be the real 
reason for not having bins or Samson posts on modern boats, how about 
making a disappearing bitt as in Fig. 3-17 A or a disappearing Samson post 
as in Fig. 3-184-\? These would be natural choices on steel or aluminum 
boats. and with proper support fittings. they would serve equally well on 
fiberglass boats . 

. .-\ conlbined bitt and chain stopper (Fig. :\-17 B) was first seen on an 
English boat and it could also be used as a bitt for rope provided that the 
corners were generously rounded. 

Foredeck bins and Samson posts are sometimes referred to as towing 
posts. which is a tribute to their sturdiness. But lacking either (as most 
modern boats do~) a useful substitute can be made on sailboats with 
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In-use Stowed 
to anchor , lifting bolt 

(A) Disappearing bitt 

slot for chain 

/ well-rounded edges 

to anchor 

(8) Bitt with chain stopper 

Fig. 3-17. Special metal bitts. 
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In-use 

(A) Disappearing Samson post 

to towboat 

bowline 

(8) Using the mast as a 
Samson post in an 
emergency 

backing block 

metal sfeeve 

metal tubing 

step block 

hull 

Fig. 3-18. Alternate Samson post concepts. 
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keel-st~pped masts (Fig. 3-188). You should also look to your keel
stepped mast as a supplementary attachment point for securing multiple 
mooring lines should you have to ride out a hurricane at anchor (Chapter 
12). 

DECK CLEATS 

Cleats are the primary means of securing anchor rodes and 
dock ~nd mooring lines on modern boats. They range in style from the 
substantial hollow base horn cleat to the less substantial, but aesthetically 
more pleasing, Herreshoff cleat to the small, artfully formed cleats used 
on runabouts. The sole function of a cleat is to belay a line and not to stub 
toes which may appear to be the case at least for landlubbers aboard. 

Cleats take a significant load when in use. The surging of the boat 
brings up the line in short jerks, wanting to tear them from their mount
ings. For that reason, cleats must be through-bolted with backing plates to 

a reinforced portion of the deck. 
Proper deck cleats are made of bronze or stainless steel and provided 

with a broad, four-bolt base to prevent tipping when under side load. 
Unlike running rigging cleats which get loaded from one end only, deck 
cleats can get loaded from any direction. You should not depend on cleats 
made·of die castings for ground tackle use as they have little strength. 

The Herreshoff cleat with its widely spaced feet has one real ad
vantage to its design (besides being cosmetically more attractive) and that 
is the ease with which you can lock a dock line to it (Fig. 3-20). It is, 
however, not as sturdy as a horn cleat and its smaller diameter parts cause 
more wear on lines. It is not recommended for ground tackle use. 

There is a proper way to belay a line to a horn cleat and that is shown 
in Fig. 3-2 I. The procedure is one round turn, one crossover turn, and 
then one locking turn. A good seaman will learn to do that in the dark. 

Cleats must be of a proper size co fit the lines they are to hold (Table 
3-3). Inadequate size cleats not only are weaker, but they will crowd the 
line so much that it is not possible to get a proper hitch put on them. From 
my observation I would say that most boats have deck cleats too small for 
their intended use. 

It is common practice to be la y rope anchor rodes to deck cleats since 
few boats have bitts or Samson posts. Unfortunately, the deck cleats of 
most contemporary boats follow the "traditional" method of placement, 
and they end up well inboard of tht gunwale requiring a fairlead (chock) 
at the toe rail. This is not only a needless piece of hardware but causes 
unnecessary \-.. ear on the rode or dock line passing through the chock. 
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(A) Twin bitt hitch 

to anchor 

• To belay a line to a twin bitt, take a tum around the nearest bitt and follow that with a 
series of figure 8 turns between the bitts. End the hitch with a half·hitch around one 
of the bitts. 

(8) Pinned Samson post hitch 

to anchor 

• To belay a line to a single bitt or a Samson post, take two tums around the post and 
then end with consecutive half-hitches around opposite ends of the Nonnan pin. 

Fig. 3-19. Hitches for bitts and Samson posts ahove and onfacingpage. 
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(C) Plain Samson post hitch 

to anchor 

~ 
F~~~;4--"""""_ bitter end 

to anchor 

• To belay a line to a Samson post without a Norman pin, take two turns around the 
post first. Then take a bight of line from the inboard part, pass it under the standing 
part ahead of the post and bring it over the top of the post. Take another bight of the 
inboard part and pass it under the standing part in the opposite direction to the first 
and likewise drop it over the post. Draw up on the bitter end to remove the slack. 
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eye-spliced dock line 

to dock cleat or bollard 

Fig. 3-20. Herreshoff cleat for dock line. 

one round turn one crossover turn 

to load 

standing part 

one locking turn (half hitch) 
/' bitter end 

--
• Do not load the cleat horns with the excess line. If the boat ;s to be left unattended, 

drop a second k>cking turn over the OPPOsite hom and then neatly coil the excess 
line and lay it to the side . 

• Never put a locking hitch on the standing part of any anchor or dock line as 
attractive as it may be to quickly tauten up the line. 

Fig. 3-21. Horn cleat hitch. 
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Rub slrakes have done nothing to prevent serious damage to this 
dock line by the fairlead chock. A horn cleat mounted in its place at the 
shear line could have prevented the line damage. Such a condition would 
be catastrophic if it were the anchor rode being abraded. 

Table 3-3. Recommended Horn Cleat Sizes (in inchts) 

Rope diameter 

3/8 
7/16 
1/2 
5/8 
3/4 
7/8 
I 

Horn cleat length 

6 
7 
8 

to 
12 
14 
16 

The use of chocks and inboard cleats is justified on wooden boats 
because it is impractical to through-bolt a cleat at the deck edge. But on 
fiberglass .. steel. and aluminum boats. this is not true. By putting the cleats 
right at the deck edge. ~'ou eliminate the need for chocks as well as the 
\\rear on the line running through the throat of the chock (Fig. ~J-22). 

D EC K CH.-\ I ~ STD P PE RS 

.-\11 chain anchor rodes must have some means of stopping off 
the chain on deck in order to hold it while the crew prepares the anchor 
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chock 
chafing 
pro1eCtion 

anchor 
rode 
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(A) Traditional method 
(wooden boats) cleat 

I 
,I' t' 

" , I' • ,1' • 
" """' 

~ rounded edge 

(8) Improved method 
(fiberglass and metal 
boats) 

I I J ) 

Fig. 3-22. Positioning cleats to minimize line abrasion. 

A substantial quarter horn cleat mounting on a Tartan 33 sailboac. 
Mounting the cleat right at the sheer line eliminates the need for a 
fairlead. The aluminum corner casting could do with a largerourer radius 
to fu rther minimize line wear. 
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windlass or adds another shot of chain. This chain stopper also acts as a 
backup to the windlass brake and secures the anchor in the bow Toiler or 
hawsepipe. 

The most common type of chain stopper is the pawl (Fig. 3-23A). The 
simple, gravity-activated pawl drops down on the chain between venical 
links and stops the chain run. The chain trough is designed with a slot in 

lanyard 

unlatching eye 

to anchor 
chain trough 

base 

(A) Paw! chain stopper 
backing plate 

friction braking 

frame 
to anchor 

• 

(B) Cam brake chain stopper deck 

~ ~ to Samson post or cleat 

~ chain hook and rope alternate to wildcat 
pelican hook and turnbuckle 

pelican hook 

tumbuckle 

to anchor 
deck pad eye 

(C) Housing chain stopper navel 

Fig. 3-23. Deck chai~~toppers. 

operating 
handle 
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its base so that alternate links stand upright in the trough. Care should be 
exercised in releasing the pawl because the chain will rattle out very fast 
and may be hard to stop again. 

To slow the movement of the exiting chain. a special cam-brake chain 
stopper can be used (Fig. 3-238). The reversible cam-shoe stops the chain 
in one direction and eases it out in the other. When changing from the 
full-stop position to the friction-braking position, it is necessary to tempo
rarily belay the chain with a line while reversing the operating handle. 

The housing chain stopper (Fig. 3-23C) is used to secure the chain 
and anchor when the vessel is underway. The anchor is drawn snug into 
the bow roller or hawsepipe and the pelican hook secured across a link of 
chain. The turnbuckle is then drawn up tightly bringing the anchor 
securely into its mount. As an alternative to the turnbuckle-pelican hook 
arrangement, you can use a chain grab hook with line secured to another 
deck fitting. 

Great care must be used when employing a deck chain stopper. A 
sudden release can result in a wild deployment of the chain eventually 
coming up hard on the bitter end attachment. Dropping the pawl down 
on the chain when it is running wild can snap the chain. break the stopper, 
or damage chain links. Hands and feet should be kept a judicious distance 
from chain and stopper when handling this gear. 

The ground tackle setup on the 52-foot passagemaker, Teka III from 
Coos Bay, Oregon. The windlass has two wildcats and two warping 
drums. Note the substantial bins. 
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The anchor windlass installation on the Dutch aluminum around
the-world motor cruiser BylgitJ. Note the housing chain stopper with a 
turnbuckle and the slotted hawsepipe cover to hold the chain and take the 
load off of the windlass wildcat. 

HAWSEPIPES 

The problem of stowing the old-fashioned anchor with its 
awkward stock and arms led to the development of the stockless anchor 
and hawsepipe stowage. This allowed the anchor to be weighed and 
stowed without so much asone sailor having to manually work the anchor 
in place. Today many boats 50 feet and over in length use hawsepipes to 
stow either the Navy stockless or the Danforth lightweight anchor (Fig. 
3-24). 

The length of the hawsepipe has to be sufficient to contain the entire 
length of the anchor shank to give a proper lead of the chain through the 
deck Range and over the bolster. The hawsepipe must be securely fas
tened to hull and deck so that no water can enter under any conditions. 

Normally, a stockless anchor is carried in the hawsepipe at all times, 
but should it be removed for any reason, a hawse plug must be inserted 
into the hawse eye to reduce the chances of taking on water. The hawse 
plug is inserted from the outside but a pendant is run through the pipe to 
snug up on the plug after insertion. 
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Installation of a hawse plug 

Fig. 3-24. Anchor stowage in a hawsepipe. 

billboard 
hawsehole 

A stockless Hall anchor stowed in a centerIine hawsepipe. 
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When the anchor is snugged up against the hull, there is considerable 
opportunity for it to chafe the surface of the hull. To prevent this, 
billboards. are affixed to the hull covering the area where the anchor will 
contact it when stowed. Billboards attached to a wood hull must be well 
bedded in a rot-preventing compound and removed every few years to 
ascertain whether any hull rot is developing. Metal boards can be welded 
on metal hulls, but if stainless sleel boards are put on carbon steel hulls, 
they must be insulated to eliminate galvanic action. Billboards on fiber
glass hulls can be screwed or bolted in place and should also be bedded. 

ANCHOR DAVIT 

Most recreational boats have anchors light enough to handle 
by hand or at least they can be drawn into a bow roller with a windlass. But 
boats over 50 feet in length-both workboats and recreational boats-will 
have anchors of such weight that they will need special handling to hoist 

.>\ F orfjord anchor is nestled in the hawsepipe of a steel-hulled vessel. 
Slnall individual billboards have been provided to save the hull plating 
from abrasion bv the..anchor bills. , . 
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aboard (if they are not stockJess hawsepipe-stowed anchors). An anchor 
davit is the prescribed piece of equipment for this job (Fig. 3 ... 25). 

An anchor davit is essentially a small crane that can be extended over 
the side of the deck to hoist the anchor out of the water and swing it onto 
the deck without marring topsides, bulwarks, and handrails. Depending 
on the weight of the anchor to be hoisted, a multiple purchase block and 
tackle may be used to allow one person to hoist the anchor. The davit arm 
pivots in the deck support socket allowing the anchor to be swung inboard 
and lowered, preferably, right into its chocks. When not in use, the davit is 
removed from its socket and lashed to the deck out of the way. 

The anchor davit can be used in many ways on a large boat. For 
example~ it can be used for hoisting provisions and gear aboard; with 

davit arm 

Use guy wire for 
heavy loads.---,.'/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

cleat--~, .. 

deck support socket 

Fig. 3-25. An anchor davit. 

---......~-- shackle 

----multiple purchase 
block and tackle 

:.;.~-- chain hook 
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The ground tackle deck of the very elegant power cruiser Tau1U.5 
from Oyster Harbor, New York. The anchor davit is mounted on the 
centerline of the king plank so that it can handle both Danforth anchors. 
Note (hat each anchor has been equipped with a balancing band and eye 
for hoisting. 

other support sockets. it can be used to lift heavy gear in other parts of the 
vessel; and it can be employed in hoisting heavy dinghies and outboard 
motors aboard. For extremely heavy loads, guy wires or braces may be 
needed to keep the strain on the deck socket at a reasonable level. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Anchor Windlass 

The first time you haul up an all-chain anchor rode without the services of 
an anchor windlass, you will realize the value of this piece of foredeck 
machinery. If you have a small boat with rope rodes you don't need to 
worry about it. But when the boat length exceeds 40 feet or so, the 
advantages of an anchor windlass become apparent even for a rope rode 
with a proper chain lead. Handling chain by hand, exclusive of its weight, 
can be very damaging to the hands and should be avoided. 

Anchor windlasses driven by manual means are adequate for boats 
up to about 45 feet in length using up to 60-pound anchors and 3/8-inch 
chain. Larger boats and heavier anchoring gear require not only the 
mechanical advantage of a windlass but an energy source that will not 
wear down quite as easily as that of an individual's. Electricity is currently 
favored, but hydraulic power is becoming very popular. 

Once you experience the ease of hauling anchors with power, you 
probably will not do without a powered anchor windlass again. While the 
convenience of the powered anchor windlass cannot be overstated, the 
horrors of having one fail cannot be overstated either. The chances of 
powered anchor windlass failure are, unfortunately, high because it re .. 
sides in the worst of location~n the foredeck-and it is designed only 
for intermittent service which is usually ignored when the departure 
schedule says go and the hook stays hooked. 

Anchor windlasses properly installed as a system and operated and 
maintained according to manufacturer's instruction should perform sat
isfactorily for many years. 

CAPSTAN OR WINDLASS? 

Before chain found its way into ground tackle, rope rodes were 
used, and large ships were equipped with a mechanical device called a 
capstan to assist in weighing anchors. Initially, the capstan was manually 
operated by sailors pushing on the capstan bars (Fig. 4-1). With the arrival 
of steam, the sailors were, I am certain, happily replaced by the steam 
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I vertical drum axiS 

whelps ----~---., 

Fig. 4-1. The capstan. 

. .. ~ .. . 
~.~(:..4'~ .~_.-,-- ~ ... * . 
.r -

\04-~ ___ -- drum 

capstan 
bars 

....-- annular ratchet brake 

mounting base 

A steam-driven horizontal windlass from a four-masted lumber 
schooner of 867 tons built in 1918 in Portland, Oregon. In the mid-1930s, 
the ship was renamed the Seth Parur and used by Phillips Lord in produc
ing live radio brOCJ.dcasts as the ship sailed to many foreign ports. On 
exhibit at the Hawaii Maritime Center, Honolulu. 
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engine. B ut the vertical capstan was retained as a means of handling all 
sorts of lines on the ship. 

The windlass had its origin on land as a hoisting device for the castle 
portcullis, as a bucket lift in wells. and in general hoisting by rope in 
construction work.. The feature of the windlass that sets it apan from the 
capstan is the use of a horizontal rather than a vertical drum. 

Windlasses and capstans are both used on today's recreational craft to 
haul rope anchor rodes. They may be manually, electrically, or hydrauli
cally powered, but they have one thing in common and that is the use of a 
warping drum (formerly called a gypsy) to handle the rope. Technically, 
they are not anchor windlasses but capstans and plain windlasses. Cap .. 
stans and windlasses become anchor windlasses with the addition of 
wildcats to handle chain. 

There are advantages and disadvantages to both types. The vertical 
windlass warping drum can be used omnidirectionally which is an ad
vantage for general deck work. When electrically powered, the motor and 
most of the mechanism can be conveniently placed below the deck out of 
the elements. Placing the bulk of the anchor-weighing device below the 
deck leaves the foredeck much cleaner and lowers the center of gravity of 
the device. The big disadvantage of the vertical anchor windlass is that the 
hand crank (when fitted) is operated in a horizontal plane close to the deck 
which is very awkward at best. 

It is probably that latter disadvantage of the vertical anchor windlass 
that has made the horizontal anchor windlass the more popular for 
handling anchor rodes. With the horizontal orientation of the wildcat and 
warping drum. it is simple to manually actuate it through a set of gears 
using a vertical rocking lever that can be operated by a crew member from 
the standing position. 

COMMON DESIGN FEATURES OF ANCHOR 
WINDLASSES 

Whether it be a vertical or a horizontal anchor windlass and 
regardless of how powered, there are several common design features 
that set the anchor windlass apart from other applications of the same 
principals (Fig. 4-2). One is the warping drum. It has a concave 5urface to 
keep the turns of rope centered and it usually is smooth although some 
have whelps and others are roughened by knurling or sandblasting. The 
drum is HengagedU by tak.ing a couple of turns of rope around it and then 
snubbing up on the bitter end. 
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If the anchor windlass is to handle chain, a special sprocket fitted with 
link pockets to grasp the chain links is used. This sprocket is called a 
wildcat and it is fitted [0 the same shaft as the warping drum. The positive 
grip of the wildcat on the chain, however, prevents it from letting the 
chain run out unless a freeing clutch is provided so that the wildcat can 
spin backwards. This clutch is usually a cone or band brake that can be 
tightened to haul in on the chain or can be loosened to let the chain run 
freely. 

The wildcat is appropriately named because, if carelessly tended, it 
can behave like one. For instance, if you inadvertently release the brake 
with a heavy weight of anchor and chain over the bow roller, the wildcat 
will start unwinding letting the chain run out in a blur of untamed links. 
The chain may even jump out of the wildcat and create havoc to chain 
pipe, deck, and human limbs. Conversely, when taking in on the chain 
rode, the chain can wedge in the pockets and the anchor windlass will 
come to a snarling halt. To avoid this, every wildcat on an anchor windlass 
must be fitted with a chain stripper to forcibly separate the chain from the 
sprocket and lead it smoothly into the chain pipe: 

It is important that the wildcat be matched to the chain it is to drive. 
Small differences in chain link diameter, width, length, or shape need to 
be taken into account in the shape of the wildcat pockets. Failure to do this 
will cause links to jump pockets or wedge in them so tightly that even the 
chain stripper cannot separate them. 

Although the anchor windlass has the power to haul on an anchor 
rode with hundreds or even thousands of pounds of force, it is not 
intended to break the anchor loose nor to carry constant anchor loads on 
the warping drum or wildcat while the boat is at anchor. Anchor loads 
and, especially, breakout loads should be taken by a deck chain stopper 
(Fig. 3-23) instead of carrying them through the complex of gears and 
levers that make up an anchor windlass. (see Breaking Out the Stubborn 
Anchor in Chapter 10 for techniques that neither damage the windlass 
nor strain a back.) 

A proper anchor windlass installation will incorporate metal beams 
under the deck to transfer the windlass loads oyer a wide expanse of deck 
and into bulkheads and hull. Fiberglass decks also need a wood base 
under the anchor windlass to prevent crushing the fiberglass composite. 
Wood decks need substantial underdeck reinforcing with metal plates or 
angles. ~fetal decks will distort under load if load-spreading angles are 
not incorporated. In the Cabo San Lucas (Baja Californiat ~(exico) an-,.. 
choring disaster of 1982, at least two vertical anchor windlasses pulled 
right through the deck because of inadequate deck reinforcement. 
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"rT""~~---- wildcat clutch 

warping drum 

bedplate 

through bolt 

(A) Plath model 3GW vertical anchor windlass 

(8) Plath model 4 horizontal anchor windlass 

gearbox 

motor 

power supply 
connections 

motor 

wildcat clutch 

~__ c::I~--through bolt 

chain stripper 
chain pipe and cover 

Fig. 4-2. Nomenclature for electric anchor windlasses: (A) Plath 
model3GW vertical anchor windlass; (B) Plath model 4 horizontal anchor 
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double action 
(2-ft long) 

bed plate _ ........ _ .... 

mounting pacf ". -~L -~:',,;, ~'. 
t;...:'; .: '. :)!~:~ .. ;?" , • ~ .:. " .~ .. ~ .' ~ 

(C) TheABI model 1000 
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plate 

'~o '".' _ ..' chain stripper 
.f ,"'~ • ..,.. ..... 

Positioning of the anchor windlass on the foredeck requires consid
eration of the underdeck structure, the location of the chain locker, and 
the angle of rode lead from the bo~' roller (Fig. 4·3). Cosmetically, the 
anchor windlass should be centered on the king plank (centerline) of the 
foredeck. But if the anchor windlass is quite wide, which most horizontal 
models are, both the warpingdrum and the wildcat will end up with a bad 
rode lead from the bow roller. It is best to pick the warping drum or the 
wildcat as your primary drive and center that on the king plank. Or else, 
move the anchor windlass aft as far as is possible so that the lead angle to 
the bow roller from both drum and ~'ildcat is made a tolerable minimum. 

MA.:'l U A L ANCHOR W [N DLASSES 

\\"hen the chips are really do",n, the mechanical anchor \\'in 1-
lass cl ri\'en b~' nl use le and rleternlination is unsurpassed for reliability. [[ is 
simple_ dependable. and with a good hand at (he le\'er can take in chain as 
fast as an electric motor bu(' unfortunatel\'. the drive gets tired. 

windlass; and, in' (C), abQve, the ABI model 1000 manual anchor windlass 
for boats to about 40 feetin length. 
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/ (A) Capstan provides omnidirec
tionalline pull for anchoring, 
warping, and hoisting. 

CC) Offset windlass provides a fair
lead for bow anchor rode. 

(8) Foul lead of anchor rode caused 
by centering windlass on king 
plank too close to eyes of vessel. 

(0) Anchor windlass placed suffi
ciently far aft of eyes of vesset 
allows space for chain stopper. 
Sacrifical wood strip protects 
deck. 

Fig. 4-3. Criteria for positioning an anchor windlass. 

The manual anchor windlass may be operated with either a lever or a 
crank. The lever is. by far. the easier to operate because the crew member 
can stand up and rock it back and forth whereas with either a horizontal or 
vertical crank. the crew member must bend over in an awkward stance. 
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The lever has the additional advantage of greater leverage for a given 
internal gear ratio. [t should be remembered. though. that the speed at 
which the rode is hauled in is the reciprocal of the line pull for a given 
force applied to lever or crank. Therefore. if you want to make a hard 
pull. ~·ou need a high gear ratio which yields a strong line pull but at a low 
hauling speed. Conversely. if you want to get your anchor up fast (and the 
load is not too great). then you want a 10\\· gear ratio. ~lost small anchor 
windlasses (boats 30 to 35 feet overall) use only a single gear ratio whereas 
larger anchor \\Oindlasses ~'ill incorporate t\vo sets of gears for high speed 
and 10'" power or low speed and high power. 

There are still some old anchor windlasses in use that have a single
acting le\'er which tends to be unnecessarily slow in hauling. New models 
are usually double-acting. that is~ you haul in on the rode with both fore 
and aft strokes of the lever. The length of an anchor windlass handle is 
proportioned to the strength of an average person pushing (or pulling) 
with 30 to 50 pounds of force. Two persons can double the force and by 
putting on an extension lever you can get just about any force you want. 
But ~'ou must remember that the total anchor windlass structure has 
design limits of its own and exceeding the design line pull on it may result 
in breakage while still not bringing home your anchor. 

:\ cursory examination of manual windlass performance figures in 
Table -i-I shows that they fall into two approximate classes-one for boats 
30 to 35 feet LO.-\ with a line pull of about 500 pounds and the olher for 
larger boats to -l5 feet LO:\. with a line pull of about 1.100 pounds. Chain 
sizes for the former run beuveen v.. inch and % inch in diameter and for 
the latter from ~ to Y-l inch in diameter. 

ELECTRIC :\~CHOR WI~DLASSES 

Electricity has become the servant of sailor and landlubber 
alike because it has a greater flexibility of use than any other known power 
source. 4-\n electric windlass in place of a manual windlass can be a real 
blessing in cruising but may not be quite as attractive for racing boats 
because of the added weight and bulk. (Electric windlasses weigh up to 
t\vice as much as an equal line pull manual windlass.) 

Basically. the electric windlass has the same mechanism in its gear 
case as the manual windlass. The difference comes in the substitution of 
an electric rnotor for the manual lever or crank. The performance then 
becornes less operator dependent and can be quantified for analysis. 

Fig. 4-4 illustrates the performance of a typical electric anchor wind
lass. The first conclusion that you draw from this curve is that the hauling 



Table 4-1. Manual Anchor Windla.,.s Performance 

Manllf~u:tll.-er and flllKld Chain Unit Handle 
size weight type 
In Ibs 

Plalh 7 1/4-3/8 45 Lever 
1)lath I 1/4-1/2 MO Crank 

Finderwinch Handy 1/4-5/16 20 Lever 
Finderwinch Maxi-llandy 5/16-1/2 66 Lever 

(2 speed) 

Ideal HWCM 1/4-5/16 42 Lever 

Simpson- Lawrence 1/4-3/8 21 Lever 
Hyspeed 

Simpson-Lawrence 555 3/8-1/2 42 Lever 
(2 speed) 

Nilsson 1-1400ln 1/4-3/8 31 Lever 
(2 speed) 

Nilsson H700nl 3/8-1/2 94 Crank 
(2 speed) 

a ~ A = NOI available. 

Mechanical Line pull 
advantage lhs 

NA3 NA 
24: ) 400 
NA 550 
NA 1.350 

10: 1 NA 

12: 1 550 

14: 1 I, 100 
40: 1 

7: 1 600 
20: 1 

5: 1 1,000 
15: I 
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Performance CUNe points of interest: 
A-No load hauling speed 
B-Nominal line pull 
C-Peak operating efficiency 
D-Maximum service load 
E-Maximum pull (not to be used except momentarily) 

Curve for Simpson-Lawrence 
Seawolf 520/20 windlass 
(manufacturer's data) 

o~------~------~----~~--------~--------~,----o 100 200 300 400 

linepulHbs 

Fig. 4-4. Electric anchor windlass performance. 

speed of the line is the inverse of the pull on the line. That is, a fasl hauling 
speed is attained only at the sacrifice of line pull. The drop-off in hauling 
speed is almost linear with the buildup in line pull until some point 0 is 
reached where the maximum line pull begins to stall the motor. 

The maximum efficiency of the windlass (line pull times hauling 
speed divided by current draw) OCCUTS somewhere in the middle of the 
performance curve (point C), and it is here that the windlass should 
normally be operated. I f the windlass continuously operates between 
points D and E. it is too small and should be replaced. 

Operation of the windlass at point E should be avoided at all times. 
Sometimes. though. the anchor rode will snub up hard when the anchor is 
near breakout and this could stall the motor. If it does, shut off the 
windlass power. put a stopper on the chain, and break out the anchor 
using one of the techniques which will be described later. 

Laboratory tests of a number of anchor windlasses were sponsored by 

Alolor Boating & Sailing rpagazine \\·hich measured the performance of the 
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The Ideal, model ACW, venical electric anchor windlass installed on 
a Gulfstar 50 sailboat. Note the location of the foot switch close behind the 
windlass, and the deck pipe forward and to the side of the windlass to 
accept the chain just ahead of the chain stripper. This windlass is properly 
mounted on a wood pad; button snaps are visible for attaching a fabric 
cover when not in use. 

windlasses in terms of line pull, hauling speed~ and current draw (Table 
4-2). 

These data point out one distinct feature and that is the high current 
draw that can occur as the line pull is increased on the windlass. The data 
from manufacturers often do not show the high current draw which can 
lead first-time buyers into thinking that they will have no trouble in 
meeting the electric power requirements of the prospective windlass. 
Motor burnouts, blown fuses, and burned-up wiring can all result from 
overloading an inadequate anchor windlass electrical system. 

There are a number of ways to prevent overloading an electric 
windlass. If you are using a rope anchor rode around a warping drum, 
you can simply slack off on the tension that you are holding on the rope's 
tail which will allow the rope to slip enough to unload the drum and keep 
the motor running at an acceptable speed. This simple technique does not 
work for a chain and wildcat so something else has to be done. 

Some windlasses are equipped with shear pins that will shear at a 
predetermined maximum acceptable line pull. For this concept to be 
acceptable, the shear pin has to be immediately accessible and easily 
replaceable. 
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~. .~~ bIJ t - ~ bIJ I - ~ "3 ~I -~ :; -~ 

!-c u -- c: c: I eel 0.. 5 I 0.. ~ I 
~~ 

.- -0 ~ '-1 ~ ~1 "3 v ~) - ~) ~ ~ ~ 4J "'" ~ 
0..0 ~ ~ 5 f! ::::I "'" ro c 5 f! c 5 ~ ~ ::3 "'" ~ .-~ 
""f." :I: 11) U." X 11) U"'O XII) U1:'l ....J_ u~ 

(;alJey ~1aid AACW R/C 58 7H 42 108 235 38.9 114 482 850 342 
'# Ideal A R 58 48 40 84 37010 30 to 10810 737 1,350 360 

-~ Nilsson M800C 
550 24 132 

R 133 54 68 120 370 51.3 168 850 450 

~ NilssOfl V loooe R/C 9 48 45 114 350 28 19R 745 850 462 
---

Wilcrafl R 46 36 36 66 370 31 78 550 210 

Benson A 35 R 30 24 31 54 235 27 60 331 550 102 
____ 0 __ • ____ -.. 
Oenouden Vetus --riger R/C 85 48 47 90 370 39 120 1,044 1.350 390 

Good Automatic R 63 18 24 42 235 20 48 238 370 60 

Powerwinch 412 R 29 18 26 29 370 to 23 to 36 to 582 1.350 114 
550 21 48 

E Powerwinch 6 12 R 45 12 33 36 370 26 48 370 54 

.~ Powerwinch 2000 R/C 59 72 45 96 550 35 120 1,123 1.350 330 

~ Sim~son-Lawrence Seawolf 520 R/C 36 6 28 24 235 28 24 481 850 102 

Sim~son-Lawrence Seawolf 520/2~ R/C 41 12 38 24 370 26 36 529 850 84 

Simpson-Law..-ence_ Sealion 526 R/C 33 12 29 18 550 23 42 1,015 1,65OC 114 

Superwinch R 40 30 33 54 235 to 33 to 60 to 550 tOR 
370 . 29 84 

Source: "lot01 BoalillK {,1 Saili',g. August 1981. CiEfficiency is line pull times hauling speed divided by current draw. bDeadweight start. cCapable of higher load. 
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The Simpson-Lawrence Seawolf horizontal electric anchor windlass 
installed on an Albin 50 trawler. Note the molded plastic cover to protect 
the windlass from the elements. There is no wood pad between windlass 
and deck, but one is highly recommended to keep the bed plate from 
being continually wet due to water Rowing across the deck. The foot 
switch is not in a good location either because it is too easy to accidentally 
step on It. 

Most common of the overload devices is a fuselike arrangement that 
automatically cuts the power off when the motor stalls. But a simple 
cartridge fuse is not the way to go. Instead. a slow-blow thermal cutout 
device is preferred which will allow a second or two of overload without 
breaking the circuit. That might just be enough of a hard pull to break the 
anchor loose. I f you blow the overload protection device, you will have to 
wait until ic cools down before resetting it. that is, unless you have one of 
the dual (parallel) overload protection devices that will allow you im
mediately to set the second and continue weighing your anchor. Avoid 
blowing the second one, however, because your windlass motor is now 

heating up and forcing it beyond its limits will be destructive. 
Electric motors for windlass drives up to 1.000 pounds of line pull 

have a ~4 to I Y-l HP rating. They are intended for intermittent service only 
since cooling is not adequate for continuous duty. While they can be run 
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for "minutes" at low line pulls, they should not be run for long periods 
when the line pull is high and not for more than one or two seconds if the 
motor is stalled. All the while you are using your electric windlass, your 
engine should be running to help maintain the battery charge. 

Most recreational boats are equipped with a 12-volt DC electrical 
system which is not the most desirable voltage for operating a remotely 
located motor. The distance a motor is from the energy source dictates the 
size of wiring to be used (Table 4-3). The sizes of wire may amaze you but 
take a look at the size of wires connected to the electric staner on your 
engine and you will realize that 12-volt motors do require heavy wiring for 
proper operation. The goal is to minimize voltage drop along the supply 
wire, and it takes large wires to do that. 

There is a way to use smaller wire sizes and that is to raise the 
operating voltage of the motor. You may want to consider a higher 
voltage system in your boat for both engine starting and electric windlass 
operation (Table 4-4). Larger workboats may already be equipped with 
32-volt DC systems which would be very helpful for electric windlass 

Table 4-3. Recommended "'ire Sizes for Eketnc H'indlasses 

Distance from power American Wire Gauge Size 

source to windlass-ft Current draw-am~s 

50 100 150 200 

0-10 No. 8 ~o.4 No. 2 No.O 
10---20 6 2 0 O(J 

20---30 4 0 00 000 
30---40 2 00 000 00(10 

Notes: Assume a 12·'·01t direcl currem: a 3 percent line voltage drop at motor; and 1 fuse rating of 125 
percent of currem draw. 

Table 4-4. Voltage Impact on lVire Size for Plath JGW Vertical 
Anchor ~Vindlass 

~Iotor size Supply Current Recommended \\·ire 
HP \·ohage draw-amps fuse-amps size-.-\ \\'G 

3/4 12 DC 35 60 ~o). 2 
1 2-t DC 33 60 .. 
I 32 DC 23 -to 6 
I 115 AC 20 30 12 

Soun:e: :\fanlltal"tur~r·s data. 
~Oles: .\ssume disl.J.nre from pow~r source [0 windlass = ~5 lO :13 re hauling sPfed = ji rpm: and 
intermiuf'rH operarion. .,.. 
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operation. Higher voltage motors not only use smaller electric wires but 
they also operate more efficiently than lower voltage motors. 

Availability of other voltage motors for windlasses is quite limited, 
Pl~th being a notable exception. If you have a choice, you should consider 
the folJowing operating voltages for the electric motor drive of your 
anchor windlass: 

12-volt DC for line pulls to 1,000 pounds 

32-volt DC or I 15-volt AC for line pulls to 2,500 pounds 

220·volt or 440-volt AC for line pulls above 2,500 pounds 

Many boats have II5-volt AC electricity available for lights, radar, tools, 
microwave ovens, and similar uses, and this same power could be used for 
the anchor windlass. The benefits would be numerous. 

Another option for decreasing the power lost in transmission of 12 
volt DC current is to locate a separate ba.ttery very close to the anchor 
windlass motor so that the length of heavy cable is kept to a minimum. 
This battery can then be connected to the engine charging system with 
much smaller wire, say No. 10 or 12, because the charging amperage 
would be much less than the draw by the windlass motor. The placing of 
this separate battery close to the windlass adds more weight forward, but 
as long as it is not right in the bow and kept low, it can be tolerated on 
cruising boats, either sailor power. 

Wiring of the electric windlass should be done with care and in accord
ance with the American Boat and Yacht Council's recommendations.* 

Control of the electric anchor windlass can be accomplished with a 
foot switch located near the windlass on the foredeck. This is a momen
tary switch which must be stepped on with a firm foot to engage, and to 
hold it engaged. In its simplest form, this switch is a two-position switch 
that is wired directly into the power supply circuit, and when the foot 
pressure is released. the switch contacts immediately snap open. 

A second version of the foot switch is one that operates through a 
solenoid in a manner similar to your engine starter solenoid. In this 
system the foot switch carries only a minimal amperage and the solenoid 
that it operates is normally located inside the motor housing of the 
windlass. With a solenoid available, it is now possible to add a remote 
switch also, placing it in parallel with the foot switch. The latest in high 
technology electronics provides a cordless remote control switch that can 

*American Boat and Yacht Council, Standard E-9 "Direct Current (DC) Electrical Systems 
for Boats," paper available upon request (P. O. Box 806, Amityville, NY 11701). 
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operate as far as 40 feet from the receiver unit and gets rid of the trailing 
cord of the roving switch that is always hanging up on some piece of deck 
gear. 

A reversible motor on an electric anchor windlass allows you both to 
weigh anchor and to let go the anchor with positive control. This is 
panicularly important if you intend to do your anchoring from the 
comfort of a wheelhouse on a larger vessel. The reversing switch is a 
3 ... position joystick type that is normally in the center (oft) position. Mov
ing the stick to one side or the other energizes the motor in one direction 
or the other, as chosen. 

All electric anchor windlass switches sllould be of the momentary 
make or break variety so that the operator cannot energize the circuit and 
walk off and leave it running. For absolute certainty, any switch on the 
foredeck that requires the presence of a crew member in the close vicinity 
of the anchor windlass and rode should be a momentary make or break 
variety so that if the operator is thrown off balance by a wave, the windlass 
immediately shuts down. 

Electric windlasses which do not have a reversing feature on the 
motor depend on the operator to manually release the wildcat and op
erate a clutch much the same as a manual anchor windlass. 

There is another switch required in the circuit of an electric windlass 
and that is a disconnect switch that isolates the entire electric circuit of the 
anchor windlass from the power supply. When the windlass is not in use, 
there is no need to keep power in the 5ystem, and safety is enhanced if the 
system is totally deenergized. 

Schematic wiring diagrams for electric windlasses are shown in Fig. 
4-5. Manufacturers will provide their own recommendations which you 
must integrate into your boat's circuits. but whatever you do, be certain 
that the basic safety elements indicated in Fig. 4 ... 5 are also incorporated. 

Most electric anchor windlasses include a chain run indicator to tell 
the operator how much chain has been let out. The indicator is not 
intended for use with rope since rope slips on the warping drum and a 
positive indication is not possible. Rope rades should be marked as will be 
described in Chapter 5. 

Mounting an electric windlass requires the same substantial deck 
reinforcements as any other windlass. Anchor windlasses that have an 
electric motor below the deck (all vertical windlasses and some horizontal 
windlasses) require special reinforcement of the deck where the cutout is 
made for the vertical drive shaft. One such vertical windlass on the market 
requires a hole in the deck that is 50 percent of the diameter of the 
bed place and that con~titutes a serious weakening of the deck. Such an 
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installation definitely requires the use of metal reinforcement under the 
deck as well as a good-sized wood pad on top. 

There usually are four to six mounting holes, a main gear box hole 
for underdeck motors, an electrical lead hole for above deck motors, a 
chain pipe for all windlasses, and a deck switch hole. Structural strength 
of the deck and its ability to keep water out after being penetrated in so 
many places will be compromised unless you make a first-class design and 
installation. 

All powered windlasses must be backed up with a manual drive 
option in case of power failure. Although this poses an unwelcome 
amount of exercise for the crew, it is still better than having to slip the 
anchor and abandon it and the chain rode. 

It is possible to have a windlass, manual or powered, freeze up 
completely and refuse to turn over no matter what leverage you apply. 
This is usually due to salt water getting inside which corrodes gears, 
jackshafts, and bearings. The only solution is to abandon the windlass and 
get your chain rode and anchor up by other means. One way of doing this 
on a sailboat is to use a chain grabber on a long pendant which will reach 
from bow roller to mast winch. With this rig shown in Fig. 4-6, the anchor 
can be raised one long bite at a time. It will be necessary to use your 
regular deck chain stopper to hold the anchor rode while you take 
another bite on it. On a power boat without a winch, it becomes more 
laborious since a member of the crew will physically have to haul on the 
chain grabber pendant and belay it while setting the deck chain stopper. 
Do not attempt to break out the anchor with this rig. Use one of the 
techniques discussed later. 

HYDRAULIC ANCHOR WINDLASSES 

Hydraulically-powered windlasses and line-handling gear 
have been commonplace on workboats for years and are now finding their 
way onto the larger recreational boats. The hydraulic windlass offers 
more po\ver than an electric windlass, and it is safer and easier to transmit 
hydraulic power than high amperage electric power. Hydraulic compo
nents are a well.developed state of the art being used on heavy construcM 
tion equipment and machine tools. They cost somewhat more than an 
electric drive because of the need for precision machining of pumps. 
valves. and motors which operate at high pressures. But workboats look to 
increased reliability and durability as justification for the increased cost. 
Large recreational boats can take advantage of the same benefits. 

Hydraulic anchor ~indlasses start at rather large sizes because there 
is a minimum practical sfie for hydraulic hard,vare. The Plath model4H 
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The Hydra-Cap. model 1500M I. vertical hydraulic anchor windlass 
provides 1.500 pounds of line pull at a hauling speed of 20 to 30 rpm 
continuous duty. Total weight of the system including an integrated 
pump and reservoir (not shown) is only 83 pounds. All above-deck parts 
are stainless steel. Courtesy: Hydra-Cap Systems, Inc. 

with a line pull of 800 pounds is about the smallest made. Most hydraulic 
anchor windlasses are above 2,000 pounds of line pull which few mod
erate size recreational boats need. The hydraulic windlass weighs about 
25 percent less than an electric \vindlass of comparable capabiliry. It can 
also have a constant hauling speed in contrast to the electric drive where 
increasing line pull causes the hauling speed to decrease. Stalling of the 
hydraulic drive does no damage to the system. 

The basic elements of a hydraulically powered anchor \\,'indlass are 
shown schematicafly in Fig. 4-7. The pump is usually driven by belts off 
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Fig. 4-7. Hydraulic anchor windlass plumbing schematic. 
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the engine and furnishes high pressure oil to the control valve. The 
control valve modulates the flow governing the speed of the motor in the 
windlass. A crossover valve can also be used that switches the direction of 
oil How to the motor causing it to reverse itself. The pump drive can be 
disengaged when hydraulic power is not needed to operate the windlass. 

Hydraulic power is not stored like electricity; therefore, a prime 
mover or auxiliary engine must be running when hydraulic power is 
desired. Typically, a hydraulic windlass developing a line pull of 2,200 
pounds at a hauling speed of 40 rpm will require an input power to the 
pump of about 8 HP. This is not a great requirement even for a sailboat 
auxiliary engine much less a prime propulsion engine. 

A comparison of hydraulic windlasses will serve to show some of the 
performance features (Table 4-5). One, the Plath model 8H, is a design 
for fishing boat use and features a cable drum instead of a wildcat so that a 
boat can. anchor in very deep water using a cable rode. 

Like a diesel engine, the secret to successful operation of any hy
draulic device is very clean oil and tight p'lumbing. The high operating 
pressure of the hydraulic system requires steel tubing or steel-reinforced 
hose and machined steel connectors. The design and installation of a 
hydraulic windlass system are best left to a qualified hydraulics shop. 

CARE OF THE WINDLASS 

As rugged as an anchor windlass is, it still needs some protec
tion from the elements. Because of cost and weight, most anchor wind
lasses are made with aluminum alloy cases although shafts, gears, etc., are 
still made of steel or bronze. Manufacturers use the best marine grade 
aJuminum alloy and coat it with durable epoxy paint, but sitting on the 
foredeck in the wash of green water and occasionally bashed by anchor 
and chain, the case can have corrosion problems. Likewise, any steel used 
in the exposed com?Onents of the windlass. even though initially galva
nized, will eventually rust. 

An anchor windlass should be fitted with a cover that encompasses 
warping drums, pawls, levers, handwheels, etc., to give some protection 
from rain and seawater. The cover can be made of sail cover fabric or it 
can be a soft molded plastic cover which adds a nice cosmetic touch. The 
latter will also help 5ave bare toes and ankles. The cover should not be 
airtight but allowed to breathe and to drain water which may be forced up 
under it. If the cover is form fitted around the drum and wildcat, it win 
probably not be blown offin heavy winds or torn offby a large wave, but a 
drawstring tie-do~'n may still be a good idea. 



Table 4-5. Hydraulic Anchor Windlass Performanc~ 

Ca~ability Performance 

Manufacturer and modeJ Rode size Hauling speed Line pun Operating ., in f~m Ibs ~ressure-~sl 

Hydra-Cap model 1500 o/s-in BBB 20-30 1,500 NA 
chain or rope 

Plalh model 81-1 2242 ft of Y2- 20 (nom) 2.000 900 
in steel cable 83 (max) 

Simpson-Lawrence to %-in 88n 40 (max) 2.240 1,750 
model 523 chain or rope 

Nilsson mode) 1-t3000 to %-in chain 65 (max) 3,000 2,000 
or rope 

Lighthouse model 3002 to %-in chain 21 (nom) 3,500 2,40OC 
or I-in rope 

as/J'CJ/Ualion.{ fliT Pump~. Valr"f, anti Pow", Unils (Savage, MN 55378; Continental Hydraulics, a company brochure), 
bManufacturer's recommendat.ions. 
C Axial piston pump. 

Flow rate 

g~m 

NA 

9 

4~ 

6 

6 

For boat sizesh 

Power input 
Hpa 

NA 35 to 50 ft LOA 

7 anchors to 500 Ib 

8 to 75 fl LOA 

10 to 72 ft LOA 

7~ to 45 tons 
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-, 

A hydraulic winch for hauling in the rope anchor rode of a sailing 
catamaran. Note the smal1 size of the h yd raulic motor and the flow control 
valve. Although mounted in a location vulnerable to saltwater spray, the 
hydraulic components are quite resistant to corrosion. Nevertheless. a 
spray cover over the unit could add years to its life. 

After a windlass has been used for weighing anchor, it should be 
dried, and the bare metal parts sprayed with a corrosion inhibitor such as 
WD-40. Tender loving care will make the windlass last the lifetime of the 
boat. 

In general, windlasses need to have the gear case oil checked every 
one or two years and gear oil added if it is low. (Look for oil leaks around 
shaft ends if oil hGs to be added.) A heavy gear oil is usually recom .. 
mended-SAE 50 to SAE 150. fvfost gear cases will get along well with an 
SAE 90 gear oil wl-.ich sticks to the teeth and can take high gear tooth 
loads. Do not use engine lubricating oil. 

The cone clutch of a wildcat gets its gripping po\\'er from the wedg .. 
ing action of a cone in a mating socket. I t can easily become frozen in place 
if any corrosion develops. To counter this, a very light film of grease 
should be applied to the conical surface to keep it from jamming but no( 
enough to cause it to slip. Do not put any grease on a band type brake for 
this is a different gripping action. 
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Because clutch cones also have to slide back and forth a small distance 
on the shaft while engaging and disengaging, a grease fitting is usually 
provided on the end of the shaft for lubrication. Use only saltwater
compatible grease in this fitting. Such grease is available from boat trailer 
supply stores where it is sold for trailer wheel bearing lubrication. 

If you have an electric windlass, you have some vital additional 
maintenance to do. Electrical faults are the source of many boat fires and 
the high current draw over an extended period of time by an electric 
windlass makes it a prime candidate as an arson bug ifit is not kept in good 
condition. Power supply cables should be initially run high and dry 
through the vessel so that they have a minimum chance of becoming wet 
and corroding. Terminals should be soldered and any exposed wire 
between the terminal and the insulation should be sealed with shrink-on 
tubing or a plastic coating. Corroded wires and terminals increase the 
electrical resistance of the circuit and undue heating occurs which can 
cause a fire. Your routine inspection of the boat should include a check on 
the power su pply cables between battery and windlass motor. 

Major maintenance of hydraulic windlasses should be left to the 
hydraulic specialists. Careful torquing of a leaking joint or replacing an 
O-ring in a connector or changing filters and adding fluid is about the 
extent of general maintenance that a boat crew should think of doing. 
There are, however. a number of early clues to potential problems which 
will tell you whether or not you need a specialist's help. The senses of 
sight, hearing, touch, and smell can be of great help here:* 

Sight: Look for \vet hoses or lines. oil stains or low reservoir 
level. 

Hearing: Listen for \\'ater hammer in the lines or gurgling 
sounds in the pump. 

Touch: Feel for vibrating or hot lines. 

Smell: Any odor of hot oil indicates a problem. 

*J. F. Briggs. Trouble Shooting Hydraulic S.'I5tt'ms, Bulletin 5215 (Van Wert. OH 45891: 
Aeroquip Industrial Dh;ision, 1983). 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Anchor Rodes 

You would not expect to use an anchor without a means of connecting it to 
your boat. The means of connecting the anchor to a boat is called the 
anchor rode, and it consists of rope and/or chain and a variety of con
nectors. Sometimes the fiber rope portion of the rode is called a "warp" or 
a "hawser." 

Whatever the name, the rode must be made of materials that will 
withstand the physical environment in which it will operate. It has to have 
the strength to hold the boat against wind and wave up to the full holding 
power of the anchor. It has to be elastic to absorb the shock loads imposed 
on it by the surging of the boat. It has to be resistant to the marine 
environment including chemical corrosion and biological action. It has to 
ha ve good resistance to abrasion as it d rags across the sea bottom or chafes 
against corners of the deck gear. It has to be easily handled by the crew, 
preferably without special equipment or gloves. 

The de~ands on the anchor rode are many and the candidates for it 
are few. Steel chain and fiber rope are the prime candidates and these 
come in an endless array of construction and materials. Oldest and stil1 the 
most popular rode material is fiber rope. At one time only vegetable fibers 
were available and ropes made of them when made up as anchor rodes 
lasted only a year or two. Now with synthetic fiber rope lifetimes are 
measured in tens of years. 

The second most popular anchor rode is chain which solves the 
abrasion problem and provides a modest elasticity effect as its weight 
forms a catenary sag in the rode. 

THE NEED FOR PROPER SCOPE 

The holding power of an anchor is the horizontal resisting 
force it develops as it digs into the seabed. I f there is a significant vertical 
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load on the anchor, the horizontal force will be compromised. and the 
resulting efficiency of the anchor reduced. The relationship of the hold
ing power to the rode lead angle, 9, is illustrated in Fig. 5-1. When the 
anchor is set in mud, the lead angle is not as critical as when set in a sand 
bed, but by the time a lead angle of 121) is reached. anchor holding power 
has been reduced a significant amount.· 

In general, anchors for small boats are designed for a lead angle of 
not more than 80

, and the user should see to it that the lead angle is much 
less so that the anchor flukes can dig in with a will. 

To get a·proper lead angle for the anchor, you must have the proper 
combination of "scope" and rode material. Simply put. scope is the ratio of 
anchor rode length, L? to the distance of the bow roller above the sea 
bottom (D + d) (Fig. 5 .. 2). 

Scope is the ultimate secret to successful anchoring, and it is highly 
dependent on the materials with which the rode is made. An all-rope rode 
at short scope seriously impairs an anchor's holding power (Fig. 5-3). Not 
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Fig. 5-1. Anchor lead angle effects. 
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*R. J. Taylor,lnttraction of Anchors with 50;/ and .-lnchor De.~ign (\\'ashington. D. C.: C. s. ~a\"y 
Technical ~ote eEL ~-162i_ .. -\pril 1982). 
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Fig. 5-3. Effect of scope on anchor holding power for the all-rope 
rode. 

until the scope reaches 10 to 1 is the all-rope rode anchor able to realize a 
significant part of its holding power. 

To correct this problem. rope rodes are fitted with short lengths of 
chain between rope and anchor to hold the anchor lead angle closer to the 
horizontal than is possible with bare rope alone. The amount of chain 
needed to make an effective lead on a working anchor rode is quite short, 
still leaving the rode principally rope. The chain lead, however, is suffi
ciend~' long also to keep the rope off the sea bottom, thereby minimizing 
abrasion problems. 

Anchoring with all chain is surely the best way to get maximum 
efficiency out of your anchor, but it has its drawbacks. Not only is chain 
heavy, but it weighs.~own the bow of your boat and tests your resolve in 
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weighing anchor. I n addition, chain that is lying on the bottom adds 
nothing to the shock absorbing capability of the catenary. Furthermore, 
once that chain is stretched taut, as it may be in a storm, it has no further 
shock absorbing capabilities and is easily broken. The simple message is 
that more chain is not necessarily better than less chain. 

Experience has given us some rule of thumb methods for the proper 
scope to layout based on the type of anchor rode used. For the working 
anchor with winds no greater than 30 knots and some protection from the 
seas, the following values have proven adequate in a good holding ground: 

TyptofROtk 
All rope 
Rope plus chain lead 
(combination rode) 
All chain 

Minimum Scope 
10 lO 1 
7 to 1 

4 to 1 

No single length of rode is suitable for all anchoring situations, but 
there are some minimums that make sense. Typically, a boat should be 
able to anchor in water depths equal to its length overall (LOA) as a 
minimum and should be able to deploy rode scopes of at least 7 to I for a 
combination rode and 4 to I for an all-chain rode (Table 5-1). 

Boats that operate generally in shallow waters, as on the East Coast of 
the United States or on inland lakes. may get by with shorter rode lengths. 
Boats that operate in the deeper waters along the Pacific coast of North 
America and all those that are oceangoing should consider even longer 
rode lengths. 

As Van Dorn (see Bibliography) points out, in very deep water you 
can reduce the scope of an all-chain rode, and it has been proven many 

Table 5-1. Anchor Rode Lengths (in/eet) 

LOA 

less than 20 
20 to 30 
30 to 40 
40 to 50 
50 to 60 
60 to 80 

~(inimum rode length3 

Compatible Nylon wilt An chain 
anchoring depch-D chain lead 

20 160 90 
30 240 135 
40 310 180 
50 390 225 
60 480 275 
70 560 320 

a~inimun (0 y~eld i 10 I scope for nylon rode wi[h chain lead and -t to I for an all chain rode. [ndudes 
nominal bow height-d. 
blncludes length of chain lead. 
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times. One of the reasons for this is that the wave height becomes a smaller 
proportion of the total scope allowing the boat to ride easier over the 
waves. 

ANCHOR CHAIN 

There is a plethora of chain constructions available, and you 
should be advised to be certain of the type of chain you buy for your 
anchor rode. Only two types of chain are in common use for boat anchor 
rodes and they are Proof Coil and BBB. For many years BBB was the 
standard in the marine industry with the result that many wildcats were 
designed to fit that particular link configuration. In recent years BBB has 
been losing out to Proof Coil which has a broader industrial usage and fi 
superior to BBB with a greater flexibility and less tendency to bind. The 
fewer number of links per foot also makes it less costly to manufacture. 

Proof Coil chain is designated by the National Association of Chain 
Manufacturers (NACM) as Grade 28 chain. It is frequently called u com-
mon chain" and is of utility grade for such uses as log chain, tow chain, 
guard rail chain t anchor chain, stump pulling chain, etc. Proof Coil chain 
is not recommended for overhead lifting. 

BBB chain was popular because of its greater unit weight which 
im proved the catenary effect and the slightly greater strength offered by 
the more compact links which distort less under load. BBB chain is still 
being manufactured because there are a lot of windlass wildcats around 
that require it. 1 f you are thinking of making an initial purchase of anchor 
chain, 8BB with aJl of its fringe benefits may give you a problem in regard 
to its future availability. 

Both Proof Coil and BBB chain are made from basic open ... heanh low 
carbon steel with a tensile strength of 55,000 psi. They come in a variety of 
surface finishes but only the hot-dip galvanized finish should be con
sidered for an anchor rode. 

Ship anchor chains are usually made with the stud link design which 
has as much as a 20 percent higher proof load strength than open link 
chain. The additional strength is gained from a crosspiece (stud) tI'1at 
prevents the deformation of the link under load. Stud link design chain 
starts at the %-inch size and goes up to 4 inches in diameter with a 
breaking strength in excess of 400 tons. 

Because chain is so heavy, it comes in discrete lengths for conve
nien(e of handling. You will find it in "shots" of90 feet (15 fathoms) in the 
larger (% inch and ove~l sizes. The smaller chain, more commonJy used 
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on recreational boats, comes in buckets of about 600 pounds for the small 
buyer or in large barrels from which you can buy any length. True anchor 
chain comes with oversize links at both ends which permit the insertion of 
a single chain shackle for joining two lengths together. 

The strength of a chain is determined from extensive test samples of 
a given construction loaded to the breaking point on a standard test 
machine. The minimum breaking load so determined is defined as the 
breaking load for that chain construction. 

The proof load is a tensile loading applied to the chain during or 
subsequent to the manufacturing process for the sole purpose of detect
ing defects in the material or manufacture. For Proof Coil and BBB chain 
the proofload is 50 percent of the breaking load of the chain. 

The working load is 50 percent of the proof load. Hence, the working 
load is one-fourth of the breaking strength of the chain (Table 5-2). Chain 
from reputable manufacturers is proof load tested before shipment. 
Other chain constructions may have different proof load and working 
load ratios. 

Chains are not considered to be elastic in the same sense that rope is 
elastic. Proof Coil chain is, however, required to have a 15-percent elonga
tion at the breaking load in order to withstand shock or impact loading 
without suffering a brittle failure. This much elongation, however, is not 
elastic and the chain will have suffered permanent deformation. It must 
be replaced and not put back into use. 

The strength of a chain can be seriously compromised if it is sub
jected to twisting, to bending over a sharp corner, or to any other form of 

True anchor chain comes with an oversize link at each end to accept a 
chain or anchor shackle. If using a bulk length of chain, a chain shackle 
must first be added to replace the missing oversize link. Courtesy: Camp
bell Chain Co. 
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Table 5·2. Physical Characteristics of Anchor Chain 

Proof Coil chain (grade 28) 

Trade Number Weight per Feet Working Proof Breaking 
size-in of links 100 feet per loai load load 

per ft lbsa bucket Ibs Ibs c Ibs 

3/16 12-1/2 42 1.000 750 1,500 3,000 
1/4 12 76 800 1,250 2,500 5,000 
5/16 10-3/4 115 550 1,900 3,800 7,600 

3/8 9-3/4 166 400 2,650 5.300 10,600 
7/16 8-3/4 225 300 3,500 7,000 14,000 
1/2 8 289 200 4,500 9,000 18,000 

5/8 6-3/8 425 150 6,900 13,800 27,600 

Stud link chain (grade I) 

5/8 3-1/4 406 d 8.310 16.620 23,745 

BBBchain 

3/16 15-1/2 45 1,000 7iS 1,550 3.100 

1/4 14 81 800 1,325 2.650 5.300 
5/16 12 120 550 1,950 3,900 7,800 

3/8 11 173 400 2,750 5.500 11,000 

7/16 9-3/4 231 300 3.625 7.250 14.500 

li2 9 296 200 4.750 9,500 19,000 

aWeight before hor-<iip galvanizing. 
bOne half of proof load. 
COne half of breaking load (except for stud link chain). 
dSupplied in 15-fathom shots. 

longitudinal disfigurement. Strong men in circuses and carnivals amaze 
the spectators with their feats of breaking chain using only their bare 
hands. They do it not by a stead~' pull on the chain but by twisting the 
chain until adjacent links are levered against one another and failure 
occurs in bending and not in tension .. -\ fine trick for the showplace but 
not one to be followed in anchoring. 

Chain can be made out of most metals giving a wide range of 
strength and weight.(actors. Sreel has been the most popular because it is 
cheap, very workable. and can be alloyed to make it very strong. Common 
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Stud link chain used with an old-fashioned anchor having the early 
Admiralty pattern Aukes. Note the becket on the back of one arm which is 
used in caning the anchor. Stud link chain sizes scart at %-inch diameter
too large for boat anchor rodes but suitable for large moorings. 

chain (Proof Coil) is a low carbon, unheat-treated steel made in vast 
quantities. Higher strength chain is made using higher carbon content 
steel, alloying it with other metals, and then heat-treating it (Table 5-3). 

High Test chain (grade 43) is fabricated from high carbon steel and 
heat-treated to develop good ductility and a high tensile strength of 
85,000 psi. Binding chain (grade 70) is also made from high carbon steel 
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Table .5-3. Physical Characteristics o/High Strength Chain 

Grade 43-High Test chain 

Trade \\"orking Weight per 
sIze-In loada-Ibs 100 ft-lbs 

1/4 2,600 84 
5/16 3,900 120 

3{8 5,400 176 
7/16 7.200 230 
1/2 9,200 300 

Grade 70-Binding chain 

Trade \\'orking \Veight per 
size-in loadb-Ibs 100 ft-lbs 

1/4 3,150 84 
5/16 4,iOO 120 

3/8 6,600 176 
7/16 8,750 230 
1/2 11,300 300 

Grade 80-f\1l0y Steel chain 

Trade \\·orking \\" eight per 
size-in loadc-Ibs 100 ft-Ibs 

7/32 2,500 50 
9/32 4,}00 84 

5/16 5.100 120 
31B i,300 li6 
1/2 13,000 300 

3Proof load = 1.7 limes working load. breaking load = j times working load. 
bproof load = 2 times working load. breaking load = 4 rimes working load. 
cProofload = 2 times work.ing load. breaking load = j . .5 times working load. 
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heat-treated to a tensile strength of approximately 120,000 psi. Alloy 
Steel chain (grade 80) is fabricated from special alloy steel which is 
heat-treated and tempered or drawn for optimum strength and ductility. 
This chain has a tensile strength of 180,000 psi, does not work-harden, 
and does not require periodic annealing to relieve brittleness. 

High strength chains get their strength through higher hardness 
which also makes it difficult to cut the chain except with a torch or 
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grinding wheel. Self-colored or bright finish is normally supplied, neither 
of which is useful in a saltwater environment. High strength chain can be 
hot-dip galvanized but at a loss in strength of the following approximate 
amounts: 

Grade 43 
Grade 70 
Grade 80 

10 percent 
20 percent 
30 percent 

There is little to be gained through the use of high strength chain in 
an anchor rode. Chain weight is needed to hold the lead angle of the 
anchor below 8° and to provide a modest amount of shock ... absorbing 
catenary sag. Using smaller size but higher strength chain only means that 
you will need a longer length to produce the same weight of chain lead. 
For the all-chain rode the loss of catenary is serious, and you will certainly 
need a longer riding stopper to provide needed shock-absorbing capability. 

ANCHOR CHAIN CONNECTING ELEMENTS 

There are sundry elements to the anchor rode which fall into 
the category of connecting elements-<onnecting anchor to rode, con
necting chain lead to rope rode, connecting shots of chain, as well as the 
all-important matter of securing the bitter end of the rode to the boat. 
These are called splicing links and shackles. Three popular splicing links 
are illustrated in Fig. 5-4. The riveted joining link forms an integral part 
of the chain and, when carefully installed, looks and works like any other 
link. The quick connect link, purely temporary. is about 60 percent longer 
than a standard link of chain of the same nominal size. The double jaw 
midlink is the most utilitarian because it may be used for temporary or 
permanent installation, and it is about the same size as a standard link of 
chain. 

Shackles come in a variety of styles shown in Fig. 5-5. Chain shackles 
are used to connect the ends of chain to anchor shackles or the ring on the 
anchor shank. Anchor shackles usually connect rope eye splices to chain 
or the anchor ring. The bow in the anchor shackle is intended to give 
more freedom of movement than the chain shackle which behaves more 
like a chain link. 

The oval pin chain shackle is an excellent connection between shots 
of chain or for use with chain stoppers because it can be released so 
quickly and under load. This is done with a mallet. first driving the taper 
pin out and then the oval pin itself. Lfnfortunately. it is available only in 
larger sizes from ship chandleries. 
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(A) Riveted joining link 
(pennanent) 

/thread 

(8) Quick connect link 
(temporary) 

nut 

cotter pins 

Fig. 5-4. Chain-splicing links. 

(C) Double jaw midlink 
( replaceable) 
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rivet pins (4) 

clevispins 

Both anchor and chain shackles come with a choice of screw pin, 
round pin, or bolt and nut closures. Although the screw pin is somewhat 
more convenient to use, faulty safety wiring of it has been the cause of 
many lost anchors. The round pin, on the other hand, is more easily 
safetied with a cotter pin, and it is a little neater in use avoiding the meat 
hook characteristic of safety wire. 

I f you anchor only for short periods of time and do not expect the 
boat to s\\ring in circles, you can use a chain shackle to connect the last link 
of the chain with the anchor ring (Fig. 5-6 A). If you are leaving your boat 
on the hook for a long period of time and there is a chance it will swing in 
circles, then you must insert a swivel between anchor ring and the last link 
of the chain to prevent twisting the chain (Fig. 5-6 B). Do not connect the 
jaw fitting of a swivel directly to the anchor shank because the swivel will 
then be put into a be;rding position if the boat veers (Fig. 5-7). 
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(A) Oval pin, quick-release chain shackle 

screw pin round pin 

(B) Anchor shack'es 

(C) Screw pin chain shackle (can also 
be had in round pin or bolt. nut, 
and cotter pin) 

Fig. 5-5. Ground tackle shackles. 

bolt, nut, and cotter pin 

How to mouse a screw pin shackle 
• double turns of seizing wire 

in a figure 8 pattern 

• frapping turns with 
both ends of seizing 
wire (bury ends) 

Swivels in an anchor chain can be a source of concern because like aIJ 
moving parts under stress, they can fail if not properly designed and 
manufactured. A proper swivel is one that is drop forged-not screwed, 
riveted. or welded together. In a drop forging the grain of the material is 
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anchor shank chain shackle 

anchor shackle (or anchor ring) 

(A) No swivel 

jaw and eye swivel 
(small eye) 

(8) With swivel 

Fig. 5-6. Bending the chain rode to the anchor. 
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Fig. 5-7. I f you elect to use a swivel at the anchor end of a chain rode. 
do not put it on this way. The ja\~ end of the swivel. as installed here, will 
most likely break, oi': at least, bend the swivel pin when the boat sheers at 
anchor. The swivel should be installed end for end with an anchor shackle 
between [he swivel eye and the anchor shank. 
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carefully oriented to give not only maximum strength but to relieve the 
stresses at the corners. Other fabrication processes concentrate stresses or 
weaken the swivel through welding. 

In selecting a swivel. I would use the largest size that fits the chain link 
without binding. 

Many sailors are wary of the strength of chain connecting elements 
but manufacturers have designed them to be similar in strength to Proof 
Coil chain to which they are attached (Table 5 .. 4). This is accomplished by 
forging them out of higher grade steel and, in some instances, making the 
sections a little larger than standard chain link wire diameter. As an 
example, anchor and chain shackle pins are 1/ 16 .. inch larger in diameter 
than the chain wire. That is, a 3/8 ... inch shackle has a 7/16 .. inch diameter 
pin that will fit into a 3/8 .. inch chain link. Using connectors of the proper 
size will prevent overkill and unnecessary weight. 

When you secure the bitter end of an all .. chain rode to the boat, do so 
with multiple turns of tarred nylon lashing which will be easier to sever 
than a heavier rope (Fig. 5-8). There should be ready accesss to the lashing 
so that it can be cut free to slip the anchor or to add more chain or rope as 
the situation may demand. 

THE ALL .. CHAIN ANCHOR RODE 

The principal argument raised for the all-chain anchor rode is 
that chain can give a shock-absorbing effect to the anchor rode. This 

Table 5-4. Strength of Connecting Elements 

Nominal Safe working load limi(a-Ibs 

Size-In 

1/4 
5/16 
3/8 
7/16 
1/2 
5/8 

Proof Coil 
chain 

1,250 
[,900 
2.650 
3,500 
4,500 
6,900 

Midtink 

(use 5/16) 
3.250 
4,500 

(use 1/2) 
i,OOO 
9,750 

aOne-fourth of breaking strength. 
b Applies to screw pin or round pin closures. 

Riveted 
joining 

link 

1.325 
1,950 
2,,750 
3,625 
4,750 
7,250 

'l'se at least one size larger togi\'e (hain-mau.:hing strength. 

Anchor or 
chain shack.lesb 

1.000 
1,500 
2,000 
3,000 
4,000 
6,500 

Swivelsc 

900 
1,300 
2,450 

(use 1/2) 
3,950 
5,850 

~ote that the taoula[ions in last two columns are from John H. \(yen. ed .. Handbook of Ouan and 
L'1UI~"'Ll.'at"r Enginnnng (~ew York: \fcCraw-HilI. 1969). 
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Note: See also Figure 5-21 for another method. 

III 

strong bulkhead 
or other 
structural member 
/ 

Fig. 5-8. Securing the bitter end of the chain rode to the boat. 

comes about through the chain catenary which is, simply. the sag in the 
chain due to its own weight. It is at a maximum when the chain is 
horizontal and a minimum when it is vertical. A high end loading on the 
chain tends to remove the catenary. and a light loading allows greater sag. 
Heavy chain produces more of a cantenary than light chain. 

A boat when anchored with chain in light winds has much of its 
deployed chain lying on the bottom (Fig. 5-9A). As the boat moves about, 
the chain is alternately lifted off the bottom and lowered giving a shock
absorbing feature to the rode. This is not a catenary effect, but it acts like 
one. 

As the wind load on the boat further increases. the chain is lifted 
completely off the bottom providing a true catenary with its shock-absorb
ing capability as shown at position B on the same figure. As the wind load 
increases even further, the catenary tends to disappear as in position C. 
virtually eliminating the shock-absorbing feature claimed for chain and 
also increasing the lead angle of the anchor 5hank. At this point. a sudden 
gust of wind or a large wave would cause the boat to jerk hard against the 
taut anchor chain resulting either in upsetting the anchor or breaking 
part of the ground tackle. 

4o\t what point does the catenary disappear? Table 5-5 gives an answer 
in the form of ground tackle loads as experienced by a hypothetical 
powerboat. The calculation has been somewhat simplified by assuming 
that the chain is stretched horizontally rather than on a slope and that the 
weight of the chain in \vater is the same as in air. Both of these assump
tions make the catenary look better than it actually will be. The calculation 

~ , 

was also made for a 1 DO-foot length of chain for simplicity. Since the 
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powerboat is equipped with a 200 ... foot chain rode, it conceivably could all 
be deployed, and the sag and extension would then be double the values 
given in the table. 

The significant factors to look at in Table 5 ... 5 are the sag of the chain, 
~, and the potential extension, 4f. The sag represents the "cushion" in 
the chain while the extension represents the distance the boat can surge 
aft before the chain assumes a straight line from anchor ring to bow roller. 

Table 5-5. Example of the Disappearing Catenary 

( I) Simplified catenary geometry3: 

1 
~~------------~------------~~~------~Fh 

le ------------~ 

(2) Example boat: AB YC hypothetical powerboatb: 

LOA = 45 ft, beam = 15 ft 
anchor rode = 200 ft of %-in Proof Coil chain 

(3) Catenary characteristics of hypothetical boat at anchor: 

Wind speed-knots 10 15 20 30 40 

Horizontal ground tackle 155 350 620 1,400 2,490 
load Fh(lb) 

F h as percent of chain break- 1.5 3.3 5.8 13.2 23.5 
ing strength 

Catenary sag (&) per 100 ft of 15 6 3 1 0 
chain ft 

Extension (At) left per 100 Ct 2.8 1.0 0 .. 4 0.1 0 
of chain ft 

aT. Baumeisler . .:\1arA·s SI4J&dard HanJ.booAfor .'\rltch.anical E"gi1V"S, 8th~. (Sew York.: McCraw-Hill Co .• 
1978). 
bFrom Table 2-1. 
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At 10 knots of wind the anchored boat is in good shape with the 
all-chain rode having a 15-root sag for shock absorption and a possible 
surge distance of almost 3 feet. But as the wind increases, the catenary is 
seen to flatten very quickly and by the time 20 knots of wind are reached, 
there is virtually no extension left in the chain and at 30 knots the sag for 
all practical purposes has also disappeared. At 40 knots or wind the chain 
is ramrod straight, and all transient surging forces caused by wind gusts or 

The Coast Guard cutter General Greene set out on a rescue mission in 
the winter of 1960 in what has been described as the worst snowstorm in 
New England history. During the rescue, General Greene's towline became 
entangled in her propellers, and she was obliged to save herself by 
anchoring. T\\'o anchors \Vere set, but at the time of the photograph, the 
starboard chain anchor rode had already parted and the port anchor was 
being dragged by a rode taut as a fiddle string and totally unyielding to the 
seas. The Ceneral Greeru went aground but was later refloated. 

Under storm conditions such as this, there is no catenary left in a chain 
rode to absorb surge loads. To survive, a chain anchor rode must have 
give to it. which is easily done in small vessels with a nylon rope riding 
stopper. Courtesy: U. S. Coast Guard. 
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waves are transmitted directly to the anchor and deck gear as shown in 
position C of Fig. 5-9. 

The surprising aspect of this analysis is how quickly the catenary 
disappears at loads which are only a fraction of the chain's breaking 
strength, less than the working load. What becomes obvious, then, ;s that 
the catenary which we talk so glibly about as being such a good shock 
absorber in an anchor rode,just isn't there when the wind pipes up and it 
is needed most. 

Hank Halstead in his Boat Handling column (lWotOT Boating & Sailing, 
February 1985) had this to say about the role of chain in the November 
1984 hurricane Klaus disaster in the U. S. Virgin Islands: 

Interestingly enough, chain proved to be far less effective as a means 
of securing anchorages than did the nylon anchor rode. Chain does 
not stretch and therefore when a boat would surge back sharply on a 
large wave, there was no cushion between the vessel and the anchor. 
Consequently, the anchor would pull free. 

In an extreme case, I saw a Solaris catamaran on which the anchor 
must have held fast, but when the chain came taut, it generated 
enough force to rip the windlass right out of [he deck. 

So if the chain catenary cannot provide "elasticity" when the winds 
howl, why is it us~d? l\fostly because of its durability under moderate 
conditions. Chain is an all·around good material for the anchor rode if 
you can afford the weight in [he bow of your boat and have a means of 
wrestling it to the surface after use. But to use an all-chain anchor rode in 
a heavy blow, you must include an elastic riding stopper in the rode 
assembly to cushion the blows of wind gusts and wave impacts when the 
chain is stretched taut. 

CH:\IN RIDING STOPPERS 

The chain anchor rode has great merit from the standpoint of 
connecting anchor (0 boat. but it also has some serious demerits that need 
to be corrected. The greatest of these is the lack of elasticity when the 
chain is drawn taut as in a heavy wind. Chain also produces ominous 
rumbling sounds as it shifts position on the bow roller with each swing or 
dip of the bow disturbing persons trying to get a sound sleep in the 
forecastle. 

The above problems can be easily corrected by the addition of an 
elastic riding stopper. This is a length of suitably strong 3-strand nylon 
rope that is attached between the Samson post or other strong fitting and 
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A chain grab hook on a rope lanyard is a convenient way to make a 
stopper for a chain, but it is not recommended as a permanent riding 
stopper. As the picture shows, the grab hook adds an eccentric loading to 
the chain. 
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(A) Common grab hook 
(not recommended) 

(8) A temporary rolling 
hitch chain stopper 

excellent~ 

(C) Devil's claw hooks 

I 
to anchor 

to Samson post 

lazy loop 
of chain 

to Samson post 

/ 

active chain 

/ 
to anchor 

Fig. 5-10. Chain-riding stoppers. 
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to deck edge cleats 
or side bitts 

/ 

active chain 

(0) Bridled grabber 
chain stopper 

the chain for\\'ard of the bow, essentially bypassing the section of chain 
that runs over the bow roller. The attachment to the anchor chain is made 
by a hook-on device such as the devil's claw, grab hook, bridled grabber, 
or, in an emergency, a rolling hitch directly on the anchor chain (Fig. 
5-10), It should be noted (hat the common grab hook weakens the chain to 

Facing page, below, a preferred riding chain stopper is the slotted steel 
plate \vhich evenly loads the chain links. Twin bridles tend to dampen the 
sheering of the boat at anchor. 
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about 80 percent of its normal strength because of the eccentric gTasp it 
takes on the chain. Therefore. it is not recommended. 

The use of nylon rope as a spring brings back the old problem of 
chafe. Before belaying the spring line(s) to the Samson post or cleats, slip a 
length of corded rubber hose over the end to take the wear where the rope 
contacts the deck or deck. fittings. One consolation in using an anchor 
rode spring line is that if the line pans you will still have the lazy loop of 
chain to take the load directly. 

Boats with bowsprits have a particular problem when using a chain 
anchor rode. I f the rode leads from a bow roller at the deck not only will 
the noise be present but the chain will rub on the bobstay. On the other 
hand, if the chain is led through a roller near the end of the sprit, there is a 
very real chance of breaking the sprit when the boat pitches violently in 
high waves especially if the sprit is long. 

The solution to this problem is to provide a riding stopper between 
hull and anchor chain as shown in Fig. 5-11. The riding stopper not only 
takes the load off the bowsprit and the rumble out of the roller, but it 
provides a lower point of attachment. All boats could use this technique by 
providing a sturdy stem eyebolt at the boot topping. 

CHAIN MARKERS 

Marking the all--chain rode in order to determine the amount 
deployed is a problem that has not been satisfactorily solved to my knowl
edge. Paint gives the most flexibility in marking and can easily be re
furbished every year. I use the following sequence of marks which is easily 
remembered: 

Length in fathoms 
5 

10 
15 

20 
25 
30 

40 
50 
60 

Color of link and number painted 
1 red 
I white 
I blue 

2 red 
2 white 
2 blue 

3 red 
3 white 
3 blue 

One difficulty with the painted-link technique is the ease with which a 
colored link obscured with mud can pass your eye and not be seen. To 
remedy this, add a nylon electric wire tie to each painted link. These are 
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lazy loop of chain 

devil's claw 
to anchor 

Fig. 5-1 J. Riding stopper for a bowsprit boat. 

durable, easily seen, and easy to attach. Do not cut them off; the long 
whipping end is part of the eye-catcher (Fig. 5-12). 

Regardless of the scheme that you select to mark your chain, you will 
want to mark the bitter end even though you are absolutely certain that it 
is securely fastened in the fore peak. About four fathoms from the bitter 
end paint a dozen or so links a bright yellow calor as a warning that you are 
coming to the end of the chain in the locker. 

CARE OF THE CHAIN RODE 

One tends to think of chain as being indestructible, but it does 
have a certain vulnerability to misuse. Here are some suggestions on 
taking care of your chain anchor rode (0 prolong its life: 

Keep the chain dry and clean. 

Do not drag the chain over abrasive surfaces such as concrete. 

Eliminate twists before using. 
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Fig. 5-12. A combination of painted links and nylon ties become chain 
length markers. Here, two pairs of links are painted red indicating that 20 
fathoms of chain have been deployed. Nylon electric wire ties are fastened 
to the chain at the painted links as eye-catchers when the chain is deployed. 

N ever knot a chain or insert bolts or spikes to shorten it. 

Avoid bending chain links around any sharp corner. 

Turn the chain end for end at least annually to distribute the 
wear on the galvanizing. 

Regalvanize the chain before flakes of rust develop. (Regalva
nize only twice.) 

A void the use of dissimilar metals in contact with the chain. 

Be certain that end fittings can move freely within the attach
ing links. 

I nspect chain links periodically and after severe strains have 
been placed upon it (Fig. 5-(3). 
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scratches 

arc bum 

Danger signs 

Wear ( .. ) points 
Stress (e) points 

Twisted link 

Fig. 5-11. Chain inspection guide. 

Bent link 

Freeze points 
of deformed link 

Clean up each shackle or swivel. Be certain to seize the screw 
pins with wires before putting back into service. 

Examine the bitter end attachment to assure its integrity. 

Examine rode length markings for legibility. If any are ob
scured or missing, put new ones on. 

ROPE FOR THE ANCHOR RODE 

Rope is a general term applied to both fiber and wire products 
but as used here will apply only to fiber products. One also hears the term 
cordage, which applies not only to fiber ropes but also to small stuff like 
yarns, string, marlirle, and seizing. There is actually very little rope 
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aboard a boat for once it has been fashioned into a specific form, namely, 
halyard, dock line, anchor rode, etc., it becomes a line. 

Manufacturers of cordage have developed rope fibers and rope 
construction so extensively that you no longer simply buy a piece of rope. 
Now it is important to match the rope characteristics to the job. Strength, 
elongation, aging, weight, and cost all enter into your consideration when 
selecting a rope for a specific use. 

Fiber types are conveniently divided into the natural fibers derived 
from vegetable sources and synthetic fibers which are the prod
ucts of test tubes. The history of natural fibers is an ancient one, and there 
is evidence that hemp was used as a rope fiber as early as 500 B. C. Without 
rope, civilization would have stayed land bound and the age of discovery 
would not have occurred. 

Synthetic fibers, however, have almost totally displaced natural fibers 
in nautical uses. The reasons are obvious-strength, durability, softness, 
and the controllability of their mechanical properties. Synthetic rope 
fibers are continuous filaments of very long molecular-chain polymers. 
These filaments may be either extruded or spun, and are termed mono
filament (large single filaments) or multifilament (smaller multiple fila
ments). The chemical characteristics of the polymer material are many 
and varied giving rise to a vast array of synthetic fibers having interesting 
possibilities for marine rope. For anchor rode use, only a few are of 
interest and are listed in Table 5-6. 

Nylon 
The most interesting property of nylon rope is its elasticity. Nylon is the 
most elastic and the strongest of the common synthetic fibers. It is highly 
resistant to mildew, can be stored wet, and even sea grass can grow on it 
without weakening the fibers. It does not float and its wet strength is 10 to 
15 percent less than its dry strength. While it has excellent resistance to 
aging in general, exposure to sunlight for long periods of time will 
damage it. 

Po "'ester 
These fibers are known under an assortment of trade names such as 
Dacron, Fortrel, Kodel, and Terylene. The use of polyester in marine 
rope is of great interest because of low stretch and good resistance to 
abrasion. Polyester has almost the same strength as nylon but without the 
wet-strength loss. Recent formulations and constructions have made 
some polyester ropes almost as stretch-resistant as wire cable. Like nylon, 
polyester is resistant to deterioration by biological organisms and most 
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\\' alt~r ~lhso"PI ion (pen'clII of dry weight) 
Ahrasioll resistance 
Rl'sista.U"c to rot 
Resistance (0 sunlight 
Sho('k load ahsorption ahility 
Sf rellgth wet LOll I parecito strength dry 
Reconunen<ied working load (percent of hreaking test)a 
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petroleums and solvents found aboard boats. Its resistance to sunlight 
and very low stretch have made it attractive for the running rigging of 
boats. 

Polypropylrne 
This is the lightest of the common synthetic ropes and it floats making it 
valuable for towlines and nets. It is only about 75 percent as strong as 
nylon and even less resistant to sunlight unless it is in the black color. Its 
low cost makes it very attractive for general-purpose use, and it is com
monly used in the fishing industry. 

A ram id 
This is a modern test-tube miracle fiber having extreme strength-to
weight properties and low elongation. It is used in bulletproof vests, 
autQmobiJe tires, and ropes where very Jow elongation is important. Du 
Pont markets one brand under the name Kevlar. 

ROPE CONSTRUCTION 

Equally as important as the fiber in selecting rope for a particu
lar marine purpose is its manner of construction. The cordage man
u facturers have given us a variety of constructions for different purposes. 
Only two of those, however, are important in today's boating world and 
they are known as twisted or braided constructions. They are also re
ferred to as rotating or nonrotating, respectively, for the obvious reason 
that a twisted rope tends to rotate (unwind) when a load is applied, 
whereas a braided rope with symmetrical right and left hand-laid strands 
does not rotate. But even the inherent rotation of twisted ropes has now 
been reasonably quelled. 

Braided rope is not one hut a whole family of constructions. There 
may be hollow braid, parallel-core braid, solid braid, double braid, or 
braid that is plaited. Size for size, double-braided rope is about 20 to 30 
percent stronger than twisted rope but is less elastic making it less suitable 
for an anchor rode. Braided rope is not easily spliced by the novice 
further rendering it unattractive for anchor rode use. 

Some marine chandleries are offering a Hat strap form of "rope" 
construction for anchor rodes which is the worst of all worlds. First, the 
material is a polyester material which has limited elongation properties. 
Second, a Rat strap construction is even less elastic than any of the round 
braid constructions. Third, strap construction is susceptible to failure at 
loads well below its ultimate strength when subjected to sharp jerks. 
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Three common fiber rope constructions are shown. From top to 
bottom: 3-strand twisted,. double braid (braid on braid), and plaited. Only 
the 3-strand twisted construction provides sufficient elasticity to make a 
good anchor rode. 

Finally, there are, of course, the inevitable stitching failures from abrasion 
and age that most certainly will occur in later life. There are no attributes 
of strap construction that make it attractive to anchor rode use. 

Twisted 3-strand rope construction using nylon fibers has become 
the overwhelming favorite for anchor rodes. It is easily spliced by the 
novice although the soft .. laid ropes do not hold (heir form well when 
unlaying during the splicing process. Twisted ropes with their high elas
ticity can develop hockles when subjected to high loadings followed by a 
quick release. Once a hockle has developed, the rope has been unaccept
ably \\'eakened in that spot. 

:\lthough practically all twisted rope is of 3-strand construction, 
there are subtle differences in construction that separate quality twisted 
rope from cheaply made rope. The major difference is in the number of 
stages used in forming the rope. I n three-stage construction, fibers are 
t,visted into thick yarns and the yarns into strands and. finally t the strands 
into rope. This type of construction is unbalanced. that is. two elements 
are twisted in one direction, and only one element is twisted in the other 

I 

direction. Three-stage construction rope is cheaper to make. it is softer, 
and. in use, tends to stiffen early and develop hockles. 

",. 
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Four-stage rope has two elements twisted in one direction and two 
elements twisted in the opposite direction giving it a balanced twist. The 
additional element is an intermediate "mini-strand" of three-plied yarns. 
Fibers are first twisted into yarns of smaller diameter than those used in 
the three-stage rope. Three smaller yarns are then plied together to fonn 
the mini-strands which in turn are twisted together to form full strands as 
in th ree-stage construction. Three strands are then twisted together to 
form the final rope (Fig. 5-14). 

Four-stage construction rope is much easier to splice because of its 
firmness of shape, the plied mini-strands actually holding their shape 
much better than the thick yarns of three-stage rope. In selecting rope for 
the all-critical anchor rode. it only makes good sense to get the better 
four-stage construction in your nylon rope. 

Selection of the size of rope for the anchor rode (Table 5-7) is 
determined by the holding power of the anchor and the drag load of the 
boat. There is a minimum size for handling ease which is %-inch diameter 
and, if the rope will get hard use, it should be replaced often rather than 
going to a larger size which would reduce the elasticity. 

Twisted 3-strand nylon rope can undergo considerable stretch under 
working loads as is seen by the graph in Fig. 5-15. For normal day in, day 
out use, it should not be subjected to loads greater than I 1 percent of its 
breaking strength according to the recommendations of the Cordage 
I nstitute. V nder these conditions the rope will never wear out from 
loading although careless use may limit its life. 

Working anchors, however, should be able to take anchor loads 
associated with a moderate gale of 30 knots of wind. There should be no 

strand 
ministrand (three-plied yarns) 

fibers 

~~~~~::::>:>::::: 

Fig. 5-14. Twisted 3-strand, 4-stage rope construction. 
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Tahlt 5-7. Strength o/Twisted J-Strand Nylon Rope 

Diameter of rope . "'eight A verage breaking Recommended 

inches millimetersa Ibs/lOO ft test-lbs working loadb-lhs 

3/8 9 3.5 3,700 410 
7/16 10 5.0 5,000 550 
1/2 12 6.5 6,400 700 
9/16 14 8.3 8,000 880 
5/8 16 10.5 10,400 1,140 
3(4 18 14.5 14,200 1,560 
7(8 22 20.0 20,000 2,200 

1 25 26.0 25,000 2,750 

aCIOSCSl metric rope size. 
bit percent of breaking strength. 

50 

40 

c: 
0 

range of test data 
-.; 30 tU 
C» 
c: 
0 

Q) 

10 

-c: 
CD e 20 Q) 
Q.. 

I·~ E 

-----1~ __ -- ca 
.,-. -- I .2 

/'" /'" -t - ~ nylon double braid I ~ / I C / I§ 
I I ~ 

o K-______ ~ ______ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ 

o 10 20 30 40 

Percent of average breaking strength 

Fig. 5-15. EI~nga(ion of twisted 3-strand nylon rope. 

50 
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need to change anchors or anchor rodes when this occurs since a well
cared-for nylon rope can take an occasional loading to 25 percent of its 
breaking strength without harm. Chafing becomes the big factor at this 
point and the line must be carefully protected from wear. Unattended 
boats lying at anchor during a blow are particularly susceptible to rope 
failure through wear. 

By allowing the nylon anchor line to be stressed to 25 percent of its 
breaking strength, you get the use of the inherent elasticity of nylon. A 
nylon rode loaded to 25 percent of its breaking strength will stretch 
anywhere from 18 to 32 percent of its length giving a shock-relieving 
feature to your anchor system. 

There is a third load limit for the once-in-a-lifetime challenge for 
your boat to ride out a force 11 storm at anchor. The upper limit of 
loading on twisted 3-strand nylon rope is 50 percent of the breaking 
strength of the rope. It is used to gain additional elasticity in the rode and 
provide further cushioning of surge loads on both anchor and deck gear. 
This loading reduces the safety factor of the rode to 2 which in a new rope 
is still enough to account for unknowns of manufacturing variability, 
aging, moisture content, splicing efficiency, etc. 

Although the Cordage Institute does not recommend working nylon 
beyond I I percent of the breaking load, it is necessary to do so in order to 
get the elasticity out of the rope that will prevent shock loads on the 
anchor system. Putting larger rope on the anchor rode to retain a high 
safety factor can be self-defeating since the resulting lower elongation will 
only increase the sharpness of the loads applied to anchor and deck gear. 
It is better to have the rope stretching than to be pulling deck cleats off or 
upsetting the anchor. 

But this does not mean that your working anchor rode should also be 
your storm anchor rode even though it is calculated to be the same 
nominal size. Your storm anchor rode should include new, unused, 
quality rope kept in reserve for just such an emergency. In use it must be 
well protected against chafe. After use you should carefully inspect it and 
if any signs of \year are apparent. con\'en it to a working anchor rode, and 
get a new rope for your storm anchor rode. 

THE CHAIN LEAD 

An essential part of a rope anchor rode is the chain lead 
between the anchor and rope. It serves three functions-it makes setting 
the anchor easier, it absorbs the abrasion of the sea bed. and it results in a 
smaller anchor lead angle. The size of the chain lead must match the 
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breaking strength of the rope used. Recommended combinations of chain 
and rope for combination rodes are shown in Table 5-8. 

There is no need to guess at the length of the chain lead if you use a 
little common sense. You know that anchor weight has something to do 
with it, so the larger the anchor, the longer the lead. It does not seem to 
have anything to do with the depth of the water (if the proper scope is 
deployed) and certainly does not have anything to do with the boat's 
waterline length except through anchor size. 

Simply put, the chain lead should weigh at least as much as the anchor 
whose weight it is supplementing. For a given chain size from Table 5-8, 
the minimum length of the chain lead is determined from the formula: 

[Equation 5-1] 

where f c = length of chain lead, ft (minimum) 
Wa = weight of anchor, Ib 
Wc = unit weight of chain, lb/ft 

As an example, for a 20H Danforth Hi-Tensile anchor with a Y!-inch 
twisted 3-strand nylon rode, you would use at least 17 feet of 5/ 16-inch 
Proof Coil chain weighing 1.15 pounds per foot. 

The only exception to the foregoing rule is in the use of aluminum 
anchors. Then, rather than using the aluminum anchor's weight, you 
would use the weight of an equivalent size steel anchor to determine the 

Table 5-8. j\,latching Combination Rode Components 

Rode loading: limits 

Chain lead Rope rode Recommended 

Galvanized Proof Coil twisted 3-strand n\'lon working 

si2e breaking diameter breaking load 
In load-Ibs In load-lbs Ibsa 

lI-ld 5.000 3/8 3,iOO 410 
1/-1 5.000 i/16 5.000 550 
5/16 7,600 1/2 6,400 700 
3/8 10,600 5/8 10.-1:00 1,140 
,·:16 14,000 3/4 14.200 1,560 
1'2 18.000 7/8 20,000 2,250 
38 27,600 1 25.000 2.7S0 

all percem of breaking IO&ld of rope. 
b~:; percent of breaking 10&ld of rope or chain whiche\'er is sm&lller. 
c50 percent of breaking load of rope or proof load of chain whichever is smaller 
d~(inimum re<:omrnended j:h&lill size. 

Working 

anchor 

load limit 
Ibsb 

99-_:> 

1,250 
1,600 
2,600 
3,500 
4.500 
6.250 

Storm 

anchor 

load limit 
lbsc 

1.850 
2,500 
3,200 
5.200 
7,000 
9,000 

12.500 
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length of the chain lead. The lead cannot be made shorter simply because 
of lighter anchor materials. 

COMBINATION RODE CONNECTIONS 

The rope-chain connection in a combination rode can be made 
with the familiar eye splice over a thimble in conjunction with a bow 
shackle (Fig. 5·16). This is a bulky connection but it is simple to make and 
is easily refurbished. 

A proper eye splice for the anchor rode is made with a minimum of 
six tucks and the last tucks are seized to the standing pan of the splice. A 

simple way to taper this splice is to tuck one strand two more times and one 
strand one more time beyond the sixth full tuck. The thimble should be 
tightly seized with the eye under tension to prevent it from popping out 
when the eye stretches under load. 

One technique to tighten a nylon rope eye splice over a thimble is to 
boil the entire splice in water including the thimble. The nylon rope will 
shrink onto the thimble making a professional-looking splice. No harm 
will be done since nylon can withstand water at 250 degrees Fahrenheit for 
10 hours of immersion without any damaging effect. 

It is also possible to splice the rope ponion of the combination anchor 
rode directly to the chain lead (Fig. 5-17). This eliminates the bulky eye 
splice and anchor shackle allowing the joint to pass smoothly through the 
navel pipe and around the windlass warping drum. The rope-chain splice 
efficiency is approximately 85 to 90 percent, the same as a long splice. It 
does have one point of concern, though, and that is the eventual break
down of the zinc galvanizing on the chain link and subsequent rusting. 
Since rust is the enemy of nylon, when you see it staning, cut off the 
original end link and make a new splice. 

The common. open, teardrop-shaped thimble (Fig. 5 .. 16) is a poor 
design to consider for your storm anchor rode. Under heavy load the 
rope eye will stretch and the thimble will tip allowing the sharp ends of it 

anchor shackle 

seizing over last full tucks seizing 

Fig. 5·16. The (himbled eye splice rope to chain connection. 
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1 

(A) Lay back 1 strand (11 1) for 12 turns and the other 2 strands for 6 turns. Insert the 
paired strands (#2 and #3) in the end link of the chain as far as they have been 
unlaid. 

taper & tuck 

(8) Lay strand #2 in place of strand 11 1. Strands :# 1 and #2 are then knotted 
together with an overhand knot as in the long splice. The ends are then tapered by 
cutting away one-half the flbers and then tucking each across the lay of the rope 2 or 
3 times. 

taper & tuck 

(C) Strand #3, which was left standing at the end link, is now tucked against the lay 
until it reaches the crossover of strands 11 1 and #2. It can be either cut there or 
tapered as the others and further tucked against the lay for neatness. 

Fig. 5·17. Steps in making the rope to chain splice. 

to contact and. possibly. sever the rode. Figu re 5-18 sho\\'s three thimbles 
all superior to the common teardrop thimble for use on a storm anchor 
rode. The Van Dorn thimble can be made. but the others must be 
purchased. 
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tumed PVC thimb;1d I 

section AA 

(A) Van Dom thimble (see Bibliography) 

galvanized closed 
oval thimble 

section AA 

(8) Oval thimble 

section AA 

A 
cast bronze thimble 

(C) Closed ear thimble (Newco) 

A 
bored to fit shackle pin 

seized under tension 

seized under tension 

section BB 
B 

seized under tension 

Fig. 5-18. Preferred thimbles for rope storm anchor rodes. 

The obvious shortcomings of metal thimbles are overcome in the 
Samson ~ylite Connector sho\vn in Fig. 5-19. This connector uses a spool 
made of a high strength composite nylon \vith a flexible shield of tough 
urethane. and a special high strength shackle to transfer the rope load (0 

the chain lead. 
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Fig. 5-19. The Samson Nylite Connector is a 3-part assembly-a 
spool, a shield, and a special shackle. It can be used with either braided or 
twisted synthetic rope. This is a major advance in the technology of 
ground tackle. Courtesy: Samson Ocean Systems, Inc. 

The connector spool is pushed into a small premade eye in the rope. 
The shield is pressed o\'er the spool by hand and the special shackle is 
inserted into the bore of the spool and safetied in place. The urethane 
shield prevents the rope eye from coming out of the spoors groove and 
also protects the rope from abrasion. The lubricant in the spool allows it to 
mO\'e freely under high loads. 

The Samson ~ylite Connector has been approved for use b}' the If. S. 
Coast Guard and the U. S. ~a\"y for use on towing hawsers. * 

Rarely should a rope be bent directly to the anchor without the use of 
a chain lead. Ho\vever. there are times when it is expedient to do so as 
in using a grapnel \vhich does not depend on weight to do its job .. -\Iso. 
there rnay be tirnes \vhen ~'Oll put out a kedge anchor from a dinghy and 
\.vould rarher not \vrestle \\'ith chain for a temporary situation. I n such 
cases it is perfectly proper to bend the rope rode di reedy to the anchor 
ring. but it should not be done haphalardl~·. 

*(;. P. Foster ... ~() Longer the \\"eakesl Link." Sra Tfrhll%!{Y. Seplernner 19:i.~. 
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A common tear drop rope thimble is shown on the left. Under 
extreme load, as in storm anchoring, it tends to tip in the eye splice, and 
the pointed end digs into the rope and damages the fibers, possibly 
causing the rope to fail. The oval thimble to the right is a far superior 
thimble for use in practically all eye splices. Unfortunately, it costs more to 
make and cost-conscious buyers, ignoring the safety aspect, settle for the 
cheaper, but less safe, tear drop thimble. 

Bending the rope rode directly to the anchor ring can be done with 
common knots ~'hich are quick to tie. do not slip. provide some resistance 
to chafe. and can be untied when the exercise is over. The anchor bo~'line 
and the fisherman's bend (sometimes called the anchor bend) are ('''0 of 
these (Fig, 3-20). ~ote that they both use an extra turn around the anchor 
ring \vhich minimizes the motion of the rope against the ring therebv 
helping to pre\'ent chafe. ~ote also that the fisherman's bend has the first 
half-hitch of the bitter end passed inside the round turn to prevent 
loosening of the knot. 

From a strength standpoint an e~'e splice is ah\'ays preferred to a knot 
as can be seen from a comparison of their efficiencies: 

Bowline 
Anchor bend over a ~/8-inch 

diameter ring 
E ye splice with thimble 

60 percent of rope strength 

75 percent of rope strength 
90-95 percent of rope strength 
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anchor shank anchor ring 

(A) Anchor bowUne 

(8) Fisherman's bend 

anchor shackle safety-wired 

(C) Eye splice and shackle 

Fig. 5-20. Bending the all-rope rode to the anchor. 
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The last connection to be made with a rope rode is to secure the bitter 
end to the structure of the boat. This can be done down in the chain locker 
(Fig. 5-21). ~fake the knot accessible. though, so that in time of need it can 
be untied rather than having to sever the rope rode above deck. The bitter 
end attachment should never be depended on to carry the ground tackle 
loads on the boat. I t is there only for the purpose of preventing loss of 
ground tackle should Murphy~s Law prevail. 

A rope anchor rode like the chain rode must be marked to tell when 
an adequate length has been deployed to yield the proper scope. These 
markings are readily available at chandleries as colorfast yellow vinyl 
strips marked for :\0, 50. 70. 90. 110, 120, and 150 feet. The strips are 
easily \VO\'en between the strands of the rope and their locations must 
include the length of the chain lead used (Fig. 5-22). 
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structural member of boat 

rope rode or chain bitter end pendant 

Note: 
• This can also be used to secure the end of a long pendant on a chain rode to allow the 

bitter end of the chain to come above deck for severing . 
• Keep a serrated-edge knife handy for severing a bitter end attachment. A serrated blade 

is far better than even a razor-Sharp, smooth btade. 

Fig. 5-21. Securing the bitter end of a rope rode. 

~:>t }<, .,: • ... 
',.f 

" '!: ~ ," 

Fig. 5-22. Excellent depth markers for rope rodes are made of yellow 
vinyl strips with a waterfast printing. These are inserted between the 
strands of the rope and will last for years. 
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CHAFING PROTECTION 

A rope anchor rode must be given adequate chafing protection 
if you are to get real security while at anchor. At the anchor end of the 
rode, a proper chain lead will absorb the abrasion of the sea bed. But at the 
other end of the rode you must look for wear on the rode where it passes 
over the bow roller and also where it may contact the cheeks of the bow 
roller trough. 

Ifwear over the bow roller (or chock, ifused) seems to be a persistent 
problem, then consider the use of a chain riding stopper as illustrated in 
Fig. 5 ... 23. This stopper allows a length of chain to take all of the wear of 
the bow roller (or chock) and is completely adjustable for any length of 
rode deployed. The rope pendant can be made of either nylon or polyes
ter material. I prefer a polyester twisted 3-strand rope with a soft finish to 
give the best possible grip on the anchor rode. The pendant should, 
obviously, be of the same strength as the rode rope. Braided rope should 

rOiling hitch 

Fig. 5-23. Chain riding stopper for a nylon rode. 
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be avoided because it does not have the gripping quality of twisted rope. 
By carefully working the rolJing hitch tightly into place on the anchor 
rode, a secure grip can be assured. 

Wear on an anchor rode due to contact with items of deck gear can be 
minimized by taking a fresh nip on the rope rode every day or two to 
distribute the wear on the outer whiskerlike fibers of the rope. Once these 
wear away, the inner rope fibers become eXPQsed to wear, and there is 
subsequent loss of strength in the rope. 

Leather sewn in place on the line itself is the best possible chafing 
protection. Barring that, canvas or leather sheet can be wrapped around 
the critical area and tied in place. Possibly the best "portable" chafing 
protection is a length of corded hose with holes punched in the ends so 
that it can be securely tied in place. The rope must not slide inside the hose 
or it will again wear itself, which you want to avoid. 

Chafing protection is a must, especially on the anchor rode to \\'hich 
you trust the security of your boat. You must do whatever is necessary to 
preserve that line. A weakened rode can part at loads much lower than 
your anchor system was designed for and that would certainly spoil your 
whole day. 

CARE OF THE ROPE RODE 

While synthetic fibers have made ropes almost indestructible 
by chemical and biological action, it is still up to the boatowner to prevent 
mechanical damage to the rope. At least once a year the rope rode should 
be stretched out on land and examined foot by foot for damage. Take the 
following steps to assure the longevity of your rope anchor rode: 

\\lash sand, grit, and salt out of your nylon rode \vith a low 
pressure water hose or slosh it in fresh water in a loose coil. 

Turn a nylon rode end for end every year to equalize wear. 

Inspect the nylon rope for chafing or hockles. I f they are 
present. either replace the whole rope or cut out the 
affected section and short splice the line back together. Do 
not use it for a storm rode after splicing. 

Examine the nylon rope internally for broken or frayed fibers 
or fibers that appear to be fused together due to excessive 
heat caused by high loadings. 

Check the thimbled eye splices in the rope for looseness or 
rusting of thimbles. 
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Replace your nylon rope with new rope and use the old rope 
for making dock lines if it shows signs of undue wear or 
agtng. 

Clean each shackle or swivel in the rode. Safety the shackle 
screw pin with new wire. 

Examine the bitter end attachment to assure its integrity. Be 
certain to reattach it when you are through with the 
inspection. 

Examine the rode length markers for legibility. Replace if 
necessary. 

Inspect the chain lead as previously described for the all-chain 
rode. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Anchor Options 

.'\n anchor can be described as a metal forging, casting, or weldment 
consisting of one or more Aukes to grasp the seabed; a stock to properly 
position the flukes for digging in; and a shank connecting the flukes and 
stock assembly to the ring which is attached to the anchor rode. 

An anchor is not siro ply a weight, it is a carefully formed metal claw or 
scoop that grips the bottom. Mooring sinkers, often erroneously called 
anchors, will drag across the surface of the seabed but a properly set 
anchor can hold to the breaking strength of the weakest part of the 
ground tackle system. 

Arguments for and against certain anchor designs arise principally 
from the compatibility of the anchor used with the seabed in which it is 
placed. You must remember that an anchor is a blind fastening to an 
undefined seabed. If you are lucky, the anchor sets with ease. Otherwise, 
you try a different location or a different anchor until you find a combina
tion on which you are willing to stake the safety of your boat. 

It is convenient, if not rigorous, to classify anchor designs as being 
either burying or hooking types. The lack of rigor comes from the nature 
or the seabed itself. If the seabed is soft mud. all anchors will bury 
themselves. I f the seabed consists of numerous coral heads, all anchors 
will hook themselves. Nevertheless, each anchor has a primary holding 
mode which can be described as burying or hooking. 

Although the variety of anchors is great, the terminology is essen
ciaJly the same. The Aukes provide the gripping po\\'er, the stD<;k provides 
roll stability, the shank carries the fluke loads, and the ring connects the 
anchor to the anchor rode. Interestingly, the old-fashioned anchor dis
plays most of the components of both early and modern-day anchors (Fig. 
6-1). The only component of some modern anchors that is missing is 
a pivot or hinge between Aukes and shank. 

BUR YI:\'G ANCHORS 

Burying anchors have broad Aukes angled in such a manner 
that they are drawn into the seabed as a horizontal load is applied by the 
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moveable stock 

key on chain (Iockpin or forelock) 

~--- ring or shackle 

head 

~---ball 
fluke 

1 

arm 

Fig. 6-1. Anchor nomenclature. 

anchor rode. If the seabed is not extremely hard. they will bury them
selves in a short distance along with some part of the anchor rode. 
Burying anchors depend mostly on driving their pointed flukes into the 
seabed to get penetration while it is the area of those Aukes that eventually 
provides the holding pow'er. Weight by itself is less important in modern 
anchor design. although that is not true of the ~avy stockless anchor 
\\'hich is an old design. 

Bur~'ing anchors are popular because most of the continental shelf 
seabeds are composed of sediment covering underlying rock and that is 
,,,'here our anchoring is f:ttimarily done. (.0\. discourse on seabeds and 
anchor compatibility is presented in Chapter 7.) 
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Siamese twin 
plowshare flukes 

The CQR (Plow) Anchor 

hinge 

The CQR is a stockless anchor whose Siamese twin flukes are shaped like a 
pair of plowshares back to back. The anchor lies on its side when lowered 
to the bottom and tips upright when a horizontal pull is applied to it and 
the bill digs into the seabed. Although no unique fluke angle can be 
attributed to this design, it works equally well in sand and stiff mud with 
some capability in weeds because of a fair-sized throat. 

The particular merit of the CQR anchor is that it is virtually nonfoul
ing and will adjust its set as tide or wind shifts the boat's position. The 
shank of the anchor is hinged allowing 75° of sideways motion (each side), 
As the shank s\\'ings. it also lowers itself because of the angular displace
ment of the pivot pin tending to keep the Aukes dug in during rotation. If 
the boat swings more than 75°, the sideways leverage of the shank causes 
the flukes to rotate while still imbedded until the anchor aligns itself with 
the ne\v direction of pull. 

The CQR anchor is made of three steel drop forgings-the shank. 
the horn including shoe and pivot pin, and the wings forming the flukes. 
The \vings are \\'elded to the horn with a spreader tube welded between 
the \\·ings. The entire anchor is hot .. dip galvanized. 

~-\lthollgh the origin of this design dates back to 1933, it is very 
popular today with cruising and fishing boats because of its efficiency. 
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The Bruce Anchor 
The Bruce anchor is a one·piece hear·[reated steel casting, hot-dip galva
nized for corrosion protection. It is V-shaped, and the upper leg is the 
shank and the lower leg is a single large fluke made in the shape of a 
three-palmed scoop. When deployed, it lies first on its side with one outer 
palm in contact with the seabed. As a horizontal pull is exerted on it. that 
one palm digs into the seabed causing the anchor to swing upright so that 
the center palm and, finally, the other outer palm digs into the seabed. 

The holding power comes from the large size of the fluke and, once 
set, it is claimed that the scope can be reduced to as little as 2 to I white still 
retaining 50 percent of the holding power. The breakout force of the 
Bruce anchor is low because the fluke is placed far down the shank which 
gives the shank good leverage to tilt the anchor up when the pull is in a 
vertical direction. It is especially efficient in small sizes. 

A further claim for this anchor is a fu11360° veering capability. With a 
nonfouling design. its simplicity of construction is a real merit. Further
more. since it has no moving parts. it is easier to handle (but not stow) on 
deck. 

The Bruce anchor, the ~~new boy on the block," was introduced to the 
boating scene in the late 19705, and it caught on rapidly. lt is a refinement 
of the immense Bruce anchors that have moored North Sea oil rigs for 
many years. 

trip line eye 

~=========~ 

outer palm 

outer palm-.... 

--- single fluke 

center palm 
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The Stock-Stabilized, Pivoted-Fluke Anchor 
This anchor has the same pivoting fluke arrangement and hawsepipe 
stowability as the Navy stockless anchor, but there the similarity ends. Its 
unique features are: (a) large-area, pivoted flukes positioned close to the 
shank; (b) an inward-sloping crown plate (tripping palm) that lifts the rear 
of the flukes to force the bills into the seabed; (c) a stock that positions the 
flukes horizontally for symmetrical penetration of the seabed; and (cl) 

lightweight, strong flukes with sharpened edges to aid in penetration. 
Originally developed in 1939 by R. S. Danforth, it became known as 

the Danforth LWT (lightweight) anchor, and saw extensive service on 
World War 1I landing barges. The U. S. Navy ~(ark 1I LWT anchor is 
another one of its versions. 

Danf<?rth anchors are composed of four basic parts-a pair of flukes, 
a stock, a crown assembly, and a shank. The parts are made of steel and 
hot-dip galvanized. The Danforth Hi-Tensile model has flukes made of 
heat-treated, forged steel while the Danforth Standard L WT model has 
rolled sheet steel flukes. The Standard LWT is neither as efficient nor as 
strong as the Hi-Tensile model. Both anchors, whose names are regis
tered trademarks, are intended for recreational use and are manufac
tured by a private company established by Danforth. 

The Danforth LWT anchor has its flukes set at an optimum angle for 
sand (32°) making its holding power excellent in sand and other hard 
bottoms it can penetrate. Even so, the anchor is quite good in mud because 
of its large fluke area. 

Fouling a Danforth LWT anchor is possible when it is only partially 
buried in sand. Fouling by other means is also possible should the flukes 
engage any seaweed or trap a rock (or even a beer can) between them. 
Then the chances are that the anchor will not set. 

The new Danforth Deepset anchor (Fig. 6-2) is said to have an 
Anchor Efficency Index between 175 and 190 for the Hi-Tensile version. 
This is twice as good as the more conventional Danforth Hi-Tensile 
anchor. The reason for this is said to be the thin shank which minimizes 
the vertical drag of the shank as the flukes pull downward in setting the 
anchor. The very flexible spring steel shank can bend sideways up to 800 if 
the boat shears to one side. I n bending, the shank pulls the anchor around 
in its set thereby reducing the tendency of the anchor to roll out of its set. 

Danforth has also replaced the angled tripping palm of the original 
design with a drag claw much like the Navy l\(k I I versions of the anchor. 
This claw also contributes to the drag of the anchor. 
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The Deepset anchor is new to the boating market and has no track 
record such as the other anchors have. Only time will tell whether it can 
develop a reputation as a hook on which you are willing to stake the safety 
of your boat. 

On the expiration of certain of the Danforth patents in the 1970s, 
another interesting version of the stock-stabilized, pivoted-fluke anchor 
appeared in the marketplace and that was the Viking aluminum anchor. 
Size for size it weighs about 40 percent of the steel Danforth and has 
similar holding properties and behavior in the sea bed because of similar 
geometry. The Viking is made of marine-grade aluminum alloy and is 
bolted together with stainless steel bolts. The latter feature makes it of 
interest for light displacement monohull and multihull boats whose own
ers like to take their anchors apart and stow them near the center of their 
vessels. Because the Viking is made of aluminum, you would not expect it 
to be as abrasion or corrosion resistant as a steel anchor. For short-term 
anchoring, though, the mat~rial aspects should pose no problem. 
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~(any lightweight anchors patterned after the Danforth ·stock-stabi
lized, pivoting fluke design were used by the U. S. Navy. This 30-pound 
forged steel version is a treasured find at a surplus equipment store. ~ote 
that there is no tripping palm on the crown as used in today's small boat 
anchors. Instead there is a scoop which digs into the seabed and pivots the 
flukes so that they can penetrate the bottom. 
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Fig. 6-2. The Danforth Deepset anchor is a revolutionary design 
using a spring steel shank to improve both the holding power and the 
capability of the anchor to rotate in its set as the boat swings. Courtesy: 
Danforth/Hooker Division. Rule Group. 

The Wishbone Anchor 
The Wishbone anchor is neither a traditional looking anchor nor does it 
have an extensive history of use to make it well known. Yet. it does have 
merit for use on small boats of all categories. The single broad fluke is 
rotated into position by the kicker plate. The Auke angle is set at a 
compromise of 40°, making it equall~' useful in sand and mud but not 
optimum for either. The pointed Ruke can also hook onto rock or coral 
much like an old-fashioned anchor. and it is \"irtuall~' foul proof. \\lhen 
lo\vered into the water from a moving vessel. the \Vishbone will not plane 
(kite) in the manner of the Danforth or '"iking anchors. The nlanufac
turer (Wishbone \farine Products. I ne.) also claims that it \\"ill pivot 
without breaking out if your boat \'eers, 

The arched vVishbone shank has a wide span to provide roll stability 
with no projections on its exterior to foul a rode. The closed \\'ishbone-
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The Viking aluminum anchor, a derivation of the stock-stabilized, 
pivoting Auke design by Danforth, is bolted together, making it an excel
lent candidate for stowage below deck on light-displacement racing sail
boats. The lighter weight of this anchor makes it easier to handle although 
both the chain lead or the chain rode used with it must be equally as heavy 
as those for a steel anchor of the same dimensions. Courtesy: Viking 
Products. 
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shaped shank is made of steel and the Auke-kicker plate assembly is a 
high .. tensile steel weldment. The assembled anchor is hot-dip galvanized 
for corrosion protection. 

Today~s Wishbone anchor is an advanced version of the old Piper 
anchor invented in 1822. The biggest difference~ and the one making the 
Wishbone successful, is the elimination of exposed stock ends. 

The Navy Stockless Anchor 

The popularity of this anchor is due to the absence of a well-defined stock 
which allows the anchor shank to be readily drawn up into the vessel's 
hawsepipe by its own chain rode. When the anchor is stowed. the flukes 
nestle snugly against the hull plates. 

The twin flukes and crown of the Navy stockless anchor are cast in 
steel as a single unit (head) and are pivoted at the base of the anchor 
shank. Weight is the key to making this anchor dig in as the flukes are 
quite blunt. The rolling tendency of the stockJess anchor is dampened by 
widely spaced flukes. These anchors still have a tendency to roll out of a 
set, especially in mud. The only cure is to weld stock-extending stabilizers 
to the fluke base. 

The Navy stockless anchor has less holding power than an old-fash
ioned anchor of the same weight and much less than today's lightweight 
anchors. Generally. though, this higher mass. lower efficiency anchor is 
less sensitive to seabed conditions. The Aukes are set at an angle of 45° 
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head 
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favoring mud seabeds. At best its holding power is seven times its weight 
in penetrable sand and three times its weight in good mud. This is an 
especially difficult anchor to set in a hard sand seabed because of its blunt 
flukes. 

The Navy stockless anchor design goes back to 1821 and the Hawkins 
patent anchor which was the first real improvement in anchor design 
since 600 B.C. The stockless anchor is used today only on large boats, but 
it is universal on ships where ease of handling and stowing by mechanical 
means is more imponant than anchor weight. 

The Mushroom Anchor 
The mushroom anchor is excellent for permanent moorings and is com
monly used for mooring lightships, channel buoys, and navigational aids. 
Weather buoys are anchored in depths of 1,000 fathoms or more using 
mushroom anchors supplemented by huge concrete sinkers or kellets. 
The anchor is rarely found on board large boats although it is commonly 
seen on small fishing skiffs operating in protected waters over muddy 
seabeds. 
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...... - capsizing bulb (not found on small mushrooms) 

~----shank 

bowl or disk (fluke) 

For the small lake fisherman only. a mushroom anchor is of proven 
ability in mud bottoms:~ 
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l\lushroom anchors are made of iron or steel castings with a long 
shank welded into the crown. The small mushroom anchors used bv 
fishermen are generally a single casting with a short shank. l\fushroo~ 
~nchors are virtually foulproof. 

The holding power of a mushroom anchor that is not well set is, at 
best, approximately twice its weight. As the anchor is allowed to oscillate in 
place, it buries itself deeper into the sea bed gaining increased holding 
power with time. When well "silted in," its holding power can be as much 
as ten times its weight. This depends to a large extent on the nature of the 
seabed. A mushroom's best performance is usually found in seabeds with 
a soil soft enough for the anchor to bury itself and yet cohesive enough to 
have good shear strength. 

Mushroom anchors for moorings should be set early in the season [0 

assure that they will be well silted in by the time the hurricane season 
arrives. 

HOOKING ANCHORS 

Hooking anchors are designed primarily to hook into the 
seabed; consequently, they have smaller flukes than burying anchors. and 
they are often heavier to assure penetration and larger in order to have 
some Auke area for softer seabeds. A hooking anchor is intended for use 
in rocky bottoms or sea beds covered with weeds where long arms can 
penetrate through the weeds. 

The Old-Fashioned A nchoT (also known as the Fisherman, Yachtsman, 
Admiralty Pattern, Kedge (erroneously), and HtrreshofJ) 

Probably nothing symbolizes seafaring more than the old-fashioned an
chor which has been around for over two thousand years looking in 
general much like it looks today. But the old-fashioned anchor has two 
basic faults-its lazy arm pointing upward easily fouls a slack anchor rode 
and the small flukes have little holding power in soft seabeds. 

These anchors are usually made of steel forgings and are hot-dip 
galvanized for corrosion protection. It is also possible to get one made of 
bronze at a premium price. To improve stowability, the anchor can have a 
movable stock. :\nother scheme is to make the anchor in three parts
stock. shank, and arm/Auke assembly-allowing all three parts to be laid 
side by side for sto\vage in the bilge. 

The old-fashioned anchor with a fluke angle of about 45° works best 
in difficult bottoms like rock, shingle. 5helf coral. and heavy weed. With a 
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The old-fashioned anchor has been damned by the boat owner 
because it is so difficult to stow, but its versatility has never been chal .. 
lenged. To counter the anchor's clumsy stowage problem, Paul Luke has 
designed a take-apart version that can be stowed under a cabin sole. It 
uses the larger HerreshoffAukes to give better holding in muds and clay. 

Admiralty pattern 

(original) 

Nicholson 

Fi!f 6-3. Fluke-shape modifications minimize fouling and provide a 
better bite in the seabetf. 
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sharp bill and enough weight, it can penetrate sand and will give a good 
account of itself even though it is not fully buried. In soft sand or mud it is 
helpless. 

The LVorthill Anchor 
The true NorthiIl anchor is probably the most sophisticated of all anchors. 
Its late 19305 design was aimed at lightness, stowability, and corrosion 
resistance for use on seaplanes. The arms of the Northill are set at right 
angles to both shank and stock, and the flukes are set at an angle carefully 
determined to give a quick and positive bite in the seabed. The sharp bill 
enables the anchor to dig quickly into the bottom. The broad fluke 
provides good gripping power once it is set. 

Fabrication of the true Northil1 uses stainless steel sheet rolled to 
various shapes and then welded together. Both the arm and stock halves 
are hinged on stainless steel bolts. This version of the Northill anchor, 
which appeared in the early 1980s, is being built to the original design 
under the name KB Ultralight. The light weight, good holding power, 

\ 

...... ..,....". \... .... ..--.-- hinges 
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The most elegant of all anchors-the stainless steel Northill. The 
most recent version is called the KB Ultralight. It folds and stows in a small 
duffle bag-ideal for multihull and ultralight displacement monohull 
sailboats. The Northill concept is very versatile and, when made of stain· 
less steel, is also very light. Courtesy: KB Marine, Inc. 

and folding characteristics of the KB Ultralight anchor make it the prime 
candidate fOT use as a working anchor on multihull and ultralight dis .. 
placement boats. 

The Danforth Utility anchor made ofhot .. dip galvanized cast steel is a 
variation on the basic Northill design and is considerably more rugged 
and heavier. Only the stock folds. not the arms. Northill invented his 
anchor while in the employ of Nonhrop Corporation. I suspect that the 
originaJ stainless steel Northill anchors were made by many manufactur
ers during \Vorld War If. They went out of production in the late 19405 
and the patents expired. Danforth's Utility version appeared in the 1960s. 
The Northill anchor su ffers from the potential problem of having the 
slack rode foul the lazy arm sticking up from the seabed. These anchors 
are, therefore, not good swinging anchors and your boat should not be 
left unattended on them. 
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One model of the Danforth Utility (Northill) anchor used a sliding 
stock to simplify stowage. This is a very versatile anchor but difficult to 
handle aboard the vessel. Like the old-fashioned anchor, it also has the 
potential of fouling the anchor rode should the boat swing in circles about 
the anchor. 

The Coral Pick Anchor 
This anchor has proven itself valuable in deep-water anchoring over 
seabeds of coral and rock. The long shank with hooked end is simply a 
steel rod, sometimes a length of rebar. A hook is bent into the bar forming 
an arm and it, in turn, is flattened to form a fluke. A shon length of steel 
rod is welded across the shank as a partial stock. The rest of the stock is a 
buoyant piece of wood lashed tightly to the steel crossbar. 

Because this is a hooking anchor and likely to get its fluke wedged 
into a coral or rock crevice, it is essential to scow the rode as shown. The 
crown attachment of the chain rode suggests that this is not an anchor to 
use where the boat will do a lot of swinging, nor is it an anchor on which to 
leave your boat unattended. (See Chapter 9 for retrieval method.) 

The Grapnel 
The grapnel is really not an anchor but a multiple hook device to be used 
for recovering lost articles on the sea bottom. It is made with four, five, or 
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lashing 
(about 20 percent 

of rode strength) 

Fig. 6-4. Coral pick design. (Note: the dimensions shown make an 
anchor suitable for about a 40-foot boat.) 

six clawlike arms secured to a common shank having an eye at the head. 
When used for grappling, it is dragged along the bottom until it snags the 
missing objects and is hoisted aboard. 

As an anchor the grapnel has limited use. It is worthless in sand or 
mud but great in rock or coral. It is also sometimes useful in weedy 

.~ 
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bottoms if the weeds are not deeper than the length of the arms. When
ever used for anchoring, the grapnel should be fitted with a trip line. 

If you are gunkholing the shallow waters of the Intracoastal Water
way or navigating bayou and tule areas, you will find the grapnel very 

I useful for anchoring along the shoreline where mangroves and brush 
abound. Simply throw the grapnel into the brush and snub up tight for 
the evening. 

ANCHOR ROLL STABILITV 

In order for an anchor to have good holding power, it must 
also Rave good roll stability-the two are inseparable. An anchor in setting 
must first orient one or more flukes downward to penetrate the seabed. 
Then it must have sufficient roll stability so that the fluke(s) continues to 
dig in even though the seabed is a heterogeneous mix of soil and rock. 

Anchors get their roll stability by different means. The CQR and 
Bruc~ anchors are unique in that their fluke design gives them an inher
ent stability. These anchors are probably the most roll stable of all, and 
they will engage the seabed even when they are deployed on their sides
which is most of the time. 

Stock-stabilized anchors get their roll stability from a stock which is 
placed at 90° to the shank. The old-fashioned, Nonhill, Danfonh, and 
Wishbone anchors are typical of this concept. I n action, the stock leans 
against the seabed positioning the fluke(s) so that it will penetrate into the 
seabed. The longer the stock, the better the roll stability . Very long stocks, 
however, can become an anchor-handl~ng and fouling problem. 

Roll stability of stocked anchors is enhanced if the center of the 
fluke(s) is close to the shank. The old .. fashioned , NorthiJl 9 and Wishbone 
anchors are ideal in this respect because their single penetrating fluke is 
right on the shank centerline. The Danforth design, on the other hand, 
requires a gap between flukes to clear the central shank, and therefore has 
less stability. 

Stockless anchors, in general, have poor roll stability as w~ll as poor 
holding power. When setting, if the flukes experience any dissymmetry in 
penetration of the sea bed , the anchor will tend to roll out of its set because 
there is no stock to react against the roll. When this happens in a mud or 
clay seabed, the elevated fluke usually comes out with a ··clOO" affixed to it. 
If that happens. the fluke may not be able to reimbed i[self, and the 
anchor must be weighed for cleaning before trying a reset. 

There have been many attempts made to improve the roll stability of 
stockless anchors through fluke design and wider spacing. The Forfjord, 
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The Babbit stockless anchor depends on widely spaced flukes for 
stability and saves on weight by having a narrow crown. 

Babbit, FOB, and Sea Claw patent anchors are typical of these attempts to 
improve on the Navy stockless design. Although some improvement may 
be noted, even the best of these patent designs must still be said [0 have 
poor roll stability t and any anchor with poor roll stability is going to give 
erratic holding performance. 

TESTING fOR HOLDING POWER 

Holding power tests of anchors are difficult to implement with 
any degree of consistency. Seabeds, having the desired characteristics of 
soil composition, compacting. evenness, weed growth, and small stone or 
rock distributions, are not in great abundance nor can two ever be found 
that are alike in all featu res. Consequently, there are wide variations in 
test results. 

Simpson-Lawrence of Glasgow, Scotland. conducted tests on their 
CQR plow anchor (Fig. 6-5). The test procedure was described as follows: 

Tests were carried out in \Vardie Bav. Granto. with heavy mud 
, J 

bottom and afterwards at Drum Sands. Crammond. near Leilh; the 
ground is predominanrly sand. The vessel used was the Enterprist 11, a 
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Fig. 6-5. Drag load tests on CQR anchor. Source: Simpson-Lawrence 
Limited. 

tug-tender, 39 feet long, 200 HP, single-screw craft. The testing 
began approximately 10:00 i\.M., Wednesday, 15 June 1977. 

Each anchor was pulled up to dragging force (three times) in water 
average depth 8 V2 feet. The freeboard amounted to I Y2 feet, making 
an average [depth] total of 10 feet. 

The anchors were attached to 5/16-inch chain 17 feet long, which 
was attached to 30 feet of nylon rope. Attached to the rope was a 
one-ton-capacity measuring gauge with a three-ton load capacity. 
The testing machine was in turn attached to the craft's bollard via 
rope slings. The average angle of pull was about 12°. (A 47 -foot-long 
anchor rode with a vertical distance to the bottom of 10 feet results in 
a 4.7 to 1 scope.) 

The general procedure for testing each anchor consisted of d rop
ping the anchor and allowing the craft to drift until the anchor bit. 
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Thereafter, the Enterprise I1 gently moved forward and a maximum 
reading recorded from the gauge before the anchor dragged. 

The 35-pound CQR exceeded the measuring capacity of the test
ing machine. The rope broke leaving the CQR on the sea bottom. 
Fortunately, this was the last test of the day and the anchor was 
recovered later. The sample of the same piece of rope was later 
pulled to destruction and a breaking load recorded of 3980 pounds. * 
It is clear that there is a large variation in test results even when 

conducted by one organization under somewhat controlled conditions. 
One has to assume that the bottom was not as homogeneous as desired nor 
did the anchors set in the same manner each time. 

There have been other small boat anchor tests conducted in Ger
many, France, and the United States. The sponsors used a variety of 
anchors and their techniques differed as well as their results. One can 
draw some general conclusions from these tests by looking at their collec
tive results (Table 6-1). 

Since the test data were so variable for any given anchor tested by a 

given sponsor, the data have been averaged in this comparison and only 
one average number for holding power is listed for each anchor from 
each source. AEI (anchor efficiency index) is introduced as a basis for 
comparison. l\EI is the ratio of the average holding power of the anchor 
to its weight; these ratios have been normalized to a standard 25-pound 
anchor weight which was the most common weight of anchor tested. 

Even removing the differences in weight in this manner left widely 
varying answ'ers which can only be attributed to the difficulty of control
ling the variables of the test. One thing is evident, though, and that is the 
order of progression of anchor efficiency starting with the old-fashioned 
anchor followed by the Bruce. CQR, and, most efficient, the Danfonh 
Hi-Tensile lightweight anchor. 

Beyond an efficiency ranking, little can be drawn from these tests in 
the way of actual holding power of anchors because the seabed and set of 
the anchor are such great variables. It is encouraging, though, to see 
manufacturers and others in the boating world seriously investigating 
anchor performance. 

The U. S. Navy has alwavs had an obvious interest in anchors and has 
I , 

conducted many tests on ship-size anchors. Although their holding power 
tests results are not directly applicable to boat-size anchors, some of the 
other results are rather enlightening. Tests were run in the late 1950s on a 

*Pri\,atecommunication from H. S. La\\Tence. ~[anaging Director. Simpson-Lawrence Ltd .. 
Glasgow. Scotland. 12 ~,bruary 1980. 
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Table 6-1. Summary of Anchor Holding Power Tests 

Anchor Data Test Results 

sourcea Weight Holding AElb 

Ib power-lb 

Old-fashioned 8 24 117 5 
(Admiralty flukes) C 15 165 7 

[ 26V: 352 14 
Bruce A 25* 424 16 

B 11% 165 1I 
C 11 120 9 
D 22 561 24 
E 22 500 22 

CQR A 23 614 36 
B 17Y& 176 9 
C 14 200 12 
D 25 1,012 40 
E 24 615 26 

Danforth Hi-Tensile C 12 520 34 

3Sources of test data: A-Private communication from H. S. Lawrence. Managing Director. Simpson. 
Lawrence, Ltd .. GlasgO\~ ... Scotland. 12 February 1980. These are the results from the tests previously 
described. S--Private communication from Alex 8ruce. Managing Director. Bruce Anchor. ltd .. 
Edinburgh. Scotland. 30 November 19i9. These tests were run by the German magazine Yacht from 
March through October 1979. The tests were made in a seabed ofuhard packM sand," and seven anchors 
ranging in weight from 11 to 24 lbs were tested. Testing techniques were not stated. but the low values of 
holding power encountered suggest that none of the anchors was fully set or that something more fluid 
than hard-packed sand made up the bouom. C-Roberl A. Smith. Anclum-S~kction and U~. 2nd ed. 
(booklet published by the author. 1825 N. E. fremom Street. Portland, OR 97212. 1983). Smith did his 
testing in 1982 in the Columbia River near Portland using a 27-ft Cascade sloop. Wind forces on the boat 
provided the anchor loads which were measured with a spring scale. Eleven small boat anchors ranging in 
weight from 5 to 15 Ibs were tested. The data has been faired and extrapolated by Smith to larger anchor 
sizes using empirical and theoretical methods. I}-.-\Iain Grtt. Anchonng and .\"ooring Technilfuts 
fllu~tmt~d (London: .-\dlard Coles ltd .• 1984). :\Iain Connan of the French ;\;ational Sailing School 
conducted these t~sts on 15· 10 25-lb anchors in October 1980 at the ~ational Sailing School at Beg-Rohu 
~sing a 25-HP tractor for motive power and elecr.ronic measuring equipment. Tests were made on the 
beach in wet sand at falling tide and in a sand~' bouom of 5 1i2-ft minimum depth. E-Same source as D. 
Some earlier tests on 25-lb anchors were conducted b~· the Centre of Technical and Energy Studies. These 
tests were made in August 1979 in the Ba~' of St Brieuc wilh a motor launch having 180 HP engines. 
Holding power was measured by a fulmer tensiometer. The water was 10 [0 16 ft deep o\·er a seabed of 
hne homogeneous sand of good cohesion. 

b Anchor efficien(~' index at 25 Ib anchor weight. 

U. S. Navy Mark I I anchor* which is a heavy version of the Danforth 
lightweight anchor (Fig. 6-6). Two things are apparent from the data
the optimum fluke angle varies greatly depending on the nature or the 

*R. C. Towne and J. V. Stalcup .• Vew and .\Iodifi,d :\n(hon for .\loorings (\Vashington. D. c.: 
U. S. ~a\'Y Technical Report eEL ~f-().t .... ~Iarch 1960). 
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se abed , and the efficiency of the anchor rapidly changes with small 
changes in the fluke angle. 

You can see that 34° appears to be the optimum fluke angle for hard 
sand and 50° is the optimum angle for mud. Some ship mooring anchors 
have been built with a variable (preset) fluke capability but, to date, no 
small boat anchor has been marketed with this feature. Instead, the 

100 '" / \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ mud & 
I \ 
I \ soft sands 80 

\ / \ 
I \ 

\ \\, 

1\, I hard sand " 

/ stiff clay , 

I \ hard soils 

\ 

20 

Mark 11 Lwr 

o 
o 20° 40° 60° 

Fluke angle (,8}---degrees 

Fig. 6-6. Effect qfAukeangleon holdingpoy.'er. Navy MK I1 anchor. 
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majority of pivoted fluke anchors-Danforth, Viking, etc.-settle for the 
smaller angle. The Wishbone uses a compromise angle, nearer 40°. simi
lar to the Navy stockless which uses 45°, No anchors are made with the 
flukes at the optimum mud bottom angle. 

The criticality of proper fluke angle on an anchor's performance is 
quite amazing-just a few degrees change in the angle can have a major 
effect on its holding efficiency. It is easy to see why an anchor with bent 
flukes is an unreliable anchor and why look-alike anchors may perform 
differently than their progenitors. 

Later anchor tests by the Navy· not only confirmed this effect but 
defined another variable in the anchor system-the amount of chain that 
is buried in the seabed. In an extreme case the Navy test results showed 
that the chain rode could produce up to two-thirds of the total holding 
power of the anchor system in mud. One would not expect this same 

*R. J. Taylor, ConventionaL Anchor Ttst Rt.sults at San Dugo and Indwn Island (Washington, 
D. C.: U. S. Navy Technical Note eEL N-1581.July 1980). 

, ,,-
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This Danforth standard anchor with its bent fluke is of little value to 
its owner. I t would be very difficult to straighten the fluke to make it a 
reliable anchor once again. The proper action would be to give it the 
"deep six" and replace it with the stronger Danforth Hi-Tensile model. 
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degree of contribution in a hard sand bottom but it does explain one 
source of discrepancy in anchor holding power test results (Fig. 6-7). 

All anchors must drag a short distance to set themselves. Small size 
anchors may set themselves in as little as 10 feet while larger anchors may 
take as much as 40 feet. This setting distance must be taken into account 
when selecting an anchoring berth in a crowded anchorage. 

CARE OF THE ANCHOR 

Next to the ballast on a vessel, the anchor is probably the most 
neglected component of a boat. I f it is able to take care of itself in a rocky 
seabed, certainly it can take care of itself anyplace! Not so. Anchors have 
their points of vulnerability just as any other man ... made anicle has. For
tunately, it is easy to inspect an anchor and the proper time to do so is after 
weighing, when it is clean and being stowed in its saddle. 

Look for any signs of bending of Huke(s), shank, or stock that 
would im pair its performance in the next set. Also look for 
proper sharpness of the biU(s) to assure penetration on the 
next set. 

~~?;:~~ ~~-~.:~:~~,,~'~~,:~~~~:~~.~.~':;;'~" ;-~:".': ~~:.~~~.~:~ -, . ~ ...... . 
\.,..~~..,.:ItI!':~ ... ...- -=r~'~.-"".r- ...... '0 ~ ........ ~ _ .... -, ,- •• - __ ~,,,,-,,-,".ii.o~--

- .. _ .. -- -.-

~?~~:~~~;~_~~~f:C.:~,'_:; . ...:.... ~. 
;--:--, .. ~' ~ .. "_ .. --: - -: ..... 

" , 

", 

'A_".a ... _" _ .. _.: _ .... _ ..... ~_ 

While the owner of this CQR anchor was enjoying an afternoon of 
spinnaker fiying, his anchor \\'edged solidly in coral and was tested to the 
utmost. The anchor held, but the shank was corkscrewed by the sheering 
of the boat during r);ae fun, 
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anchor plus chain 

chain contribution 

seabed:mud 

Drag distance ~ 

Fig. 6-7. Typical holding power test results for an anchor with a chain 
rode in mud. Source: Taylor, R. J., and Walker, G. R., Model and 51OOll
Scale Tests to Evaluate the Performance of Drag Anchors in Combination, U. S. 
Navy Technical Note eEL N-1707, October 1984. 

Inspect ring (or shackle) for deformation, wear, and freedom 
of movement. 

Examine pivot and hinge points, if they exist, to assure your· 
self that they are not excessively worn. 

Regalvanize when the anchor shows signs of rusting. If you do 
so at the first sign of rust stains, you will avoid the need for 
sandblasting. 

Paint your anchor a white color to improve its visibility in the 
water. This will help you in setting the anchor by making 
its orientation and location more apparent. 

Take good care of you r anchor and it will take care of you in that blow that 
you would just as soon not think about. 
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\Vould you trust your valuable boat to any of these look-alike or 
homemade anchors? Above, plow, below, lightweight, stock-stabilized, ... 
(see following pages)·· ~ 
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... above, lightweight stockless with sliding ring. below, single fluke a la 
Wishbone, .. 
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... abOt'f. welded old-fashioned, and below, stock·in-crown a la Northill. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Anchor and Rode Selection 

The right anchor for your boat is the one that is matched in type to the 
seabed and in size to the applied loads. As you have already seen how to 
determine the applied loads (Chapter 2). you will now take a look at the 
nature of the seabed from which the anchor will get its resisting force. 

NATURE OF THE SEABED 

It is not simple to describe the seabed because its qualities are as 
diverse as those of the land, and they are mostly hidden from view. 
Therefore, you have to depend on the results of oceanographic surveys or 
on some spot-checking by the lead as was done in the days of sailing ships. 
Knowing the nature of the bottom will materially assist you in determin
ing which anchor is the best to use and how to set it. 

Geologists have spent a great deal of time examining the seabed that 
surrounds continents, islands, and sea mounts. By a variety of sampling 
techniques they have determined that the continental shelves are made 
up of rock covered with a sediment that has accumulated over millions of 
years. Marine sedimentation is a slow process and one involving a great 
diversity of materials and material sizes. For convenience of interpreta
tion geologists have classified sediment as gravel, sand, or mud depending 
on particle size and composition. By size these groups are defined as 
follows: 

Gravels: Boulder-particles larger than 256 mm ( 10 inches) 
in diameter. 

Cobble -particles between 64 and 256 mm (2~ to 10 
inches) in diameter. 

Pebble -particles between 4 and 64 mm (1/6 to 
2Y2 inches) in diameter. 

Granule-particles between 2 and 4 mm ( 1/ 12 to 
1/6 inches) in diameter. 
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Sands: 

Muds: 

Particles between 1/16 mm and 2 mm in 
diameter. These are further subdivided into very 
fine, fine, medium, coarse, and very coarse sands. 

Particles less than 1/16 mm in diameter. These 
are further subdivided into silts if larger than 
1/256 mm in diameter and clays if less than 
1/256 mm in diameter. 

Sand is the most common of the sedimentary materials found on the 
ocean Hoor and is believed to have gonen there from three sources. One 
source is the weathering of rocks on land and the subsequent washing of 
this rock debris into the ocean waters. This terrigenous sand is predomi
nately quartz but may contain other minerals such as feldspar, mica, 
hornblende, and augite. The second source of sand includes seashell 
fragments, coral fragments, and the calcareous skeletons of other marine 
organisms. A third and the smallest source of sand is from the direct 
precipitation of chemical solids out of the ocean water. More often than 
not, the three types of sand are found mixed together. Sand is a loose 
material with no cohesive attributes. 

The second most common sedimentary material found on the ocean 
bottom is mud which is a fine earthy sediment characterized by a stickiness 
which gives it body. Mud can be distinguished from very fine sand in that 
it will hold together when dried, whereas sand will fall apart. 

Clay, as a particular form of mud, is characterized by three proper
ties: plasticity, fineness, and the presence of large amounts of hydrous 
aluminum silicate in its makeup. Clay, when mixed with water, forms a 
pasty, moldable mass that will preserve its shape when dried and can even 
be baked into a stony substance. 

Silt is another mudlike substance which tends to be plastic when wet 
but crumbles when dry. Extremely wet silt loses its cohesiveness and, 
having little mass, will remain in suspension in water as particles. 

The third most comm'On sedimentary material is gravel which is 
nothing more than coarse fragments of rock in large quantities covering 
the bedrock of the ocean Hoor. 

Underlying all of the sediments and sometimes exposed over large 
areas of the seabed surrounding the continents is the rock bottom which is 
made up of the same rock materials as found on land. This rock is 
sometimes covered with coral or coral-like growth that obscures the true 
rock bottom but produces the same impenetrable type of surface. 

Oceanographic studies have sought to classify the seabed in a sci
entific manner, carefttlly defining its constituen(s. lr nfortunately, time 
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and ocean currents have so mixed up the sediment of the seabeds that it is 
rare to find deposits which can be singularly described in concise geologi. 
cal terms. Furthermore, from the mariner's standpoint. anchor use pre
ceded the scientific development of undersea geology so that the mariner 
has come to know the ocean bottom by somewhat different terms. 

Navigation chart makers use a list of 83 descriptors to define (he 
nature of the seabed to normal anchoring depths (Table 7-1). These 
descriptors were to a large extent based on seabed samples brought up in 
the process of sounding with a lead. 

The sounding. or hand lead. at one time called the "blue pigeon,n is a 
cone of lead weighing from 5 to 14 pounds (deep sea leads may weigh as 
much as 100 pounds). The base of the lead has a cavity which holds tallow, 
soap. or grease to pick up a sample of the seabed where it touches. From 
an examination of these sea bed samples. a skipper would know its nature 
and c()uld estimate its potential for anchor holding. 

Over the years this technique, as well as more scientific types of 
surveys9 have revealed the nature of shallow sea beds so that now you need 
only look at the descriptors printed on the charts to know whether you 
have a good holding ground or not. Not all of the descriptors affect your 
ability to set an anchor firmly; some. such as color9 only help you to 
identify your location, provided that you have obtained a sample of the 
local seabed for analysis. 

Although it is conceivable that boaters could at some time or other 
find themselves trying to anchor in any or all of the seabeds described by 
the chart makers, you really need to be concerned only about a few 
categories. These are defined as follows, consistent with chart symbols 
which differ somewhat from the geologist's orderly definitions given 
earlier: 

Sand. A loose siliceous material made up of small particles ground 
from rock by the action of waves on or near a coastline. Coral 
sand results from the erosion of coral (coral is made up of the 
calcareous skeletons of minute polyps). 

Clay. An earthy material which is plastic when moist and very tena· 
cious. Clay can be very compact so that an extremely sharp 
anchor bill is required to get a bite. This is probably the best 
holding bottom. 

Mud. A very fine, earthy sediment in water characterized by a sticki
ness that gives it body. It is not as heavy nor as sticky as clay. 
Relatively dry mud makes a good holding bottom, but soft 
mud has little gripping power. 
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Table 7-1. Seabed QlUllity DescriptoTs 

1 Grd Ground 38b Ma Manes 
2 S Sand 39 f; fne Fine 
3 M ~fud; ~Iuddy 40 c; crs Coarse 
4 Oz Ooze 41 so; sft Soft 
5 !\tU Marl 42 h; hrd Hard 
6 Cy; Cl Clay 43 stf Stiff 
7 G Gravel 44 srnl Small 
8 Sn Shingle 45 Irg Large 
9 P Pebbles 46 sy; stk Sticky 
10 St Stones 47 bk; brk Broken 
11 Rk; rky Rock; Rocky 473 grd Ground (Shells) 
l1a Bids Boulders 48 rt Rouen 
12 Ck Chalk 49 str Streaky 
12a Ca Calcareous 50 spk Speckled 
13 Qz Quartz 51 gty Gritty 
13a Sch Schist 52 dec Decayed 
14 Co Coral 53 flv Flinty , 
(Sa) CoHd Coral head 54 glac Glacial 
15 l'tlds Mad re po res 55 ten Tenacious 
16 Vot Volcanic 56 wh White 
(Sb) Vol Ash V olcanic ash 57 bl; bk Black 
17 La Lava 58 VI Violet 
18 Pm Pumice 59 bu Blue 
19 T Tufa 60 gn Green 
20 Se Scoriae 61 yl Yellow 
21 Cn Cinders 62 or Orange 
21a Ash 63 rcl Red 
22 1\ln Manganese 64 br Brown 
23 Sh Shells 65 ch Chocolate 
24 Oys Oysters 66 gy Gray 
25 ~Is Mussels 67 It Light 
26 Spg Spo'nge 68 dk Dark 
27 K Kelp 70 yard Varied 
28 'Vd Seaweed 71 unev Uneven 

Grs Grass (Se) ·S/M Surface layer and 
29 Stg Sea-tangle Under layer 
31 Spi Spicules 76 ..... :' ...•. Freshwater 
32 Fr F oraminifera ••• 1 • ••• springs in seabed 
33 Gl Globigerina (Sd) ,/V1/l Mobile bottom 
34 Di Diatoms (sand waves) 
35 Rd Radiolaria (Se) Si Silt 
36 Pt Pteropods (Sf) Cb Cobbles 
3i Po Polvzoa (Sg) m ~fedium (used 
38 Cir Cir~ipedia only before S 
38a Fu Fucus (sand) 

Source: "Table S. Qualil~ of the Bottom,'· Clurrf SI). I: e,Ui,,1 Slat'.~ '1 Amnl(f1 Nautical Chart Symhol.fi and 
.4.hhrl'r·iatulnJ. ~rh ed. (\VashinKfon, O. c.: Oepartmem off:OInmerce. 19M-t). 
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Gravel. Small loose fragments of rocks, pebbles, small pieces of 
stone, or rock that present no gripping power in themselves 
and, because they cover the bottom, can prevent an anchor 
from properly digging in. 

Shelf rock and coral. A continuous, or nearly so, surface of rock or 
coral which has only small crevices or pits roughening the 
surface. Sharp hooking anchors are needed to get a bite on it. 

Weed. Any of a large variety of seaweeds that are found in shallow 
waters, which can range from low ... growing grass to giant kelp; 
has no holding power of its own. An anchor must pass through 
it to grip che underlying seabed. 

Marl. A loose or crumbly earthy deposit composed of varying mix
tures of sand, silt, or clay with little cohesion of the particles 
that make it up; not a suitable holding material. 

Silt. A very fine earthy sediment resulting from the deposit of fine 
sand. earth, and clay at a river mouth; not considered to have 
any holding power whatsoever-ooze. 

CHOOSING THE ANCHOR TYPE 

The burying type of anchor certainly deserves its popularity 
because most of the seabeds in shallow waters are composed of alluvium, 
and that is where most anchoring is done. Anchors with sharp bills like the 
CQR, Danforth, and Wishbone designs are able to penetrate the hard
packed surface of sand and clay and get a grip in these materials. Duller 
bill anchors such as the Bruce and Navy stockless will dig into softer sands, 
cla}s, and muds with ease. Anchoring in marl requires an anchor with 
considerable throat as well as a pointed bill to penetrate the bottom. 
Danforth and ~avy anchors are susceptible to fouling the space between 
the flukes in marl. They have also been known to pick up beer cans and 
rocks between flukes. 

Hooking anchors are basically rock anchors with the old-fashioned 
and Northill anchors having enough palm area on the flukes to be mod
estly effective in heavy sand and clay. As kedges, they probably have no 
peer. The Wishbone with its single, sharp fluke is also a good hooking 
anchor along with its capability to work well in sand and clay. (It is not 
good in mud because of a relatively small fluke area as corn pared with the 
CQR. Danforth t and Bruce.) A weed hook requires a long, narrow Auke 
that can penetrate layers of weeds to actually reach the bottom. Of
tentimes burying anchors will hook onto weeds and give you the feeling of 
a proper anchor set, but they have not reached the bottom and their 
holding power is only what the roots of the weeds provide. 
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Table 7-2 summarizes where common small boat anchors seem to do 
their best work. You can see from this table that there is no single anchor 
suitable for all seabeds, and so you will have to make a compromise 
selecting an anchor that handles the majority of seabeds in your area of 
operations. It is only good sense to carry more than one anchor (Table 
7-3), and it is also good sense to carry different styles of anchor!. 

Table 7-2. "There Common Anchors Seem to Work Best 

Anchor style Type of Sea bed 

Sand or clay Mud Gravel Coral or rock \Veed 

Burying anchors: 
CQR X X X 
Danfonh X X 
Bruce X X X 

(soft) 
Navy stockless X X 

(soft) 
Mushroom X X 

(soft) (soft) 
Wishbone X X X 

Hooking anchors: 
Old-fashioned X X X X 
Northill X X X X 
Grapnel X 

Table 7-3. Recommended Afinimum Anchor Complements 

Type of Boat 

Day sailer or powerboat less than 7 
meters (23 ft) in lengtha 

Day sailer or powerboat 7 meters 
(23 rt) in length or grtater4 
Ocean racing sailboat (LOA 
less than 28 ft) 
Ocean racing sailboatb (LOA 28 ft 
or more) 
Coastal cruising-sailor power 
drivena 

Blue water cruising-sailor power 
drivena 
Blue water working or fishing
power drivena 

Class of Anchor 

\Vorking Stern Stonn 

1 I 

1 

1 

I 

Other 

Old
fashioned 
Grapnel 

al n addition to carr"~"ing appropriate ground anchors. it is recommended that power-drj\"en \"essels also 
carrv a sea anchor. 
bR~commenda[On of the Offsh()~ Racing Coum:il.. London. England. 
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Probably the hottest debate in anchor selection occurs between the 
CQR plow and the Bruce anchor. Both are good cruising anchors, but 
both are difficult to stow unless you have a bow roller. I do not think that 
there is an answer as to which is best, and I will tell you why. 

In 1984 we were cruising the Line Islands south of Hawaii and made 
a stop at Palmyra Atoll. The holding ground in the lagoon is a coarse coral 
gravel which you might call small cobblestones. The Offshore 40 yawl. 
ValeTa Linda, was already there, and she was anchored with a 44-pound 
Bruce on an all-chain rode. She was still there in her original position 
when we left two weeks later. We anchored our Morgan Out Island 4 I 
ketch, Horizon, nearby using a 60-pound CQR and an all-chain rode. 
Within 24 hours we had dragged a perceptible distance. We then re· 
anchored with greater care on the other side of Valera Linda, but the 
anchor did not hold there either. So we rowed a line ashore and put it 
around a palm tree. Score one for the Bruce. 

·Our next port of call was Fanning Island where the anchorage 
consisted of coral sand with random coral heads. The strong tradewinds 
had a fetch of five miles across the lagoon so good holding was a necessity 
to keep you off the leeshore. We again set our 60-pound CQR on chain 
and did not touch it until we left 17 days later. In the meantime VaLera 
Linda arrived and set her 44-pound Bruce on chain in the same bottom 
and it failed to hold. Not finding a suitable bottom for the Bruce to hold 
against the tradewinds, Valera Linda departed after a few days. Score one 
for the CQR. 

At Christmas Island both boats shared the same reef anchorage 
which consisted of coral sand with long streaks of solid coral running 
seaward. Both boats hung on their same bow anchors and both boats 
remained securely anchored for their stays. Score that one a tie. 

SELECTING WORKING ANCHOR AND 
RODE SIZE 

There are two decisions that have to be made when selecting 
anchors for your boat-what type and what size. To an extent, these are 
independent choices. There is no universal, unbiased source of truth on 
anchor performance. Therefore, your selection must place in balance ( I) 
the likely wind and seas that your boat will face; (2) the size of anchor that 
is compatible with the size of your boat; and (3) the nature of the seabed in 
which you will anchor. 

The working anchor is the one that you will use most. Preferably. it 
will be a light~'eight, efficient anchor suited to the type of holding ground 
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found in the normal operating area of your boat. Whether fishing, cruis
ing, or gunkholing, anchoring should not be a physical tussle. Too often 
one thinks that if a 20-pound anchor is good, then a 35-pound anchor 
must be better. That only leads to an unnecessary escalation of ground 
tackle weight and cost together with greater frustration when it comes 
time to weigh anchor. The net result is that you will anchor less with heavy 
gear than with light gear. 

I was brought up on the heavier .. is-better philosophy until I took 
pencil and paper and compared the holding power of anchors with the 
strengths of chain and rope and predicted maximum wind and surge 
loads on my boat. That quickly convinced me that there was both strength 
and efficiency in lighter weight ground tackle and that it would be to my 
muscular and financial benefit to take advantage of a more scientific and 
balanced approach to ground tackle. 

The anchor choice is yours. In Chapter 6 you have the characteristics 
of commonly available anchors for small boats from which you can choose 
a type of working anchor. Choose either a burying or hooking type 
depending on the type of sea bed common to your boating area. You may 
even want to get one of each (the second as a stern anchor) before you are 

The oldest anchor designs still in use-the old-fashioned and a ver
sion of the stockless p~tent anchor. 
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through because you are going to need two anchors to give you a mooring 
capability in constrained anchorages, or where wind and current may play 
tricks on you. 

Conservatism must be followed to a point in making an anchor 
'selection because the anchor has to work in a hidden environment, but 
ultraconservatism must be avoided. Lightweight anchors of great holding 
power have become the norm for everyday use, but the old-fashioned 
anchor still has not been surpassed as a general all-around anchor if you 
can afford the weight and have handling space. 

To simplify the task of selecting a working anchor size, I have con
structed Table 7-4 which presents suggested anchor and rode sizes for a 
variety of working anchors. It is based on ( I) the horizontal design loads 
promulgated by the ABYC; (2) the capabilities of chain and rope rodes 
stressed to appropriate working anchor load limits; (3) the identification 
of each anchor by its primary seabed capability; and (4) data offered by 
the manufacturers on the holding power of their anchors together with 
such other experimental data as was available in the literature. 

A well-made and well-matched bow anchor system. The 50-kilogram 
(llO-pound) Bruce anchor is an appropriate size for this SO-foot cruising 
sailboat. The bow roller appears substantial although it could use more 
flare in the cheeks. It is fitted with keeper-pin holes, and there is a swivel 
between chain and anchor. 



Table 7-4. Suggested Anchor and Rode Siusfora Working Anchor Systema 

Type of Overall length of boafC r 7 meters 12 meters 20 meters 
we~nh~~bSb ~ 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 '40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 6

1
6 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 

I. Burying anchors 

CaR 10 +.. 1,5----!-20+25 -I" 35 · -1"451. ' 60 -I" 75. -I" ~105:-: 
~~~!~~i~ 5 .\- 12 .\... 20 .+ 35 '·1· 60 -I·. I : 90~ 

Bruce.; 4.4+-11 -I- 16.5+22+33 ·1"44' ·1- 66 ·1- HO" . 

Navy Stockless
d 

Not recOm~ended I·. 150 " -I. '200 : I :300 ·1"4oo~ 
Wishbone -7 -I. 10 .1. 15 .1.. 23~30+42~- 62 72 .1"100-

11. Hooking anchors 

Old·fashioned -+ -+ -+ ~ ~ -+ I I I I I (Herreshoff flukeS)-4--2D 25 35 45~5~65. 75 I .. ~ :'00 .... 150 

KB Ultralight N t '1 bl I I' I' . N '1 

~200~ 
(North ill) 0 aval a e. 12. ... 18 : .. I I ot.aval able _.. . . 

Danforth Utility 1 I I I;' I I I (Northill) 104 20" • 27. • 46" ~ 65· ... 95 • ~ 165 

Ill. Rode material and size 

Proof Coit chain 114 
in.e 

3-strand nylon 3/8-+ .1.. 5116 318 7),6 .1 4 112-~-....---"'-----
. I 

7116+112: 5/8 1314 ' _\..718---------rope - in.' 

Notes: 
a For medium displacement boats and 30 knots of wind. 
b Anchor weights correspond to manufacturer's production weights and not to a 

product numbering system. 
C For the ABYC "nominal" bOat of Table 2·1 or an equivalent (see text). 

d Consider using two anchors of one-half the weight each 'or easier handling. Use 
only an all~chajn rode of compatible size. 

• Based on working loads of new Proof Coil hot galvanized steel chain. 
, Based on using new twisted 3-strand nylon rope at a working load up to 25 percent 

of the breaking strength. 
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The first part of the table presents burying anchors-CQR, Danforth 
Hi-Tensile, Bruce, Navy stockless, and the Wishbone. The middle part of 
the table presents hooking anchors--old-fashioned, the KB Ultralight, 
and the Danforth Utility. The third part of this table presents compatible 
rode sizes for all chain or a combination of chain and rope. The indepen
dent variable by which anchor size and rode size can be determined is the 
overall length of the nominal ABYC boat or an equivalent based on 
similar horizontal ground tackle loads. 

Because of the great overlap in anchor capabilities arld the discrete 
sizes available, there is no single answer as to which is the proper size 
anchor to use under all conditions. You are faced with selecting from a 
variety of anchor types in the context of the most likely sea bed that that 
anchor will see. 

The procedure for making an anchor and rode selection is dia
gram~ed in Fig. 7-1. The illustration identifies the various steps that must 
be taken in selecting the working anchor and the rode for your boat from 
the information given in Table 7-4. 

CHOOSING A STERN ANCHOR 

A stern anchor is a necessity for most boats longer than, say, 23 
feet. It gives the skipper greater flexibility in anchoring and mooring 
situations and serves as a backup in case the working anchor is lost. The 
stern anchor rode, itself, can be equally useful as a spare working anchor 
rode, tow line, or a spring line for docking in unusual circumstances. 

The stern anchor can be smaller than the working anchor-about 70 
percent of the working anchor·s size. or, roughly, one size smaller for a 
given style. Because the stern anchor is to be a utility anchor, it should be 
light and as easy to handle as an anchor can be. It is often used for kedging 
or carrying ashore but it need not be an old-fashioned anchor, although 
on large boats this might make a practical choice. 

The best al1-around stern anchor style is the stainless steel Northill 
(KB Ultralight), but both the Danforth (Hi-Tensile) and the Wishbone are 
very acceptable. It is wise to choose a style of anchor diffe'rent from the 
working anchor to give added flexibility in matching seabeds and solving 
difficult anchoring problems. 

The stern anchor rode should be a combination chain and rope 
matched to the stern anchor size with an overall length equal to the 
working anchor rode. It should carry depth markings. Do not use an 
all-chain rode for the stern anchor since that will decrease its utility value. 
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Dream Boat 1 

Yes 

Enter Table 7 .. 4 with LOA 
for rode selection (use 
adjusted LOA if beam 
yielded higher loads). 

No 
Pick "equivalent" ABYC 

Calculate working anchor boat LOA using comparable .....-....... 
loads per Chapter 2. anchor loads from Table 

2-1. 

Enter Table 7-4 with 
"equivalent" ABYC boat 
LOA. 

No Pick matching chain and 
>---I~ rope sizes from Table 7-4, 

Pick chain size from 
Table 7-4, Part Ill. 

Choose from COR, Danforth, Yes 
Bruee, Navy stockless, 
Wishbone, or equivalent. 

Part Ill. 

Calculate chain lead 
length per Equation 5-1. 

Determine total anchor 
rode length from 
TableS-l. 

Fi x size of connector 
elements based on 
Table 5-4. 

No Choose from old-fashioned, 
>-----t..-t Northill. Danforth Utility. 

or equivalent. 

Fig. i-I. \Vorking-mchor and rode selection flow diagram. 
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Deck gear for the stern anchor system should follow the same design 
guidelines as given for the bow anchor system. A roller guide based on the 
criteria of Figure 3-1 (Chapter 3) can be useful in minimizing chafe and 
transferring loads to the hull. l\fany boats simply use fairleads but a 
careful eye should be kept on chafing of the rode where it passes through 
the fairlead. ' 

On boats under 40 feet in length, there probably is no need for a 
separate anchor windlass to take in the stern anchor rode. Any winch 
already installed for some other purpose can be used provided that the 
anchor rode has a fairlead from stern roller guide to the winch. Generally, 
the weight of the stern anchor and rode is not so great that it can't be 
handled by hand. 

On boats longer than 40 feet with no winches available, a light duty 
anchor windlass properly located can be helpful. It should be aligned with 
the anchor roller guide and have a separate means for belaying the 
anchor rode such as a bitt or an oversize horn cleat. 

Except on very large boa[S, the stern anchor rode is usually stowed 
separately below deck and brought up through a hatch when needed. 

CHOOSING THE STORM ANCHOR 

Most boats are never faced with the need to anchor out in a 
storm. With good weather forecasting, a prudent skipper will never leave 
a secure harbor when a storm is brewing. But there still is a need for storm 
anchors on boats whose operation might just find them away from well
protected waters when a storm strikes and they will have to put up with 
less than good protection from the elements. 

A storm anchor by definition must be able to handle wind and surge 
loads up to four times what the working anchor has to handle. There are, 
of course, even more severe storms than that represented by the 60-knot 
storm wind definition used in anchor terminology. There are, indeed, 
winds that exceed 100 knots in speed whose forces are 11 times those 
expected to be encountered by a working anchor. Anchoring in the 
ultimate storm is discussed in Chapter 12 along with some examples of 
boats that have survived. 

Storm anchoring cannot depend on brute force to be successful, 
there has to be a strategy involved also. A big anchor with an unyielding 
chain connecting it to the boat will cause either the anchor to be upset or 
the chain or deck gear to fail when the boat experiences a large surge. Big, 
by itself, is not enough. The system also has to have some give to it. 
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Provided that you have elasticity in your stann anchor rode, you can 
get by with a storm anchor that is only one size larger than your conserva
tively selected working anchor. Going two sizes larger only adds handling 
weight and is not necessary for reasonable holding grounds. Of course, if 
you regularly operate in areas of poor holding ground, you may want a 
larger storm anchor, or you can use tandem anchors as discussed in 
Chapter 10. 

Boats that regularly operate away from well-protected waters such as 
fishing boats and blue water cruising boats should be very conservative in 
the selection of ground tackle. A variety of anchors, a collection of chain 
and combination rodes in good condition. plus plenty of chafing gear will 
see them through severe storms. Neither the severity of a stonn nor the 
physical conditions surrounding the anchored boat are predictable be· 
forehand. The crew with good ground tackle and a knowledge of how to 
use it will weather the storm. 





PART II 

THE ART OF ANCHORING 
The how-to of anchoring and mooring a boat in diverse situa

tions with considerations of crew capability, legality, and heavy weather 
encounters. 

Technique of 
Anchoring 

(Chapter 9) 

Anchoring Tricks 
(Chapter 10) 

-

Security 

Human Factors in 
Anchoring 
(Chapter 8) 

Rights and 
Responsibilities 

(Chapter 11) 

Storm Anchonng 
(Chapter 12) 

Survival 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Human Factors in Anchoring 

Recreational boating is supposed to be fun, and it usually is between 
periods of setting and weighing anchor. Fun is a human emotion, and 
when it comes into conflict with the hook, the fun often ends. This 
happens all too frequently on the foredeck where the crew is expected to 
do some back-wrenching work with gear unsuited to the job. Maybe you 
first -need to give some thought to crew capabilities, and then think about 
the gear that will be needed to assist them. 

Rarely is the number of crew needed to anchor a boat considered in 
the crew makeup, but it is an imponant factor. I would seriously question 
trying to operate a boat 50 feet long with a crew of only 2 persons. I would 
even question it on any boat over 40 feet long. There is a minimum 
number of crew who can safely handle the heavy and obstreperous pieces 
of ground tackle, especially in storm conditions. Experienced husband 
and wife cruising teams can usually handle the routine anchoring chores 
on 40-foot boats, but boats larger than this need a third person with a 
certain amount of beef in his build. Even then, under storm conditions, 
this may not be enough. 

Physical capabilities by age and sex must be considered when you 
have to confront an anchoring situation. Although "equal rights" is a 
noble cause, our Creator made men and women differently, and that 
must be taken into account when planning the anchoring operation. 

Powered windlasses take much of the backstrain out of weighing 
anchor, but who or what finally lifts the anchor into its stowed position? If 
it takes plain muscle, don't ask women and children to do such a task. And, 
except for very large boats that have a powered windlass to bring a 
stock less anchor home into its hawsepipe, every anchor will require some 
manhandling. 

A good example of this problem showed up at the Cabo San Lucas 
disaster of 1981. The Pardeys, writing in Sail magazine (June 1983), 
observed that sailboats over 3 i feet in length with crews of 2 or 3 persons 
got into trouble handling their ground tackle whereas crews of 4 or more 
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were able to handle theirs adequately. One skipper of a 35-foot boat said 
that a couple just can·t handle the ground tackle in a real emergency-the 
gear is too heavy and the forces too large. This disaster is discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 12 and emphasizes with real life experiences how 
imponant the crew really is as a functional element of the total anchor 
system. 

With the crew at hand, you should attempt to develop, if only for the 
weekend, a procedure of handling the ground tackle. Put beef and 
experience on the foredeck and use the others for gofers--to go for 
shackles, safety wire, additional chafing gear, and the like. You will never 
know ahead of time when a blown sail, a stopped engine. or some other 
undesirable incident will force you to anchor quickly, and under adverse 
conditions. It is nice to know that your crew has some capability to handle 
the ground tackle without hazard to themselves. 

CREW INFLUENCE ON GEAR SELECTION 

Deck gear is the connection between the tug of the anchor and 
the mass of the boat. Mechanically, the deck gear must be capable of 
handling the loads applied to it by the anchor rode. It must also be of a 
functional design so that it is within the capability of the crew to use it 
without undue effort, knowledge, or hazard. Your deck gear should 
make any crew member the equivalent of a deck ape strong enough to 
bring home the anchor. It should not leave a crew member a sobbing 
basket case because the anchor won't budge, and the skipper is yelling 
such endearing terms as '~you bloody landlubber," and the like. Failure of 
the foredeck crew to handle the anchor properly and expeditiously is 
more likely due to inadequate or improper deck gear than any lack of 
physical or mental will. 

I have said it before, and I ,~ill say it again-handling anchors and 
chain ~an be tiring to your muscles, hazardous to your limbs, and can 
jeopardize your peace of mind when not done correctly. To save yourself 
undue problems, your ground tackle should be set up so that you do not 
have to manhandle it every time you want to set or retrieve your hook. 

Every boat should have at least a working anchor stowed in the Hat 

ready" position at all times. The reason is obvious, to prevent the boat 
from going on the rocks when propulsion or steering fails or the wind 
quits--or other unforeseen events occur. Racing boat sailors will certainly 
object to carrying an anchor near the bow, and they have to accept the risk 
attendant with mak~ng up an anchor after the crisis has started. Weekend 
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sailors, fishermen, and blue water cruisers can all sacrifice a small bit of 
performance in order to have the ground tackle ready for use at all times. 

In the ideal case your anchor should be stowed in the ready-to-use 
location, and the rode should be attached and ready to run out. In other 
words, the foredeck crew shouJd have nothing more to do than to release 
a brake to let go the anchor. Similarly, when weighing anchor, the fore
deck crew should only have to haul in on the rode by mechanical means 
(or by hand on a small boat) and the anchor will bring itself aboard. The 
rode should be self. .. stowing as should the anchor. 

If you are going to use an all-chain rode, you most likely will also have 
a windlass to bring it aboard. If it is a powered windlass, you will need to 
consider a backup system should the power fail. Most powered windlasses 
are fitted with some kind of mechanical backup but few give you the 
needed mechanical advantage to haul in the anchor by simple manpower. 

Studies of human capabilities for operating machine)* have revealed 
much about our strength in doing different types of jobs. These studies 
have shown, for instance, in a backlift motion such as heaving in on an 
anchor, that a deck ape can exert a maximum pull of 520 pounds while a 
well-conditioned man and woman can exert 360 and 200 pounds, respec
tively. But how many of us can lay claim to such good physical condition? 

These studies also show that people are strongest in their late 20s, by 
age 50 their strength is reduced to 85 percent and by age 65 to 75 percent 
of their peak strength. I n general, females are about two .. thirds as strong 
as males. 

Of course, the strength of an individual varies with the type of task. 
Fore and aft lever motions at shoulder level are better handled than the 
same motions when bent over as in windlass pumping. The poorest 
motion of all from the strength standpoint is a circular motion. The 
strength available for a horizontal circular motion at a crouched level, as 
in grinding a sheet home on a sailboat, is poorest of all. I f the circular 
motion is in a vertical plane near chest height as with "coffee grinders" on 
"maxiu racing sailboats, then the strength in put is at its best. 

Today's ground tackle has not been designed with consideration for 
the best strength and motion of the human body. One ~'ertica) powered 
anchor windlass I have seen had a one-and-one-ha)f-foot-long bar in
serted across the top of the capstan for the emergency manual drive lever. 
That gave only a 5- or 6-to-l mechanical advantage and in the worst 

*Wesley E. Woodson. Human Factors D~sign Handbook (~ew York: McGraw-HilI Book Com
pany, 1981) and .-\.. Damon. H. \V. Sloudt. and R. A. ~IcFarland. Th~ Human Body in 
Equifm'U'nt Design (Cambridge. ~fass.: Harvard Cniversity Press. 1966). 
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possible plane of motion for applying a person's strength. It is hoped that 
in the future boat and equipment builders will give more consideration to 
the capabilities of the human body in doing heavy physical work on a boat 
than they have in the past. 

To decide what is an adequate mechanical advantage for backup 
manual operation of a powered windlass, examine some of the manual 
windlasses and see what has proven satisfactory to an average person 
when faced with hauling in a chain rode and anchor. The Simpson
Lawrence 555? which I have used for many years, has a mechanical 
advantage of 14 to 1 for high·speed operation and 40 to I for low-speed 
operation. When taking in on the chain rode, I generally use the 14 to I 
ratio for speed, but when anchor rode comes up and down, I shift to the 
40 to 1 ratio, trading the lower speed for less muscle requirement. 

I would rather have a slow speed, high mechanical advantage for the 
manual backup on a powered windlass than the other way around. In
asmuch as the backup operation will, most likely, have only one speed. a 
mechanical advantage of about 25 to 1 is a sensible compromise. 

Don't put your head in the sand when buying a powered windlass. 
M urphy's La\\· says that something will eventually fail, and you may be left 
with an inadequate manual mode which cannot handle your anchor and 
chain without the heJp of a deck ape. 

ON CHOOSING AN ANCHORAGE 

At some time or other every boat is going to anchor and it will 
be up to the skipper to have properly prepared the boat ahead of time and 
be able to follow through with alacrity. You must bear in mind that when 
you anchor your boat you will be in shallow water and near land-both of 
which constitute the maximum hazards to which you can expose your 
boat. To ensure the safety and comfort of the boat and crew while at 
anchor, the skipper (with help from the crew) should investigate a num
ber of characteristics of the anchorage (Fig. 8-1). 

Location 
Choose your anchorage carefully and with [he safety of your boat in mind. 
Start with a thorough examination of the physical features of the in ... 
tended anchorage which can be done using charts? Sailing Directions, and 
local guidebooks. B ut remember that Sailing Directions were written for 
ships and may overlook many small harbors which make ideal havens for 
small boats. Look first for an area specifically set aside for anchoring small 
boats. Stay out of ship or quarantine anchorages unless that is why you are 
there. Special anchQ;ages for small boats will be noted on charts and they 
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are located to give shelter, provide convenience to shore facilities, and be 
out of the way of commercial traffic. 

I f there are no designated anchorages, look where other boats an
chor, especially fishing boats. Fishermen will usually pick a well-sheltered 
and secure anchorage for overnighting or ducking a storm period. If 
other pleasure boats are anchored in a bight, try to determine if they 
really have found a secure anchorage or if the blind have been leading the 
blind. If the anchored boat is a local boat, in all probability the owner 
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knows the area and there is some merit in the location he has chosen to 
drop his hook. 

Shell" 
Lacking local knowledge or printed advice, you must decide for yourself 
what constitutes a safe anchorage for your purpose. Start with an assess
ment of the shelter offered from both the wind and seas. It is usual 
practice to anchor in the lee of land to gain some protection from the 
prevailing wind but will that spot also offer protection from waves and 
breaking surf? I have anchored within many reef-fringed lagoons where 
the highest windbreak was a 75-foot-tall coconut tree and been perfectly 
happy for the holding ground was good and the reefs broke the swells. 

On the other hand, I have anchored in the lee of mountainous terrain 
where the wind would howl down the canyons and cause violent sheering 
of the boat at anchor. My fears were not that the boar would drag across 
the bay onto a lee shore for there was none. Instead, a dragging anchor 
would blow the boat into the broad Pacific with no backstop for thousands 
of miles. 

When you look at the protection offered, give some thought to the 
"What if's?" What if the wind shifts? Does it leave you close to a lee shore? 
Will it swing your boat into rocks Or kelp? Or will it swing it into shallow 
water where you will ground, or deeper water where your anchor may 
slide off the bottom shelf if it drags? Your boat should never touch 
ground except in careening. 

What if there is a change in current direction? Will your boat gradu
ally swing with the current without upsetting the anchor? Or, will you ride 
right up over the anchor? Maybe you should consider the use of two 
anchors if the current change is severe. 

Finally. a really good anchoring location is one that will allow you to 
shift your berth to another part of the anchorage should the wind change 
its direction. 

Depth 
If the geography of the area still looks good to you, what about the water 
depths? Charts will give you the surveyed depths but be certain that you 
know whether they are recorded in feet, fathoms, or meters. While 
checking the chart for scale, also check for the reference datum used. It 
may range from simple low water (LW) to mean lower low water (MLLW). 
Then check the Tide Tables for the tidal height at the time you are doing 
your anchoring. 

I recall one Fourth of July cruise to Cat Harbor on Catalina Island 
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Beneath the placid surface of a tropical lagoon lie many coral heads. 
This was true inside the barrier reef surrounding the island of Pohnpei, 
but there were places where a boat could swing on one hook with safety. 

when we owned a Cal-30 which drew 4 Y2 feet of water. Most of the good 
anchorage areas had already been implanted with permanent moorings 
leaving only the very deep or very shallow areas for individual anchoring. 
The deep area was too near the entrance so we elected to slip inside the 
inner row of moorings. The lead line told us we had about 6 feet of water 
at the time and a quick calculation with the Tide Tables said the level 
would drop to 4Y2 feet about 0200. It was marginal but seemed safe 
enough since the bottom was mud. Sure enough, shortly after midnight I 
felt the keel softly scrape bottom but that was all. I went back to sleep 
satisfied with my brief calculation. 

While you are scanning the chart for a suitable water d,epth, look also 
for steeply sloping bottom profiles that may allow you to set your anchor 
easily in one direction but which make it difficult to set in another direc
tion (see Fig. 8-2). On a steeply sloping bottom, the determination of 
scope becomes a bit more troublesome. Technically, it should be mea
sured at the depth of the anchor location, but you can see from the 
illustration that. the effective scope can differ drastically from the mea
sured scope. 
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Fig. 8-2. Effective scope depends on the bottom profile. 
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Even though you have found an area of shallow water allowing you to 
use the proper scope of rode, there may still be problems. Shallow water 
found close to the beach can be attractive in saving a long dinghy row 
ashore. But it can also end up in breakers if the weather deteriorates or 
large swells arrive from far-off storms. 

You do not even have to be close to the beach, itself, for the problem 
to develop. When the bottom shows a long shoal area to seaward, all of 
which is good anchoring depth, worry a little about what happens if there 
is a change in wind direction. Can the whole area become exposed so that 
wind waves pile up on the shoal and become breakers? 

This happened to us on a cruise south from California along the coast 
of Baja California. We had anchored for the night in San Quintin Bay 
which is a large area of partially sheltered water from 20 to 30 feet deep. 
The winds were from the north and the bay calm. By morning the winds 
had switched to south-southeast. and we now faced a lee shore problem in 
addition to a large buildup in the waves over the shoal area. There was 
only one thing to do and that was to abandon the anchorage immediately 
even though we had not yet been ashore for a visit. We weighed anchor 
therefore and set off down the coast, thankful that a stronger wind had 
not developed during the night. 

Quality of the B attorn 
The quality of the bottom is very important to the success of anchoring, 
because it directly affects the ability of the anchor to dig in and hold. In 
most cases charts will tell you what you need to know about the quality of 
the bottom, whether it is sand. coral, pebbles, boulders, or what have you 
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(see Nature of the Seabed in Chapter 7). What charts do not always tell 
you is whether the sand is soft and penetrable or whether the mud is loose 
and slippery with no holding power. That you will have to find out when 
you test your anchor's set. 

I In anchoring, you must match your anchor's capability in a particular 
bottom to the quality of the bottom actually present. I f the bottom is 
weedy, you will want an old-fashioned or Northill anchor. [fit is mud and 
sand, you will want a burying anchor. I f it is rocky, you will want a hooking 
anchor. If it is smooth, unpacked sand, then most any anchor will work 
and you are home free. Obviously, few boats carry such a variety of 
anchors, so where you choose your anchorage depends to some extent on 
what kind of bottoms your anchor inventory can handle. 

Hazards 
When selecting your anchorage, look also for underwater hazards such as 
a pinnacJe of rock, an unmarked wreck, or old tree stumps if yours is a 
flooded area. Look for coral heads that may stand out of an otherwise 
smooth bottom. If the waters are [00 murky to eyeball the bottom and the 
chart indicates possible trouble, look for another anchoring area. While 
you may get your hook down all right, you may never get it back. 

A case in point-we had sailed Horizon from the Austral Islands south 
of Tahiti with an engine on the fritz and on ... board repairs had proven 
futile. At the entrance to Papeete Harbor the winds were nil because the 
harbor is in the lee of high mountains. Without engine or wind we had no 
way of entering the harbor until a French sportfishing boat offered us a 
tow. We took the offer and, with our meager supply of French, conveyed 
to him that we would like to take up a position along the shoreline away 
from the busy harbor area. All went well and he dropped the tow where 
we thought was a good place to hang our hook until the engine could be 
brought back to life. It turned out to be a very good spot for several days of 
work during which we got the engine running again. But when we started 
to weig~ anchor. it refused to come up. Three hours later with the help of 
a scuba diver, the anchor and chain were retrieved from an unmarked 
wreck that we had unknowingly selected as our benh. 

Insects 
These can make or break a good anchoring experience. If you anchor 
close to marshlands, expect mosquitos during the night. This is of particu
lar consequence in malarial country where it is better to anchor a half mile 
offshore or at least upwind from the buzzing (ritters. 
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Flies can also be a nuisance around shorelines where animals graze or 
where there is an abundance of seaweed. Although they will not affect the 
security of your anchorage, insects can make life at anchor unpleasant 
enough to make you want to leave. 

You may also find that shorebirds and their droppings can become 
obnoxious. 

Traffic 
Give some thought to the traffic patterns in the anchorage area, particu
larly commercial traffic. Equally as bad as the noise from these boats are 
the waves created by commercial vessels whose missions are not tempered 
with pity for the lazing boater. Avoid, if possible, anchoring near any 
fairway where commercial traffic plies, and be sure that if the wind 
changes, your swinging radius does not bring you into such a fairway. By 
all means don't anchor in an area where charts or signposts indicate a 
cable crossing. 

Escape Route 
If you have to leave your anchorage in a hurry for any reason, can you get 
out? At night? That is a most important factor to consider in your anchor
ing plans. It is not only insects that may drive you from an anchorage, but 
a buildup of adverse weather could force you to leave under the most 
trying of circumstances. There is a variation ofMurphy's Law that states if 
something is going to happen, it is going to happen at the worst possible 
time. Be sure you choose an anchorage that you can leave against stiff 
winds and rising seas. 

Prudence 
Choose your anchorage with care and foresight. Be pessimistic. Consider 
all of the "what if's." It is better to shift your anchorge in the daylight than 
wait until after dark when the storm has risen and your mental capabilities 
have been dulled by a sound sleep. To be safely anchored, you have to 
know the area and have done a good job of setting your anchor. Anything 
short of that is to invite trouble and discomfort. 

WHEN NOT TO ANCHOR 

There can be times when it is more prudent not to anchor. ~fy 
favarite example of this circumstance happened as hurricane Iwa was 
driving down on the Hawaiian Islands in 1982. Phat Duck, a Morgan 45, 
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was returning from a three-year South Pacific cruise and intended to 
make landfall at Nawiliwili Harbor on Kauai's east shore. The skipper of 
Phat Duck had been plotting Iwa's position against his own and knew that 
he could make Nawiliwili before Iwa arrived but, and this is what sepa
rates good from bad seamanship, he reasoned that the protection offered 
by a harbor against the eye of a hurricane is poor at best. He chose to keep 
Phat Due" at sea and battened down the hatches in preparation for the 
blow. 

Phat Duck survived the eye of the storm which registered 99 knots of 
wind, that bei"ng the top of the scale on its anemometer. All of the boats in 
NawiJiwili Harbor were either sunk, beached, or impaled on battered 
docks and pilings. 

A more common reason not to anchor is simply that the anchorage is 
already overcrowded and adding one more boat only increases the con
gestion and reduces the chances of you and the neighboring boats having 
a pleasant weekend. In a crowded anchorage boats have been known to 
anchor on short scope to avoid fouling and thus get, more boats into the 
anchorage. This is a common technique practiced at Ensenada, Mexico, 
after the finish of the Newport Beach, California, to Ensenada, Mexico, 
yacht race which annually sees more than 550 boats heading for UTequiJa 
Town:' Can you imagine a worse situation if the winds freshen and even 
one boat starts dragging? Good seamanship tells you never to anchor with 
less than adequate scope and plenty of swinging room. 

I have been in many anchorages where bow and stern anchoring is a 
necessity because of adjacent rocks or reefs. We had such an anchorage 
off the village of Haka Maii in the Marquesas Islands. The enticements of 
the village warranted a stop in the rockbound anchorage, but we kept an 
eye on the weather and were ready to leave on short notice. 

In the end it is the skipper who must make the decision to anchor or 
not to anchor. I f there are any doubts about the security of the anchorage, 
don't use it. 

ARM SIGNALS FOR ANCHORING 

Nowhere in boating is the Captain Bligh syndrome more evi
dent than when the skipper takes the foredeck to handle the anchor 
chores leaving his wife, children, or friends in the cockpit to handle the 
boat. The distance between foredeck and cockpit as well as engine noise 
causes the skipper's voice to become an unintelligible string of commands 
taking on a tone of blue as the boat fails to respond to his directions. The 
shade of blue deepens in proportion to the number of other boats present 
in the anchorage. 
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There is a solution to this all-too-common problem and that is clearer 
communications. Since sound won't do it, use visual signals. Such signals 
need not be complicated nor are many required to accomplish the pur
pose. Unlike communications between ships or ship to shore, there is no 
need for standardization except on your own boat. 

The arm signals used on Horizon during her several Pacific voyages 
are illustrated in Fig. 8-3. The key to these signals is the use of arm motion 
which assures the helmsman that the foredeck crew members have not 
lost their powers of concentration because a bikini-clad sailor is on the 
next boat. The key uses extended arm movements to get away from 
momentary vision impairment by mast, dodger, or other obstructions. 
Hand motions by themselves are inadequate. 

To be sure that the foredeck crew and helmsman understand each 
other's need for proper signals. it is good practice to have them exchange 
duties occasionally. Then they will have the proper appreciation for the 
other person's communication needs. 

THE ANCHOR WATCH 

The final step in your anchoring exercise is to determine the 
need for and the nature of an anchor watch. An anchor watch is a crew 
person who attends the boat when it is at anchor under particularly 
dangerous conditions and who sees to the safety of the boat while it is at 
anchor. 

At one time, the anchor watch was posted when the ship was at a 
wharf with anchors stowed on deck, "lest some miscreants from ye other 
ships about steal ye anchors while the crewe sleepe." 

Before posting the anchor watch, get a fix on the boat's anchored 
position, which is much lik.e taking any other fix (Fig. 8-4). Take compass 
bearings on two objects ashore, preferably 900 apart, one in line with the 
bow and one athwartship or as close as they can be selected. Draw the lines 
of position on your harbor chart for the crew to see. Lie back for half an 
hour or so and determine whether these angles are changing. If they do 
not change, you are assuredly set for the time being. If they do change, 
determine if the change is due to the boat swinging, tidal height changes, a 
slackening or a freshening wind. If the boat is really dragging its anchor, 
then take appropriate action. 

The anchor watch should periodically check the lines of position 
previously determined; inspect the anchor gear for wear and secure 
hitches; keep a wary eye on other boats in the anchorage; and also keep 
track of the weather, especially wind direction changes. It is essential to 
employ an anchor watch ~en the winds exceed 30 knots or the weather 
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Stop movement-While 
facing aft, hold either 
arm up, palm facing aft. 
No movement of arm. 

Turn to port-Left arm 
outstretched moving up 
and down at elbow at a 
rate to signify needed 
speed of tum. 

Go astern-While facing 
aft, wave either arm 
overhead at a rate to 
signify needed speed 
astern. 

Put engine in neutral
Place either arm down at 
side with hand extended 
horizontally palm down. 
No movement. 

Stop engine-While fae· 
ing aft, draw index finger 
of one hand across the 
throat. 
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Go forward-Wave ei
ther ann overhead at a 
rate to signify needed 
forward speed. 

Turn to starboard
Right arm outstretched 
moving up and down at a 
rate to signify needed 
speed of turn. 

Fig. 8-3. Foredeck arm signals for anchoring. 
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becomes threatening. We have stood anchor watches on Horizon in what 
are normally secure harbors, atoll lagoons, bights of land that we didn't 
want to leave, and open roadsteads. It gives real peace of mind to stand by 
your vessel when the weather deteriorates, knowing that she will stand by 
you when the chips are down. 

There are times when the conditions of anchoring suggest that drag
ging may be an imminent possibility as, for instance, in a poor bottom with 
an expected wind buildup. Then it is nice to have a drag-alarm system in 
place \\,hich wiiJ supplement your visual bearings. It can take the form of a 
drift lead, which is a heavy lead lowered to the bottom with a small amount 
(about one boat-length) of slack in its line. Any significant movement of 
the vessel will cause the line to tauten. The drift lead should be placed 
near the bow of the boat to minimize the effect of the boat sheering at 
anchor. 

To avoid having to watch the lead line continuously, tie it to a pan set 
high on the cabin top which will come tumbling down with much racket 
should the slack be "removed from the lead line. A more sophisticated 
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alarm system connects the lead line to a switch which throws electric 
power to a bell when the lead is pulled off the bottom. These schemes 
work well at night when your visual ranges are darkened. One single
hander I read about tied the lead line to his toe, so that it awakened him 
directly when the boat moved beyond its allotted distance. 

Besides a drag alarm, you may want to consider a wind strength 
alarm which tells you when the wind exceeds a predetermined force 
(Fig. 8-5). The boat rides to its anchor through the light bypass section of 
rode until the wind increases in force and breaks the bypass rode. The 
boat will fall back a distance equal to the slack in the primary rode where it 
comes up short with a light jolt on the boat. Then you know it is time to 
tend your anchor. 

Anchorages should not be thought of as infallible protectors of the 
anchored boat. Be fore you tuck in for the night, make an ins pection of the 
ground tackle, the anchorage layout, and, most important, your escape . 

rolling hitch 

primary rode 

Fig. 8-5. Rigging a wind ... strength alarm. 

two fathoms of 
lazy anchor rode 
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route. If your escape route is a simple direct run to the open ocean, record 
on a piece of paper at the compass the proper compass course. If the 
course is involved with a dog leg or two, plot it on your harbor chart with 
all the dead reckoning information such as compass courses, speeds, and 
time to run, etc. Then make certain that your foredeck is clear and ready 
to weigh anchor. As in all boating, a neat boat is a safe boat. 

Finally, give some thought to what you will do if the weather deterio
rates. Consider the alternatives-( I) stay put where you are and increase 
the holding power of your anchor system; (2) move to a better berth 
within the harbor; (3) if you are a sailboat-put out to sea and heave to on 
an offshore starboard tack while waiting for the weather to improve; or 
(4) make a run for a nearby harbor or a better known shelter. Whatever 
your plan of action, prepare the boat for it ahead of time. Have your decks 
clear and the dinghy ready to take aboard. Tie in the necessary reef in 
your mainsail. Don'e let your crew wander too far away from the vessel. 
Instruct them on what procedures will be followed should the weather 
deteriorate. Then sit back, splice the main brace, and hope that the 
weather remains quiescent. 

CREW SAFETY IN ANCHORING 

Of all activities that take place in boating short of working in a 
boat yard , anchoring has to have the greatest potential for human danger. 
Lifting anchors and chain can be damaging to the back; catching your 
finger in the windlass wildcat can result in severe damage to the digit; 
standing with your leg inside the anchor rode coil can sweep you off the 
deck as the rode pays out rapidly; and grasping a wildly running rode with 
your hands will certainly cause a severe rope burn. 

Anchors are heavy, un\\'ieldy, and awkward, and the simple act of 
stowing the anchor can result in pinched fingers or worse. I cannot 
emphasize too strongly the need for caution when handling any portion 
of your ground tackle. Wear gloves and shoes (not sandals) to protect 
yourself while working with ground tackle. and your happy hour need 
not be a first aid class. 

One of the biggest mistakes made by boaters in anchoring is to deploy 
the chain or rope anchor rode manually under the assumption that there 
is little load on it. That should never be done. I f you don't have a windlass 
to control the rode mechanicallv. at least take a hitch around the Samson 
post or a husky cleat. The boat snubbing up hard against the anchor in a 
solid set could be da~ing to your hands. 
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Even the best sailors occasionally are overtaken by a moment of 
carelessness and pay the price. Eric Hiscock, the dean of small boat sailors, 
paid the price off the coast of Baja California when he attempted to free a 
chain jammed in a too small navel pipe. While in the act of freeing it by 
hand, the chain jumped a couple of notches in the wildcat carrying the 
thumb of his hand between chain and wildcat, crushing it badly. * 

Alain Colas, one of France's and the worlcCs-greatest single-handed 
sailors, suffered serious leg damage when a loop of anchor rode snatched 
uptight around his leg. He was hospitalized and out of sailing for nearly a 
year while it healed. If it can happen to those who are experienced. the 
weekend sailor has to be extra careful. 

*Eric Hiscock, Southw~st in WandeTer N (London: Oxford University Press, 1973). 



CHAPTER NI~E 

Technique of Anchoring 

The science of anchoring is the proper selection of ground tackle and the 
study of available information on the anchorage. The rest of anchoring is 
an art learned by repeated practice under a variety of conditions. One 
never becomes an expert in anchoring--only more proficient as the years 
go by. Each anchoring exercise is a new experience confounded by the un
knowns of the seabed, the vagaries of wind and current, and a new set of 
neighbors who have rearranged the anchorage. Even the most proficient 
seamen will, on occasion, be thwarted by a weedy bottom, debris, or a 
rocky ouccropping. There is no panacea for anchoring problems, but the 
following procedures can help assure a satisfactory anchoring exercise. 

~ ,'. . 

~~;l ii; "':';':~i,,~t~:~«~;;t~;'~, .~)~., . 

A perfect anchorage in (he summer months-Hanalei 8ay on the 
~ 

island of Kauai 9 Hawaii. 
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PREPARING TO ANCHOR 

Having selected your benh, get the ground tackle ready to go. 
If your anchor is stowed on a bow roller with the rode attached, lower it 
over the Toiler until it is just dear of the water. Your windlass should be 
clear with the operating handle in place and tied to the bow pulpit with a 
safety line.--

If your anchor is stowed separately, bring it to the foredeck. Lead the 
unauached rode through the chock or fairlead and under the pulpit and 
then over the top of the pulpit (Fig. 9 .. }). Bend the rode to the anchor and 
safety wire each and every shackle pin. Hang the anchor over the bow, 
being careful not to bang up the topsides. The rode can then be short 
snubbed to a cleat or the Samson post while the final boat maneuvering 
takes place. Single-handers will often lead the rode in a loop back to the 
cockpit where they can belay it until time to let go. 

Rodes that are stowed in chain lockers win usually come out freely, 
but not always. For example, crossed links in your chain can jam at the 
navel pipe entrance or a rope can develop a kink a[ this point. Chain, 
which normally piles up in a conical heap in the locker, can tip over in a 
rough sea and pin itself down by its own weight. This happened to us on a 
return passage from New Zealand . 

• Be certain that bitter erd of 
rope rode is secured to boat 

• Fake or coil rode on deCk for 
an easy runout under pulpit. 

After rope rode is brought around outside of pulpit, 
shackle it to chain lead and mouse shackle pin. 

Fig. 9-1. Preparing anchor and rode for deploying. 
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Just before reaching San Francisco, Horizon was knocked down on 
her beam ends in a gale. Inspection showed no major damage to the boat, 
but I had failed to look into the chain locker. The next time the boat was 
anchored was at Catalina Island where my son had taken friends for a 

week of scuba diving. Horizon was maneuvered into a tight anchorage, and 
the anchor let go. A few feet ran out before it snubbed up. A quick 
inspection revealed that the chain pile had tipped over on itself pinning 
the running chain in place. It was necessary to retrieve the anchor and 
maneuver the boat into clear water where time could be taken to clear the 
chain locker. Had this happened in a bad wind and sea condition, it could 
have been a greater problem. 

The easiest way to prevent capsizing of the chain pile in the chain 
locker when weighing anchor is to have a crew person down below faking 
the chain down as it comes through the nave] pipe. At least an inspection 
should be made of the chain pile before the next anchoring exercise is 
undertaken. 

If you have any suspicions that the seabed may be covered with 
debris. abandoned cable or chain, or rocks that could entrap your anchor. 
you may want to consider putting a trip line on your anchor before letting 
go (Fig. 9-2). The simplest way is to bend the trip line to the crO\\'n of the 
anchor and put a marker buoy at the other end. It is very easy to affix trip 
lines to anchors with trip line eyes such as the CQR and Bruce. Others, 
such as the old-fashioned and Danforth. call for the trip line to be bent 

trip line 

(0) Scowed trip line 

C> 
current 

breakaway lashing 

I 
/ 

/ trip line 
/ 

! 

(C) CounterbalanCed (B) Weighted (A) Simple trip line 
trip line trip line 

.~ 

Fig. 9-2. Rigging an anchor trip line. 
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around the crown directly. This makes the trip line susceptible to abrasion 
on a rocky bottom and suggests the use of a short wire cable or chain 
shackled to the crown in a manner that will not interfere with the rune ... 
tio"ning of the anchor. Braided polyester rope makes the best trip line 
because it does not stretch and is quite abrasion resistant. 

At low tide a trip line can become a menace to your boat or boats 
passing close aboard because of the loosely floating line. One solution is to 
put a sinker on the line (B) to hold it vertical. A better way is to use a 
counterbalance (C) to keep a moderate tension on the trip line indepen
dent of tidal changes. It is strongly suggested that you do not use a marker 
buoy that has any resemblance to mooring buoys. 

There is a way to eliminate the marker buoy altogether and that is to 

run the trip line up the anchor rode. securing it in a few places with 
breakaway lashings. When you need to trip the anchor. strong tugs on the 
tri p lin~will break the lashings and you will be able to retrieve the anchor. 
ero"'n first. just as if you had used a marker buoy. 

Old-fashioned and Northill anchors are very susceptible to fouling of 
the lazy arm by a slack trip line. This can be avoided by "scowing" the trip 
line to the shank of the anchor near the ring (D). The lashing should be 
light twine that will break easily when a firm tug is applied to the trip line. 

Scowing the anchor rode itself is another way to prepare an anchor 
for use in a sea bed that you suspect may foul your anchor. It is an old 
scheme used with the old-fashioned anchor but it can be used with any 
anchor. This technique (Fig. 9-3) calls for the anchor rode to be made fast 
to the crown of the anchor and the rode brought up alongside the shank 
past the ring but not through it. The rode is secured to the ring with a firm 
lashing which may even be light wire. The lashing, however, should not be 
stronger than about 20 percent of the rode's breaking strength. 

Under normal conditions of anchorage. being held close against the 
shank by the tight lashings, the rode pulls as if it were secured directly at 
the ring of the anchor. Should your scowed anchor become fouled, you 
bring the boat to short stay and then heave away on the rode using bow 
buoyancy rather than back muscles. The lashing will break and then you 
can withdraw the anchor backwards from its snag using the rode as a trip 
line. 

You should not depend on scowing. however. if the boat is being 
allowed to swing at anchor. A sideways pull could break the lashing. and 
the rode would then automatically upset the anchor. A scov .. ed anchor is 
used for temporary anchoring where the reason is so overwhelming that 
an immediate search for a better seabed has to be delayed. 
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(C) Retrieval 

anchor chain 
shackled to crown 

(8) Anchor rode at short 
stay-lashing broken free 

" "-
"-
" " lashing (about 20 \ 

percent of rode strength) \ 

Fig. 9-3. The scowed anchor in operation. 

LETTING GO THE ANCHOR 
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With the anchor hanging over the bow at ready, the foredeck 
crew will direct the skipper into the planned berth. The approach must 
account for wind and current, generally heading into the stronger ele
ment and crabbing into the other. 

Proceed slowly into the anchorage until you arrive at your planned 
berth, then stop all way and either drift backwards or back down slowly. 
Let go the anchor in a controlled fashion, noting the depth marks as they 
pass over the bow. The trip line and its float are simultaneously cast over 
the side. clear of the anchor rode. 
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The foredeck crew signals when the anchor has reached bottom, and 
the boat is allowed to continue moving aft for a distance giving out a 3 to 1 
scope. That is the earliest that any attempt should be made to snub up on 
the anchor for an initial set. You must remember that anchors, especially 
lightweight models, must be coaxed into the bottom. Do not use abrupt 
snubbing. Instead, gently tauten the rode until an initial set is obtained. 

Assuming that your anchor has set, veer whatever remaining scope 
you need-4 to 1 for an all-chain rode and 7 to 1 for combination rodes. 
With the boat settled back head to wind on the anchor, belay the rode and 
finish the set with the engine. First back down at idle speed, add 200 rpm, 
then another 200 rpm until you are satisfied that the anchor is firmly set. 
The maximum power to be applied in reverse is about one-half throttle on 
sailing auxiliaries and no more than one-quarter throttle on powerboats. 

Tests have shown that a cruising .. type propeller can develop about 20 
pounds of thrust per horsepower. That means that a 50-HP auxiliary 
deve~oping about one-third of its horsepower at half throttle would gen
erate a pull of 300 to 400 pounds which is enough for setting the anchor. 
A powerboat gets the same backward thrust with less throttle. 

When anchoring in slippery mud or soft clay, don't try to set the 
anchor on short scope. Instead, layout a 10 to 1 scope, and let the anchor 
and rode settle into the bottom. It may take hours or even days for the 
anchor to settle far enough down to get a bite in a hard bottom layer. Some 
soft bottoms have no hard strata at all, and your anchorage is chancy at 
best. Such is the small boat anchorage at Kolonia, Pohnpei, in the eastern 
Caroline islands. There the practice is to layout 175 feet of rode (in 15 
feet of water!) and then let the boat sit, hoping that the friction of anchor 
and rode in the mud will give it some holding power. Boats in this harbor 
have found that under gale conditions they have to run their engines to 
hold position. 

To tell whether an anchor is holding or not, feel the rode with your 
hand or a bare foot while backing into the set. I f it feels soft or slack, there 
is no set. If it is taut, but you feel irregular vibrations, the anchor is 
dragging. I f no erratic vibrations are present, the anchor has taken hold. 
At this point you can finish your "power sef' and then shut down the 
engIne. 

The anchor, however, has not finished its own setting, which takes 
place over a period of time. As the boat horses about its anchor, the 
alternate tugging and slackening or the rode will cause the anchor to 
wiggle its way farther into the bottom for a better grip, not unlike a little 
boy wiggling his feet into wet sand at the beach. 
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The anchorage at Kolonia, Pohnpei, where a loose mud bottom 
places great dependence on the holding power of a long chain rode in 
addition to the anchor. 

An anchor is not guaranteed to set simply because you have deployed 
it from your boat. There are many reasons why an anchor will not set and 
some of them are shown in Fig. 9 .. 4. Unless the water is extremely clear 
and not too deep. you will not be able to see the anchor and ascertain its 
setting problem. In that case you will have to deduce why your anchor is 
not setting. Table 9-1 suggests some solutions to anchor-setting problems. 

If you are having a continuing problem in setting your anchor, 
maneuver your boat out of the immediate area and make another ap
proach with everything ready once again. If your anchor fails to bite a 
second time, you probably should consider a change in anchor or anchor
ing berth. 

\Vhen the anchor is set and the engine shut down, it is time to clean up 
the foredeck. First belay the anchor rode permanently to the Samson 
post, bitt, or mooring cleat using the proper hitch. Put the excess rode 
back do\vn the deck pipe or in the basket, or leave it neatly coiled up and 
secured to some permanent piece of foredeck equipment. Make a mental 
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(A) Anchor standing up but 
tipping to side and dragging. 
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(8) Anchor dragging on hard 
seabed with flukes unable 
to dig in . 
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(C) Anchor failing to trip and sliding on soft bottom. 
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(D) The lazy arm of the old-fashioned (E) Stockless anchor rolling in hard sand. 
anchor fouled by its own rode. 

Fig. 9-4. Anchor antics in setting. 

note of the amount of rode already paid out from the stem of the boat. 
Check to make sure that your trip line buoy is riding high with just enough 
slack to allow it to rise to the high water mark without putting a buoyant 
load on the anchor. 

Your anchor chain should be stopped off with a chain riding stopper. 
Never let the anchor load lie to the windlass once your anchor is set. 
Excess chain should be run back down the deck pipe and the pipe capped. 

Boats will tend to sheer back and fonh (horsing) while at anchor, 
sometimes sweeping an arc of as much as :t:30°, putting unnecessary loads 
on the anchor. This can be minimized by raising a riding sail aft. Ketches 
and yawls can use their mizzen sails with flattening reefs in them. Cutters, 
sloops, and schooners can set a small sail (try a storm head sail) on the 
backstay to accomplish the same goal. Powerboats with masts can also set a 
riding sail. A trick to use if you are anchored in a current is to apply full 
left or right rudder which will tend to hold the boat a bit across the stream 
and steady out the horsing. 



Table 9-1. Solving Anchor S~t Problnns 

Symptom 

Low constant drag load on anchor rode 
tt 

tt 

n 

Sudden drop in drag load during setting 

Erratic vibrations on anchor rode 
during setting 

Steady high load on anchor rode but 
boat moves aft under high reverse 
propeller thrust 

Boat moves gradually aft after a good 
anchor set 

., 

Roar moves aft quickly after a good set 
It 

Possible reason 

Flukes not tripping 
Flukes fouled 
Weeds 

Slippery mud seabed 

Anchor has rolled out of its set 

Anchor skipping across bouom 

Inadequate anchor size for sea bed 

Anchor loosening due to oscillating 
boat loads 

I ncreasing wind 

Failure of ground tackle system 
Unreliable seabed 

/ 

Possible solution 

Try resetting anchor more carefully 
Weigh and inspect anchor 
Change to hooking anchor 
Use larger or better burying anchor 
Reset allowing anchor to settle for a 

longer time 
Use more stable'anchor-reset and snub 

up more gently 
Change lO hooking-type anchor 

Use larger anchor-tandem anchors 

Change type of anchor-Add a kellet 
(see Fig. 9-7) 

Set larger anchor, tandem anchors, or 
dual anchor systems 

Re-anchor-replace failed components 
Seek new anchoring berth 
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If you are in water of swimming temperature, don your mask and 
snorkle and swim out over the anchor. Have a good look at it to satisfy 
yourself that it is, indeed, set and that there are no hazards like wrecks or 
coral heads with in the swinging rad ius of you r boat. I f the water is too cold 
for swimming, use an underwater viewer and a dinghy. There is confi
dence to be had by seeing firsthand that all is in order with your anchor 
and rode. 

CATAMARAN ANCHOR RODE ATTACHMENT 

The catamaran poses a unique problem in anchoring because 
the twin hulls do not always provide a central location from which to lead 
the anchor rode. For light winds it is adequate to belay the anchor rode to 
a bitt or cleat near the stem of one hull and allow the boat to ride at an 
angle to the wind. Alternately, the rode can be belayed to a quarter cleat 
allowing the boat to ride stern to the wind for better ventilation. 

For heavy winds, though, a catamaran must have a centerline rode 
attachment as far forward as the hull stems themselves. Catamarans with 
structural cross members at the hull stems can add a bow roller to the 
center of the strut and solve the anchor rode lead problem just as in a 
trjmaran or a monohull. But [he cross member must be able to take the 
vertical loading of the anchor rode (Fv in Fig. 3-1) when the boat pitches 
up over a wave. 

Catamarans without structural cross members must resort to other 
ways of providing an equivalent centerline stemhead anchor rode attach
ment. One way is to use a snatch block on a pendant (Fig. 9-5). Although 
easy to do, it results in high inward loadings on the hulls. A better way is to 
set the anchor off of one hull and then bend a trimming line to it from the 
other hull. Adjust the rode-trimming lines to yield a 30° or smaller angle 
to keep the stem side loading less than one-quarter of the anchor rode 
load. l\fake the trimming line long enough so that if additional scope is 
desired, it can be run out at the same time the anchor rode is veered. 
Snatch blocks must be employed at the hull stems to minimize stretching 
wear on the rode and trimming lines. 

~~NCHORING WITH OTHER BOATS 

With your-heart set on spending a night at a particular anchor
age, you may have to shoehorn yourself in if you arrive after all of the best 
spots are taken. Sometimes you may find an opening in the midst of a 
group of boats [hat has been overlooked by everyone else and is yours for 
the taking. The problem is how to get into the spot safely and set a good 
anchor. 
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The first step is to proceed slowly through the anchorage, observing 
as you go how the other boats are lying. Note whether they are hanging on 
one anchor or two. You will want to do the same. Note the types of boats 
and their sizes to determine whether you will swing with wind and current 
in the same way they do. Assess the amount of scope they are using, ask 
them, while passing by, and note whether it is rope or chain. 

When you get to your berth, slow do~n and estimate the room you 
have and what your swinging radius would be with reasonable scope. Note 
that boats can have overlapping swinging circles if they have similar 
characteristics and are anchored with the same scope (Fig. 9-6). 

If your space is too sma]] for adequate scope on a rope rode, put a 
kellet on it to give a shorter scope (Fig. 9-7). It is interesting to note that a 4 
to I scope uses only one-third of the swinging room of a 7 to I scope. 

In principle a whole Heet of boats could be anchored in the overlap
ping grid pattern. But in practice, it never works out quite that way 
because of differences in boat behaviors, ground tackle, anchoring 
techniques, and seabed variations. 

The one natural phenomenon that gives you trouble with overlap
ping s\\'inging circles·~ current. You will generally find it in rivers and 
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windB 

~ 11/4 swinging radius --l 
Fig. 9-6. Overlapping swinging circles with steady wind. 

estuaries but you can also find it in bights of land along ocean shorelines. 
Ocean currents running along the shoreline simply follow the inward
curving shoreline into the bight which may be your favorite anchorage. 

Boats behave in different ways under the influence of wind and 
current. Keelboats will swing with the current (tide rode) whereas power
boats and mu)tihulls tend to weathercock into the wind (wind rode). In an 
anchorage of mixed craft, the potential exists for anchored collisions (Fig. 
9-8). The only solution to this is for everyone to layout stern anchors or 
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boat with chain rode or 
combination rode with kellet boat with combination rode 

heavy kellet 

Fig. 9-7. Shortening scope on a combination rode. (See Fig. 10-1 for 
kellet rigging.) 

DWind 

shoal draft multihull 

current 

shoal draft powerboat 

'", 

Fig. 9-8. Anchored boats lying to wind and eu rrent. 
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for the offending boat to leave. In the latter case, anchoring etiquette 
prevails: "He who anchors last, leaves first." 

MOORING WITH ANCHORS 

When a boat sets two anchors, it is said to be moored. The 
anchors may both be off the bow, or they may be fore and aft with the boat 
about midway between them (Fig. 9 .. 9). 

There are several reasons why a skipper would want to moor rather 
than simply to anchor. One is to reduce the size of the swinging circle so 
that more boats can be anchored in the same area. Another allows the boat 
to be moored in a narrow channel or close to a land mass. A third allows 
the boat to ride out a severe storm where excessive sheering or horsing of 
the boat may take place when riding to only one anchor. 

Moorings are advisable when anchoring in a tidal river. In this 
instance t the boat on a single anchor would first ride in one direction and 
then turn with the tide to ride in the other direction. In the reversal, the 
boat ranges aimlessly for a period and could perhaps trip on its own 
anchor. Or, the anchor could break out with a 1800 reversal in load 
direction. 

It is not hard to visualize other examples for mooring instead of 
anchoring. If the bottom is a marginal holding ground or the shelter is 
limited t a second anchor can add substantially to the security of the boat. 
Or, if the owner is to leave the boat unattended for a period of time, two 
anchors would certainly be good insurance against bad weather as well as 
the simple failure of one of the anchor systems. 

Unlike permanent moorings, all of the ground tackle for mooring 
with anchors is carried as part of the normal complement of the boat. This 
is another reason for carrying several sets of anchors and rodes. 

Hammerlock MOOT 

This moor (Fig. 9-9 A) is designed to reduce the sheering motion of a boat 
in strong, gusty winds. In this situation neither a riding sail nor the use of 
the rudder can be expected to have much effect in steadying the boat 
while excessive loads are being put on the ground tackle and the anchor's 
set is severely tested. This sheering, tacking back and forth, is called 
"horsing" (Fig. 9-10 A). Much of the violent motion that occurs during 
horsing can be eliminated through the use of a second anchor which is 
dropped underfoot on short scope, putting a "hammerlock" on the hors
ing. This snubbing anchor will reduce the yawing considerably, resulting 
in less strain on the ground tackle. Fig. 9-10 B illustrates the hammerlock . . 
moor In action. 
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(A) Hammertock moor 
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(D) Mediterranean moor 
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Fig. 9-9. Popular mooring concepts. 

If the storm develops increased violence, you may want to consider 
raising the second anchor and redropping it at the limit of sheer but still 
on a short scope. You will now have a bridle to the bow which will 
minimize most of the undesirable horsing action of the boat. The main 
wind load will still ~taken by the bow anchor. Should there be a signifi-
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Fig. 9-·10. Hammerlock moor in action. 
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cant change in wind direction, the snubbing anchor will, most likely, drag 
into a new position but will still tend to its job of controlling horsing. This 
is one of the few instances where a dragging anchor is part of your anchor 
plan. When an anchor is permitted to drag, it is called drudging. 

Another use of the hammerlock moor prevents your boat from 
swinging into a hazard should the wind change and you do not have a 
complete swinging circle available. 

I n using the hammerlock moor, it should be clearly understood that 
the bow anchor takes the wind loads and the snubbing anchor prevents 
unwanted yawing of the boat. For this reason the snubbing anchor can be 
a smaller anchor, but it must be one that can set itself in the type of bottom 
you have sin~e there will be no time to set it leisurely as you did with your 
bow anchor. 

Fore and Aft Moor 
When you wish to anchor in constricted waters where the wind and 
current are reasonably steady, you can use the fore and aft moor (Fig. 
9-9 B). The bow anchor is set in a normal fashion, and then a stern anchor 
is set which prevents the boat from swinging sideways into other boats or 
into a hazard. It is not a good moor if there is a significant crosswind or 
crosscurrent because both elements meeting the boat broadside produce 
high loads on the ground tackle. One knot of crosscurrent or 15 knots of 
crosswind should be the maximum allowed for this type of mooring. 

Laying the fore and aft moor can be done in the ordinary dropping 
moor (Fig. 9-11) or the flying moor (Fig. 9-12). The important factor in 
both moors is to pick your mooring slot carefully and fix in mind, using 
local reference marks. where you will place the bow and stern anchors so 
that the boat ends up in the proper position. C. Also, fully prepare both 
anchors ahead of time and be certain the crew knows the signals for letting 
go and snubbing up. If you fail to set the anchors at the proper spots (A 
and 8). you can end up with too little scope for them to be effective. In this 
moor the bow anchor is the larger anchor. 

The Hying nloor calls for better coordination of the crew, but may be 
easier to do if you r boat is one of those that does not back straight down no 
matter what you do. It is usually a more positive manner of anchoring in a 
narro\'/ slot if you recognize the fact that any stern drag (from anchor and 
rode) can adversely affect your ability to control the boat while running 
ahead. 

Sometimes you will ha\'e set a normal bow anchor in an uncro\vdcd 
anchorage only to have late arrivals cut into your boat's swinging circle. 
\Vhen (hat happens. vou have two options-remind the new arrivals of 

~ 
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Moored fore and aft, the author's boat rides peacefully at Haka Maii, 
Marquesas Islands, between a rock reef to starboard and rocky cliffs to 
port. 
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Fig. 9-11. The dropping fore and aft moor. 
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Fig. 9-12. The flying fore and aft mOOT. 
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Center between 
anchors. 

your status and that they should seek another anchoring location, or 
proceed quietly to layout a stern anchor and ask your neighbors to do the 
same . Fore and aft moorings use anchorage space more efficiently allow
ing more boats into the anchorage. 

There is an inherent hazard in setting a stern anchor, and that is 
inadvertently entangling a slack anchor rode with the rudder or propel
ler. Where the tidal range is not great, the tension on the stern anchor can 
be set initially and left alone. However, where the tidal range is great, the 
stern anchor rode must be tended with each change of the tide. 

Most of the boats caught in the Cabo San Lucas disaster (Chapter 12) 
had employed a stern anchor shoreward to keep them from swinging into 
their neighbors with normal changes in wind and current. But when the 
gale winds hit and bow anchors started to drag, stern anchor rocles went 
slack and got caught up in propellers as engines were started to take some 
of the load off the dragging bow anchor. That was a significant factor in 
the high losses sustained by the anchored boats. 

The fore and aft moor can be used in rivers with significant currents 
and with crosswinds blowing by running a slip line ashore (Fig. 9-13). In 
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Fig. 9-13. Fore and aft moor with a crosswind. 

this case you most likely would want to use the Hying moor approach for 
better control in the crosswind. The slip line can be taken ashore in your 
dinghy or swum ashore if the current permits, 

Boats that are lucky enough to be able to sail in the tropics will find 
that many shorelines are steep and bordered with a fringing coral reef 
that makes anchoring very difficult (Fig, 9-14), To solve this problem 
make a flying fore and aft moor, but don'llake the flying part too seriously 
as you approach the reef. Let go the stern anchor in deep water and snub 
it up so that you know it has set. Have someone take the bow anchor 
ashore where it will be set by hand in the sand. 

You r selection of anchors for the shore mooring is different than that 
for a straight fore and aft moor. Put your working anchor on the stern 
rode so that you will have good holding power to keep you off the reef. 
The bow anchor system will then use the lighter stern anchor or even a 
separate kedge anchor. Whatever combination you use, be ready to slip 
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prevailing wind 

• Set bow anchor in sand or secure a bow line to tree . 
• Use working anchor as stem anchor. 

Fig. 9-14. An atoll mooring. 

the bow anchor if the weather deteriorates. Don't hesitate to sacrifice a 
small anchor to save the boat. 

Bahamian Moor 
When a vessel must anchor in waters characterized by a strong reversing 
current, it is essential to set two anchors-one up current (the riding 
anchor) and one down current (the lee anchor) (Fig. 9-9 C). In this 
manner when the current reverses itself, the original riding anchor be
comes the lee anchor and the original lee anchor, the riding anchor. 
Nominally, both anchors should be of the same size although in some 
rivers and channels there is a dissimilarity in ebb and flood strengths. If 
your boat is outfitted with a storm and a working anchor, it would be 
natural to make the larger anchor the riding anchor for the stronger 
current direction. The Bahamian moor is also known as the ordinary 
moor for large vessels. 
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Fig. 9~15. Swinging circles to the Bahamian mOOT. 

Besides providing a secure riding anchor fOT either current direc~ 
tion, the Bahamian moor also restricts the size of the swinging circle of 
your boat (Fig. 9-15). With only current and no wind, your boat would 
assume either positions A or B and have a nominal swinging circle. If 
there is a crosswind blowing, however, a substantial side load could be 
created, causing both anchors to take up crosswind loads for which the 
mooring is not intended. 

The Bahamian moor can be laid using either the "dropping" or 
"flying" moor. When both anchors are set, the stern (lee) rode is brought 
forward and secured at the bow (Fig. 9-16). 

Two problems can possibly occur with this moor. One is illustrated in 
Fig. 9-17 where the leeward rope rode drifts idly under the boat. When 
the boat swings in a current reversal, the rode may snag the keel and 
prevent the boat from freely swinging to the new current direction. 
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To counter this, the rodes are bridled together at deck level by either 
a rolling hitch (rope rode bent onto chain rode) or seized together with 
twine. The combination is then allowed to run out a number of feet to put 
the rope rode below the bottom of the keel. If one rode is chain, the 
combination will settle by itself. Ifboth rodes are rope, it will be necessary 
to add a kellet to ensure that the bridle will drop. 

Boats that often use the Bahamian moor equip the chain anchor rode 
with a shackle at the proper depth to which the rope anchor rode can be 
easily attached. Of course, once you have made a bridle of the two anchor 
fodes, you can no longer adjust them independently for position or scope. 

The other problem with the Bahamian moor develops as a result of 
the boat always turning in the same direction with the current change. 
This will cause the anchor rodes to twist themselves together, shortening 
the scope and causing undesirable wear on the rades. If you intend to 
leave your boat on a Bahamian moor for an extended period of time, it is 
best to fashion a bridle with swivel and a single heavy chain to the deck 
gear. 

Mediterranean Moor 
In many parts of the world the rise and faB of the tide is relatively small, 
making it possible to moor stern (or bow) close against a quay (wharf) so 
that persons can walk a short gangway from boat to quay (Figure 9-9 D). 
This is the situation in the Mediterranean Sea and in a few other places, 
including Tahiti. Besides the convenience of direct boarding, it is possible 
to increase the number of boats that can be moored along a given length 
of quay since each boat nominally takes up only a beam width of quay 
rather than a boat length. In practjce~ about three times as many boats can 
be accommodated along a quay using the ~'Med" moor instead of conven
tiona) side-to docking. The Med moor is known as the Tahiti moor in the 
Pacific. 

The Med moor is not an easy moor to implement because you must 
back your boat into a narrow slot between other boats. Twin-screw power
boats can do quite well, but single-screw boats, keelboats in particular, 
have great trouble. Of course, the worst pan of Med mooring is that it is 
done in popular cruising and tourists spots so that you always have a 
quayful of onlookers to watch your performance. But rest assured, 
wherever you have to make a Med moor, the delights of visiting the area 
will far overshadow any problems. 

Several schemes for making a Med moor are illustrated in Fig. 9-18. 
The single bow anchor moor without a crosswind is the one you pray for 
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Boats from all over the world moor Med style at the quay in Papeete. 
The small tidal range allows the use of a stern boarding plank. 

but rarely get. With help from the adjoining boats,. who will want to save 
their topsides, you can also make a crosswind moor using either a ham
merlock anchor or a skewed bow anchor set. 

Preparation for the Med moor starts with getting the bow anchor 
ready. It should be a big anchor. Put out the storm anchor (my preference 
so that I can tauten the anchor rode after the stern is secured and be 
certain that the vulnerable stern of the boat does not touch the quay). 
Then get spring lines and stern lines ready, having the spring lines long 
enough so that they can be heaved ashore to helping hands on the quay. 
Position all your fenders along the stern quarters where initial contact 
with adjacent boats may take place. They will have to later be moved 
forward when the boat is settled in position. 

Let go your bow anchor in the predetermined position, allowing for 
the use of storm scope rode lengths-5 to I for chain and 8 to 1 for rope 
fodes. Back down in the direction of the available slot paying out the bow 
rode and snubbing it up to set the anchor as you go. When you approach 
your slot, heave the spring lines to adjacent boats or to helping hands on 
the quay who will warp you in the remaining distance. Go slowly as you 
near the key and snub hard on the bow anchor in time to avoid hitting the 
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quay. Then adjust all of your lines, relocate the fenders, and place your 
stern gangway ashore. 

If your boat does not back down with any degree or control, which 
Horizon does not, or if the crosswind is really strong, a different approach 
should be tried. Head the boat into the wind and at the proper drop point 
let go the anchor and allow the boat to settle back, gently snubbing the 
rode to set the anchor. Let out slightly less rode than the distance from the 
anchor to the bows or the other boats. Take a warp ashore in the dinghy 
and manually warp the stern of your boat into position at the entrance to 
your slot from where it can be further warped into the quay as before. 

Some precautions: position your boat fore and aft so that your 
spreaders or outriggers do not tangle with those of the adjoining boats; 
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put su fficient load on your bow anchor so that your vulnerable stern 
appendages cannot strike the quay; if the crosswind is strong, do not 
depend on leaning against your leeward neighbor, set a hammerlock 
anchor to windward with its rode under the bow anchor rode of your 
windward neighbor; when letting go your bow anchor, be certain that you 
have not cTossed anyone else's rode; don't let a falling tide slack your bow 
rode so that the stern can strike the quay; and lash your stern gangway in 
place on the boat and let it move on the quay. 

WEIGHING ANCHOR 

There is only one way to weigh anchor and that is with 
patience. The anchor that held you so securely throughout the night will 
not of itself give up its firm grip on the bottom and it will have to be coaxed 
and cajoled to let go. As the skipper you have at YOUT disposal a whole bag 
of tricks to convince the anchor to let go, should it not break out easily. Try 
them in order (see Chapter 10). 

Before weighing anchor, ascertain that your boat is ready to go. 
Clean up the decks, belay all lines, have your engine warmed up or your 
sails ready to hoist, and instruct your crew on the method of anchor 
retrieval that you will use. 

I f your boat has been moored instead of anchored, the first step is to 
"single up. ,. Usually you wiJl retrieve the leeward anchor first while 
hanging on the windward anchor. If you have set dual bow anchors, 
retrieve the smaller one first, or that anchor which tends to be leeward. 
Once you have singled up, proceed with weighing the remaining anchor. 

Bring the boat to "short stay·' to accomplish the preparatory cleanup 
work. (Short stay means [0 reduce the scope of the rode by about one
half.) Keep a wary eye on your position, because if you had a poor set in 
the first place, short stay may break it loose before you are ready. 

Once ready t the foredeck crew will heave in on the rope anchor rode 
or crank in on the anchor windlass which at the same time pulls the boat 
forward. I f the boat is large. the helmsman should put the engine in 
forward idle and ease up to the anchor while the crew hauls in on the rode. 
Do not overrun the rode in motoring forward. The rode should be 
heaved in smoothly, as it becomes slack, right up to the point where it 
becomes vertical. The rode is then said to be "u p and down tt and the 
anchor is said to be "apeak. tt All way should be taken off, and the boat 
allowed to bob freely which. in most cases. will free the anchor from its 
grip on the bottom. 

As soon as the anchor breaks free. the foredeck crew calls "anchor 
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This neat ground tackle installation on the Sis W from Chicago 
includes two saltwater wash down spigots near the bulwarks. The anchor 
windlass foot switch is located beneath the electric motor making it dif
ficult to trip it accidently when walking on the foredeck. 

aweigh" to the helmsman and proceeds to haul in the remaining rode and 
anchor. The helmsman will get steerageway on and stay clear of other 
boats and hazards. 

One danger to getting underway with the anchor still suspended is 
the possibility of the anchor Ukiting" or planing back under the boat, 
menacing hull and rudder. Lightweight, pivoted-fluke anchors such as 
the Danforth, Viking, and Benson are most noted for this. Even the Bruce 
will kite, but upside down. 

When the anchor breaks surface, it is said to be ~·a[ the hawse." Clean 
it well before taking it on board. A foredeck washing hose. buckets of 
water, or a brush and muscle power will do the job. A dirty rode inside the 
boat presents a distinctive odor in a matter of hours. 

Chain is really the most difficult to clean, especially if it has been lying 
in mud. One way to clean it as it comes aboard is with a boat hook. Hook 
the chain with the boat hook as far down as you can reach and alternately 
lift it up and let it drop back, swishing it off in the seawater. 

Finally, bring your anchor on board and place it home in its chocks or 
bo\\' roller where it is normally carried. Lash it down securely. Run the 
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complete rode down the deck pipe to the chain locker and seal off the 
opening. When you have completely squared away the ground tackle and 
foredeck, head the boat out into open water. 

RETRIEVING THE CORAL PICK ANCHOR 

The coral pick anchor has been developed for use in deep 
water (to 100 fathoms) and over coral or rocky bottoms, both of which 
pose special problems in retrieval. But the wily fishermen who use these 
anchors in the Pacific have developed a simple procedure for retrieval. 
The secret lies with a retrieval buoy that is nothing more than one of the 
boat's heavy-duty dock fenders. 

o c 

E 

Single-end wood loggle lashed 
to rode near anchor trip line eye 

B 

Fig. 9-19. Retrievin~the coral pick anchor. 
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The procedure is as follows and as sho\\'n in Fig.9-19: 

A. Fishing boat is anchored in deep "'ater over a rocky bottom. 
Polypropylene rode is scowed to the anchor ring. 

B. The anchor rode is brought "up and down" over the pick, 
freeing scowed rode. 

C. The rode is then moved aft on the boat, threaded through 
the eye of a large fender, and belayed near the transom. 

D. The boat moves slowly forn~ard, extracting the anchor from 
its set. Drag of the submerged buoy causes rode to pull 
through eye, thereby automatically bringing the anchor to 
the surface. 

E. When the wood toggle passes through the eye of the fender, 
towing is stopped, and the anchor rode hangs back on the 
toggle. The rode is then handed into the boat, and the 
anchor is lifted aboard. 
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The skipper of the commercial fishing sailing catamaran Keaouhi 
from Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, proudly displays one of his coral pick anchors. 



CHAPTER TE~ 

Anchoring Tricks 

It is really not a case of if your anchor drags, but rather of when it drags, 
for all seamen who have engaged in the anchoring game have found that 
an anchor will drag in spite of the quality of the product, or the expertise 
of the crew. And, dragging always occurs at night after the cook has 
prepared a su perior evening repast, and the crew is peaceful1y asleep in 
their bunks. 

When dragging occurs, there is a change in the boat's motion. No 
longer does its horse about the anchor, alternately heeling to one side and 
then to the other. The whistling in the rigging tends to be a steady pitch 
instead of the undulating tone associated \~,'ith a boat sheering back and 
forth while riding to a well-set anchor. No longer is there a pitching 
motion as the bow rides over the crest of a wave. Instead, you feel a rolling 
of the boat and a tendency for it to heel continuously in one direction. 
Missing are the slap of the waves at the bow and the hiss of the disturbed 
water running alongside the hull. An eerie silence takes over \\,hich 
awakens you as much as the change in motion. 

No one needs to tell the experienced seaman what has happened. 
You are instantly on deck and your observations only confirm what you 
had already sensed-the anchor is dragging. Your one connection to 
terra firma has taken leave and your boat sits crosswind in the troughs of 
the waves. 

WA VS TO STOP ANCHOR DRAGGING 

Your first action is an almost instinctive look astern to ascertain 
how much distance you have to the lee shore or the nearest boat. Given 
sufficient distance, which translates into time to act, you can payout more 
scope on the anchor rode. Do it slowly and use some of the clearance 
distance up before you begin to snub gently on the rode, looking for a new 
anchor set. .. ~t some point you must commit yourself with a firm snub 
because it's your last chance to set the anchor and belay the rode firmly. 
Check bearings on surrounding objects to fix your new position. If you 
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have succeeded in getting a new set, payout additional rode for insur
ance, and then set an anchor "'atch until dawn. 

I f your scope should pass the 10 to I mark (rope rode), and you have 
not gotten a positive anchor set, it is probably time to start your engine and 
take some of the load off the anchor. Possibly you can hold your position 
under power until dawn when you can weigh anchor and seek a new 
location. I f there is adequate space in the immediate area to set a second 
anchor, motor forward and to one side and set a second (temporary) 
anchor. 

When using your engine to help a dragging anchor, be certain that all 
lines from rigging, etc., are on board and that you don't overrun your bow 
anchor rode. I f you were being steadied by a stern anchor, clear that rode 
away from the propeller. Since use of the engine is usually a last resort 
measure, don't hazard a failure of it by carelessness under stress. 

The propeller performs two functions when the engine is used to 
assist the anchor. One is to thrust against the drag of the "'ind, and the 
other is to provide propeller wash over the rudder so that you can steer 
the boat, keeping the bow to \\'indward. Running the engine will buy you 
time to take other, more positive actions, but it is only a temporary 
measure by itself. 

The dedicated sailor without auxiliary power will, at this point, be 
glad that he took anchorage in a more open part of the harbor where he 
can quickly weigh anchor and make an exit under sail. H is will be a very 
limited time to correct a bad situation. 

Sometimes your available anchorage area may be just too small or the 
water too deep to let out all of the scope that you really need for the 
occasion. This situation will arise m<?re frequently with the combination 
rope-chain rode than with the all-chain rode. The solution is to place a 
concentrated weight along the anchor rode that tells it to behave like a 
heavy chain rode. This weight is called a kelIet or sentinel and it may be 
made from materials on board (Fig. 10-1). 

The function of the kellet is to steepen the initial drop of the rode and 
to flatten out the rode on the sea bottom to decrease the anchor lead angle. 
A kellet should weigh about 25 to 30 pounds for a 40-foot boat, and it 
should be so located that it is about halfway along the rode from bow roller 
to anchor ring. Ifbetter anchor holding is \\~hat you want, place the kellet 
closer to the anchor. If more cushioning of surges is needed, place the 
kellet slightly higher on the rode. The best location is determined by the 
conditions of your anchorage which may change with time. It is possible to 
set up a resonant condition between boat and kellet where the kellet will 
bounce with every surge of the boat. This can be avoided by moving the 
keIlet up or down the rode, or changing scope. 
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(A) Rigging the keltet 

weighted bag on 
saddle rider 

(8) How to make kellets 

scuba diving weights 
on shackle rider 

Fig. 10-1. Use of a kellet in anchoring. 

check line 

balled chain on 
shackle rider 
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The kellet can be slid down the anchor rode after the anchor is set 
and the need established. A large shackle can be used as the rider for a 
chain kellet, but a properly designed saddle must be used for a rope rode 
to minimize abrasion. 

The checkline controlling the kellet's position is secured to the kellet 
rider and belayed to a cleat on the foredeck. Do not let the kellet checkline 
go slack as it may drift aft and foul keel, rudder, or propeller. 

SETTING TANDEM ANCHORS 

A very elegant way of improving the holding power of your 
bow anchor is to put two anchors in tandem. This is a natural in poor 
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holding ground or when you are preparing to ride out a storm. Riding to a 
dependable single rode anchor system is preferred to dual anchor rodes 
which require twice the attention and can become entangled. 

The design criteria for tandem anchors* are illustrated in Fig. 10-2. 
In action the forward anchor behaves as an independent anchor and sets 
in about 8 fluke-lengths of drag distance. The back anchor also acts as an 
independent anchor until it drags into the seabed disturbed by the for
ward anchor where it penetrates deeper than normal, adding to its hold
ing power. This occurs after about 10 fluke-lengths of drag distance. 

Tandem anchors yield a 20- to 30-percent improvement in combined 
holding power over the sum of their individual holding powers. This is 
due in pan to the back anchor working in the seabed disturbed by the 
forward anchor, but it is also due to the back anchor operating at a zero 
chain lead angle from the crown of the forward anchor. 

Both anchors must be of stable design to resist rolling. The forward 
anchor must be stable because the back anchor tends to destabilize it, 
forcing it to roll out of its set. The back anchor must be stable because 
when it rides the edge of the furrow, it must turn into the furrow, not roll 
out of it. Stockless anchors and stock-stabilized, pivoted fluke designs are 
not recommended for this application. Because the back anchor has an 
im proved efficiency, it should be the larger of the tandem anchors. Of 
course, the anchor rode and deck gear have to be strong enough to accept 
an increased anchor load. 

ROWING OUT AN ANCHOR 

Rowing out a kedge anchor from your boat is one of the saltier 
things you can do in this world. With most boats having engines in them, it 
is rare that the occasion arises for you actually to set an anchor after YOUT 

boat has come to rest. But there can be instances when it is easier to set a 
second anchor from a dinghy than to try to maneuver your boat around 
one anchor to set another. 

I recall one such instance in Papeete- Harbor \\'here Horizon was 
soundly moored to the quay when an unusual crosswind sprang up. We 
set the 20-pound Danfonh Hi-Tensile anchor to windwaid by rowing it 
out in our Avon inflatable dinghy and making a hammerlock moor. Our 
crewman at the lime was a superb seaman and showed great satisfaction in 
using old-fashioned seamanship to solve a problem that has been around 
since man first took to the water. 

·R.J. Taylor and G. R. "Talker, "Model and Small·Scale Tests to Evaluate the Perfonnance 
of Drag Anchors in Combination:' (Washington D. C.: U. S. Na\'}' Technical Sote CEL 
N-1707, October 1984). 
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Back anchor 

larger of two and 
also a stable design 

furrow 

Forward anchor 

stable anchor like 
COR or Bruce 
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Note: The back anchor chain should be shackled to the crown of the forward anchor 
and not to its ring. 

Fig. 10-2. Tandem anchor system design. 

To make the job simple, you have to do a bit of planning. First decide 
where to set your kedge anchor; then decide which anchor you will use. 
The old-fashioned anchor was the original kedge, but few people carry 
one on today's sophisticated boats. It is a pity not to have an old-tashioned 
anchor aboard for it is probably the most versatile of all anchors. Next best 
is the Danfonh whose early years were engaged in doing nothing but 
kedging landing craft off of World War 11 beaches. You most likely have 
one of these for a stern anchor or a working anchor. Whichever anchor 
you choose, it should not be a heavyweight. 

The kedge rode should be a rope-chain combination matched to the 
anchor used. An all-chain rode is an impossible thing to carry out in a 
dinghy. 

It takes two people to row out a kedge anchor, although I have seen it 
done by single-handers when necessary. The dinghy crew stows the 
anchor and rode for th-e ride and furnishes the propulsion. The boat crew 
directs the dinghy to the drop point and takes in on the rode when the 
kedge is let go. These actions must be coordinated with arm signals since 
voice does not carry well in the wind. Preparation for rowing out the 
anchor is illustrated in Fig. 10-3. 
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nylon line faked down with chain end on bottom 

chain lead with anchor end on bottom 

anchor hanging on transom
dinghy stem painter through ring 
to thwart 

J=::~==~~~~:t----------toboat tothwart J= 
~~~ 

bitter end of rode secured ....,.._ 

--~,vC-'~~-- - - - - - -- - - -_ ... ...--~ 

r 

u,....~----~ to anchor 

slippery hitch on stem painter around thwart 

Fig. 10-3. Rowing out an anchor. 

The length of rode to put into the dinghy is the scope desired plus 
one added depth. The reason for the additional amount is that when the 
kedge is released from the dinghy, it will tend to draw the rode straight 
down initially, with the remaining rode following in a long flat arc because 
of the water drag on it. If you don't provide an extra 6'depth" of rode 
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length, the kedge will pull up short, and you will not get the desired scope. 
Although your dinghy crewman with a macho display of oarsman

ship may say that he can drag the rode of the boat \\'jth no trouble, don't 
believe him. It is far easier to row and control the dinghy direction when 
you do not have the problem of the rode dragging off (he boat. With the 
rode in the dinghy I you are, essentially, laying it out rather than dragging 
it out. 

\Vith everything in readiness, the dinghy crew ro\\'s away from the 
boat, and the rode is allowed to unfake slowly from the dinghy. When the 
rode has all run out, the dinghy crew frees the slippery hitch letting go the 
anchor. The boat crew allows time enough for the anchor to reach 
bottom, and then hauls in easy on the rode to set the anchor, 

KEDGING 

Before the advent of auxiliary power and tugboats, sailing 
vessels would move themselves about in a harbor by kedging. \Vhile this is 
not part of anchoring, it uses the same ground tackle and the skills learned 
in rowing out an anchor. Two anchors are generally used for kedging-a 
heavy one on a chain rode for short scope anchoring and a lighter kedge 
for rowing out. 

The boat is allowed to swing to the heavy anchor on as short a scope as 
possible. The kedge is then rowed out as far as it can go and is set. The 
heavy anchor is weighed, and the kedge anchor rode is heaved in, mo"ing 
the boat forward. When the kedge is on such shon scope that it drags, the 
heavy anchor is let go underfoot to hold the boat's position while the 
kedge is weighed and again rowed out in the dinghy. 

THE BUOYED-ANCHOR RODE 

Anchoring with a buoyed rode is a trick used by West Coast 
fishermen when they anchor in areas of poor protection from waves and 
swells. I t is essentially a single anchor moor which uses a buoy to cushion 
the shock of large waves (Fig. 10-4). 

The buoy is a large fishing float, 24 or more inches in diameter. A 
normal scope of chain anchor rode is paid out but instead of securing the 
rode to the boat, it is first secured to the buoy with a shackle or heavy 
lashing. Another 50 to 100 feet of rode is then paid out as a pendant and 
the rode then belayed to the boat in its proper place. 

When the wind is light, the boat will ride to the buoy just as in a 
mooring. As the wind increases, the boat tugs harder at the buoy, tending 
to sink it. If a big wave comes along, the anchor rode catenary is flattened 
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Fig. 10-4. Rigging a buoyed anchor. 

out at the same time the buoy is dragged under the surface, giving an 
increased instantaneous scope to the system, forestalling any significant 
increase in anchor loading, or change in the anchor lead angle. The 
anchor rarely senses any change in the pull on the rode because the buoy 
is cushioning the sharp impact of the waves. 

The buoyed anchor rode has panicular value in anchoring in waters 
with coral heads because the anchor rode (sometimes foreshortened) 
rides over the tops of these hazards. The float carries the vertical load of 
the chain, taking much weight off of the bow of the boat, allowing it to rise 
more gracefully over the incoming waves. 

STERN ANCHORING 

This technique for minimizing the amount of sailing that a 
boat will do at anchor may not be perfectly obvious until you try it. Most 
sailboats and powerboats have high windage forward of the center of 
lateral resistance which· makes them horse when at anchor, taking up 
valuable anchorage space, and exposing first one side and then the other 
to the wind. In nominal winds and seas the solution is to anchor from the 
stern which not only cuts down on boat motion but improves interior 
ventilation. 

Narrow-beamed boats can use a quarter cleat to belay the anchor 
rode, but broad-beamed boats should consider a bridle between quarter 
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cleats if a central bin is not present. Stern anchoring is a temporary 
technique for use while fishing, swimming, or just plain loafing which is a 
permissible facet of boating. I f you intend to leave the boat unattended, 
switch back to a bow anchor. 

Stern anchoring is not to be used by outboard or inboard/outdrive 
boats carrying a large percentage of their weight near the transom. Nor 
should it be used by boats ha\ring low freeboard or cutaway transoms. 
Strong wave action or the movement of passengers aft could bring about a 
s~'am ping of the boat. Such boats should only be anchored by the bow. 

SIDE BRIDLE 

Rolling of a boat at anchor is usually due to the swell coming 
from a different direction than the wind. In harbors and bights this is not 
an unusual situation, for the swells coming down the coast tend to wrap 
around the headlands and come at the anchored boat from an angle. 
Some degree of relief from this can be obtained by orienting the boat at an 
angle to the wind which minimizes the roll without preventing the boat 
from having a natural swing. 

Fig. 10-5 illustrates how to rig a bridle, making it adjustable for any 
combination of wind and swell directions. The bridle is made with a rope 
pendant that is as long as the boat and to which is bent a block to ride along 
the anchor rode. If the rode is chain, a rope pendant is bent to it with a 
rolling hitch, and the length of the pendant and deployed rode are 
adjusted together to get the proper riding angle for the boat. 

Two critical areas of chafe must be watched-at the bow where the 
rode is bent sharply back on itself and at the point where the pendant 
snatch block rides on the rope rode. 

wind 
c:::=:> 

(A) Rigging bridle 

swell 

V 

~-==O=:>==--"n_] 
pendant 

(8) Bridle trimmed to swell 

Fig. 10-5. Use of bridle in cross-swell anchoring. 
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USE OF A DROGUE IN A CURRENT 

Should your boat be anchored in a strong current with an 
opposing wind coming from the stern, it will have a tendency to stand 
forward on the anchor rode and do more than a little horsing in the 
stream. One way to eliminate this problem is to deploy a drogue over the 
stern, getting added current drag to hold the lx>at ~rm)y against the 
anchor rode (Fig. 10-6). 

BEACHING MULTIHULLS 

One of the advantages of multihulls is their ability to be de
liberately beached for repairs or, simply, to land the crew. Beaching a 
multihull should be preceded by the laying out of a stern anchor or kedge 
to ensure that the boat can be unbeached as wen as to stabilize it while on 
the beach. 

When approaching the beach you must have knowledge of the range 
and state of the tides. This knowledge is necessary because if you beach 
the boat at a very high tide, you cannot get it off except with great 
difficulty until the next high tide comes along. When you are about 75 feet 
off the beach, set a kedge anchor over the stern. Although old-fashioned 
anchors are the best, multihulls rarely carry them. They do carry Dan .. 
forth lightweights, though, which were the anchors used for beaching 
landing craft during World War II. 

Approach the beach slowly with daggerboards up and crew weight 
aft. Try to slide gently onto the sand without damage to hull bottom. 

current 

without drogue 

" " " , 
" " " , 

" " " " , 
\ 

• I 

< J 
wind 

with drogue 
drogue 

Fig. 10 .. 6. Use of a drogue in opposing wind-current situation. 
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When the boat has come to a halt, run out a bow anchor or place a line 
ashore to a tree, Then take in on the stem rode to hold the vessel straight 
into the beach. 

When leaving, simply remove the bow line, gather the crew aft, and 
heave in on the stern rode and kedge yourself off of the beach into deep 
water. 

ROLL DAMPERS 

You may have found the perfect anchorage, fully protected 
from the wind, a good holding bottom, and plenty of swinging room, only 
to discover that swells keep finding their W3)' into it. And, of course, a boat 
tends to align itself with swells in such a way that dishes and canned goods 
slide and roll around in the lockers and your favorite bottle of spirits 
glides off the galley counter onto the cabin sole. There is a way to 
minimize this rolling problem and that is to set out roll dampers. 

The diagram of Fig. 10-7 illustrates methods for powerboats and 

roU tendency 

spinnaker 
halyard 

spinnaker or whisker r:=-I ~ 
pole (steady poles L---:::::! ~ 

r========II==JF====*=~=:::=tfore and aft ~=:::;-r=;:=~ chafing 
with guys) ';;Jear 

-------
1 

C=::~- flat plate flapper-stoppers -~~ 
cfosed 

10-lb chain 
open or other weight 

multiple Rocker-Stopper elements 

For large powerboats and sailboats For small powerboats 

Fig. 10-7. Flopper-stoppers to minimize Tolling at anchor. 
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sailboats to red uce rolling at anchor. The amount of roll damping which 
these devices can provide is proportional to the area of the drag device 
times its distance from the centerline of the boat. The secret is, therefore, 
to make them as large in area as practical and hang them as far out from 
the boat as practical. 

The flat plate flapper-stoppers are the kind that you make at home. 
They are about two feet square and have hinged Aaps on top which 
control the direction of wacer flow and, hence, drag. Some experimenta
tion will be necessary to get them to open and close symmetrically and to 
prevent them from skating sideways when being lowered in the open 
position. Ballast or vertical edges of four inches or more in depth are two 
ways to prevent skating. 

The sailbaat method of rigging flopper-stoppers is easy and effective, 
but places considerable stress on the rigging. The pole should be rigged 
perpendicular to the mast and guyed fore and aft before deploying the 
flopper-stopper and the topping lift must be stronger than that for 
norma] sailing use. If the swell-induced rolling is particularly severe, you 
may want to retrieve the flopper-stoppers and seek a quieter anchorage. 

BREAKING OUT THE STUBBORN ANCHOR 

There will be times when you are attempting to weigh anchor 
and it will not come loose from the bottom and your patience is becoming 
shorter. Save your ulcers by using your head, for there are a number of 
tricks that you can use to break out a stubborn anchor. 

The first thing to do is to take maximum advantage of the lifting 
power of the bow of the boat. With the rode "up and down," snub it in with 
each dip of the bow in the swells, tautening the rode so that subsequent 
waves or swells will apply full bow lift to the stuck anchor. This is a very 
persuasive technique, and most anchors not hooked on rock or coral will 
usually give in gracefully. Even more bow lift can be gained by first having 
the whole crew move to the foredeck while you snub the rode short. Then 
everyone moves aft as far as possible levering the bow up and the anchor 
with it. 

Should the anchor still be winning the game, payout about a 1 ~ to 1 
scope and continue forward under power. This action tends to back the 
hook out from whatever is holding it. If this fails, payout more rode to 
give a 2 to I scope and then stan circling the anchor, keeping the rode as 
taut as you can. A change in the angle of pull may just free the hook from 
its rock captor. 

But there will be times when no amount of gentle persuasion will 
break out the hook, and then you must resort to more drastic measures. 
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'\That you do depends on how well you can assess the problem. If you are 
in s\\'immable water, don a bathing suit and snorkle gear, and have a look 
at your problem. If there is no way to see the problem, then you will have 
to deduce the most likely cause-rocks, debris, another anchor chain or, 
maybe, a utility cable. The action to be taken will depend on the reason for 
fouling. 

To free an anchor fouled on a chain or cable, first try lifting it high 
enough off the bottom to slip a sling line under the offending cabJe. Then 
shake your anchor free and bring it on board. Drop the cable off your 
sling line and proceed to clean up the foredeck. 

USING AN ANCHOR CHASER 

[f you cannot lift the chain or cable off the bottom with your 
anchor, you can try an anchor chaser, assuming your fouled anchor is a 
stockless or stock-in-crown design, namely, a CQR, Bruce, Danfonh, or 
Northill. A chaser is made from a short length of chain shackled together 
in a loop around the anchor rode. It should be a very loose fit so that it can 
be slid down over shackles, anchor ring, and anchor shank. The messen
ger line should be at least a %-inch diameter braided dacron rope which 
will not stretch under load and snap back when the anchor frees itself. 

pull 

I 

messenger line 

snagged anchor 

' ... ' ... ' .' .' ... ' ... '.. . . ............. '. ' ..... ' . ' .. '. '.' 
. . ...... '. '. . . . . .. '. ' ..... ' ...... ' : .' 

. . . 
Chaser lowered as a trip line Anchor backed out from snag 

Fig. 10-8. Use of anchor chaser. 
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Lower the chaser down the rode (Fig. 10-8), jiggling the messenger 
line to get it to clear the shackles. The more vertical the snagged anchor's 
rode is at this time, the easier it will be to lower the chaser. I f the anchor 
rode is all chain, you will be able to feel the chaser slide over the links. If 
there is any doubt that the chaser has descended all the way and sJipped 
over the anchor shank, visually inspect it. 

I f still in doubt, row the messenger line out in your dinghy in a 
direction opposite to the boat and pulJ and jiggle the messenger line to 
draw the chaser over the shank of the fouled anchor. Then take the 
messenger line back to the boat and make your move to pull the anchor 
free with this jury. rigged trip line. 

Some anchors will resist even this technique; so carry it one step 
funher. Cast off the shortest length of rode that you can from the fouled 
anchor and buoy it in the water above the fouled anchor. Maneuver your 
boat to a position 1800 from where it was and apply power away from the 
anchor, pulling hard on the messenger line to break the anchor out 
backwards (Fig. 10-9). Do not use nylon rope for the messenger line 
because the elasticity could cause it to snap back viciously if it should 
break. Use braided polyester line for maximum safety. 

pull 

" 

buoy supporting rode of fouled anchor 

messenger line 

~~==-_-=:J. fouled anchor 
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Fig. 10-9. Using boat to pull free a badly fouled anchor. 
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Fig. 10-10. Using kedge anchor for placing chaser. 
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Getting the chaser over the fouled anchor's shank is the biggest job in 
this method of retrieval. I f the previous techniques do not produce 
results, try the following: after you have put your chaser around the rode 
of the fouled anchor J bend your kedge anchor to the rode with as short a 
scope as possible; bend a trip line and buoy to the crown of your kedge 
anchor; and then cast off the fouled anchor's rode and the kedge anchor 
so that the kedge is set ahead of the fouled anchor (Fig. 10-10). With the 
kedge anchor set, maneuver the boat over the fouled anchor, drawing in 
on the messenger line so as to slide the chaser along the fouled anchor's 
rode and over the fouled anchor's shank. Then hoist away on the messen
ger line to retrieve the fouled anchor. After the fouled anchor~is free, 
retrieve the kedge anchor and buoy and be on your way, 

GRAPPLING FOR THE SNAG 

If all else fails, you can try your hand at grappling to free the 
anchor. Equip your grapnel with a sturdy trip line to the crown and then 
drag for the offending cable (Fig. 10-11). I f you are lucky enough to hook 
the cable, you can lift it off the bottom and free your anchor. The grapnel 
is then retrieved with the trip line. To send the grapnel down without a 
trip line is to risk losing it also. 

SLIPPING THE ANCHOR 

Occasionally nothing works and you have to leave the anchor .. 
age because of weather or your schedule, and you have in mind coming 
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~------ -- - ----
Fig. 10-11. Grappling to free a snagged anchor. 

back later or getting a salvage outfit to recover your ground tackle. The 
thing to do then is to slip the anchor gracefully, buoying the rode so that it 
can be later found and recovered. In order that you will have some claim 
to your propeny at the later time, your buoy should be clearly identified 
with YOUT boat's name. Make a pendant equal in length to the depth of 
water that your anchor is in. Bend the pendant between your marked 
anchor buoy and the anchor chain at the waterline. Then cut the chain 
taking as much of it along as possible. 

I f time does not permit the luxury of partial salvage of your chain, cut 
the lashings holding the bitter end of the chain to the boat and buoy the 
bitter end with a stout line at least as long as the depth of the water. Let the 
entire chain rode sink to the bottom to await your return. In the case of a 
rope rode, sever it close to the water and buoy it short so that there is a 
minimum of loose rope floating around possibly to foul your or someone 
else's boat. You may cry a little when you leave hundreds of dollars of 
ground tackle behind, but look at the bright side-you have saved your 
boat and you might get your ground tackle back. Many antique anchors 
found today on the bottoms of bays and harbors are anchors that were 
slipped by the old windjammers when the weather turned sour and they 
had no choice but to put to sea to save themselves. 
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SLIDli'ZG RING ANCHORS 

The one problem common to al1 anchors is the possibility of 
fouling when set. No anchor is immune from hooking the bill of a fluke 
under a rock or a coral head and wedging it in so tightly that it cannot be 
retrieved by normal means. Some anchors like the CQR and Bruce are 
equipped with a trip line eye near the crown. 

Another approach to the problem is [0 give the anchor ring the 

freedom to slide down the shank towards the crown so that it can be used 
to pull the anchor out backwards using the anchor rode. Typical of these 
anchors are the Huntley, Danforth Sure-Ring, and the Benson Snag
Proof. The shanks of these anchors are slotted providing a track for the 
ring to slide from head to crown. 

While the principle of the sliding ring anchor is good, in practice it 
can be fraught with danger. Consider the circumstances of a 1800 shift in 

There are many manufacturers of sliding ring, stock-stabilized, piv
oting fluke anchors. This one is a Keepers. All sliding ring anchors must 
be tended if the wind changes in direction. The slotted shank is not able to 
take large side loads and, if the ring slides to the crown, there is a 
possibility that the anchor will be upset. Do not leave a boat unattended on 
a sliding ring anchor. Courtesy: Sea. 
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the wind and current causing the pull of the rode to change its direction so 
that the ring is pulled down the shank until it reaches its limit of travel at 
the cro\\'n. Any further pull on the rode will then back the anchor out of 
its set with the result that the boat is no longer anchored. For this reason 
the slotted shank anchor is used primarily for a lunch hook or fishing 
anchor where it can be watched and \\'here easy retrieval is a virtue. 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Rights and Responsibilities 

In our crowded world of recreational boating, commercial shipping, and 
naval operations, nothing is simple any longer; and maritime law has 
grown, along with the number of la\~yers in the practice. No longer does 
one simply "throw the anchor out," for there are legal rocks and shoals 
¥"hich can constrain, confuse, and condemn many an anchoring practice. 
But take heart, the responsibilities are not so overwhelming as to cause 
you to think of "swallowing the anchor" and seek simpler pleasures on the 
golf course or tennis court. On the contrary, there are more than enough 
rights to go along with the responsibilities to make anchoring an attractive 
alternative to seeking a marina slip every night. 

Every vessel has a right [0 anchor. In an emergency that vessel may 
even anchor in an active channel or fairway. But don't take anchoring 
rights too literally, or you will become enmeshed in maritime law up to 
your bow roller. The reason for this is that there are multiple agencies 
who regulate and enforce the law in the coastal waters of the United 
States. 

Recreational and other boats u ncler 20 meters in length have been 
provided with many "special anchorages" for their own use in which they 

• 
are not required to exhibit anchor lights, day shapes, or sound' fog signals 
as required by the Inland Rules. These special anchorages should be your 
first choice where they exist. 

If there is not a special anchorage in your area, seek local advice on 
where it is, or where it is not, permissible to set your hook. Local govern
ments have been given the right by the federal government to regulate 
their harbor waters, and they have created the post of harbonnaster 
whose job it is to run the harbor. The harbormaster is the one you should 
talk to regarding a proper place to anchor. Almost universally harbor
masters monitor VHF (Channel 16), and you can pose your question to 
them by radio as you enter their harbors. Most harbors are also policed by 
patrol boats and if you have anchored in a forbidden area, you most 
certainly will hear a thump on your hull and be asked to move to a proper 
anchorage. 
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I recall our o\\'n first entry into Hila (Hawaii) harbor after a sail from 
French Polynesia. Since we had no VHF radio, I did the next best thing 
and carefully read the latest Sailing Directions which identified an an
chorage area off tiny Coconut Island. We anchored there for the night 
wondering ¥.,here all the boats were. "'e were aroused the follo~'ing 
morning by the harbormaster who had come out in a Coast Guard skiff 
which gave him plenty of authority. He politely but firmly asked us to 
follo~7 him into the small boat harbor hidden behind the Matson Lines 
container terminal. There we moored. Med style, to the container \\'harf. 
It \vas not only a more protected anchorage, but it had toilet and sho\\'er 
facilities and easy access to town. 

The case for anchoring in a channel or navigable waters has all sorts 
of ramifications. First, a narrow channel, like a harbor entrance that is 
frequented by large ships, is no place for a boat to stay longer than it takes 
to transit that channel. But there are also wide channels and Vast expanses 
of shallow, navigable watern'ays that make excellent cruising, gunkholing, 
and anchoring at the end of the day. Among these are the thousands of 

The harbormaster at Hilo, Hawaii, directs all cruising boats to moor 
in Radio Bay rather than anchor out in the designated anchorage of Hilo 
Harbor. The shoreside conveniences are well \\'orth the move to this snug 
harbor. 
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miles of the Intracoastal Waterway~ the whole Chesapeake Bay, the broad 
rivers of the Middle \-Vest and Great Plains states, and the enticing waters 
of Puget Sound. AJong the Eastern Seaboard and the Gulf of Mexico are 
\\'aters shallo\\7 enough for you to anchor in many places. \Vhat, then, are 
the rights and responsibilities of anchoring a boat U out in the open" in 
these navigable \\'aters? 

The rights are simple-you can anchor in any location that is not a 
designated channel or marked fairway unless it is an emergency. Then 
you can anchor anyplace, but you must make every effort to solve your 
emergency quickly and move out of the channel as soon as possible. 
Ob\'iousJy, while anchored you must display the proper lights and day 
shapes plus taking such other actions required of anchored vessels. 

On the other hand, some channels are so wide that vesse~s can anchor 
off to the side \\'ithout violating local regulations. To take that right means 

Boats attending the annual meeting of the internationally known 
Seven Seas Cruising Association anchor along the Intracoastal Waterway 
at Lantana, Florida .. Although local authorities, more often than not, tend 
to discourage boats from anchoring along their shorelines, a skipper has 
e\'ery right to anchor in coastal \\'aters provided he does not impede traffic 
or present a hazard. Even then, ifhis vessel is in trouble, he has the right to 
anchor temporarily for his own safety at any location. 
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you must also take the responsibility for proper anchor lights and shapes, 
and a capable lookout and sound signals if visibility becomes restricted. 
You must also ensure that your boat will not swing farther into the 
channel should the wind or current change; that no obstruction will block 
the view of your boat by an approaching vessel; and that if your boat drags 
its anchor, it will not move farther into the channel. In short, you cannot 
wiUfuUy or accidentally impede or obstruct traffic in the channel in which 
you have anchored without becoming responsible for the results. While 
an anchored boat normally does not have to take unusual precautions to 
avoid collisions with moving vessels, if you are anchored in a channel, you 
must exercise an extra measure of good seamanship. 

If you are anchored in navigable waters which clearly are not partofa 
channel or fairway, then you have the right to anchor, paying only normal 
attention to anchor lights and shapes and sound signals. The boat should 
not be left unattended as a constant lookout is one of the prerequisites to 
safe anchoring in all navigable waters. If you plan to leave your vessel 
unattended, then you should, by all means, move it to a special anchorage 
where neither lights, shapes, nor sound signals are required. 

In harbors or waters for which the Federal Government has given 
local authorities the right of regulation, you will have to follow their rules 
on permissible anchorages. In open navigable waters, you will have to use 
good judgment and a full measure of seamanship to ensure the safety of 
your boat while at anchor. 

There is one place that you do not anchor and that is over a sub
marine cable. The locations of submarine cables are shown on charts (Fig. 
11-1) and large notice boards are posted on the shoreline where the cable 
enters or exits the water. These may be telephone or electric cables and 
the shock you can get from an 11,000 or so volt electric cable is only 
exceeded by the legal expenses if you are apprehended while dragging 
your anchor over and damaging a cable. 

ETIQUETTE OF ANCHORING 

\Veekends and holidays find literally thousands of boats slip
ping their urban moorings to seek solitude in isolated coves where the 
peace and quiet of nature can be enjoyed. But the growing numbers of 
boats are straining the capacity of the limited accessible coves posing new 
social problems. Yachting people are not only gregarious in nature but 
many are newcomers to the sport and tend to gather, seeking the security 
of more experienced boaters. What may spell trouble in an anchorage is 
the neophyte or the aggressive individual trying to shoehorn into a 
limited space giving all of the other mariners a trying time at anchor. 
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Fig. 11-1. Chart symbols for use in anchoring (from Tables G and Pin 
Chart No. 1: United States of America Nautical Chart Symbols and Abbreviations, 
Eighth Edition, 1984). 

\Vhile much has been said about the technology and techniques of 
anchoring, a proper attitude towards the etiquette of anchoring is essen
tial if e\'eryone is to enjoy the pleasures of available anchor~ges collec
th'ely. Since you can"t always escape to uninhabited islands in the South 
Seas .. you must learn to get along with other boaters suffering the same 
restrictions . 

.:\Ithough everyone has a right to anchor, no one has a right to 
infringe on the berth of a boat already at anchor. The old maxim, first 
come. first served, \\·as ne\'er truer than in an anchorage. The first boat 
into an anchorage is entitled to choose the best spot which usually means 
the best shelter, holding ground, access to beach, etc. Subsequent arrivals 
are then committed to the next best locations so as not to foul the berths of 
those who were there first. 

!\Te\\'comers who are unsure how to apply their limited anchoring 
kno\\,ledge should be particularly careful. Gi,·ing a \\"ide berth in anchor
ing not only shows respect for the boats ""ho got there first, but should 
""ind or current change, it will give the novice breathing room and not 
expose his inexperience. 
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One of the joys of cruising is to find a secure anchorage where yours is 
the only boat. This is Ja1uit atoll in the Marshall Islands. 

The first come, first served rule for anchoring has a legal precedent 
that you will quickly learn should your boat damage another that was 
anchored first. It places the blame for collision on the later vessel to arrive 
that has anchored too close to the first so as to foul her when swinging. 
The first vessel to anchor is not only the privileged vessel, but it also has 
the right to warn off later arrivals Ylho appear to be anchoring so close as 
to possibly foul its berth. 

When you arrive at an anchorage, study the potential berthing areas 
carefully so that you can put down your hook where it won 9

t foul another 
berth. Observe the general scheme of previously anchored boats--one 
anchor or two, all .. chain rode of short scope or rope rodes of long scope, 
and the locations of anchors and anchor markers. Also, take into account 
the size and design of boats, and anchor ""ith your own kind so that you 
will swing in like circles. 

Those v.,ho anchor first should not just sit back with be\'erage in hand 
and smirk at others trying to set their anchors. Particularly in a difficult 
anchorage, the first-corners should lend a hand to others to help them 
pick a good spot and set a secure anchor. It can be a worthwhile defensive 
act. 
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On our first Pacific cruise \\'e entered the harbor at ~eiafu, Tonga, 
\"ith little idea \\There to anchor. knowing that the bottom was a montage 
of coral heads and coral sand. The boat Rigadoon from ~fiami was already 
anchored \\'ith the cre\\' enjoying the tropical environment. The skipper, 
on seeing us come in. boarded his dinghy and came over to guide us to a 
clear sand spot \\'here \,'e set the hook and stayed for a \veek. All of us "'ho 
ha\'e anchored in difficult situations have come to appreciate help that is 
offered bv others alreadv anchored. . . 

The \\'orst side of boating people comes out when they are a part of a 
flotilla spending a weekend together. I am sure you have seen it. By sheer 
numbers the group takes over the anchorage, literally pushing others out 
by anchoring too close, shouting between boats, running dinghy races in 
the anchorage, and keeping auxiliary generators running into the wee 
hours of the night. It is an unfortunate but true aspect of the boating 
scene. In an open anchorage there is little that you can do about it but pick 
up your own hook and move to a more secluded anchorage, In a con
trolled anchorage a complaint to the local authority might bring some 
relief although most likely a compromise will be suggested and you'll 
inevitably be the loser. Although you have the right to your anchoring 
berth, it is better to move than risk damage to your boat and your nerves. 

The Isthmus Cove at Catalina Island has always been a favorite spot 
for the Los Angeles boating fraternity. But as the years went by, more and 
more moorings were placed in it so that the open area for anchoring had 
to move into deeper water. One Fourth of July we had anchored our 
29-foot sailboat just outside the last row of moorings in about 60 feet of 
"'ater. Along came a small fleet of outboard powerboats to anchor outside 
of us in still deeper water. This anchorage was in \\'ater so deep they must 
have fully expected to hang safely on a I to 1 scope with their inadequate 
rodes. The quiet evening brought no difficulty but when the onshore 
wind came up the next day, anchors started to drag, and soon seven boats 
including ours were entangled. My boat and a neighboring one were well 
set, and we formed the backstop to the others. Some of the skippers tried 
to motor out of the melee, adding further to the tangle. When we got the 
propellers stopped, I put on fins, mask, and snorkle and took a knife over 
the side and started severing anchor lines wound around propellers, 
handing them back to the surface. By this time the owners of the dragging 
boats were so mortified in the presence of the large holiday crowd that 
they gladly accepted their severed anchor rodes and departed when 
freed. Don't let the euphoria of simply arriving at an anchorage impair 
your anchoring judgment. 

I recall another incident in Matauwhi Bay, New Zealand, that points 
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out the too-eager-to-get-ashore problem. A 40-foot ketch from Coos Bay, 
Oregon, motored into the anchorage and took up a berth almost directly 
to leeward of us and before the boat could complete its initial swing after 
the anchor took hold, the crew \\'as in its dinghy Railing at the oars to get 
ashore quickly. Gusty \\'inds are the norm in this area surrounded by 
many hills. When a particularly severe gust hit, guess whose boat started 
to drag its anchor? The Oregon boat \\'as headed inexo~ably for the shore 
until we boarded her and increased the scope of the rode (0 get the anchor 
to bite. I don't think the crew ever noticed that their boat had moved or 
that the anchor rode had been belayed in a manner different than their 
usual practice. 

Give some thought to the consequences of a dragging anchor---either 
yours or a neighboring boat to windward. Whichever boat drags becomes 
the burdened vessel regardless of the first come, first served rule, and the 
burdened boat is responsible for damage to any boat \\~ith which it collides. 
Of course, if the boat goes on the rocks, and it is yours, you have an 
immediate recognizable loss on your hands. If all the boats drag due to an 
unexpectedly strong wind as in the Cabo San Lucas disaster, then it is an 
Act of God and individual claims become difficult to pursue in a court of 
law. Nevertheless, even in the Cabo San Lucas disaster the owner of the 
Alden 45 yawl, Gemini, filed suit against the large powerboat, Caprice, 
claiming inadequte ground tackle as the reason for the defendant's boat 
being dragged down on the plaintiff's boat resulting in both boats being 
lost. The case has not gone to court at this writing. 

SIGNALS WHILE ANCHORED 

A vessel at anchor has a clearly spelled out responsibility to 
display certain signals and take other precautions to minimize the chances 
of a collision from a boat underway in its vicinity. The rules which govern 
the conditions for anchoring in inland waters of the United States (which 
encompass a goodly share of all harbors, rivers, and lakes) were estab
lished in the Inland Navigational Rules Act of 1980 \\'hich took effect on 
24 December 1981. The new Inland Rules unified the old I nland Rules, 
the Western Rivers Rules, and the Great Lakes Rules. 

When outside the inland waters of the United States or in foreign 
waters where no special inland rules exist, the rules which govern the 
conditions for anchoring are those promulgated in the International 
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972, more commonly 
known as the Rules of the Road or often referred to simply as COLREGS. 
The most recent amendments to COLREGS took effect I June 1983. The 
Coast Guard publishes these rules in a book entitled l'lavigation Rules, 
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International-Inland, available from the U. S. Government Printing Office. 
The right of way of vessels that are moving versus those that are not 

moving are specifically called out in both the Inland Rules and 
COLREGS. A vessel that is underway and moving is presumed to be at 
fault if it collides with a vessel that is underway but not movingor one that 
is not underwav but anchored. But (and this is a big but), if the vessel 
anchored displayed improper lights or other signals or \\'as in an improp
er location for anchoring, it, too, is deemed to have contributed to the 
collision and can be held jointly liable. When marine accidents involving 
two or more vessels occur, liability is apportioned on the basis of adher
ence or lack of adherence to the rules by each party. 

In all cases the skipper is responsible for the practice of good seaman-
ship to prevent a collision from happening. The Rules state: 

Nothing in these Rules shall exonerate any vessel, or the owner, 
master, or crew thereof, from the consequences of any neglect to 
comply with these Rules or of the neglect of any precautions which 
may be required by the ordinary practice of seamen,or by the special 
circumstances of the case. 

In other words, you must not only follow the Rules in anchoring but you 
must also take whatever additional precautions are warranted, and possi
ble, to avoid a collision between a boat underway and your own anchored 
boat. Boats anchored outside of special anchorage areas and in times of 
reduced visibility must certainly take extra precautions. 

I t has been clearly established through centuries of maritime litiga
tion that an anchored boat does have a responsibility to avoid collision by a 
boat underway. An anchored vessel has the responsibility! to display 
proper lights or other signals; sound such warnings as appropriate; 
maintain an anchor watch if not in a designated anchorage; and not 
anchor (except in an emergency) in a narrow channel or fairway, where 
other traffic is liable to collide with the anchored vessel, or in traffic 
separation lones. The use of proper signals while anchored is fundamen
tal to avoid collisions. The boat operator is referred to the current Rules of 
the Road for legal specifics on all manners of signals required for boats on 
inland and international ~·aters. 

During nighttime and at periods of reduced visibility t an anchor light 
is to be exhibited from an elevated part of the anchored vessel in all but 
special anchorages. The visibility or distinctive character of the anchor 
light should not be impaired nor should other lights he displayed that may 
imply a different anchoring situation. Figs. 1 1-2 and 11-3 illustrate cur
rent Coast Guard anchor light requirements for powerboats and sailboats 
under 50 meters ( 164 feet) in length. 
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During day in unrestricted 
visibility: 

Daymark-black ball on 
halyard 

At night in unrestricted visibility: 
All-around light (3600 

-

32 points) visible for 2 miles 

In fog and restricted visibility: 
In addition to the day and night signals shown above, vessels shOLId also have 
a bell mounted forward which is rung rapidly for 5 seconds out of every minute. 

Fig. 11-2. Anchor signals for powerboats under 50 meter, in length 
(164 feet). 

Nonelectric lights, such as kerosene lights, are acceptable as anchor 
lights, and their intensity should, as far as is practical, be the same as for 
electric. The all-round light is required to be a steady white light. Strobe 
lights are not legal for this purpose as the Coast Guard recognizes them 
only as distress signals. 

Although lights are thought of normally as nighttime signals, they 
are also required to be used during periods of restricted visibility such as 
fog, rain, and snow, dust storms, and the like .. .'\.n anchor light may also be 
shown at any other time while at anchor when it is deemed necessary. 

Two special situations exist which negate the need for showing an 
anchor light or a day shape on a small boat at anchor. These are; 

In inland waters when a vessel of less than 20 meters in length 
(66 feet) is at a special anchorage. 

When a vessel of less than 7 meters in length (23 feet) is at 
anchor not in or near a narrow channel, fairway, anchor
age, or other area where other vessels would nonnally 
navigate. 
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During day in unrestricted 
visibi I ity: 

Daymar1<--black ball on 
forestay or ffag halyard 

261 

At night in unrestrided visibility: 
All-around light (3600

-

32 points) visible for 2 miles, 
either at masthead or altema
tively on forestay or flag 
ha'yard 

In fog and restricted visibility: 
In addition to the day and night 
signals shown above, vessels 
should also have a bell 
mounted forward which is rung 
rapidly for 5 seconds out of ev
ery minute. 

Fig. 11-3. Anchor signals for sailboats under 50 meters in length (164 
feet). 
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The proper day shape for an anchored small boat is a black ball 
suspended where best seen, preferably in the forepart of the vessel. The 
ball should have a diameter of not less than 0.6 meters (2 feet) except that 
for a vessel of less than 20 meters in length, a shape of lesser dimension 
but commensurate with the size of the vessel may be used. Blown up balls 
of approximately I ~ feet in diameter are available. The minimum size to 
be used on any boat probably should not be smaller than one foot in 
diameter. These can be made from children·s beach balls that are painted 
black. 

Vessels at anchor are required to have the capability to make sound 
signals on a bell and, optionally, also, on a horn or whistle. Sound signals 
are to be used to supplement anchor lights and day shapes when the 
visibility becomes restricted. 

The distance at which visibility becomes "restrictedU is not specified 
but reasonably can be taken to be the distance at which an anchor light or 
day shape can be seen in clear weather. For boats under 50 meters in 
length the distance would be 2 miles. 

A vessel at anchor in restricted visibility should ring its bell rapidly for 
5 seconds out of every minute. In vessels under 100 meters in length (328 
feet), the bell should be sounded in the forepart of the vessel. 

In addition to a bell, a vessel at anchor may sound three blasts in 
succession on a horn or whistle. The pattern of sounds is one shon, one 
long, and one shon. This additional warning is panicularly useful if your 
lookout spots by sound or eye another vessel approaching your anchorage 
on what could become a collision course. 

A vessel of less than 20 meters in length when at anchor in a special 
anchorage is not required to sound fog signals. 

A vessel of less than 12 meters in length need not give either the 
required bell signal nor the supplementary whistle signal provided that it 
gives some other efficient sound signal at intervals of not more than 2 
minutes. 

Flags are a traditional method of signaling requests or actions while 
in a harbor. The U. S. edition of the International Code of Signals (H. o. 
102) is the basic guide to signals to be used for visual, sound, and radio 
communications. Other signals have been developed on the yachting 
scene and their use must be restricted to yachting events or areas. 

The following one- and two-letter flag signals from H. O. 102 are 
particularly applicable to small boat anchoring, especially in commercial 
harbors and on the international scene: 
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Flag Meaning 
Y I am dragging my anchor. 
P This vessel is preparing to put to sea within 24 hours. 
Z I require a tug (or a tow). 
QT You shouJd not anchor. You are going tofou) my anchor. 
Q U Anchoring is prohibited. 
QX I request permission to anchor (to harbormaster). 
RD You should weigh anchor immediately. 
RE You should change your anchorage. It is not safe. 

It is recommended that boats traveling internationally carry a full set of 
signal flags as well as a copy of H. o. 102, not only to be able to converse at 

anchor but for communication purposes enroute and in moving about 
harbors. 



CHAPTER T\VELY[ 

Storm Anchoring 

To discuss storm anchoring is to think about the unthinkable. Too many 
sailors would like to forget the whole subject on the assumption that it 
could not happen to them. That may be true for the majority of boat 
owners who do not expose themselves to severe we~ther, wisely staying 
near the fire when the storm warnings are Hying. But for those out 
cruising and, especially, fishermen plying their trade, a storm can come 
along most unexpectedly, and it is only the boat's on-board resources that 
can handle the problem. The 45 anchored boats at Cabo San Lucas that 
were hit by the unexpected short-lived gale in December 1982 had no 
inkling that the weather would turn on them in the normally mild sea
sonal weather of the cape. 

N or did the big cruising fleet anchored in the peaceful lagoons of 
French Polynesia during the southern hemisphere summer of 1982-1983 
think that they would be facing five hurricanes in as many months when 
French Polynesia had not seen a hl!rricane in 23 years. But the two events 
did happen, and over 50 boats were lost while at anchor. Many more were 
saved due to good ground tackle and better survival tactics. I have cruised 
both of these areas and my stomach knots up at the thought of the boats 
lost. But at the same time it has given me inspiration to write this chapter 
on storm anchoring. 

A viable storm anchoring system requires good ground tackle con
sisting of a proper anchor, an elastic rode, and adequate chafing protec
tion. The anchor is the simplest e1ement of the three to provide. You 
select that design suitable to the 5eabed and of storm size and have it 
deployed before the storm hits. In Chapter 7 I discussed in detail the 
selection process for both seabed corn patibility and size governed by ~at 
requirements. Make your choice carefully because when the storm hits, it 
is the dug-in anchor at the end of tle rode that is going to save your boat 
and not the one you have stowed in the bilge. 

The important thing is to have the proper anchor ready. If you have 
advance warning of a storm, you may have time to replace your working 
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~fost famous of all cruising boat wrecks is that of the brigantine 
Yankee whose bones lie rusting on the fringing coral reef at Rarotonga, 
Cook Islands. The boat was originally owned by lrving Johnson, a well
known National Geographic magazine contributor, who used it in the 1950s 
as a school ship for teaching sailing on world circumnavigations. The 
subsequent o\\'ner had it in charter in the South Seas and was anchored 
off the village of Avarua, Rarotonga, when a northerly gale arose making 
the reef a lee shore. The crew was unable to hold the Yankee off the reef 
and there she perished with no loss of life. Be wary of shifting winds. 

anchor with your storm anchor. But if you are out cruising and reliable 
weather reports are not available or the storm is an unexpected monster, 
you have to have your storm anchor already in place on the bottom. 

Day cruisers, coastal cruisers. and sportfishers normally operate in 
areas that are well su ppJied with weather warnings and can get by keeping 
only a working anchor ready. Fishermen and blue water cruisers, on the 
other hand, venture into areas where weather forecasts are not available, 
unreliable, or unintelligible at best (a foreign language. for instance). 
They should be ready at all times with their storm anchor which means 
carrying it as the bo\\' anchoreven though it adds permanent weight at the 
bow. 

On Horizon's Pacific voyages, the 60-pound CQR has always had the 
position of honor on the bow roller and has been used for all anchoring 
chores even though it meant more sweat at the ,,-'indlass when \\'eighing 
anchor. The suddeness of the storm at normally placid Cabo San Lucas 
did not allow any time for [he boats to improve on their ground tackle, in 
fact. some boat cre\\'s could not even get to their boats before the storm 
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struck. ~o amount of paper insurance could help these boats, the only 
insurance of value to them was their already deployed ground tackle. At 
final count 23 boats had good insurance policies, and 22 boats did not. 

The second critical element in your storm anchoring system is an 
elastic rode. Surprising to many win be the fact that an all-chain rode is not 
an elastic system for purposes of storm anchoring. You saw in Chapter 5 
how quickly the catenary (sag) of a chain rode disappeared with only 
moderate end loads. When that sag is gone, there is no more cushion to 
the system, and shock loads due to surge are applied directly to the rode. 
Think of it this \\'a y-the \\'ind stretches the chain out removing the 
catenary t if the waters were calm, this would be just a static load well 
\\'ithin the capability of the chain. But, \\'aters are not calm in a storm, and 
the boat will surge, pitch, and gyrate in an unbelievable fashion, applying 
sudden and sharp loads to the chain alread y stretched taut. A chain that is 
stretched taut and then given an additional sharp load is a candidate for 
failure. 

Three tragic examples of chain anchor fodes failing during storms all 
occurred in 1981 in the Cook Islands archipelago in the South Pacific. 
One occurred in Penrhyn atoll, and two occurred in Suvarov atoll. Winds 
in all cases were 50 to 60 knots and shelter \\'as minimal at best. The 
problem was simply that the strong winds stretched out each anchor chain 
to the point where there was no catenary left to absorb surge loads or wind 
gusts. The chains parted, and the boats went on the reefs. 

Van Dorn (see Bibliography) presents an analytical approach to 
designing a practical storm anchoring system that is well wonh reading 
although a bit technical for the lay person. He says: 

Chain is an essential element of an optimum storm anchoring system, 
but it might better be viewed as a flexible, abrasion-resistant weight, 
that is already at hand on most vessels, and that can be used to 
considerably reduce the scope of an elastic nylon rode. 

One does not need to be a mathematician to assimilate Van Dorn's theory 
on storm anchoring. Since he, too, has done blue water cruising, his 
arguments are sound. Some can be summarized as follows: 

The rode should be made up of equal lengths of chain and 
t\\'isted 3-strand nylon rope, both of good quality. 

The rope and chain should be joined with a special eye splice 
made around a chafe-proof thimble of Van Dorn's own 
design. 
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Excessive scope need not be used. As the \\.'ater depth in
creases, less scope can be used. 

Both chain and rope in the rode can be designed to work at half 
their breaking strength to accommodate storm surges, but 
they should be in good condition. 

Chafe is the primary adversary in storm anchoring, and \'an Dam 
suggests the use of a special eye splice and thimble to solve that problem 
where the rope is joined to the chain. Unfortunately, such a unique 
thimble is not a stock item in chandleries and has to be made to order. 
There are alternatives, though, such as the Newco thimble and the Sam
son Nylite connector shown in Chapter 5. With these the rope is well 
protected from chafe and the thimble cannot slip out of the eye. 

The other point of critical chafing concern is where the nylon rode 
passes over the bow of the boat, whether over a roller, through a chock, or 
simply rubbing over the toe rail or gunwale cap. You cannot have too 
smooth a roller or too large a diameter to prevent chafe. Supplementary 
chafing gear is a necessity in storm anchoring. Leather, fire hose, and 
reinforced rubber hose are the primary candidates for chafe protection, 
but heavy canvas can help, if nothing else is available. The problem is to 
fasten it securely to a rope that is alive-jumping, weaving, and thrashing 
around like a thing possessed. If bow roller and bitts are separated by 
several feet, the rope will be stretching a foot or more in between them at 
the same time. I cannot overemphasize the potential difficulty and the 
adverse circumstances that accompany such a simple a task as \\Trapping 
chafing gear around an ordinary rope when the storm is in progress. But 
it has to be done. 

r 

Some of the best advice on the design of chafing gear 'for anchor 
rodes comes from the experience of the Houston Yacht Club in surviving 
cyclonic storms which threaten their cruising fleet every year. By 1983 
when hurricane Alicia struck, they had perfected many survival tech
niques* among which was a successful method of preventing rope chafe 
through the use of concentric hoses as shown in Fig. 12-1. This chafe 
guard can be fabricated from readily available material in the off-season 
and be ready for use when the hurricane threatens. Boats using larger or 
smaller storm anchor rodes can proportionately increase or decrease the 
diameters of the corded neoprene hoses. 

*Hurricane Preparedness Plan, Houston YachtClub(P.O. Box 12i6, LaPone, TX 77571, 
1985). 
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See note. 

1-in diameter corded 

2 .. in diameter 

to Samson post, bitts, or 
other sturdy attachment 

~~-
lashings 

~ corded neoprene hose 
to anchor 

lashings to hold hoses in place 

34-in d ameter twisted 
3-strand nylon rope 

Note: Make as long as necessary to protect rode from any possible contact with boat 
under any wind and sea combination. 

Fig. 12-1. Chafing gear for hurricane anchoring as devised by the 
Houston Yacht Club. 

Even with chafing gear, you cannot depend 100 percent on not getting 
some wear on your rode at the bow of the boat. For that reason you must 
be ready to payout another foot or two of line frequently to distribute the 
wear. This. of course, win require you to reposition the chafing gear 
immediately. The game appears to be endless, but every storm eventually 
blows itself out l and if you have properly tended your ground tackle, 
seemingly against insurmountable odds, you will most likely see the dawn 
of a new day from your boat. 

CYCLONIC STORMS 

Call them what you will-hurricanes, cyclones, typhoons 
-they all produce the same disastrous winds and seas. A hurricane is 
defined as a cyclonic storm with winds in excess of 63 knots but if the 
winds are 63 knots or less, it is a mere tropical storm. Gusts, though, can 
increase the insrantaneous wind speed by as much as 25 to 50 percent. 
With a minimum hurricane wind speed of 64 knots, the top gust speeds 
may reach 90 knots. Since sustained wind speeds can easily reach 90 knots 
or more, the gusts can attain fantastic speeds of 135 knots or more. If the 
speed of the wind doesn't scare you into careful preparation, remember 
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that the actual aerodynamic force of the wind increases as the square of 
the v.'ind speed .. ~ gO-knot wind has twice the force of a 64-knot \\'ind, and 
a 135-knot gust has four times the force of the 64-knot \\'ind. Therefore, 
prepare your ground tackle for the gusts and not for the lo\\'er sustained 
\\'ind speed. 

To complicate the problem funher, a cyclonic storm rotates around 
an eye---counterdockwise in the nonhern hemisphere and clockwise in 
the southern hemisphere. If you are caught an~phere \\'ithin the circle of 
gale radius (about 200 miles from the eye), you will experience changing 
wind directions as the storm moves over or past you. This demands that 
YOUT ground tackle be able to take winds from any direction. 

Obviously, winds of hurricane speeds will produce horrendous 
waves, especially if there is a long fetch. It is essential, therefore, to get 
your boat into a refuge where it will be partially protected from severe 
wave action. 

Regardless of where you are in sheltered waters, you will have to face 
tidal or storm surge which can reach heights of 10 feet or more above the 
normal tide levels. This surge u5ually precedes the storm arrival and is 
amplified like all waves as it slides up the coastal slopes into shallower 
water. It is the storm surge that inundates shoreline land areas making 
them impassable during a hurricane. Hence the need for completing all 
shoreside preparations before the onslaught of the full hurricane. 

Choose your stonn anchorage carefully with due regard to the pres
ence of other boats and, especially, with consideration of what might take 
place if other vessels break loose during the storm. Hurricane Klaus 
unexpectedly bore down on the U. S. Virgin Islands in November 1984 
resulting in the loss (sunk or se\'erely damaged, some beyo~d repair) of 
upwards of 100 boats. While the wind was the direct cause, it was barges 
breaking moorings, and a cruise ship not under control that physically 
wiped out dozens of private and charter yachts. You cannot choose your 
neighbors too carefully in a stonn anchorage. 

DUAL ANCHOR MOOR 

I f you at all suspect that the weather is going to turn nasty with 
increasing winds, you should consider setting dual bow anchors ahead of 
time instead of having to rely on the hammerlock moor set after the winds 
arrive. The dual anchor moor not only prevents the boat from sheering 
side to side but adds insurance through a second anchor, giving increased 
holding power, and serving as a backup should the first anchor system fail 
for any reason (Fig. 12-2). 
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Fig. 12-2. A dual-anchor moor. 

In a typical blow, due to the passage of a cold front, you can expect 
the wind to shift as the front passes. And with the passage of the front may 
come increased wind speeds. Therefore, when laying the dual anchor 
moor, it is best to set your storm anchor so that it will take the larger wind 
load. 

The same reasoning applies to the positioning of anchors in anticipa
tion of a hurricane. Determine from which direction the maximum winds 
win come and then lay your storm anchor in that direction. This dual 
anchor moor is called a "hurricane hawse" in Caribbean waters because 
local boats use it to ride out hurricanes. 

To lay the dual anchor moor, proceed as in laying a single anchor to 
the prevailing wind. Select either the storm or working anchor for the first 
lay depending on whether the prevailing wind direction will have the 
stronger winds or not. Set the first anchor to pon or starboard depending 
on where you "'ant your boat to ride finally under the dual anchors. Put a 
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marker Aoat with this first anchor as a reference for laying the second 
anchor. 

To lay the second anchor, note the compass heading of the first 
anchor lay and then, under power, motor ahead at 45° to the first anchor 
lay until you have traveled a distance equal to the first anchor's rode 
length (L). At this point let go the second anchor and fall back on it, 
sn ubbing lightly to establish a good set. The two anchor rodes are then 
adjusted so that your boat rides comfortably between them. 

You might prefer to lay the second anchor in a somewhat different 
manner if the winds and currents are light. Let go the first anchor at the 
desired spot and then motor at right angles to the wind (laying out the first 
rode as you go) a distance (f) that will give you the 45° lay between anchors 
after settling back. Let go the second anchor at this point, and settle back 
into the apex of the V, adjusting the scope of the two rodes as necessary. 
In a 45° moor, the distance between anchors (f) is about three-quarters of 
the scope length (L) of the equal anchor rodes. Scopes should be 4 to 1 fOT 

chain, and 7 to 1 for combination rodes. 
The matching of rode scopes is easy if both rodes are made up the 

same, i.e., all-chain or rope-chain combinations. If you have different 
rode makeups, then you have to set the anchors asymmetrically, giving 
the rope rode a greater length (scope) to develop the full holding power of 
its anchor. Selection of the initial and expected final lay directions of each 
rode is particularly important as is the matter of swinging room. 

The advantage of laying the dual anchor moor in a 45° configuration, 
initially, is that it can easily be converted to storm configuration if needed. 
In the 45° configuration the swinging circle is greatly minimized. When 
the winds pick up, you can veer additional scope on both rodes, yielding a 
30o-included angle which is recommended for gale conditions. This, then, 
is the best of both worlds. 

If you use the dual anchor moor for an extended period of time in 
which the winds shift around the clock, you may find that the two rodes 
have wrapped themselves together. If one of me rodes is rope, it is an easy 
matter to cast it off, unwind it from the chain rode, and then belay it back 
in position. If you have both chain rodes, the task is more difficult, and it 
may be easier to motor around in a circle to unwjnd them. The use of a 
bridle connection with a large swivel to correct this problem is not 
recommended. 

STORM MOORING 

When a hurricane does threaten, move your boat immediately 
into an area of refuge. Take a hint from aviators who always have a 
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landing field in mind in case an emergency landing is required. You 
should have a hurricane refuge in mind whenever you are sailing in 
hurricane-prone waters during the local hurricane season. 

Rivers or channels are the best places to seek refuge especially if they 
are surrounded by hills or mountains or have heavily forested shorelines. 
I f a narrow river or channel is selected, think in terms of mooring your 
boat in the center of the stream, headed into the expected direction of the 
wind and ultimate waves. 1 f the channel or inlet is too wide to allow 
simultaneous mooring to both shorelines, choose the shoreline that will 
put your boat in the lee of the land and use a combination of shoreline 
mooring on one side and storm anchoring on the other. 

The channel moor assumes that the maneuvering area is too small for 
the boat to swing with the wind, hence it must be secured fore and aft and 
take the wind on the beam as best it can. A minimum of 6 mooring lines 
should be used-2 forward, 2 abeam, and 2 aft as shown in Fig. 12-3. Your 
strongest lines should be put on the bow which faces into the predicted 
wind and wave. They can be fastened to your normal foredeck ground 
tackle fittings with plenty of chafing gear. The lines abeam can be run 

screw (auger) anchor 

one or more helices 
screwed into 
the ground 

expected 
wind direction 

mooring line 

earth anchor 

Fig. 12·3. Hurricane mooring in a narrow channel or river. 
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around (he mast at cabin top level if, and only if, the mast is keel stepped. 
Otherwise, secure the lines to other strong points located amidships. The 
aft mooring lines should be secured to the cleats used for stern anchoring 
or to any substantial fitting aft that can take the loads without failure. Each 
of the paired lines should be tied across the vesse] to help share attach
ment loads. 

The shore ends of the mooring lines should be attached to firm 
anchors which might be healthy trees with a deep root system or posts or 
pilings set to great depths. If mangroves line the bank, you are in good 
shape. Mangroves are well anchored to the bottom and passing a line 
around a clump of them will give you a firm tie to the land. But you must 
restrain your mooring line from s1iding up and off the trunks. 

"A,. special screw-type earth anchor can also be very useful \\,here no 
other attachment means exists. These are made for a similar purpose of 
tying down airplanes and mobile homes in high winds. 

The small boat refuge at Saipan is a narrow winding channel lined 
with mangroves and ironwood trees and a number of unreliable pilings of 
old wharfs. With no other protection on the island, a boat could possibly 
survive a passing typhoon (but not a direct hit) by employing stonn 
moorings in this channel. Although only one boat was moored in the 
channel at the time of this photograph, when a storm threatens, many 
small boats, both recreational and charter, take shelter here with consid
erable crowding. 
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Once all of your mooring lines are in place, double up on them with 
\o\'hatever rope you have left, which should not be skimpy. Try to use boat 
and shore attachments that are not already in use to gain an independent 
system. Your mooring lines should be orderly, not haphazard, with each 
line doing its share of the work. Failure of anyone or two lines (most likely 
it \.\'ill be due to chafing) should not put your boat in jeopardy. At this 
point your boat may look much like Gulliver "-'ha was trussed in place by 
the Lilliputians \,\'ith a multiplicity of lines. I f done correctly, your boat, 
like GuIliver, willli\'e to see another day. 

One last word on mooring lines: they should be long enough to 
accommodate the tidal surge that accompanies a hurricane. While it is not 
recommended that you leave too much slack in them for this purpose, you 
may have to because you do not \,\'ant your boat so restrained that it takes 
water over the bo\\' and eventually becomes submerged. I have, however, 
heard of instances ~·here boats have been deliberately sunk in shallow 
\\'ater and anchored in place on the bottom, protecting them from wave 
action although the boat furnishings were written off as near total losses. 

A TAHITI HURRICANE 

The years 1982 and 1983 were notable for their unusual 
weather in the Pacific basin. These were the years of the most severe El 
Nino* activity that has ever been recorded. Trade winds disappeared; the 
equatorial countercurrent broadened into an immense river of warm 
water flowing from the western to the eastern Pacific; the schools of 
anchovies off of the Peruvian coast fled the warm water; game fish like 
yelJowfin tuna and marlin were caught as far nonh as the Oregon coast; a 
general drought set into the western Pacific while torrential rains 
drenched the west coast of the Americas; 17 million sea birds on Christ .. 
mas Island took flight to find drier nesting places and better foraging; and 
we sailors found baffling winds throughout the Pacific. 

The infamous gale at Cabo San Lucas was believed to be a product of 
El N ino as well as the hurricanes that struck French Polynesia. The islands 
of French Polynesia are out of the normal hurricane be]t and hadn't 
experienced a hurricane since 1959. In fact, there had been only 20 
hurricanes since record keeping started in 1825. But 1982 and 1983 were 
to be different-5 hurricanes p]us 2 tropical storms pummeled the area. 

*Near th~ end of every calendar year, a weak southward-flowing wann ocean current 
develops along the coast of Peru and Ecuador. Because it comes near the Christmas season, 
the local residents call it "El Nino," "The Child,'· referring lO the Christ child. The 1982· 
1983 event was so severe that there is some question whether it was simply the annual event 
or something else, but the name has held. 
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The damage to the islands of French Polynesia was severe, and 
overseas cruising boats, as well as local boats, suffered con~iderable losses. 
But out of it came stories of fights to survive, some successful and some 
not so successful, but all of them telling how to (or hol4.' not to) survive a 
hurricane at anchor. The most succinct and dramatic of these stories was 
told by Jack Ronalter. Jack, a single-hander, sailing a Golden Gale 30 
s]oop, World Citizen, had just missed the Cabo San Lucas gale and the 
preceding 4 hurricanes in French Polynesia only to be caught in hurricane 
Veena, the last and meanest of the El Nino hurricanes to strike French 
Polynesia in 1983. Jack not only described the drama of the event, but 
detailed his tactics to save his anchored boat--choosing an anchorage, 
preparing the boat, fighting chafe, and using multiple anchors and rodes. 
All of the good and bad of the anchoring game were encountered, but let 
Jack tell the story in his own words. * 

The first variable in the equation is the anchoring location. I decided 
to try my luck at Maeva Beach, a decision which was controversial at 
best since Maeva Beach was hit hard and suffered the most casualties. 
M y logic for picking that spot was based largely on the reports that 
Papeete Harbor had become a vinual zoo during the previous hur
ricane. This was because many boats had left the quai and anchored 
close together with poor ground tackle in the middle of the harbor. I 
didn't want any part of that bump and grind contest a la Cabo San 
Lucas. 

The next two possibilities I considered were Beachcomber Bay and 
Maeva Beach Bay. Beachcomber Bay had a little better protection 
than Maeva and, reportedly, good holding ground. However, it was 
crowded when I got there, so I ended up at Maeva. 

Maeva Beach Bay is wide open to any winds that com~ from the 
nonhwest through southwest, but the barrier reef provides fair pro
tection from the seas. It also, reportedly, has good holding ground. 
But above all it was the least crowded. I wasn't completely happy with 
it because of the marginal protection, but in my opinion it was the 
least of the three evils. Essentia)]y, I was betting that given room to 
maneuver, my good ground tackle would make up for some of the 
shoncomings of the anchorage. 

I found my way away from the other boats, out in the middle of the 
bay, in about 45 feet of water. I anchored \\,ith my regular bow hook 
arrangement, a 22-pound Bruce and 200 feet of S:16-inch chain. 

*By permission. Jack Ronalter's letter was first published in Latitr.uh 38, July 1983. Most of 
that letter is reproduced here. 
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Compare the serenity of this scene of Maeva Beach Bay, Tahiti, with 
the untamed violence of hurricane Veena whichJack Ronalter survived at 
the same location. The island of Moorea is in the background. 

Next I shackled a 300-foot length of 1/2-inch nylon to the end of the 
chain and payed out about 100 feet. . 

!\' ext I took my 35-pound CQR with 50 feet of chain and 300 feet 
of 1/2-inch nylon and dropped it over the bow, letting only about 30 
feet of chain out. I brought the rode back to the cockpit winch and set 
it up so that I could drop the CQR to the bottom from the cockpit. 
Now I was ready to payout the main anchor rode if more scope was 
needed, to change the chafe point, or to set the CQR as I payed out 
the main anchor or if I started to drag. 

For backup I had a 135 Danforth with 15 feet of chain and about 
120 feet of nylon ready to go over the side-I planned to use this for a 
steadying or stern anchor. Also a 22H Danforth with 15 feet of chain 
and 200 feet of9/16-inch nylon, and lastly a 16.S-pound Bruce with 
miscellaneous lengths of dock lines that could be bent to it if things 
got really bad. So I had five anchors in all, one set and the rest held in 
reserve. I did not set more anchors at the time for fear that the rodes 
would badly tangle. 

After the anchors were prepared, I stripped the boat. I took down 
the dodger and weather cloths, removed the spinnaker halyards. I 
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deRated my A \'on dinghy and stowed it below "·ith the Seagull out
board motor. Essentially, everything topsides got stowed below ex
cept my life raft. Some boats went so far as to remove their main 
booms. I elected to leave mine in place because there wasntt any more 
room below. But I did wrap about 50 feet of line tightly around the 
mainsail to reduce ",'indage that would be caused by a flapping sail 
cover. 

The night before the storm I went to sleep about 2100 with a little 
help from a good dinner and a bottle of wine. Vttna was packing 
sustained winds of 100 knots and heading for Tahiti, but there were 
still hot, humid winds where I was. Even at this point I didn't really 
think we were going to get hit hard. I woke up around 0 100 to the 
unmistakable sound of wind-lots of wind! By 0200 it was screaming 
and the seas were building. Almost right away I realized that Ufight 
the chafe" was the name of the game. I had rubber hoses and leather 
for chafe gear. Still hanging on one hook, I fought to keep my main 
anchor rode from being destroyed. 

As the seas continued to build, the chafe problem got amazingly 
difficult to cope with. The anchor rode was like a wild snake, avoiding 
all my efforts to keep chafe gear attached. Time wore on as the wind 
continued to scream and shriek at an ever more deafening volume. 
The boat was pitching, rolling, and yawing all at the same time, and 
the crazy snake of a rode continuously destroyed my chafe gear. 

At 0400 the job seemed to be impossible, the seas were now about 6 
feet, and the wind was taking the tops of the waves clean off, filling 
the air with a thunderous white wall. Because of this, I could no 
longer stand up nor could I face into the wind. All work at the bow 
had to be done by Braille. I spent at least 20 minutes puttingone piece 
of leather in place only to return to the bow 10 minutes later and find 
that the wild snake was free of it once again. When I bent over to 
reattach it, solid green water started washing over my head, corn .. 
pletely submerging my body. [ was ingesting mouthfuls of water, and 
trying to time my breathing with the dunkings I was taking. 

There didn't appear to be any way to deal with all of these problems 
at once. First I would have to hang on constantly so I couldn't tie 
knots with two hands; then I couldn't see; and now I couldn't breathe. 
This definitely could no longer be listed under the heading ofufun." 

It was confirmed later that at this point in time the airport, which 
was about two miles downwind of where I was anchored, was record
ing sustained winds of96 knots and gusts near 132 knots. 

Back in the cockpit I let out about ten feet more of scope on the 
CQR so that it would now just touch bottom. I was very worried that if 
the main rode snapped I would be drifting so fast that the 35-pound 
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CQR would not be able to set itself, so I also let the 13S Danforth go to 
the bottom and payed out all of its meager 135 feet of scope. I didn't 
think it would do much good in these conditions, just slow the boat 
down a little and give the CQR a chance to set. 

With that work finished I staned to think of what an awful fix I was 
in. My big plan ~'asn't working very well. I couldn't control the chafe 
on my main anchor rode with chafe gear. I couldn't payout more 
scope on it to change the chafe point because another boat, which had 
to slip its first set of ground tackle, was now too close to me and 
getting even closer as the wind staned to veer to the west. I began to 
face the fact that after the night was over I may have to get a new boat 
to continue my cruising trip. 

My spirits were pretty low by now, but before they could get any 
lower, the worst happened. My main anchor rode paned. I heard a 
faint snap from the bow and then the screaming wind took my boat 
off toward the reef. I dived for the winch and quickly started paying 
out the 35-pound CQR rode. I looked over my shoulder to make sure 
that all the Danforth's scope was out. Within seconds I had about 220 
feet out, and I started to take up on the strain slowly. My heart was 
pounding. Will it dig in? WiU it set? Slowly the bow came around and 
into the wind as the anchor dug in. I couldo't see the boat that I had 
been next to before so I didn't know how much ground I had lost, but 
I wasn't on the reef and I wasn't close to any other boars. I was 
holding. My plan was working! I was still safe. 

I rushed to the bow with new energy. I started again at the impossi
ble task of fighting chafe, now on two anchor rodes. The difference 
was now my spirits were up, and it wasn't impossible anymore. I was 
finding ways to fight back. I even found comfort in the fact that when 
the waves would break over me, I would be completely under water, 
there was no more wind! 

I worked like a madman dragging my 22H Danforth to the bow 
and lowering it over the side the same way I had with the big CQR
just off the bottom, in reserve. I bent the remainder of the parted bow 
rode to my 16-pound Bruce and added dock lines, sheets, and what .. 
ever else I could find. I brought the B ruce to the bow, lowe·red it over, 
and hung it just off the bottom. I made up my mind that I wasn't 
going on the beach until every bit of ground tackle that I had was put 
to use. I even eyed my dinghy anchor a few times. 

I think it became light around 0500 but due to that incredible 
"'all of white around me, my first glimpse of the beach wasn't until 
almost 0600. Just in the Maeva Beach area I counted 11 yachts on the 
beach or reef and only 9 still floating. About an hour later I was able 
to get out the binoculars and I counted 17 boats beached or reefed 
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and it wasn't over yet. To the best of my knowledge the final count for 
the entire island was 47 boats either sunk, beached, or reefed. Of the 
47 at least 30 were cruising yachts. 

The hurricane damage to my boat \\'as certainly less than it could 
have been. My masthead wind direction vane had blo\\'n a\\'ay. I lost a 
large amount of dried foods that were stored forn'ard in compart
ments that had gotten flooded due to enormous amounts of water 
going down my deck pipe. Two weeks after [he storm my windlass 
froze up. I discovered that the Simpson .. Lawrence 510 windlass is not 
designed for continuous underwater duty. since it had gotten full of 
salt water. On the brighter side I found my main anchor ground 
tackle while scuba diving, so I still have my normal complement of 
five anchors. 

Two days afcer che storm, as part of an emergency assistance dive 
team, I worked to find and dig up ground tackle lost by other boats at 
Maeva Beach. The picture was almost the same on all of the ground 
tackle we found: anchor welJ buried, chain stj)) attached, a good 
length of line-and then that sick-looking ragged end of the line that 
had gotten chafed through. Some anchors took as much as 45 min
utes to dig out; they \\'eren't going anywhere. The big problem was 
holding onto the ground tackle, controlling chafe. That may sound 
simple, but as I found out in these ultimate conditions, the problems 
are complex. One boafs bow roller got torn completely off and the 
boat went on the beach after lines chafed through on sharp edges. 
Another boat's heavy duty stainless steel bow roller was twisted 70° 
from the enormous strains. Another boat's windlass (wildcat) broke 
into pieces when the chain snubbers parted and the chain was still in 
the wildcat. 

If nothing else, riding out Hurricane Veena was one! h-- of a 
learning experience for me. Also, I would like to think that even 
though I wasn't in Cabo cl uring that disaster, I did learn a lot from it 
by arriving just after it and seeing the destruction and talking to the 
people. Although no two storms are alike and the conditions are 
never the same, I hope that something in these notes proves to be of 
value for someone who reads them and ends up in the "ultimate 
condition," a hurricane. 

Little can be added (0 Jack Ronalter9s story. He had equipped his boat 
with the appropriate ground tackle, and he showed immense ingenuity in 
deploying it during the height of the hurricane. It came through loud and 
clear that chafe was his number one problem and the violent pitching 
motion of the boat made it almost impossible to combat. While chain 
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would have done away ,",'ith chafe. would it have stood up to the surging of 
the boat in that violent sea? 

THE CABO SAN LUCAS DISASTER 

There is much to be learned from the experiences of others 
regarding storm management at sea or at anchor. Only a relative handful 
of people survive major storms and getting the facts out after such 
harro\ving experiences proves difficult but not impossible. The Cabo San 
Lucas disaster became well documented in writing and interviews, and, 
when some of the surviving boats arrived in Hawaii, I was able to verify 
certain anchoring situations at Cabo San Lucas that bear on the subject of 
storm anchoring in general. 

Weather was obviously the principal factor" but it was the quickness 
with which the storm developed and changed direction that was the real 
culprit. About 1600 on 8 December 1982, the first Weatherfax repon 
came through showing that a front with 30- to 40-knot southwest winds 
was due before midnight. Cabo San Lucas anchorage is well sheltered 
from southwest winds so few of the crews were concerned. (Four boats 
took the weather report very seriously and departed the anchorage to 
their everlasting satisfaction.) Around 1800 the wind shifted suddenly to 
the southeast exposing the entire anchorage to onshore winds with a fetch 
of several hundred miles. The winds quickly built to 30 knots and by 2000 
they were howling into the open anchorage at 50 to 60 knots. Seas built 
rapidly and by 2 100 they were estimated at 12 to 15 feet. 

Now there wasn't a boat there that could not have withstood 60-knot 
winds and IS-foot seas in the open ocean. But these boats were anchored 
on a shelving bottom. They had sought the convenience of being close to 
the beach and in doing so they had put themselves inside the surf line of 
storm waves. They were battered and jerked about until 28 of them were 
on the beach either from upset anchors, parted rodes, or broken deck 
gear. 

I can recount a similar event which I witnessed many years ago on an 
August cruise to Smuggler's Cove at Santa Cruz Island off the coast of 
Southern California. Smuggler's is also a shallow open roadstead and the 
surf breaks far offshore tending to make boats anchor quite a distance 
from the shoreline. The weather was good but southerly swells were 
coming in from a hurricane off Baja California. While most boats an
chored well offshore, one Cal-24 anchored inside the rest. I thought 
nothing of it and at every anchor check through the night I saw its anchor 
light bobbing up and down in the blackness until near dawn when it 
disappeared. At daylight we saw the boat lying on its side on the cobbly 
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beach. Low tide had set in and the surf line had moved farther away from 
the shore putting this boat in the breaking surf where no boat should be. 
In this case there was little wind and it was simply the breaking waves that 
caused the trouble. 

Meanwhile back at Cabo San Lucas things steadily got worse. Several 
boats in an outer row (80- to gO-foot depths) were able to get free and put 
out to sea leaving their ground tackle behind. The buoyed ground tackle 
plus free-floating lost ground tackle was making it impossible for other 
boats to motor out since props were getting wrapped and engines stalled. 
Five boats who attempted to motor out stalled their engines. Some then 
tried to sail out, but there was inadequate tacking room and Roating gear 
fouled rudders. 

Floating anchor rodes and other debris added to the troubles of those 
who elected to ride out the storm at anchor with engine power. The 
floating debris fouled their props and rudders preventing them from 
using the engines to help steady the boat. Engine overheating also became 
a major problem due to bottom sand churned up by the breaking waves 
getting into the cooling system. 

Collisions were rampant among anchored boats, drifting boats, and 
boats attempting to make a run for it. The reason behind it was the 
gregarious nature of the cruisers which led them to anchor in a dense 
pack formation in a small bight of land. They were so closely anchored 
that stern anchors were required to keep the boats from going bump in 
the night under just normal conditions. More than one drifting boat 
literally tangled with another still anchored and dragged it along to the 
beach. ! 

One boat was successfully riding out the stonn when its mainsail and 
jib were whipped free of the sail bags adding to the windage. The ground 
tackle was overpowered and the boat ended up on the beach. 

The storm abated after midnight but the waves kept rolling in until 
dawn. Then the true measure of the disaster was apparent. Of the 45 
boats that had been enjoying the hospitality of this small Mexican port, 28 
of them were on the beach and, of these, 22 were written off as total losses. 

There are several messages that come out of this disaster that can 
help the rest of us anchor our boats safely: 

Have plenty of ground tackle on board-3 or 4 complete sets, 
at least. 

Note that chain rodes can break when the boat pitches violently 
against a taut anchor rode. Use a nylon rope spring in the 
anchor rode. 
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Dense pack anchoring ends up in dense pack wreckage, as shown 
along the shoreline of Cabo San Lucas after the surprise gale of December 
1982. Courtesy: Latitude 38. 

Choose an anchorage with plenty of swinging room and in 
depths that are still reasonable from a scope stand point 
but not so shallow that storm waves can break where you 
are located. 

Watch the weather closely, and, at the first sign of a storm, take 
appropriate action. It is better to be a cowardly sailor with 
a boat than a macho sailor without one. 

U se plenty of chafing gear. 

Prepare your boat for the storm by stripping it of all topside 
canvas and loose items that could go astray. 

Always have an escape plan in mind and your boat ready to go. 
Do not even sit down to happy hour after an arrival until 
you have made cenain that your boat is ready to evacuate 
the anchorage on a moment's notice. 
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The remarkable thing about the Cabo San Lucas affair is that no lives 
were lost although many blue water cruising dreams were shattered. This 
unfortunate experience of others should make all of us more wary in 
choosing an anchorage just for convenience. 
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A comprehensive guide to designing and fabricating a variety 
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CHAPTER THIRTEE~ 

Permanent Moorings 

Permanent moorings are variations on the anchoring theme wherein the 
boat is secured in place by means of ground tackle which is normally not a 
part of the boat's on-board equipment. Permanent moorings are gener
ally used in protected waters and where it is not feasible to build slips for 
boat moorage. A permanent mooring shows a degree of "ownership" of 
an area of water which is much less apt to be appropriated by someone else 
in your absence than if it were simply an open anchorage area. 

r~·" ... -
r 

Single point moorings are provided by the Marianas Yacht Club for 
members and visiting cruising boats. Deep water in the Apra, Guam, 
commercial harbor and a fringing coral reef make simple anchoring a 
difficult and insecure task. When typhoons threaten, boats take refuge in 
the nearby mangrove-lined Piti channel. 
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f\{USHROOM ANCHOR SINGLE POINT 
MOORING 

287 

The single point mooring concept is similar to anchoring in 
that the boat is allowed to swing with wind and current, but it has the 
convenience of your not ha\'ing to handle heavy ground tackle on board 
the boat. The basic "ariacions in the single point mooring concept lie in the 
manner of anchoring \\'hich, in its simplest form, consists of a single 
omnidirectional mushroom anchor and in its more sophisticated form 
may utilize multiple patent anchors. 

Bottom conditions favoring a mushroom anchor are cohesive soils 
like mud or clay, soft enough to aHow the anchor to bury itself well. A 
mushroom anchor is inherently easy to handle and rig, and it has great 

buoy color scheme-white body with blue stripe 
above waterJine and boat name on top 

pickup float 
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mushroom anchor 

Fig. 13-1. Elements ora mushroom-anchor mooring. 
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Table 13-1. Permanent Mooring Design Loads 

Critical dimensiona Horizontal mooring load-Ibsb 

LOA Beam-ft ABYC;C Hurricanes : 

Wind speed \Vindspeed 
feet Power Sail = 52 knots = 64 knots 

(Beaufort 10) (Beaufon 11) 

10 5 4 480 720 
15 6 5 750 1,130 
20 8 7 1,080 1,630 
25 9 8 1,470 2,220 
30 11 9 2,100 3,170 
35 13 10 2,700 4,080 
40 14 11 3,600 5,440 
50 16 13 4,800 7,250 
60 18 15 6,000 9,060 

70 20 17 10,900 
80 22 19 12,800 

aVse LOA or beam of ooat. whichever produces the Jarger load. Houseboats should use lhe load for the 
nexllarger powerboat size. 

b Assumes freedom to oscillate and moderate shelter from sc:as proportionate to hull size. 

(Source. American Boal and Yach( Council, Inc.. P. O. Bo" 806. Amilyville, New York 1170 l. 

reliability. When it is well dug in and the pull is steady, it can resist great 
forces because of the weight and suction of the cohesive soil bottom. If (he 
pull is sharp and repetitious, it is possible that the mushroom anchor will 
creep, but it will probably not break its set. 

The components and geometry of the single point mooring system 
using a mushroom anchor are illustrated in Fig. 13-1. 

The wind and sea loads generated on a mooring can be estimated by 
the same means as is done for anchored boats in Chapter2. The American 
Boat and Yacht Council has established its recommendations for moor .. 
ings in winds to 52 knots. Table 13-1 presents these loads along with 
higher loads that could be expected from hurricane force winds. Again, if 
your vessel is not of common proportions as represented by the ABVC 
nominal boats, it may be best to calculate the wind loads as was done for 
anchors in Chapter 2. 

Having established the magnitude of the loads on the mooring, a 
proper size mushroom anchor can be selected compatible with the nature 
of the seabed. Fig. 13 .. 2 relates anchor size to holding power for cohesive 
soil seabeds where mushroom anchors are at their best. One manufactur-
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Fig. 13-2. Holding power of a well-silted-in mushroom anchor. 
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er's recommendations are listed in Table 13-2. These appear compatible 
with the ,A.BYC loads for an anchor efficiency index (AEI) of 10. 

While the weights of the recommended mushroom anchors may 
seem high when compared with the weights of patent anchors of the same 
holding power, the price of a mushroom anchor is but a fraction of that of 
a patent anchor. Where seabed conditions are compatible, the mushroom 
anchor will make a very suitable and economical permanent mooring 
anchor. 

The components of the mooring system that connect the anchor with 
the boat are also of extraordinary size for two reasons. First, they are 
heavy in weight to provide short scope movement of the boat at the 
mooring. Second, they are large in size to minimize the possible dangers 
of wear and abrasion on the parts when left unattended for long periods 
of time with a \'aluable boat at tether. 

The rationale for the sizing of the permanent mooring rode is as 
follows: 

The mushroom anchor holding power equals 10 times its 
weight. 

Riding chain breaking strength equals 2 times the anchor 
holding power. 

Ground chain diameter equals 2 times the riding chain 
diameter. 

Rope pendant breaking strength equals 4 times the anchor 
holding power. 

Stainless steel cable pendant breaking strength equals 2 times 
the anchor holding power. 

TabLe 13-2. Mushroom Anchor Sizes/or Single-Point Moorings 

M ushroom anchor weight-Ibs 

LOA-fl Powerboat Racing sailboat Cruising 
and multihulls sailboats . 

upto 15 100 100 100 
20 150 100 150 
25 250 150 200 
35 300 200 250 
45 400 300 400 
55 500 400 600 

Source: Sea Spik.e Anchors. Inc., Fanningdale, ~ew York. 
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Suggested sizes for the rode components of a permanent mushroom 
anchor mooring based on the above rationale are listed in Table 13-3. The 
lengths of the various components were specified in Fig. ] 3-1. 

Several questions arise on the selection of materials for the rode 
components. For one, should the ground and riding chains be galvanized 
or left in their natural state? The consensus is that they need not be 
galvanized because they are heavy enough to suffer some rusting \\'ithout 
endangering their strength. Furthermore, through one or two seasons of 
use they most likely would lose their galvanizing anyhow. 

The rope pendant can be made of nylon, polypropylene, polyester, 
or even manila since it is so short and heavy that elasticity is not a factor. 
For durability, I would recommend the use of a braid-on-braid construc
tion and polyester material which would give the greatest resistance to 
sunlight deterioration. 

Special care must be taken if a stainless steel pendant is used. Its 
relatively small diameter and the constant movement of a boat on a 
mooring will cause it to "saw" through most chocks, fairleads, or rollers 
during the course of a season. Special chafing gear must be used to 
prevent this or else the chock design must be such that wear will not 
become a problem. 

The other components of the mooring rode such as anchor shackle, 
swivel, buoy shackle, through-bolt, and pendant shackle must be of sizes 
compatible with the intended load capability of the mooring. Needless to 
say, so should the cleats, Samson post, or bitts on the bow of your boat. 
Shackles must be properly safety v.'ired with galvanized steel wire. 

The buoyancy of the mooring buoy should be 50 to 100 percent 
greater than the combined weight of the suspended comPonents of the 

Table 13-3. Suggested Sizes of Permanent Mooring Rode Components 

Pendant size-in 

M ush room anchor Riding chain Ground chain Rope Stainless steel 
weight-Ibs size-in SIze-in diameter'! cabJe diameter 

200 1/4 ]l2 5/8 7/32 
300 5/16 5/8 3/4 1/4 
400 3/8 3/4 i/S 5/16 
600 7/16 7/8 ]-1/16 3/8 
800 1/2 I 1-1/4 7/16 

1,000 5/8 1-1/4 J-J/2 l/2 
1.200 5/8 1-1/4 1-5/8 9/16 

a Polyester 
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rode in the water (riding chain and pendant assembly). Do not paint the 
bottom of the mooring float with copper-based antifouling paint because 
of possible electrolysis problems "'ith the galvanized steel parts in adjacent 
components. 

Normally the heavy ground chain by itself will suffice to keep a good 
catenary in the combined chain rode. Should you ~'ant to further mini
mize swinging room, you can hang a kellet of 25 to 50 percent of the 
anchor weight at the chain juncture swivel. 

The very fact that the mushroom anchor can bury itself effectively in 
soft bottoms means that it will be difficult to retrieve for inspection. One 
solution to that problem is to attach a trip chain to the edge of the anchor 
bowl (Fig. 13-1). Lead it along the ground chain far enough so that it won't 
be buried in the bottom. Wire it to the ground chain and it will be available 
for upsetting the mushroom anchor when the time comes for the 
inspection. 

MULTIPLE ANCHOR SINGLE POINT 
MOORING 

It is entirely feasible to make a single point permanent moor
ing system using multiple burying or hooking anchors instead of one 
large mushroom anchor. In fact, if the seabed of your mooring area will 
not permit complete silting-in of a mushroom anchor, you had better 
think about using an anchor design that is compatible with the nature of 
the bottom. 

In place of the single mushroom anchor you can set two or more of 
your favorite anchors (on chain rodes) equally spaced in a circle. Three, 
four, or five anchors may be considered. Three seems to be the most 
popular number holding the swinging circle to a minimum while still not 
involving too great a financial outlay. The three ground chains positioned 
1200 apart are brought together at the center of the circle and individuaUy 
shackled to the swivel at the bottom of the riding chain. With the three 
anchors dug in symmetrically, the load on anyone anchor never exceeds 
its capability as a single anchor under the same conditions (Fig. 13-3). 

Criteria for selecting an anchor for the multiple anchor mooring 
concept differ from that of your boat's ground tackle because it has only to 
render service in one type of bottom and does not have to be easily 
handled nor conveniently stowed on board your boat. Therefore, it can be 
a specialized anchor design. Anchor compatibility with various types of 
bottoms was discussed in Chapter 7. 
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The single~arm old-fashioned anchor used for multiple-anchor, per
manent moorings has changed little through the years. Abovt, an anchor 
from the eighteenth or nineteenth century recovered from Pensacola 
Bay, Florida and below, a modern version in use in Hawaii. The cTown eye 
permits the anchor to be lo~'ered by a crane so that the active arm can 
engage the seabed. The stock keeps it from rolling out of its set when the 
vesse I veers. 
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riding chain (See Ftg. 13-1 for 
details from chain swivel up.) 

chain swivel 

ground chains (3) 

__ : .. / anchors (3) 

Fig. 13-3. Geometry of a multiple-anchor mooring 

Experience has shown that the Danfonh Standard LWT anchor 
works well in this application but one must not overlook the fact that the 
simpler Bruce anchor originated with this type of service. 

Anchor size will depend Dn the weather expected in your intended 
mooring area. If storms do not produce winds over 30 knots and the area 
is protected from heavy seas, you can select working-size anchors for this 
application. However, if an occasional gale sweeps through, or you are 
near the path of seasonal hurricanes, you should choose storm-size an
chors for the mooring. 

The all-chain riding system is made in a way similar to the previously 
described mushroom anchor mooring system, in fact, it is identical, from 
the ground chain swivel up through the pendant. Below the ground chain 
swivel, it is di fferent because there are now three ground chains to 
connect. Each ground chain should be made equal to the size of the riding 
chain (Table 13-3) and with sufficient length to yield an overall scope of 3 
to I for your mooring to withstand a 30-knot blow. 
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This homemade 400 ... pound concrete mooring sinker utilizes a short 
length of stud link chain cast in[o the concrete as the mooring ring. A 
swivel is fitted between the mooring ring and the riding chain. 

I f you are going to use storm-size anchors, you will want to increase 
the scope available to 4 to I and, in order to preserve a small swinging 
radius, possibly hang a kellet on the chain swivel. 

FORE AND AFT BUOYED MOORINGS 

Fore and aft moorings are employed where it is desirable to re
strain the swinging of the boat caused by either wind or current, thereby 
making use of a narrow mooring slot or being able to pack a number of 
moorings into a given area. It is only feasible \\'here crosscurrents or 
crosswinds are not strong. Besides increasing the side loads on the moor
ing for which they are not designed 7 crosswinds and crosscurrents can 
bedevil you as you try to bring your boat into a densely packed fore and aft 
mooring situation. And when you are moored, the cross elements will set 
up an uncomfortable rolling of the boal. But there are situations where no 
other mooring is practical. 

One of the foremost exam pIes of fore and aft moorings is the array of 
them that literaily surround Catalina Island off the coast of Southern 
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Fore and aft moorings have reached a high level of development at 
Santa Catalina Island off the coast of Southern California. Fiberglass 
buoys and picku p wands are used, and concrete sin kers are replacing 
engine blocks as "anchors." This winter scene shows relatively few boats in 
this cove, but during the summer there is a turn away crowd. 

California. With a boating population of more than 30,000 units only 25 
miles away in Los Angeles, the fore and aft mooring concept has provided 
boaters with a maximum number of mooring slots in a limited area. They 
have saved embarrassment to thousands of no\'ice boaters who come out 
every year with no experience in deep \\'ater anchoring. But to a number 
of old-timers who like to anchor in the coves now dotted \,-rith moorings, 
they are a noxious intrusion on our freedom to navigate. 

The "alue of a CataJina mooring is its utility. It can handle boats with 
a \\'ide range of lengths and can accommodate the nominal 6-foot·range of 
tides . .-\Iso, it is easy to use by the \\reekend boater (Fig. 13-4). 

The Catalina mooring has been improved over the years to enhance 
security, flexibility of use, and durability at a low cost, but it is still a fair 
\\'eather mooring v-rhich is compatible with the normal boating season 
weather in the area. At times when fringes of hurricanes pass by or \\'hen 
the winter gales blow, use of the moorings is discouraged. When bad 
weather is anricipated, as for instance ",hen (he ,ricious offshore Santa 
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~-\na v.rinds blow, the several Catalina harbormasters shoo everybody off 
of the moorings. The reason for this is clear when you consider that the 
moorings use sinkers instead of anchors and that the pendant and stern 
lines are both polypropylene which at the end of the season look pretty 
ragged. 

The key elements in the buoyed fore and aft mooring are the "an
chors," ~'hich are mooring weights or sinkers rather than true anchors 
gripping the seabed. The horizontal holding power of a mooring sinker 
depends on how much friction it can develop resting on the bottom. 
Commonly used sinkers are made of concrete whose holding power 
is about 50 percent of their weight in air. A well sanded-in sinker can 
produce somewhat more holding power. To improve the holding power 
significantly, especially on harder seabeds, shear keys or fences can be cast 
into the bottom of the sinker. * Railroad wheels and automobile engine 
blocks can develop holding power to about 85 percent of their weight in 
aIr. 

The riding chain of the fore and aft buoyed mooring is usually made 
oversize and shon to minimize the wandering of the buoy with wind and 
current. The buoy itself can be made from a cutoff hot water heater tank 
although more sophisticated installations now use fiberglass buoys. Bow 
and stern pendan ts are made of % -inch diameter or larger polypropylene 

*R.J. Taylor, Inkraction of AnchoTSwith Soil and Anchor Design (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Navy 
Technical Note eEL N·1627 t April 1982). 

lead sinkers 

...--- riding chain weighted messenger line 

Fig. 13-4. Geometry of the Catalina mooring. 
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Handling even small mooring sinkers (400 pounds) requires skill and 
industrial size equipment. 

rope \\'hich is good for one season. The rope messenger line is weighted 
\vith lead sinkers to cause it to sink quickly on release so that it does not 
foul rudder or propeller when the boat moves off the mooring. 

FORE .~ND AFT PILE MOORI~GS 

There is another fore and aft mooring system that is popular in 
areas where pilings can be easi1y driven into the seabed. This system uses a 
pair of pilings that are spaced far enough apan to position a boat between 
them with, say, 10 feet of fore and aft clearance. The pilings are aligned 
with the current if in a river, or to the prevailing wind if in a large body of 
relatively still \4,7ater. Usually the pilings will have spikes driven in a few 
feet above a\'erage water depth so that the slip lines will not drop all the 
\\'ay do\\'n the piling. "ou can then adjust the slip lines fore and aft to keep 
the boat centered between the pilings allowing sufficient slack to counter 
tidal height changes (Fig. 13-5). 

I \4,7as introduced to pile moorings at the mouth of a New Zealand 
river where tidal changes were in the neighborhood of 12 feet and the 
current reversed itself with the tides .. After a day of experimenting, I 'A'as 
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satisfied that the bow and stern slip lines were properly adjusted and I was 
free to leave the boat through any number of subsequen~ tidal changes. 

Pilings leave much to be desired in a cosmetic sense in the sterile 
shoreline evolution that is taking place. But they are cheap to install, very 
serviceable, and lend themselves to densely packed arrangements. 

A variation of the piling mooring is the post mooring made up of a 
pair of large diameter steel pipes driven into the seabed at the proper 
spacing to accommodate a boat between them with fore and aft c]earance 
much like the pile mooring. To each post is welded a vertical "towel bar" 
(one on each side if the post serves two moorings) on Ylhich slides a steel 
ring. You secure your boat to these steel rings with slip lines in a manner 
similar to the pile moorings. But in this case the rings slide up and down 
a]ong the towel bar, taking all of the wear and saving your slip lines .. ~t 
high tide the sliding rings may not be visible when you arrive because 
gra vity has taken them to the bottom of the towel bar. You can retrieve 
them with a boat hook. 
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The author's boat moored between pilings in the Waitangi River, 
New Zealand, where flood and ebb currents reach 3 to 5 knots. The rocky 
bottom (as indicated by the foreshore) adds to the difficulty of conven
tional anchoring. 

Obviously, the mooring post will be more expensive than the piJing 
approach, but if teredos and other wood-destroying organisms are 
abundant in your local waters. the additional cost may be offset by the 
longer life obtained. 

MOORING MAINTENANCE 

Little maintenance but much inspection is required of a prop
erly made mooring system of the types just described. When first set, 
sufficient time must be given for ~he mushroom anchor to sand itself in 
place. A visuaJ check of its buried state should be made, if possible, before 
placing full reliance on it. Similarly, the anchors of a multiple-anchor 
mooring must each be initially weIJ set. All shackles must be safety wired. 
The pendant should be checked frequently for "'ear and replaced when it 
shows severe wear or deterioration. No rope likes the rays of the sun, 
much less the steady diet of sun, salt, and sand that a mooring pendant 
gets. 
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Substantial chafing gear should al,,'ays be used if the boat is left 
unattended for a long period. Leather and corded hose give good chafing 
protection when held securely in place. If there is any chance that the 
pendant \\'illlift free of its chock or cleat, lash it in place .. -\ boat adrift is 
not only a loss to the owner but could become a hazard to other boats in 
the area. 

In a way you are lucky if your mooring has to be removed every year 
because it provides an excellent opportunity for inspection. and the \\'hole 
""inter to correct any problems .. ~ mooring should not be left in the water 
longer than two years before refurbishment, and it should be inspected 
carefully every year. 

Your yearly checklist of in ... the-water components should include the 
following: 

Corrosion and electrolysis. A little rust \\'on't hurt anything but 
at some point the rusted part may become dangerously 
weakened. Chip a little rust off and see ho\\' much actual 
metal remains to hold your mooring together. 

Wear of shackle pins, chain end links, swivel bails, and other 
such joining elements. Too much wear could cause them 
to give up rather suddenly. 

Condition of the riding chain. Sun and warmer surface water 
seem to cause troubles with chain nearer the surface than 
at the lower reaches. Therefore, extra care of chain within 
6 to 10 feet of the water's surface is recommended. 

~ 

Maintenance of the multiple anchor mooring system is similar to the 
mushroom anchor mooring, but it is recommended that the anchors be 
retrieved at the end of the season. Since conventional anchors are easily 
broken out. and they represent a much bigger investment than a single 
mushroom anchor, it is best not to appear to have abandon~d them. 

Groups of moorings should be given special attention after a blow 
because one or more of the moorings may have been dragged out of 
position and their boats could foul other moorings. ~foorings in a cluster 
should not be closer than one and one-quarter times tl".e total scope 
(ground chain plus riding chain plus pendant) plus the o\'eralllength of 
the boat using the mooring. I f the distance becomes less than that. it is 
time to reset one or more moorings. 

Every mooring buoy should have some kind of identification on it. 
preferably the owner's boat's name. But it could also have the name of the 
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yacht club and an identifying number. I f the mooring is solely for the use 
of guests, it should say "guest." Boaters win be more careful in the use of a 
mooring if they kno\\' that it. indeed. has an owner. 

RIGHTS TO MOORINGS 

I n a superficial sense, there is nothing more comforting after a 
hard ride at sea than to come into a harbor and see an unoccupied 
mooring buoy beckoning to you. But is it really available fO you? Every 
mooring \\'as set by some person or organization "rho intends to use it for 
their con\'enience and at their \~him. That person may be on the boat 
entering the harbor behind you, or, more than likely, the person will be on 
the boat that arrives after midnight \~hen you are having a happy dream 
about how accommodating the boating community really is. 

I f you do not own the mooring that you are looking at, seek out the 
owner for permission to use it. Yacht clubs usually have port captains to 
assign moorings. Commercial moorings are usually controlled by a har
bormaster who gets ,'ery indignant if you take up a mooring without first 
seeking an assignment. 

But what if you can't find the owners or managers of the moorings? 
What then? You just take your chance, if it meets your needs. But if the 
rightful owner or Jessee shows up, cast off your mooring line graceful1y 
and thank the owner for the interim use. 

In many ways abandoning the mooring may be the best thing you 
could do because you really don't have the slightest idea whether the 
mooring is safe or not. You have no idea what kind of anchor it used, how 
large (or small) the ground and riding chains were, nor when the under
water components were last inspected and renewed. All you know is that 
the buoy was afloat. The immediate convenience of an unfamiliar moor
ing should not be substituted for the known security of your boat. 
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American Boat and Yacht Council: 
ground tackle design loads, 18-19; 
wiring standards, 86; nominal boat 
for design loads, 178, 179; perma
nent mooring design loads, 288 

Anchor: how to, 4; to anchor, 4-5; 
hook, 5; Polynesian stone anchor, 5; 
bow or bower, 6; kedge, 6; sacred, 6; 
sheet, 6; storm, 6, 18, 19, 175; 
stream, 6; working, 7,18,19,175, 
176-78,179,180,181; anchora (lat.), 
7; stern, 7, 175; driU, 9; lunch hook, 
18, 19; complement on author's boat, 
27; platforms, 31-32; stockless, 67; 
description, 140; nomenclature, 140, 
14 1; roll stability, 158-59; deforma
tion, 164-65; look-alikes, 164, 167-
69; care of, 165-66; complement, 
175; fouling, 205-6 

Anchorage: paucity of, 9; SUV3, Fiji, 11; 
Tarawa atoll, 26; selection factors, 
189·95; Pohnpei, Federated States of 
Micronesia, 192; hurricane 
use, 195-96, 275; Hanalei Bay, 
Hawaii, 203; KoJonia, Pohnpei, 209; 
Haka Maii, Marquesas Islands, 220; 
Papeete, Tahiti, 227; Hilo, Hawaii, 
252; Lantana, Florida, 253; Jaluit 
atoll, Marshall Islands, 256; Saipan, 
Mariana Islands, 273; ~1aeva Beach, 
Tahiti, 276; Cabo San Lucas, Mexjco~ 
282; escape plan, 282; Apra, Guam, 
286; Waitangi, New Zea]and~ 301 

Anchor deployment: procedure, 204; 
predeployment inspection, 204-5; 
letting go, 207; postdeployment 
tasks, 209- 10,212 

Anchor emergencies: slipping the 
cable, 8, 24 i-48 

Anchor holding power: Jead angle ef· 
feet, 97; tests, 159-65; anchor effi
ciency index, 160-61, 289; chain ef
fect, 164-65, 166; proven in hur
ricane, 279; mushroom anchor, 289, 
290; mooring sinker, 297 

Anchoring: in channels, 253-54; prob
lem of submarine cables, 254, 255; 
etiquette, 254-58; chart symbols, 
255; dragging, 257-58; COLREGS, 
258-62 

Anchor loads. See Ground tackle loads 
Anchor retrieval: procedure, 229; kit

ing underway, 230; washdown, 230; 
coral pick, 231·32; breaking out, 
244-45; anchor chaser use, 245-47; 
grapnel use, 247-48; slipping the an
char, 247-48 

Anchor rights: local control, 251-52; 
special anchorages, 251, 255; navi
gable waters, 253; first come, first 
served, 255 

Anchor roller. See Bow roller 
Anchor set: hurricanes, 3; to snub up, 

7-8; rode vibrations, 208; under 
power, 208; mud bottom 208-9; an
tics in setting, 210; solutions to set
ting probJems, 211 
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Anchor stowage: improper on bobsray, 
34; Bruce, 36; stock·stabilized, 
pi\"oted-Auke, 36-3 i; Danfonh 
L \VT, 36-37,43,44; CQR (plow), 36, 
38: old-fashioned, 39; hanging. 39, 
40,41: in well, 39,4 1-43; disas· 
sembled, 42, 43; old-fashioned on 
motor cruiser, 42 

Anchor well, 39,41-43 
Anchor windlass: capstan, 72, 73, i4; 

description and types, 72·74; fea
tures, 74-75; mounting failure, i5; 
proper use, 75; installation, is, 82, 
83,87,89; positioning, 77, 78; 
maintenance, 92, 94-95; failure, 279 

BillboaTd, 68, 69 
Bitt: making fast, 7; bolt-on, 53-54; 

twin, 53·54; hol1ow, 54; defined, 56; 
disappearing, 56,57; metal, 56-57; 
twin, hitch, 60 

Boat motion, 15-17 
Bollard, 56 
Bow roller: failure, 3, 28, 279; stem

head, 2i-30, 38; loads, 29; design, 29, 
178; restraining rode, 29-30 

Bowsprit roller: metal tubing sprit, 32; 
loads on, 33; riding stopper, 119 

Bridles: catamarans, 213; crosswind 
anchoring, 241 

Buoy: mooring,S, 287, 295, 296, 300-
2; on trip line, 205; on anchor rode, 
239-40 

Burying anchor: Danforth LWT, 36, 
144-46,161,162,163,164, 179,180, 
294; description, 140-41; Bruce, 143, 
16J, 162,176,178,179,180,249, 
294; CQR (p)ow), 142, 159·61. 162. 
165, 176, 179, 180, 249; Danforth 
Deepset, 144-45, 147; stock-subi
lized~ pivoted-fluke, 144·47,249; 
Viking aJuminum, 145, 148, 164; 
Wishbone, 147, 149, 164, 179,180; 
Navy stockless, 149-50, 164, 
179, 180; mushroom, 150·52, 

28i-88. 289: marched to sea bed, 
I i 4-75, I i6; stockless patent. I i7; 
selection of, 181; Benson Snag
Proof, 249; Danforth Sure-Ring, 
249; Huntley. 249: Keepers, 249; 
sliding ring, 249-50 

CabJe, 7 
Cabo San Lucas disaster: bow roller 

failure. 28; windlass attachment 
failure, 75: human failure. 186-87; 
fore ~nd aft mooring, 22 I; dragging 
anchor, 258; weather, 264,265·66, 
280; lessons learned, 281·82 

Catalina mooring, 295-98 
Chafing: OOW roller, 29; chain riding 

stopper, 137-38; materials, 138; 
means of avoiding, 26i; protection 
devised by Houston Yacht Club, 267. 
268; prevention during storm, 2i7· 
79; mooring pendant, 291 

Chain: strength of weakest link, 11; 
shot, 10 I; BBB, 101, 103; Proof Coil, 
101, 103; stud link, 101, 103, 104, 
295; elongation. 102; o\'ersize end 
links, 102; strength of, 102, 103; high 
strength, 103-6; hook, 116. 117; 
mooring, 287,291,294 

Chain lead: defined, 128; size matched 
to rope. 129; length, 129·30; selec
tion, 181 

Chain locker: cruising boat t 44-45; de
sign, 48-49; chain chute, 48, 50, 51; 
deck pipe, 49, 50-52; volume, 50 

Chain rode: connectors, 106-10; 
swivels, 109, 110, 178,287,294; cate
nary, I 10- 15; bitter end attachment, 
111; Coast Guard cutter General 
GreeTIL, 114; failure of, 114,266; rid
ing stopper, 115-18, 119; length 
markers, 118-19, 120; care of, 119-
21; inspection guide, 121; selection 
of, 181; riding stopper failure, 279; 
riding stoppers, 281 

Chock, 63, 64 
Cordage Institute, 126, 128 
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Dangers in anchoring: carelessness, 3; 
stowing an anchor, 27: improper 
stowage, 35; anchor gear. 66, 187: 
windlass wildcat, 75: crew considera
tions! 201-2; slack stern rode. 221; 
sliding ring anchors, 249-50: dense 
pack anchoring, 281 

Davit, 69- i J 
Deck chain stoppers. 63, 65-66, 67,78 
Deck cleat: Herreshoff, 59.62: hitch. 

59,62; location, .59, 63, 64: horn, 59, 
64; sizes, 63 

Deck gear: features, 55-56; human 
factors, 187-89 

Deck pipe, 50-52,54 
Displacement/length ratio. 21. 22. 24, 

25 
Dragging: indicators. 233; use of in

creased scope, 233-34; use of engine, 
234; use of kellet, 234-35 

Drogue use, 242 

Earth anchor. 272, 273 
Electric anchor windlass: Plath models, 

76; performance, 79, 81-82; Ideal 
vertical, 82; power requirements, 82. 
83; Simpson-Lawrence Seawolf, 84; 
wiring, 85-B8; failure, 89,91 

Ground tackle: system, 3; reducing size 
of, 4; technology, 4; jargon, 4, 229-
30; as insurance, 8-9, 11-12; system 
readiness, 9; anchor complement, 
175; at ready, 264-65; storm anchor 
system, 266·67; preparing for hurri
cane, 276 

Ground tackle loads: due to wind, 15; 
by ABYC method, 18-19, 181,288; 
calculated, 19-22, 24-26; due to cur
rent, 22; due to surge, 22-24~ calcu
lated vs AB YC tables, 26 

Hawse: hawser, 6, 133; at the, 230. See 
also Rode 

Hawsepipe: horned, 53; on motor 
cruiser, 67; use\\'ithstocklessanchor, 
67-69 
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Hilch: to belay a line, 7 
Hooking anchor: old-fashioned. 6. 8, 

42, ) 52-53, ) 62. ) i7, 179. 180; 
Trotman design. 10; old-fashioned 
Paul Luke take-apart, 42, 153; KB 
Ultralight. 43. 155, 179, 180; old
fashioned with becket. 104; defini
tion, 152; !\'orthiH. 153-55. 156; old
fashioned variations. 153; grapnel, 
156-58,247,248; coral pick. 
],:;6, 157, 23]·32; matched to sea 
bed, 174-75; Danforth Vtility. 179, 
180; selection of, ] 81; old-fashioned 
single arm, 293 

Human factors: failure, 3; lighten 
ground tackle, 177; crew size, 186-
87; crew strength, 188-89 

Hurricane hawse. See ~{ooring, dual 
anchor 

Hurricane Iwa: multihull survival, 26; 
Phat Duck at sea, 195-96 

Hurricane Klaus: anchor chain failure, 
115; neighbors in anchorage, 269 

Hydraulic anchor windlass: advan
tages, 89; performance, 89-90. 92, 
93; Hydra-Cap vertical, 90; plumb
ing schematic, 91 

Kedge: anchor, 6-7; rowing out 
anchor, 236-39; how to, 239 

KeIlet: use in Bahamian mopr, 225; im
proving anchor holding, 234; design 
of,235 

Light displacement monohulls: ground 
tackle, 4; wind drag, 22; anchor and 
rode stowage, 44 

Line, 7. See also Rode 

Manual windlass: on author's boat, 38; 
installation on motor cruiser, 67; 
ABI model, 77; capabilities, 77~ 79; 
performance, 80; human factors in 
use. 188-89 
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~fonohull boats: ground tackle for. 4; 
wind drag, 21. 22. 23: ground tackle 
lo~tds example, 25; surge factor. 25; 
bow roller, 30~ roll dampers. 243-44 

Moor, 5 
~fooring: hammerlock. 216-19. 228. 

236; fore and aft. 217. 2 ]9-23. 281; 
Bahamian, 217, 223-26; Mediterra
nean. 2 J 7.226-29; jn cross currents, 
221-22; atoll, 222-23; Tahiti. 226; 
dual anchor in Med moor, 228; row
ing out stern anchor. 236-39; dual 
anchor, 269·71; negative aspects of 
bridle, 271; channel refuge, 271-74; 
hurricane tidal surge, 274; sinker, 
295, 296, 297. 298; maintenance, 
300-2. See also Single-point mooring 

Moorings, permanent: concepts, 4; 
when used, 286; single mushroom 
anchor, 287-92; multiple anchor, 
292·95; Catalina, 295-98; piling, 
298-300; maintenance. 300-2; rights 
to, 302 

Motor cruisers: ground tackle, 4; wind 
drag, 19,21; UniAite Coastal Cruiser. 
19; ground tackle loads example, 25; 
anchor platform and bow roller, 3 1 ~ 
old-fashioned anchor, 42; anchor 
davit, 71; roll dampers, 243-44 

MultihuU boats: ground tackle for, 4; 
need to calculate wind drag, ] 9; wind 
drag, 2 I, 23; ground tackle loads ex
amples (trimaran), 25, (catamaran), 
25; surge factor, 25; motion in storm, 
26; catamaran bow roller, 33-35; an .. 
chor and rode stowage, 44; hydraulic 
winch, 94; catamaran rode attach
ment. 212, 213; beaching, 242-43 

National Association of Chain Manu-
facturers, 101 

Navel pipe. See Deck pipe 
Norman pin, 54" 55,57,60 
Nylon rope: working limits, 126-28; 

strength, 127; elongation, 127. 128 

Passagemaker: ground tackle for. 4; 
ground tack.le system, 66 

Rode: failure. 3: anchor. 7: bitter end, 
7: materials, 96; scope, 96-10 I, 193; 
lead angle, 9i-99: length, ]00; chain, 
fig; rope. 179: design procedure, 
180, 181 

Rode stowage: protection, 43-44; on 
reels. 44-45; in coils, 44,46-47; in 
baskets. 44.47-48; in chain locker, 
45,48-50 

Roll dampers, 243-44 
Rope: proper terms. 7; vs line, 7; de .. 

scription, 121 .. 22; nylon, 122, 123; 
poJyesrer, J 22, J 23: liber character· 
istics. 123; manila, 123; aramid, 123, 
124; polypropylene, 123, 124; con
struction, 124-26 

Rope rode: chain lead, 99; splicing to 
chain lead. 130-31; thimbles, 130-33, 
134; connections, 130-33, 134; bend
ing to anchor ring, 133-35; bitter 
end, 135, 136; length markers, 135, 
136; care of, 138-39; design proce
dure, 181; catamarans, 212. 213 

Rub strakes, 53, 63 

Samson post: use of, 7; fiberglass hull, 
55; defined, 56; disappearing, 56, 58; 
use of mast on sailboat, 58, 59; 
pinned hitch, 60; plain hitch, 61 

Scope: need for, 96-101; effect on 
swinging circle, 213; reduction of, 
215 

Scowing,anchor, 206, 207 
Seabed: nature of, 1 iO-72, 174; de

scriprors, ) 73; matching anchor to, 
174-i5 

Security at anchor: anchor watch, 197, 
199; lines of position, 197, 199; drift 
lead, J 99-200; wind strength alarm, 
200; escape from anchorage, 200-1 

Shackles, J06-IO, 130,291 
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Signals: use of arms in anchoring. 196-
97. J98; weighing anchor, 229-30; 
requirements at anchor. 258-62: an
chor light, 259; powerboat at anchor. 
259. 260; sailboat at anchor. 259, 
261; flag signals for anchoring, 263 

Single-point mooring: design concept, 
28i; mushroom anchor, 287-92; de
sign loads, 288; component sizes, 
291; multiple anchor. 292-95 

Sportfisher boac: ground tackle for, 4: 
design wind loads, 19 

Steam windlass, 73 
Stern anchor: selection of, 180, 182; 

rowing out, 236-39; temporary 
anchoring. 240-4 ) 

Stockless anchor: Hall, 68; stowage, 68; 
Forfjord, 69; variations on Navy, 
158-59 

Storm anchor: proven in hurricane, 3; 
formerly sheet anchor, 7; boats need
ing, 175; selection, 182-83; tandem 
anchors, 235-36, 237; duaJ anchor 
moor, 269-7 ) 

Swinging circles: overlapping, 212-14; 
cross-current effects, 215 
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Tahiti hurricanes: anchor set. 3; boats 
lost, 264; cause or, 2i 4 ~ sur\'ival story 
of U!orld Ciliun, 275-79; lessons 
learned,2i9-80 

Tandem anchors. 183,235-36,237 
Trip line: how to rig, 205-6; eye on 

anchor crown, 249; for mushroom 
anchor, 287, 292 

\\'eather: Tahiti hurricane, 3,274; in
crease in \\·ind loads, l5; Beaufort 
wind scale, 16; regional considera
tions, 19; wind pressure, 20; hurri
cane Iwa, 26, 195-96; hurricane 
Klaus, 115, 269; Cabo San Lucas dis
aster, 264.265,266,280; cyclonic 
storms, 264, 268-69; storm prepara
tion, 276-77, 281-82; limitations on 
Catalina mooring, 296-97 

Wind drag: equation for, 20; coeffi
cients, 21; characteristic area, 21, 23 

Windlass: failure, 3, 89, 91; for hauling 
in line, 7 

Workboat: ground tackle for, 4; wind 
drag, 21; hydraulic winch oncatama
ran, 94 

Working anchor. See Anchor, working 
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